Burma / Myanmar Bibliographical Project
Siegfried M. Schwertner

Bibliographic description

C. →Grant, Colesworthey
→Calogreedy, R. L.

C.B.I. →United States / Armed Forces / China, Burma and India

C.B.M.S. →Conference of British Missionary Societies

C.B.S - Northern Illinois University < DeKalb, Illus. > / Center for Burma Studies

C.G.H. →Civil General Hospital < Rangoon >

C.H.R.O. →Chin Human Rights Organization

Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram <1788-1850>
Judson, Ann Hasseltine <1789-1826>
GB: BL(04412 de 7)

BL-APAC(T 42152)*
SG: RUBC(266.61092 CJL)
US: CU(Kroch BV3271 J93A52)

C.N.C.E. →Centre National du Commerce Extérieur < Paris >

C.P.D.S.K. →Christian Participation in the Development of Shan, Kayah and Karen State Communities

C.R.D.B. →Committee for Restoration of Democracy in Burma

Cabaton, Antoine <b. 1863>
Catalogue sommaire des manuscrits indiens, indo-chinois et malayo-polynésiens

→Bibliothèque Nationale < Paris > / Departement des Manuscrits

Cabaud, Marie-Christine
ISBN 2-911053-42-7
F: Paris-CIUP

Cabrera, Luciano Hernández
Rapport de la mission en Birmanie
→Tisinger, Richard M.

Caccia, Ivan
Subject(s): International Centre for Human Rights and Democratic Development : Bibliography
Burma : Bibliography
ditto. Microform. – Leiden: IDC, [2000]. 1 microfiche. – (Human rights documents : General focus ; 4208, doc. 65)

GB: SOAS(Pam Indo-Chinese-Langs. B/38.768)*

Cady, John Frank <b. 1901>
ISBN 0-89680-114-4
Herbert 306

Subject(s): Cady, John Frank <b. 1901> : Biography
Burma : Study and teaching :
Biography – Historians, American
AU: ANU(Menzies large book DS528.43.C25.A32)
D: B-SBB(4° Ser.13688-61 Potsdamer Str.)
The development of self-rule and independence in Burma, Malaya and the Philippines


Herbert 145

Subject(s): Burma : History

AU: ANU (Menzies DS485.B86 C2 ; Hope Store Bliss ONV C126)

NAL(959.1 CAD)

GB: BL(09037 dd 43 ; 2091 bb)

BL-APAC(V 13865)

COL(DS 86)

CUL(632:2.c.95.21)

FOL(LD 965/27.033)

SOAS(GB 945/305.449 ; 339.821)*

NL: KB


UCB(Main DS485 B86 C23)

UCD(Shields DS503.4 .P36 no.61)

UCLA(YRL DS485 B86 C11 1960)

UCSD(SSH DS485.B86 C2)

YU(Bj35H 958C)

ditto.


D: HD-SAI(320 his 62/762)*

GB: BL(09037 dd 43 ; 2091 bb)

BL-APAC(V 13865)

COL(DS 86)

CUL(632:2.c.95.21)

FOL(LD 965/27.033)

SOAS(GB 945/157.825)

ULL(OHNQ Cad)


UCB(Main DS485 B86 C23)

UCD(Shields DS503.4 .P36 no.61)

UCLA(YRL DS485 B86 C11 1960)

UCSD(SSH DS485.B86 C2)

YU(Bj35H 958C)

ditto.


D: BL-UB(1Q170&GV00 C126(128))

US: UCR(Rivera DS485.B81 C3)

ditto.


D: H-NLB(90/118)

GB: SAS((59):091)*

US: ICNE(Stacks DS485B86 C21965)

WLU(Book Stacks DS485.B86 C2)

ditto.


ISBN 0-8214-0160-2 ; 0-8214-0175-0 (pbk.)

p. 33-58: Independence problems in Burma, Indonesia and Vietnam


p. 470-510: Burma under military socialist rule

Subject(s): Burma : History

AU: ANU(Menzies DS518.1C23)

US: UCV(DS518.1.C231)

UC(NRLF) & UCB & :

DS518.1 .C231

US: ICNE(Stacks DS485B86 C21965)

WLU(Book Stacks DS485.B86 C2)

ditto.


ISBN 0-8214-0160-2 ; 0-8214-0175-0 (pbk.)

D: HD-SAI(320 his 62/762)*

GB: BL(X 809/43232)

US: UCR(Rivera DS485.B81 C3)

ditto.


ISBN 0-8214-0160-2 ; 0-8214-0175-4 (pbk.)

ditto.


ISBN 0-8214-0160-2 ; 0-8214-0175-4 (pbk.)

D: HD-SAI(320 his 77/332)*

GB: BL(X 809/43232)

US: UCR(Rivera DS485.B81 C3)

ditto.


ISBN 0-8214-0160-2 ; 0-8214-0175-4 (pbk.)

D: HD-SAI(320 his 77/332)*

GB: BL(X 809/43232)

US: UCR(Rivera DS485.B81 C3)
The problem of law and order in Burma under British administration

Subject(s): Burma: Constitutional history
AU: ANU (Menzies DS544.C3)
D: B-SBB (Potsdamer Str. NiLS)
HD-SAI (reg 60 D 104 Kp)*
NYPL (Research M-10 1061, no.12) PU
UC (NRLF JQ442.1954.C3)
NIU (Main Stacks-FML JQ4421954.C3)
UCSC (McHenry DS511.2.C81 no.12)
YU (SML & Kline: Anthropology: DS509.3.C33)

The swing of the pendulum
ISBN 0-674-92320-0

Subject(s): Burma: History
United States: Relations - United States
AU: ANU (Menzies DS528.5.C3 1976)
D: B-SBB (365 804 Potsdamer Str.)
KN-UB (gsa 904/c12a)
PA-UB (55/RR 51983 C126)
F: BNF (8° G.15945(25))
BDIC (O 183.459)
GB: BL (QP 1022/37) BL-DS (76/43800)
BL-APAC (V 20046)
CUL (632:2.c.95.13)
OUL (IND Main Libr Burma 7 d 33 ; QEH C4/BUR CA)
SOAS (GB930/357.590)*
IRL: TCD (959.1 L6)
NL: KB
SG: ISEAS (DS530.6 C121)
US: LC (DS528.5.C3)

Caetano, Maria Paula
Breve discurso em que se conta a conquista do Reino do Pégua na India Oriental
Mousinho, Manuel de Abreu

Caidin, Martin <b. 1927>
code war

Subject(s): Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Aerial operations, Japanese; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB: SOAS (E Coll 3 U 9)
US: LC (D792.J3 C3)

Calculations for Burmah produce. – London : Carter and Bromley, 1858. 110 p., tables.
GB: BL (8247 b 54)*
US: HU-A

Cacuttu Missionary Conference <1871, Calcutta>
Statistical tables of Protestant missions in India, Ceylon and Burma
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Calder, Charles Cumming <b. 1884>  
Hand-book of common water and marsh plants of India and Burma  
→ Biswas, Kalipada

Calder, Peter Ritchie <1906-1982>  
Dawn over Asia / by Ritchie Calder. – London : The News Chronicle. 1952. 48 p., illus. – (Background to the news ; 5) p. 18-21: Burma  
GB:BL(WP 4246/5) BL-APAC(P/T 3774)*  
NL:KITLV(M 3b 413)  
US:CU(Kroch Ref. CE61 C6 H87+)

Gevecht met het oerwoud / Ritchie Calder. – Arnhem: van Loghum Slaterus, 1954. 257 p., plates, map, index. – Tranl. of: Men against the jungle  
p. 96-112: Ma Ti Tin Yee, Burma  
GB:BL(10058 t 28)*

p. 90-104: Ma Ti Tin Yee (Burma)  
Note: An account of a journey made to report on the United Nations Technical Assistance Programme in Indonesia, Thailand, Burma, India, Pakistan and Afghanistan  
D: HD-SAI(300 wiw 86/296)*  
GB:BL(010055 b 85)  
US:CU(DSS09.5.R61) HU(Widener Ind 8369.54.5)  
LC(DSS09.5.A1R5) YU

Calder, Ritchie  
→ Calder, Peter Ritchie

Calder, Rose E.  
→ A guide to library resources in Rangoon

Calderon, George <1868-1915>  
US:CU(OLIN1 PR6005.A31 M2)  
LC(PR6005.A27M3)  
Ref.: OCLC 2345035

Caldwell, John Cole <b. 1913>  
[South Asia travel guide]  
John C. Caldwell’s South Asia travel guide. – New York : John Day, 1960. 252 p., illus., maps, index.  
p. 89-109: Burma  
D: HD-SAI(300 rei 63/1647)*  
US:CU(Kroch DS10.C14 LC(DS504.C3)  
UCB(DS10.C19) UCLA(DS20.C12a) YU

ditto. – Rev. ed. – ibid., [1961], 243 p., illus.  
US: LC(DS504.C3 1961)

A calendar for the church in India, Burma and Ceylon. –  
[Serampore:] The Church History Association of India, Burma and Ceylon, 1940. 50 p.  
Subject(s): Burma : Calendars - Church year ; Missions  
GB:Birmingham(Ref. 266.00954, Reference)  
US:YU(Divinity, Special Collections HR352)

Calendar of an institution  
→ s. under the institution

The calendar of corresponding Chinese, English and Burmese dates, for one hundred years, 1856-1960 A.D. … – Rangoon : Soo Lin Book, 1958. 211 p. – Added title in Chinese and Burmese  
Subject(s): Burma : Calendar, Burmese  
US:CU(Kroch Ref. CE61 C6 H87+)

California Academy of Sciences  
→ The dangerously venomous snakes of Myanmar : illustrated checklist with keys

→ A new Calotes (Squamata: Agamidae) from the Indo-Burman Range of western Myanmar (Burma)

→ A new Lydodon (Serpentes: Colubridae) from Northeast India and Myanmar (Burma)

→ A new species of Bufo (Anura: Bufonidae) from Myanmar (Burma) and redescription of the little-known species Bufo stuarti Smith 1929

California Culinary Academy  
Cuisines of Southeast Asia  
→ Harlow, Jay

Southeast Asian cooking  
→ Harlow, Jay

California Institute of Technology < Pasadena > / Meteorology Department  
The climate of Burma and India  
→ Sorey, Robert L.

Callahan, Mary Patricia <b. 1961>  
ISBN 0-8014-4125-0 (cloth)  
Note: ‘Burma’s colonial past had seen a large imbalance between the military and civil sectors. That imbalance was accentuated soon after formal independence by one of the earliest and most persistent covert Cold War conflicts, involving CIA-funded Kuomintang incursions across the Burmese border into the People’s Republic of China. Because this raised concerns in Rangoon about the possibility of a showdown with Communist China, the Burmese Army received even more autonomy and funding to protect the integrity of the new nation-state.’ "The military transformed itself during the late 1940s and the 1950s from a group of anticolonial guerrilla bands into the professional force that seized power in 1962. The army edged out all other state and social institutions in the competition for national power. Making Enemies draws on Callahan’s interviews with former military officers and her archival work in Burmese libraries and halls of power. Callahan’s unparalleled access allows her to correct existing explanations of Burmese authoritarianism and to supply new in-


Note: Anna Kavan died in 1968 aged sixty-seven, a victim of the heroin to which she had been addicted for the last thirty years of her life. Yet she was a prolific writer and an accomplished painter. Her literary work, widely acclaimed, has been transl. into French, Spanish, Italian, Dutch, Danish and Japanese. She was born in Cannes of English parents and spent her childhood in Europe, Cali-
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Subject(s): Abb遍na, Paolo <1806-1874>
Oblati di Maria Vergine: Burma
Burma: Missionaries - Biography
I: BCMP(AS 07/02/0002; 0003)
Biblioteca civica Giovanni Ferrero - Alba - CN

Calling to mind: being some account of the first hundred years (1870 to 1970) of Steel Brothers and Company Limited
→Braud, Harold Ernest Wilton

Callis, Helmut G.
Foreign capital in Southeast Asia / by Helmut G. Callis ; with an introduction by Carl F. Remer. – New York : International Secretariat, Institute of Pacific Relations, 1942. IV, 120 p., map, bibliogr. p. 109-120. – (I. P. R. international research series) – [Mimeoogr.] - A preliminary draft of the present study was issued in August 1941 for limited distribution...
Rev. version ... 1942 - Pref. p. 88-96: Burma
Subject(s):
US: CU(Kroch HG5712+ C16)
GB: SOAS(LG 332/47.295)*
D: KI-ZBW(Fi 525)

Callogreedy
The Burma road flora
Callow
Ref.: OCLC 29264886

years (1870 to 1970) of Steel Brothers and Company Limited
Foreign capital in Southeast Asia / by Helmut G. Callis ; with an introduction by Carl F. Remer. – New York : International Secretariat, Institute of Pacific Relations, 1942. IV, 120 p., map, bibliogr. p. 109-120. – (I. P. R. international research series) – [Mimeoogr.] - A preliminary draft of the present study was issued in August 1941 for limited distribution...
Rev. version ... 1942 - Pref. p. 88-96: Burma
Subject(s):
US: CU(Kroch HG5712+ C16)
GB: SOAS(LG 332/47.295)*
D: KI-ZBW(Fi 525)

Calogreedy
The Burma road flora
Callow
Ref.: OCLC 29264886

Mandalay by car : a road guide with rambling reflections by the way / by R. L. Calogreedy ; illus., with a map of Burma and six comprehensive charts. – Mandalay: Upper Burma Advertiser Pr., 1933. 50 p., illus., map.
Subject(s): Burma: Automobile travel ; Guidebooks
GB: BL-APAC(P/T 3376)*

Songs of Burma / by R. L. C.... – Mandalay: Upper Burma Advertiser Pr., 1926. 24 p. – (Burma youth series)
Subject(s): Burma: Songs
GB: BL(11654 a 61)* BL-APAC(P/T 2055)
US: CS(t(SAL.1&2 8291.4 .S678)
NIU(SEA M1824.B8 C3561926)
Ref.: OCLC 23244386

Taungbyon nat brothers : a tale of two youths of India who rose to be generals under King Anawrata / by R. L. C. – Mandalay: Upper Burma Advertiser Pr., 1926. 28 p., illus., index. – (Burma youth series)
Subject(s): Burma: Folklore
US: CS(t(SAL.3 8291.4 .T226)CU(Annex GR305 .C356x 1926)
NIU(SEA GR305 .C3561926)
Ref.: OCLC 23244415

Calthrop, H.
Burmesse tales and sketches / by Mrs. H. Calthrop. – Calcutta : Thacker, Spink, 1895. 54 p. – On cover: No. 1.
Subject(s): Burma: English literature - Fiction - Miscellaneous
GB: BL(12635 n 2)* BL-APAC(T 7775)*
OU(L:BOD Nuneham 256 e.9787)
US: WU(Memorial Lib. Microforms Media Ctr Micro Fiche 5100 No.1663)

Calver, D. H.
Subject(s): Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, British - Royal Air Force ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 S /11)

Calver, Hubert <b. 1875>
→The law and principles of co-operation

Calvert, James Michael
→Calvert, Michael <b. 1913>

Calver, John Telfer
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.145/19)*

Calvert, Michael <b. 1913>
ISBN 0-345-23502-9

GB: SOAS(GB959.10452 /849990 ; E Coll 3 G /11)
SG: NUS(D767.6 Cal)

C 6
GB:BL(WP.B 29/533)*
OUL(BOD Camera UB 222833 e.176)
IRL:TCD(Santry ZN 257.18)
US:NIU(SEA D767.6 .C341960)

D: B-SBB(Potsdamer Str.)
GB:BL(X.80/7473) BL-DSS(W81/9398)
CUL(539:1.d.173.14) BL-APAC(T 26342)
OUL(BJL Reference JM,G00386)
IRL:TCD(V9-2 578)
US:CU(Kroch D767.6 C16 1971)
HU(Widener HB 1310.85.1)
NYPL(Research JFD 90-8190)

GB:OUL(BOD Camera UB 2704 e.117/9179
SOAS(GB959.10452 /808419 ; E Coll 3 G /9)
IRL:TCD(P 29901)

NL:KITLV(M 3n 1845 N)
GB:BL(X 700/13758)*

GB:BL(X.Y.C.1996.b.8911) BL-DSS(98/05951)
SOAS(E Coll 3 G /10) OUL(BOM M97.E00346)
IRL:TCD(HL-192-860)

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Operations, British - Personal narratives ; World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns
GB:SOAS(E Coll G /10a)

Prisoners of hope / by Michael Calvert ; with an introd. by Peter Fleming. 1st publ. – London : Cape, 1952. 303 p., illus., fold. maps, app.
Note: The story of the actions of 77 infantry brigade, General Wingate's old brigade, during the operations in Burma in 1944
Subject(s): Great Britain : World War <1939-1945> - Burma - Military operations - Army - Infantry Brigade, 77th
GB:BL(8820 de 7)* CUL(539:1.d.173.10)
BL-APAC(T 14907) OUL(BOD Camera UB 222833 e.116) SOAS(GB 959.10452/808419)*
MY: RU
SG: NUS(D767.6 Cal)
US: CoU CU(Kroch D767.6 C16) HU(Widener: HB 1310.85) & HU(Widener Harv. Depos.) & LC & NIU(SEA) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : D767.6 .C34 1952 NYPL(Research BZAP) UC(NRLF D767.6.C17 SB 747 446)

GB:BL(WP.B 29/533)*
OUL(BOD Camera UB 222833 e.176)
IRL:TCD(Santry ZN 257.18)
US:NIU(SEA D767.6 .C341960)
Cam, Advice
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 G 46)
Cam Lvan`
Dictionary of military terms … / Cam Lvan`
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 G 46)

Camavo, Luigi
Partendo missionario per la Birmania don Angelo Baldovini
C 8

Camhla < Jivathayi >
Handbook of natural foods. – Ran` kun`: Nananaya Phran
US: UC(Kroch PN2860 .C35 1993)
khyi re Thana, 1960. 16, 51, 1036 p., bibliogr. p. 1034 to
US: UC(YRL PN2860 .C35 1997)
1036. – Added title and text also in Burmese
US: UCLA(YR PN2860 .C35 1997 Ref. RR)
Cam, Advice
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 G 46)

CamГЇГїavo, Luigi
Partendo missionario per la Birmania don Angelo Baldovini
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 G 46)

Camhla < Jivathayi >
Handbook of natural foods. – Ran` kun`: Nananaya Phran
US: UC(Kroch PN2860 .C35 1993)
khyi re Thana, 1960. 16, 51, 1036 p., bibliogr. p. 1034 to
1036. – Added title and text also in Burmese
US: UCLA(YR PN2860 .C35 1997 Ref. RR)
Cam, Advice
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 G 46)

CamГЇГїavo, Luigi
Partendo missionario per la Birmania don Angelo Baldovini
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 G 46)

Camhla < Jivathayi >
Handbook of natural foods. – Ran` kun`: Nananaya Phran
US: UC(Kroch PN2860 .C35 1993)
khyi re Thana, 1960. 16, 51, 1036 p., bibliogr. p. 1034 to
1036. – Added title and text also in Burmese
US: UCLA(YR PN2860 .C35 1997 Ref. RR)
Cam, Advice
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 G 46)

CamГЇГїavo, Luigi
Partendo missionario per la Birmania don Angelo Baldovini
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 G 46)

Camhla < Jivathayi >
Handbook of natural foods. – Ran` kun`: Nananaya Phran
US: UC(Kroch PN2860 .C35 1993)
khyi re Thana, 1960. 16, 51, 1036 p., bibliogr. p. 1034 to
1036. – Added title and text also in Burmese
US: UCLA(YR PN2860 .C35 1997 Ref. RR)
Cam, Advice
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 G 46)

CamГЇГїavo, Luigi
Partendo missionario per la Birmania don Angelo Baldovini
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 G 46)

Camhla < Jivathayi >
Handbook of natural foods. – Ran` kun`: Nananaya Phran
US: UC(Kroch PN2860 .C35 1993)
khyi re Thana, 1960. 16, 51, 1036 p., bibliogr. p. 1034 to
1036. – Added title and text also in Burmese
US: UCLA(YR PN2860 .C35 1997 Ref. RR)
Cam, Advice
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 G 46)
Cambridge South Asian Studies
→ University < Cambridge > / Centre of South Asian Studies

Cameron, Lorenzo <1856-1917>

L: Biblioteca dell’Accademia delle scienze - Torino - TO

US: HU(Museum Comp Zoology Vermes)

Cameron, Alan Arthur

Subject(s): Palaungs
Burma: Ethnography
AU:ANU(Chifley & Menzies DS525.T37 1992)

4. From World War II to the present.

Subject(s): Subject(s): Subject(s): Subject(s):

Great Britain: Imperialism - History; Foreign relations - Burma - History
Burma: Foreign relations - Great Britain - History; History

Subject(s): Great Britain: Imperialism - History; Foreign relations - Burma - History
Burma: Foreign relations - Great Britain - History; History

Note: This book is a multi-author treatment of the whole of mainland and island Southeast Asia from Burma to Indonesia. The second volume covers economics and social life as well as the religious and popular culture of the region as they develop over two centuries.

US: CU(Kroch+Asia Ref.+Uris: DS525.C17)
GB: BL(HLR 959 ; 93/03266-7)
GB: SOAS(JA954/33340 ; 36867 ; CWML I133)

Bibliographical description

ISBN 0521778646 (set)
ref. – V. 1-2 also called v. 1, pt. 1-2 on cover; v. 2-4 also called v. 2, pt. 1-2 on cover.

4. British India 1497-1858 / ed. H. H. Dodwell. — 1929. XXII, 683 p. — This vol. can also be obtained as Volume 5 of The Cambridge History of India.
5. The Indian Empire, 1858-1918. — 1932. — This vol. can also be obtained as Volume 6 of The Cambridge History of India.

6 From World War II to the present.

Subject(s): Subject(s): Great Britain: Imperialism - History; Foreign relations - Burma - History
Burma: Foreign relations - Great Britain - History; History

Note: This book is a multi-author treatment of the whole of mainland and island Southeast Asia from Burma to Indonesia. The second volume covers economics and social life as well as the religious and popular culture of the region as they develop over two centuries.

US: CU(Kroch+Asia Ref.+Uris: DS525.C17)
GB: BL(HLR 959 ; 93/03266-7)
GB: SOAS(JA954/33340 ; 36867 ; CWML I133)
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US: IChar(Stacks QL596.S75 C15 1976)
LC(QL596.S75C15 1976)

Cameron, Mary <b, 1953>
Subject(s): Burma: Violence ; Education and state ; Politics and education ; Legitimacy of governments ; College students - Political activities ; Education - History ; Politics and government <1962-1988> ; Politics and government <1988>
US: CUL(9538.c.208) ; SOAS(GC909/165209 ; GB959.10452/643.343 ; 808432 ; E Coll 3 E/8)

US: BL(9102 bbb 26) BL-DSS(W66/1221)

Camins, Benjamin L. <b, 1934>
DAI 40.3, 1979, 1635-36 A. – Shulman 328
Subject(s): Great Britain : Foreign relations - Burma ; Colonies - Burma - History
Burma: Foreign relations - Great Britain
D: GO-SUB(MC 80-433:1-4)*
SG:NUS(Central Library & smc JC359 Cam)
US: CU(Kroch D767.6 C18) UoC

YU(SML DA47.9 A3 C35 +)

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Burma : History - Siege - 1944

US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Br 231.01)

La campaña de Birmania
→Owen, Christopher

Campbell, Arthur Fraser
The siege : a story from Kohima / Arthur Campbell. 1st publ. – London : Allen and Unwin, 1956. IX, 211 p., 6 illus., 5 maps. – 2nd and 3rd impr. 1956 also
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Burma : History - Siege - 1944

US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & UCLA(YR) & GB: CUL(632:1.c.95.15) OUL(BOD 222833 e.135) SOAS(GC909/165209 ; GB959.10452/643.343 ; 808432 ; E Coll 3 E/8)

GB: BL(WP 12745/379) OUL(BOD 22833 f.1)

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Campbell, Doirean
Subjects: Campbell, Doirean: Diaries
Burma : Plantation owners' spouses, British - Biography ; Biography, Planter, British ; Tea trade : Description and travel ; Social life and customs
GB: CUL(632:1.c.95.15) OUL(BOD M92.F11194)
IRL: TCD(1L-157-725)
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & UCLA(YR) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : DS257.7 C35 1989
Ref.: OCLC26751167

Campbell, Francis Bunbury Fitz-Gerald <1868-1906>
Index catalogue of Indian official publications
→British Museum < London >

Campbell, Frank
→Campbell, Francis Bunbury Fitzgerald

Campbell, G. Wallace
AU:ANU(Chifley D767.6.C36)

Campbell, George <1824-1892>
→Specimens of languages of India

Campbell, Helen
An eastern diary / by Helen Campbell. – Tenby: Smith, [1914?]. 134 p.
Note: Letters from Burma and Mesopotamia, 1909 to 12.
GB:BL(10055 c 45)* BL-APAC(T 4200)

**Campbell, Margaret**
From the hands of the hills | text: Margaret Campbell ; photographers: Chusak Voraphitak ; original research: Nakorn Pongnoi. – Hong Kong: Media Transasia, 1978. 226 p., illus., map, notes, bibliogr. p. 224-226.

Subject(s): *Thailand, Northern* : Handicraft ; Ethnology
D: HD-SA(345 eth 79/1505 GF)*


**Campbell**
Elefantdalens hemlighet : roman från Burma / bemyndigad övers. från engelska av Arnold òkesson. – Stockholm: B. Wahlström, 1945. 252 s. – (Blå cirkel-serien) : Transl. of:

This animal is dangerous
S: S(1.1 S 59 D ; 1.2 S 8:o.) Umdp Umdp 12478
US: CRL(S. Asian MF-10448 reel 035)
(SAMP early 20th-century Indian books project ; item 10280) – Master microform held by: ICRL.
US: CRL(S. Asian MF-10448 reel 035)
LC(Microfilm CSL-ENG-035 (D))
UC(NRLF off campus) & UCB(Main) & UCB(Moffitt) & UCD(Shields) & UCSB(Main) : DS480.84 .C3
UC(Riviera DS480.84 .C35)

**ditto.** – ibd., 1952. XIV, 383, [16] p., illus., maps, app., index.
AU:ANU(Menzies DS480.84 .C3 1952)
D: HD-SA(216 his 84798)*
NL: KITLV(M rr 1370)

**ditto.** [1st American ed.] – New York : Dutton, 1953. XIV, 383 p., illus., index.
D: HD-SA(reg 60 D 716)*
GB: CUL(J.gdw.9.M.018)
US: BL(Widener Ind 1005.5.5) LC & NIU(Main Stacks - FML) & UC(NRLF off campus) & UCB(Main) & UCSD(SSH) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : DS480.84 .C3
1953 NNC(Offsite 954 C15)
NYPL(Research JFE 88-819)

GB:BL(X 800/7485) CUL(628:56.c.95.51)
BL-APAC(18454) OUL(IND 30 E 110)
IRL:TCD(PB- 62-157 ; 954.09 L2)
US:CU(Kroch DS480.84 .C19 1972)
LC(DS480.84 .C3 1972)
NYPL(Research JFE 88-819)

GB:SOAS(JA954.04 /445486 ; 445487)
US:LC(DS480.84 .C3 1977)

US:LC & NNC(Butler) : DS480.84 .C3 1985
NIU(Columbia General Coll. 954.04 C188m1985)

BL-APAC(T 47710)
NYPL(OFFICE 954 C37)

**ditto.** / specially rev. and abridged by the author for Indian readers. – Bombay: Jaioco Publishing House, c1951. IX, 293 p., illus.
Ref.: RLIN

**Can”’ Lvan”**
Defensive driving and motor vehicle law ... / Ú” Can”’ Lvan”. – Ran” kun”: Yum kraññ” khyak” Cā pe : Phran” khyi re” , Ú” Can”’ Lvan” Cā pe, 2002. 247 p., bibliogr. p. 246-247. – Added title and text in Burmese
Note: On safety measures to be observed while driving a motor vehicle and laws and regulations relating to it.
Subject(s): *Burma* : Motor vehicle driving ; Safety measures ; Motor vehicle - Law and legislation ; Traffic regulations
US:CU(Olin) & LC & UC(SRLF) : YU(SML X) : TL152.66.B93 C36 2002

**Canada** / Royal Canadian Air Force / 435th Squadron
⇒ Chintne : Royal Canadian Air Force

**Canada and Southeast Asia**
⇒ Sebastian, Leonard C.

Subject(s):
- Burma : November 16, 1996, Ottawa, Canada
- Saul, John Raiston
- Canadian NGO policy paper on Burma
- Roundtable on Burma and Drugs 1997, Vancouver, B.C.: Report from the Roundtable on Burma and Drugs
- Canadian Institute of International Affairs (Toronto)
- Sayeed, Khalid Bín
- Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy (Montreal)
- Adams, Frank Dawson
- Cancanīnnaρ and other Jataka stories / aiksoe & Min Yu Way. – Rangoon: Mame, 1861. 236 p., illus. – (Bibliothèque des écoles chrétiennes) – US: LU(915 M522Zc)
- Candy, Joseph Phelan

Subject(s):
- Burma : Cities - History ; Pagan : History
- Mandalay : History
- Rangoon : History
- Birma, britisch / Stadt, Zeichnung <<HD-SAI>>
- Birma, britisch / Hofkultur, Zeichnung <<HD-SAI>>
- Birma, britisch / Architektur, Zeichnung <<HD-SAI>>
- Birma, britisch / Kulturgeschichte <<HD-SAI>>
- D: HD-SAI(322 soz 99/2759)

ISBN 983-56-0010-4

Ref.: OCLC 27400159

Canadian NGO policy paper on Burma.

Ref.: OCLC 46732702

Candā
Subject(s): Candā < Ma > : Translations into English

Birma : Short stories.

US: LC(MLCS 2002/00043 (P) FT Meade)

NANC(Lehman PL3988.S258 U77 2001g)

Candakinnari and other Jataka stories / aiksoe & Min Yu Way. – Rangoon: Mame, 1861. 236 p. – Added title and text also in Burmese

D: HD-SAI(nsp 2.26 W 98/653)*

GB: BL-APAC(SEA 1990 a 784)

Candau, Louis
Expeditions portugaises aux Indes orientales. Nouv. éd. – Tours: Mame, 1860. 140 p., front. – (Bibliothèque des écoles chrétiennes ; 3. série)

US: BU(915 M522Zc)

Candi, Ellen Corwin

ISBN 983-56-0010-4

Ref.: OCLC 27400159

Cangi, Ellen Corwin

ISBN 983-56-0010-4

Ref.: OCLC 27400159

Candau, Louis
Expeditions portugaises aux Indes orientales. Nouv. éd. – Tours: Mame, 1861. 236 p., illus. – (Bibliothèque des écoles chrétiennes)

US: LU(915 M522Zc)

Candy, Joseph Phelan

Ref.: OCLC 52494846

Candakinnari and other Jataka stories / aiksoe & Min Yu Way. – Rangoon: Mame, 1861. 236 p. – Added title and text also in Burmese

D: HD-SAI(nsp 2.26 W 98/653)*

GB: BL-APAC(SEA 1990 a 784)

Candau, Louis
Expeditions portugaises aux Indes orientales. Nouv. éd. – Tours: Mame, 1861. 140 p., front. – (Bibliothèque des écoles chrétiennes ; 3. série)

US: BU(915 M522Zc)

Candy, Joseph Phelan

Ref.: OCLC 46732702

Cancellation of bye-law
Bye-law

Birma, britisch / Stadt, Zeichnung <<HD-SAI>>

Birma, britisch / Hofkultur, Zeichnung <<HD-SAI>>

Birma, britisch / Architektur, Zeichnung <<HD-SAI>>

Birma, britisch / Kulturgeschichte <<HD-SAI>>

D: HD-SAI(322 soz 99/2759)

F: BIULO(GEN.III.68804)


Candi, Ellen Corwin

ISBN 983-56-0010-4

Ref.: OCLC 27400159

Candi, Ellen Corwin

ISBN 983-56-0010-4

Ref.: OCLC 27400159

Candi, Ellen Corwin

ISBN 983-56-0010-4

Ref.: OCLC 27400159
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Thailand - Social conditions ; Reproductive health - Thailand

Thailand : Sexual behavior ; Immigrants - Health and hygiene ; Reproductive health ; Hygiene, Sexual; Immigrants Sexual behavior ; Reproductive health ; Violence ; Alien labor, Burmese; Refugees ; Public health ; Emigration and immigration

Burma : Violence ; Emigration and immigration - Thailand

AU: NLA(YY 613.9 C235)

Ref.: UNESDOC

Subjects:
- Alien labor, Burmese ; Refugees ; Public health ; Emigration and immigration ; Commercial law ; Business enterprises ; Foreign trade regulation ; Investments - Taxation
- HD-SAI: 1996 (1 B 62741 Potsdamer Str.)
- GB:SOAS: 1996 (L.A 345.90387/7731.229)
- SG:ISEAS(KN321.3 C24)
- NUS: 1996 (HL Ref. HC442.1 Cap v.1-2 ; LW ASEAN Coll.KE7022 Inv.C v.1-2)
- US:HU(Law School ILS KNC 747 .C369x 1996) UCB
- Ref.: OCLC 35200771 ; 35196696 1996 ; 35196758

Capital programme evaluation 1952/53 to 1957/58

Evaluation of the capital programme 1952/53 to 1957/58

Commercial law ; Business enterprises ; Foreign trade regulation ; Investments - Taxation

D: B-SBB: 1996 (1 B 62741 Potsdamer Str.)
- HD-SAI: 1996 (300 wsw 99/2963,1-2)*
- GB:SOAS: 1996 (L.A 345.90387/7731.229)
- SG:ISEAS(KN321.3 C24)
- NUS: 1996 (HL Ref. HC442.1 Cap v.1-2 ; LW ASEAN Coll.KE7022 Inv.C v.1-2)
- US:HU(Law School ILS KNC 747 .C369x 1996) UCB
- Ref.: OCLC 35200771 ; 35196696 1996 ; 35196758

Capitation and Thathameda Taxes Enquiry Committee 1926-27


Subject(s): Burma ; Taxation ; Poll tax ; Income tax

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.105/75)
- BL-APAC(MYAN.A.1775 ; IOR/V/26/321/11)


D: HD-SAI: reg 60 F 19 Kp*
- SG:ISEAS(HJ2935 B9B962)
- US:CU(Kroch HJ2934.B8 A5)
- NUI(SEA HJ4936.B93 B8751949)
- Ref.: OCLC 26466929

ditto. – ibd., (for F. R. S.), 1927. 16, 101 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
- GB:SOAS(GPC 336/215.114)*
- US:CU(Annex KNL3544 .A28 1927a ; Kroch Microfiche 887 SE1 92 63555) LC
- Ref.: OCLC 42044570 ; 25706938

Caplan, Jack

- GB:BL(10667 l 8)

ditto. – London : Brown, Watson, 1951. 159 p. – [[DigiBooks ; R530]]
- GB:BL(W.P.9655/889)
- NL:KITLV(M 3n 1439 N)
- Ref.: OCLC 26466929

Capoferri, Fermo

Prayers and Hymns in Ghekhu ...

Capper, John

The real India : being a faithful picture of the political, social, and industrial progress of the many races composing the people of India; from the earliest times to the present time. 1st Indian repr. – Delhi: Oriental Publ., 1972. X. 492 p., illus., port. – First publ. under title: The three presidencies of India

C 14
The three presidencies of India : a history of the rise and progress of the British Indian possessions; from the earliest records to the present time. With an account of their government, religion, manners, customs, education etc., etc., etc. / by John Capper. Illus. by numerous engravings, and a map by Wyld – London : Ingram, Cooke, 1853. XII, 492 p. incl. front., illus., plates, map. – Later ed. under title: The Real India

P.189-206: The first Burmese war, and the cession of Assam and the Tenasserim Provinces to the British Government. The three presidencies of India : a history of the rise and progress of the British Indian possessions; from the earliest records to the present time. With an account of their government, religion, manners, customs, education etc., etc. / by John Capper. Illus. by numerous engravings, and a map by Wyld – London : Ingram, Cooke, 1853. XII, 492 p. incl. front., illus., plates, map. – Later ed. under title: The Real India

ISBN 2-7384-2103-2

P.19: The care of soil and the good citizenship

Cardinaud, Marie-Hélène

Le "conte de pourquoi" en Birmanie : traduction et étude critique d'un corpus de contes étiologiques/ par Marie-Hélène Cardinaud-Steyaert.

The care of soil and the good citizenship

Cardona, Georges

P.19: The care of soil and the good citizenship

Cardona, Georges


Subject(s): Burmese language : Spoken Burmese ; Textbooks for foreign speakers

Carew, John Mohun <1921-1980>

Carew, Tim <real name: John Mohun Carew, 1921-1980>

The longest retreat : the Burma campaign, 1942 / by  Tim Carew.

Carew, Tim

This and a medal too / by Tim Carew.

Carew, Tim

The longest retreat : the Burma campaign, 1942 / by  Tim Carew.

Carew, Tim

This and a medal too / by Tim Carew.

Carew, Tim

The longest retreat : the Burma campaign, 1942 / by  Tim Carew.

Carew, Tim
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GB: BL(X 700/8716)*
   OUL(BOD Camera UB 222833 e.286)
IRL: TCD(P 17235)
Ref.: OCLC 16214756

US: NIU(SEA D767.6 .C381989)

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Fiction
GB: BL(NNN 7289)*   BL-APAC(Tr 997)*
Ref.: OCLC 16214756

Subject(s): Great Britain : World War <1939-1945> - Army - Military operations - Burma - Royal Norfolk Regiment
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.108/16)*   BL-APAC(Tr 997)*
Ref.: OCLC 38070554

The Chin Hills : a history of the people, our dealings with them, their customs and manners, and a gazetteer of their country / by Bertram S. Carey and H. N. Tuck. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1896. – Herbert 41 4
F: BIULO(GEN.III.45973(1-2)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.8 C5C27
Ref.: OCLC 38070554

Carey, Bertram Sausmarez <1864-1919>
Brief histories of the states in the Southern Shan States, 1906
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.108/16)*   BL-APAC(Tr 997)*
Ref.: OCLC 38070554

The Holy Bible
US: YU(YU-LRST-Fxa3 C18)
Ref.: OCLC 38070554

Siegfried M. Schwertner
Towards a true refuge
→Aung San Suu Kyi

Carey, Samuel Pearce <b. 1862>
GB:BL(20029 a 19)*  BL-APAC(T 458)

Carfrae, Charles
ISBN 0-7183-0555-8 – Herbert 369
Subject(s): Carey, Baptist Missionary
IRL:TCD(HL-107-150)

Carlson, Pat
Subject(s): Carmichael, Pat

Carmignani, Renzo <1914-1990>
La Birmania
→Mantegazza, Gaetano Mario

Carmignani, Renzo <1914-1990>
La Birmania
• Völkerschau 1913 : Birma
• Carl Hagenbeck’s Tierschau
• Völkerschau 1913 : Birma

Carlson, Alvar W.
A bibliography of geographical literature on Southeast Asia, 1920-1972. – Monticello, Ill.: Council of Planning Librarians, 1974. 127 p. – (Exchange bibliography ; 598-600)
Subject(s): Biograph – Soldiers (sw)

Carlson, Bo Kage <b. 1939>
Subject(s): Biograph – Soldiers (sw)

Carey, Samuel Pearce
GB:BL(20029 a 19)*  BL-APAC(T 458)

SG:ISEAS(LO HQ1236 C28)
US:CU(Kroch Thesis DS503 C81 1991 C284+ ; Rare Thesis 1991 C284)

Carmignani, Renzo <1914-1990>
La Birmania

Carmignani, Gaetano Mario

Subject(s): Biograph – Soldiers (sw)

Carlson, Richard James
Subject(s): Biograph – Soldiers (sw)

Subject(s): Biograph – Soldiers (sw)

Subject(s): Biograph – Soldiers (sw)

Subject(s): Biograph – Soldiers (sw)

Subject(s): Biograph – Soldiers (sw)

Subject(s): Biograph – Soldiers (sw)

Subject(s): Biograph – Soldiers (sw)

Subject(s): Biograph – Soldiers (sw)
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Subject(s): Burma : Art - Pagan ; Architecture, Buddhist - Pagan

Pagan : Pagodas
US: LC & WU(Memorial Lib.): DS530.9.P33 C37
OCLC 12087282; OCLC 27115668


Subject(s): Burma : Art - Pagan ; Architecture, Buddhist - Pagan

Burma : Pagodas
1. BCMP(AS 07/01/0089)
US: MNS(SC/Neilson DS530.9.P33 C37)
Ref.: OCLC 12087282

Carmignani Terra, Anna Maria
La grande pagoda Shwe Dagon
→Carmignani, Renzo

Carnac, Edward Stirling Rivett <1841-1888>
The Presidential armies of India / by S. Rivett-Carnac ; with a continuation and general remarks on India, by the author of "Our Burmese wars and relations with Burma" [i.e. W. F. B. Laurie]. – London: W. H. Allen, 1890. XXIII, 442 p., incl. bibliogr. ref.

Subject(s): India : History - British occupation, 1765-1947
US: NNC(Annex (GL) 355.45 C21)
NYPL(Research BGL)
WU(Memorial Lib. UA842 R5)
YU(SML Yale Class. Bj45 64)

Carnegie, Dale <1888-1955>
1. – 283 p.
2. – 322 p.

Subject(s): Burma : Success ; Psychology, Applied
GB: SOAS(GPC 150/210.958)*

→Carnegie, Renzo

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
The Burma road to Pyidawtha
→Lockwood, Agnese Nelms

The lower Mekong ; an experiment in international river development
→Sewell, W. R. Derrick

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace / Division of International Law
→Treaties and agreements with and concerning China : 1894-1919

Carozzi, Giuseppe,
Relazione dell'ambasciata inglese spedita nel 1795 nel regno d'Ava
→Symes, Michael

Carpani, Melchior
→Alphabetum Barmanorum
→Alphabetum Barmanorum

Carpenter, Chapin Howard <1831-1887>

Subject(s):
Burma
Carpenter, Edward Stirling
Carpenter's world travels

From Bangkok to Bombay : Siam, French Indo-China, Burma, Hindustan / by Frank G. Carpenter ; with 102 illus. from original photographs. 1st ed. – Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, Page, 1924. XIV, 311 p., front., plates, index, map. – (Carpenter’s world travels)

Burma p. 46-110

→Carpenter, Frank George <1855-1924>

From Bangkok to Bombay : Siam, French Indo-China, Burma, Hindustan / by Frank G. Carpenter ... with 102 illus. from original photographs. 1st ed. – Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, Page, 1924. XIV, 311 p., front., plates, index, map. – (Carpenter’s world travels)

Burma p. 46-110

Subject(s):
Burma : Missions - Theory ; Missions - Evaluation ; Missions - Finance ; Indigenous Church administration - History

→Carpenter, Frank George <1855-1924>
Carr, Floyd L.


Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram <1849-1890>

Burma: Missions

US: CU(Kroch DS527.7 .C31 1964)

Ref.: OCLC 38438024

Carr, Jo


Subject(s): Burmese cultural microfilm collection ; reel 42, no. 8

US: IU(Main Stacks Microfilm Rm Film 959.1 B929 reel 42, no. 8)

Carrington, Charles Edmund <b. 1897>


GB: BL(09525 k 10)*

US: LC(DA16.C3)

Carrington, Lois


ISBN 0-85883-249-6

AU:NLA(N 405 LIN)

Carrington, E. W.

Amherst-Siam Boundary Commission : Report

Carrick, E. W.

Working plan for the Yanaungmyin, Kaing, and Palwe reserves, Pyinmana Division, southern circle, Upper Burma

→ Working plan < Pyinmana: Yanaungmyin, Kaing, and Palwe >

Carr, William <1872-1949>

Lectures by the Hon’ble Mr. Justice William Carr ... on the principles of the criminal law, and the trial of criminal cases, delivered at the Provincial Training College, Meiktila, on Saturday, the 5th November 1927. – [Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma, 1928. 18 p.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.115/7)*

Carrapiett, William James Sherlock
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Carroll, Thomas M.
US: DGU(LAU Thesis Thesis 7887)

Carson, Arthur E.
→Chin catechism in the Lai dialect
→Chin hymn book in the Lai dialect ...

Carson, Laura Hardin <b. 1858>
The Acts of the apostles in the Lai dialect of the Chin language ...
→Bible, N.T.: Acts <C h i n : Lai : Carson>

Chin reader in the Lai dialect
The four Gospels and the Acts of the apostles in the Lai dialect of the Chin language
→Bible, N.T.: Acts <C h i n : Lai : Carson>

The Gospel of John ...
→Bible, N.T.: Gospels : John <C h i n : Lai >

His life ... in the Lai dialect of the Chin language
→Bible, N.T.: Gospels : Selection <C h i n : Lai >

US: CU(Olin PZ7.C32 A3)

Pioneer trails, trials and triumphs : personal memoirs of life and work as a pioneer missionary among the Chin tribes of Burma / by Laura Hardin Carson. – New York : Baptist Board of Education, Dept. of Missionary Education, 1927. XII, 255 p., front., plates, ports. – Herbert 342
Subject(s): Carson, Laura Hardin <b. 1858>
Burma : Missions ; Missionaries : Biography ; Christian biography

GB: BL(010056 e 54)*
US: CU(Annex BV3271.C32 A3)
LC & NIU(SEA & UC(NRLF) & UCSB & UoC(Regenstein) : V3271.C3 A3
MIU OrU
UCI(Langson BV3271.C3)
UCLA(YRL BV3271 C23A2 1927)
YU(LSF-Request Lrb C23)

ditto. Microform. – Chicago : Univ. of Chicago Library, 2000. 1 microfilm reel : 35 mm. – (History of religions preservation project ; MN41707.4)
US: UoC(Regenstein Microforms Microfilm41707.4)

St. Luke in the Lai dialect of the Chin language
→Bible, N.T.: Luke <C h i n : Lai >

St. Mark in the Lai dialect of the Chin language
→Bible, N.T.: Mark <C h i n : Lai >

St. Matthew, St. Mark, St. Luke, St. John in the Lai dialect of the Chin language
→Bible, N.T.: Gospels <C h i n : Lai >

C 20

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Carson, Nixon John
Memorandum on the financial questions arising out of the proposed separation of Burma from India
→Howard, Henry Fraser <b. 1874-1943>

Carswell, J. B.
→Engineering report on Department of Highways

Carter, Alan
Last out of Burma / Alan Carter. – London ; Glasgow: Collins, 1967. 127 p., illus. – (Spitfire books)
Note: A short novel for juveniles
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Juvenile fiction
GB: BL(X 998/1194)*
IRL: TCD(JP 11259)
US: CU(Olin PZ7.C32 L2++)

Jagad i djungeln / Alan Carter ; övers.: Gunvor H. kansson. – Stockholm: B. Wahlström, 1969. 116 s. – (B. Wahlströms ungodsmoppsocket, ISSN 99-0104629-7 ; 24) – Transl. of Last out of Burma
S: Shi(Ref)

Carter, Edward Champe
Report of the Committee appointed by the Philippine Commission to Investigate the Use of Opium and the Traffic therein and the rules, ordinances and laws regulating such use and traffic in Japan ...
→Philippine Commission <1900-1916> / Opium Investigation Committee
→Use of opium and traffic therein

Carter, George Francis <b. 1942>
Subject(s): Burma : Relations - China ; Political geography

China, Southwest : Relations - Burma ; Political geography

HK: HKU(327.591051 C323)
US: NIU(SEAD528.8.C5 C367 1997b)

Carswell, J. B.
Engineering report on Department of Highways

Carter, Nick
Subject(s): Rangoon : Fiction
S: L(0100 pH s189:291) NB(89:nov L SA, 891204) Sh(hp 114/291)

ISBN 0515096814 (pbk.).
**Subject(s):** Rangoon : Fiction
US: NBuU(Kelley Box 479: PS3553 .A7826 R36 1988)

**Carter,** Norman E.
Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> - Burma - Personal narratives, British.
World War <1939-1945> - Regimental histories - India.
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 M/106)

**Carter,** Reginald Robert Langham
Subject(s): Moulmein : History
Burma : History - Moulmein
GB: SOAS(EV94.36/643336)
MY: RUL
US: MIU(Buhr DS 530.8 .M48 L36 1947)
NIU(SEA DS530.9,M68 L354 1947)
YU(MUDD, Stacks WB 11425)
GB: BL(7711 a 6) SOAS(Pam GB 909/41.580)*

**Carter,** Thomas Donald <b. 1893>
Subject(s): Vernay-Hopwood Chindwin Expedition of the American Museum of Natural History <1934-1935>
Upper Burma : Mammals - Classification
D: BO-UB(ZsB214-82)
US: NIU(Main Stacks-FML) & NNW & WaU(Nat.Sci) :
QH1 .A4 v.82
Ref.: OCLC 31840315

Three new mammals of the genera Crocidura, Callosciurus and Pteromys from northern Burma / by T. Donald Carter. – New York City : The American Museum of Natural History, [1942], 2 p. – (American Museum novitates ; 1208) – Nov. 12, 1942
Note: Specimens collected during the 1934-1935 Vernay-Hopwood Chindwin Expedition
Subject(s): Vernay-Hopwood Chindwin Expedition of the American Museum of Natural History <1934-1935>
Crocidura dracula mansumensis - Classification
Callosciurus sladeni vernayi - Classification
Pteromys (Olisthomys) morrisi - Classification
Burma, Upper : Shrews - Classification ; Squirrels - Classification ; Flying squirrels – Classification ; Mammals - Classification
US: NNW(QL1 .A436 nop. 1208, 1942)

**Carnes,** Barbara <b. 1902>
ISBN: 0297778188

**Cassidy,** Saxon Rowe
Subject(s): Rice, Luther <1783-1836>
Burma : Missions ; Baptists - Missions ; Missionaries, American - Biography ; Biography - Missionaries, Baptist
US: LC(BX6495.R55C3)
YU(Divinity MU14 R364 Xc25 ; MUDD Mia8 R364X C256) NNUT(Burke Union Stacks TM43.68 C33)

**Case,** H. A.
Twentieth century impressions of Burma : its history, people, commerce, industries, and resources
<Swasey, Ambrose>

**Carver,** Jeremy P.
The economic sanctions reports

**Carver,** Michael
The war lords

**Carver,** Saxon Rowe
Subject(s): Rice, Luther <1783-1836>
Burma : Missions ; Baptists - Missions ; Missionaries, American - Biography ; Biography - Missionaries, Baptist
US: LC(BX6495.R55C3)
YU(Divinity MU14 R364 Xc25 ; MUDD Mia8 R364X C256) NNUT(Burke Union Stacks TM43.68 C33)

**Casanova,** Nicole.
Des femmes prix Nobel : de Marie Curie à Aung San Suu Kyi, 1903-1991
<Kerner, Charlotte>

**Case,** Brayton Clarke <1887-1944>
Subject(s): Burma : Missions ; Agriculture
US: GEU-T(BV3265 .C266)
NNUT(Burke Union Stacks Pamphlets MU14)

"I did what I could" / by Brayton C. Case. – New York : American Baptist Foreign Mission Society, 1942. 5 p., illus., map, ports. : 28 x 22 cm., folded to 14 x 22 cm. – Excerpts from letters of Brayton C. Case of Pyinmana, Burma, written between March 22 and June 24, 1942, to his son.
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives ; World War <1939-1945> - Civilian relief - Sources
US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1077)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Lurker of: & the Burma letters of Brayton C. Case ;
selected by Randolph L. Howard. – Philadelphia, Chicago [etc]: Judson Pr., 1946. 128 p., plates.

Subject(s): Sim

Case studies on dropout among school-age girls

Cases in Burmese Buddhist law

Case Western Reserve University

Ref.: OCLC 29768782


US: CU(Annex BV3271.C33 A32)

Life of Brayton Clarke Case

Pua

Ten points in rural reconstruction / by Brayton C. Case. – New York : Agricultural Missions Foundation, [n.d.] 2 l. – (Mimeograph Series ; 36)

Subject(s): Burmese Buddhist law

Case research series

→ University < Rangoon > / Department of Economics and Administration Studies / Case Research Programme


Ref.: Sim

Case Western Reserve University

→ Cases in Burmese Buddhist law

Cases decided in Pegu Commissioner’s Court 1858. – [n.p.]

US: HU(Law School: Unclassed Bound with Pegu Civil Code)

Cases in Burmese Buddhist law : the development of Anglo-Burmese interpretation, 1874-1906 / comp. by O. Lee. – Cleveland: Case Western Reserve Univ., 1971. [12]. 127 l. – Case Western Reserve Univ. for use in the course HUMN 352: "Legal and moral systems (Asia and the West)".

Subject(s): Burmese Buddhist law - Cases

US: HU(Law School Harv.Depos. BUR 910.7 LEE)

NIU(SEA BQ420 .L4341971)

UCB(Law Lib Asia KF1249 .B927)

Cases in management and administration / ed. by Khin Maung Kyi and Henry B. Moore. – Rangoon : Case Research Programme, Department of Commerce and Administrative Studies, Univ. of Rangoon, 1960. VII, 217 p., illus. – (Case research series / Univ. of Rangoon, Dept. of Commerce and Administrative Studies, Case Research Programme ; 2)

Subject(s): Burma : Industrial management - Case studies ; Public administration - Case studies

US: CS(UC)Kroch HD70.B8 C99+ ; Management


Casesim, Ahmad

Alphabetical list of palm-leaf manuscripts, and parabaiks in Taung

→ Bernard Free Library < Rangoon > / Manuscript Department

Casino, Eric S.


Subject(s): Burma : History ; Civilization

D: HFAI(320 idk 98/1812 GF)*

US: CU(Kroch +DS285 .C37x 1997)

NIU(SEA DS285 .C374 1997)

OAU(Alden SE Asia DS285 .C37 1997x)


US: CU(Microforms) & NIU(Microforms) : FML Mfiche. ED 1.310/2:429920

Casson, R.

Burma

→ Lewis, Cecil Champain

Castens, Herbert Ernest

An investigation of the soil conditions in compartment 1, Bwet Reserve, Prome Division, with reference to the dying off of Tectona grandis / by H. E. Castens. Publ. under the orders of the Chief Conservator of Forests, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for Svlt. Bu.), 1927. 14 p., fig. – (Burma forest bulletin ; 18; silvicultural series ; 12)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.151/8)*

BL-APAC(IOR/V/25/560/81)

Orders of the Chief Conservator of Forests, Burma.

Working plan for the Magwe Forest Division for the period 1929-30 to 1938-39

→ Working plan < Magwe >

Castillo, José Feliciano de

Excerptos Fernão Mendes Pinto seguidos de uma noticia sobre sua vida e obras

→ Pinto, Fernão Mendes

Castle, Ronald

For security’s sake / by Ronald Castle. – London : Brown, Watson, [1961]. 159 p. – (Digit books ; R.504)

GB: BL(WP 9665/817)*

Castor, Richard Henderson

Further notes on plague / by R. H. Castor. – Akyab: Akyab Orphan Pr., 1898. 8 p.

GB: BL(07306 df 15(4))*
Bibliographical description

Subject(s): Burma : Diseases - Nomenclature
GB:BL(I.S.Bu 149/11)*
US:CU(Kroch Film 3478 ; Annex Film N3478)

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.13/11)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/859/24)

Cataloging rules, additions and changes : Romanization ; languages of Burma and Thailand / Library of Congress, Processing Dept. – Washington, 1966. 7 p. – (Bulletin / Cataloging Service ; 76)
Subject(s): Burmese language : Transliteration
Ref.: OCLC 48330216

Catalogue of a library or institution
s. under the library or institution

Catalogue [heading]
also Bibliography

Accessions list
Cornell University < Ithaca, N.Y. > / Libraries / John M. Echols Collection on Southeast Asia

Accessions list : Southeast Asia
Library of Congress < Washington, D.C. >

Alphabetical list of books
Burma / Public Works Department / Secretariat Library

Alphabetical list of palm-leaf manuscripts, paper manuscripts and parabaiks in Talaing
Bernard Free Library < Rangoon > / Manuscript Department

Alphabetical list of palm-leaf manuscripts, paper manuscripts and parabaiks (Pali, Burmese and Sanskrit)
Bernard Free Library < Rangoon > / Manuscript Department

American Oriental Society / Library : Catalogue

Austronesian and other languages of the Pacific and South-East Asia : an annotated catalogue of theses and dissertations
Coppell, W. G.

Baptist College < Rangoon > : Catalogue

Bernard Free Library < Rangoon > : Catalogue

Bibliography of Soviet publications on Southeast Asia : as listed in the Library of Congress monthly index of Russian acquisitions
McVey, Ruth Thomas

Birmanie une bibliographie : documentation disponible au Centre de documentation du Centre international des droits de la personne et du développement démocratique
Caccia, Ivan

British and Foreign Bible Society / Library

British Library < London >
The British Library general catalogue of printed books
The British Library general subject catalogue
Subject index of modern books

British Library < London > / Newspaper Library
Catalogue

British Museum < London >
A catalogue of the Burmese books
Index catalogue of Indian official publications
Subject index of books
Subject index of modern books
Subject index of the modern works

British parliamentary papers relating to India : 1662 to 1947
Great Britain / Parliament

Burma : a bibliography : material available at the Documentation Centre of the International Centre for Human Rights and Democratic Development
Caccia, Ivan

Burma : guide to microtexts
Cornell University < Ithaca, N.Y. > / Libraries / John M. Echols Collection on Southeast Asia

Burma / Central Settlement Library
Catalogue

Burma / Chief Court
Library catalogue

Burma / Government Book Depot
Catalogue of books ...

Burma / Public Works Department / Secretariat Library
Catalogue of books ...

Burma < Lower Burma > / Chief Court / Library
Chief Court Library catalogue

Burma < Union > / Government Book Depot
Catalogue of books ...

Burma campaign memorial library : a collection of books and papers about the war in Burma 1942-1945
Graham, William Gordon

Burma Research Society / Library
Catalogue of books

Burma Secretariat Library < Rangoon >
Revised catalog of books

Burmese accessions list
Yale University < New Haven, Conn. > / Library / Southeast Asia Collection
Burmese and Thai newspapers
Nunn, Godfrey Raymond

C 23
Burma Bibliographical Project

Burmesse literature in the National Library of Australia
→**National Library of Australia** <Canberra > / **Asian Collections Section**

Burmesse serials in the National Library of Australia
→**National Library of Australia** <Canberra > / **Asian Collections Section**

→**Catalogue ...**
  or unter the institution

A catalogue of books on Southeast Asia
→**Institute of Southeast Asian Studies** <Singapore>

Catalogue of books relating to ...  
→**Edwards, Fr.**

Catalogue of Burmese printed books
→**India Office Library** <London>

A catalogue of Chinese books
→**Burma Historical Commission / Library**

Catalogue of European printed books
→**India Office Library** <London>

Catalog of fossil snakeflies
→**Engel, Michael S.**
The smallest snakefly (Raphidioptera: Mesoraphidiidae) :  
a new species in Cretaceous amber from Myanmar

[A catalogue of historical maps of Southeast Asia]
→**University** <Singapore> / **Department of Geography**

Catalogue of leaflets dropped over Burmese civilians 1942-1945 produced by P.W.D. / S.E.A.C.
→**Auckland**, Reginald George

A catalogue of manuscript and printed reports, field books, memoirs, maps etc. of the Indian Surveys
→**Great Britain / India Office**

A catalogue of maps, plans, and charts of the Survey of India, etc.
→**India / Survey of India Department**

Catalogue of parliamentary papers
→**Great Britain / Parliament**

A catalogue of the Burmese books
→**British Museum** <London>

The catalogue of the Hlutdaw records
→**Burma / Hlutdaw**

Catalogue of the Mandalay mss.
→**India Office Library** <London>

Catalogue of the Pâli printed books
→**India Office Library** <London>

Catalogue sommaire des manuscrits indiens, indo-chinois et malayo-polynésiens
→**Bibliothèque Nationale** <Paris> / **Departement des Manuscrits**

→Central Settlement Library
Catalogue

Checklist of periodicals in Southeast Asian studies and Asian studies in general currently received by Yale University Libraries
→**Yale University** <New Haven, Conn.> / **Library / Southeast Asia Collection**

Checklist of Southeast Asian serials
→**Yale University** <New Haven, Conn.> / **Library / Southeast Asia Collection**

Classified subject catalogue
→unter the institution

Classified catalogue of books in Western languages on South-East Asia
→**Toyo Bunko** <Tokyo>

→A continuation to a catalogue of maps of the British possessions in India and other parts of Asia, 1870

Current subscriptions to Southeast Asian periodicals
→**University** <Syracuse, N.Y.> / **Library**

Dictionaries in the languages of Southeast Asian countries
→**National Library of Australia** <Canberra> / **Asian Collections Section**

Dictionary catalogue
→unter the institution

East and Southeast Asia : a bibliography of materials dealing with East and Southeast Asia
→**University of Wisconsin** <Madison, Wisc.> / **Land Tenure Center / Library**

→**East-India Company** <London> / **Library**

→First difficulties in studying Pali, with a catalogue of Dr. and Mrs. Mason’s library...

→**Great Britain / House of Common**
Subject catalogue of the House of Commons parliament-ary papers : 1801-1900

A guide to the collection of the Asian Library
→**Ramon Magsaysay Award Foundation / Asian Library**

→**High Court / Library** <Rangoon>  
Catalogue

Historical catalogue of the printed editions of holy scriptures
→**British and Foreign Bible Society / Library**

Index catalogue of Indian official publications
→**British Museum** <London>

→**Institut für Weltwirtschaft** <Kiel> / **Bibliothek**
Regionalkatalog = Regional catalog
Titelkatalog = Title catalog

→**Institute of Asian Economic Affairs** <Tokyo>  
Catalogue

C 24
Bibliographical description

→ Les Karen : répertoire des sources en langues occidentales disponibles dans les bibliothèques de l'EFEO de Paris et de Chiang Mai
→ Karen Theological Seminary < Rangoon >
  Catalogue

List of books and reports
→ Burma / Intelligence Branch < Mandalay > / Library

List of manuscripts
→ Forchhammer, Emanuel

List of manuscripts relating to Burma in the Burney papers
→ Royal Commonwealth Society < London > / Library

List of microfilms
→ Centre for East Asian Cultural Studies < Tokyo >

→ List of the serial publications of foreign governments 1815-1931
→ List of theses and dissertations concerning with South East Asia accepted for higher degrees of the University of London, 1965-1977

The Luce Collection
→ National Library of Australia < Canberra > Asian Collections Section

Microfilm catalog
→ American Baptist Historical Society
→ National Agricultural Library
  Dictionary catalog
→ National Library < Rangoon >
  National Library of Rangoon catalogue of books
→ New York Public Library
  Dictionary catalog of the oriental collection
→ New York Public Library / Research Libraries
  Dictionary catalog of the Research Libraries
→ Northern Illinois University < DeKalb, Ill. > / Libraries
  / Donn V. Hart South-East Asian Collection
  Current periodical holdings
  Newspapers
  A preliminary checklist of Burma holdings

PCAS library holdings on Burma
→ Philippine Center for Advanced Studies < Quezon > / Library
→ Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology < Cambridge, Mass. > / Library
  Catalogue
→ Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology < Cambridge, Mass. > / Tozzer Library
  Catalogue
→ Periodicals for South-East Asian studies
→ Publications proscribed by the Government of India

→ Quarterly catalogue of books
→ Report on Burmese Christian literature

Research catalogue
→ American Geographical Society

Revised list of Southeast Asia holdings
→ Northern Illinois University < DeKalb, Ill. > / Swen Franklin Parson Library

→ Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland / Library
  Catalogue
  Catalogue of printed books published before 1932
→ Royal Empire Society / Library
  Subject catalogue
→ Royal Geographical Society / Library
  Classified catalogue

A selected bibliography of Burmese historical records in the National Library
→ National Library < Rangoon >

Southeast Asia : Western-language periodicals
→ Library of Congress < Washington, D.C. > / Asian Division / Southern Asia Section

Southeast Asia accessions list
→ Cornell University < Ithaca, N.Y. > / Libraries
→ Library of Congress < Washington, D.C. > / Division of Orientalia

Southeast Asia catalog
→ Cornell University < Ithaca, N.Y. > / Libraries

Southeast Asia subject catalog
→ Library of Congress < Washington, D.C. > / Oriental Division

Southeast Asian periodicals : an international union list
→ Nunn, Godfrey Raymond

Southeast Asian periodicals and official publications
→ National Library < Canberra >
  Subject catalogue
  under the institution

Subject index of books
→ British Museum < London >

Subject index of modern books
→ British Museum < London >
→ British Library < London >

Subject index of the modern works
→ British Museum < London >

A summary catalogue of the papers of Earl Mountbatten of Burma
→ University < Southampton > / Library
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

A survey of current periodicals on Southeast Asia: from a Burmese perspective

→ Than Aung

Theatrical literature in Burma and a bibliography of Burmese drama in the British Library published between 1875-1922

→ Kyaw Kyaw

Union catalogue of books and periodicals on Southeast Asia written in European languages kept in the major social sciences

→ Nampōshi Kenkyūkai

Union catalogue of documentary materials on Southeast Asia

→ Union catalogue of periodical publications in the libraries of South Asia

→ What to read: a list of books collected in the War Library


F: BMH (GN 41.5 1972)

A catalogue of books on Burma: including many out of print and scarce works; also a selection of Burmese mss., early colored views, and other items of rarity and interest. – [London:] Java Head Bookshop, 1933. 16 p.

Subject(s): Java Head Bookshop: Catalogs Burma: Bibliography - Catalogs; Description and travel - Bibliography - Catalogs; Manuscripts - Catalogs; Description and travel - Manuscripts - Catalogs

SG: NLS

US: Marinus Mus Libr, THE, VA Stanford Univ Lib, CA Rockford Pub Lib, IL

Ref.: OCLC 38167304; 38699452


IDC: 610

SG: I SEAS (Microfiche I-610)

US: CU (Microtexts Wason Microfiche 737)

Catalogue of books printed in Burma during the 3rd quarter of 1889–[4th quarter 1899] / General Department. – Rangoon

< Catalogue of books printed in Lower Burma

> Quarterly catalogue of books

D: 1a: 1886-1889 (2° Am 11417)

GB: BL: 1886-1889.2 (I.S.Bu.92)*

SOAS: 1896-1899 (Ref.GB 015/15.648)*

US: CU (Wason Microfiche 7)

LC: 1889 (Z3207.B9B9)

Catalogue of books printed in Burma during the 3rd quarter of ... / General Department. – Publ. in: Burma gazette September 1886-2nd quarter 1889

< Catalogue of books (and pamphlets) publ. in British Burma

> Catalogue of books printed in Burma

GB: BL (I.S.Bu.92)*

US: CU (Wason Microfiche 7)


IDC: 43

D: B-SBB (OLS Ac SOA bur 100 Potsdamer Str.) HD-SAI GB: SOAS (M 1068)

US: CU (Wason Microfiche 7)


Ref.: OCLC 46519608

ditto. 1941-1962 / comp. in 1969 by students of the Department of Burmese in the Arts and Science Univ., Rangoon. Microform. – Rangoon, 1969. – Negative microfilm in manuscript

GB: SOAS (M 1043)*


GB: SOAS (M 1042)

ditto. 2nd to 4th quarter 1964

GB: SOAS (Per. 21. L/231. 208)

Catalogue of Cambodian and Burmese Pāli manuscripts / by C. E. Godakumbura ; assisted by U Tin Lwin. With contributions by Heinz Bechert and Heinz Braun. – Copenhagen: The Royal Library, 1983. XX, 153 p., 12 plates, indices, bibliogr. p. 146-147. – (Catalogue of Oriental manuscripts, xylographs etc. in Danish collections; 2.1)

Subject(s): Denmark: Manuscripts, Pali - Catalogs; Manuscripts, Burmese - Catalogs; Manuscripts, Pali - Bibliography; Manuscripts, Burmese - Bibliography

Burma: Manuscripts, Pali - Denmark – Catalogue; Manuscripts, Burmese - Denmark – Catalogue; Manuscripts, Burmese - Denmark – Catalogue; Manuscripts, Pali - Denmark – Bibliography; Manuscripts, Burmese - Denmark – Catalogue

AU: ANU (Menz Asian ref. Z6621.C6O7 v.2,1)

D: M-BSB (Hbh E 6530)

GO-SUB (HSID-LS: Ys 251:2.1;* FB 5290: 2.1a)

HD-SAI (inf 25 D 200)*

F: BIULO (GEN.II.4822)

GB: BL (L.42/3231)

BL-APAC (OJJ011.31; W 7076)

BL-DSS (84/33335) CUL (A240.1)

OUL (IND Retind 25867 c.25/2, i)

SOAS (Ref GA091/507.586)*

SG: I SEAS (Z6621.C6O7.15982)

US: CU (Kroch Z6605.C75 (C35 v.2 pt.1+))

HU (Widener B 3580.5 vol.2 pt.1)


Catalogue of coins in the Phayre Provincial Museum

→ Phayre Provincial Museum < Rangoon >

C 26
Subject(s): Burma : Classical antiquities - Catalogs ; Antiquities - Catalogs
F: BMH(GN 41.5 1973)

Subject(s): Burma : Classical antiquities - Catalogs ; Antiquities - Catalogs
F: BMH(GN 41.5 1972)

Subject(s): Burma : Classical antiquities - Catalogs ; Antiquities - Catalogs
F: BMH(GN 41.5 1973)

Catalogue of Gold Coins of the Kushans, Guptas, Sultans of Delhi, Mughals, British India, Afghanistan, Persia, Burma, Siam, China, Tibet, Central and South America ... / Glendining & Co., Ltd. – [S.l. :] Glendining, 1937.
GB:BL-DS5(W24/6513)

A catalogue of imperial Japanese overprints and issues in occupied British territories
→ Adgey-Edgar, W. H.

Contents: Japan - China - Cocos-Asia, Borneo, Java, Burma, and Siam.
Subject(s): Burma : Art - Venice - Catalogs
Venice: Art, Burmese - Catalogs

A catalogue of maps, et. of India and other parts of Asia / publ. by order of Her Majesty’s Secretary of State for India in Council. – London : Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1874. 20 p.
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel - Bibliographie ; Maps - Bibliographie ; Bibliographie - Description and travel - Bibliography - Maps
D: B-SBB(4° u. 8° Kart.Z 17660 Potsdamer Str.)
GB:BL(11904 k 5)*

Catalogue of maps of Burma / publ. under the direction of the Surveyor General of India. – Calcutta : Photo. Litho. Office, 1925. 1, 17 p., 14 fold. plates, maps, tables. – At head of title: Survey of India
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel - Bibliographie ; Maps - Bibliographie ; Bibliographie - Description and travel - Bibliography - Maps
US: DL-GS ICJ
Ref.: OCLC 40207937

A catalogue of maps of the British possessions in India and other parts of Asia / publ. by order of Her Majesty’s Secretary of State for India in Council. – London : W. H. Allen [etc.], 1870. 59 p., fold. map.
→ also: A continuation to a catalogue ...
D: B-SBB(4° u. 8° Kart.Z 17660 Potsdamer Str.)
US: DL-GS LC MB NYPL

A catalogue of maps, plans, etc., of India and Burma and other parts of Asia / publ. by order of Her Majesty’s Secretary of State for India in Council. – London : Eyre and Spottiswoode.
Subject(s): India Office Records, < London > : Catalogs Burma : Maps - Catalogs ; Bibliography - Geography
Great Britain : India Office, Record Department - Map collections - Catalogs
D: B-SBB: 1891-1900 (4° u.8° Kart.Z 17660 Potsdamer Str.)
GB:BL: 1891 (LS 237)*
CUL: 1891-1892 with app 1-5 (Review S696.a.89.1)
BL-APAC(W 4938(b)) ; W 4521 & App, 1-3 5
OUL: 1891-1916 (BOD K Floor 258827 c.1,2)
NL: KITLV(M nr 632)
US: DL-GS ICN
LC: 1891 (Z6027,139G85)
UY: 1891 (SML, AOS, R.529)
Ref.: OCLC 55778418

The catalogue of materials on Myanmar history in microfilms deposited in the Centre for East Asian Cultural Studies →Centre for East Asian Cultural Studies < Tokyo >

F: BMH(GN 41.5 1973)

Catalogue of official publications / issued by the Government ... (Rev. up to 1st April 1898). – [1898.] 2 p.
US: NYPL(Research *SAB)

Catalogue of Oriental manuscripts and miniatures comprising Persian and Turkish miniatures and lacquer, including ... ; and other Persian, Arabic, Sanskrit and Burmese manuscripts, which will be sold by auction by Messrs. Sotheby & Co. ... at their large galleries ... : Day of sale: Tuesday, 27th June, 1967 ... / [Sotheby & Co.]. – London : Sotheby & Co., 1967. 47 p, 12 p. of plates, illus. – Cover title: Catalogue of Oriental manuscripts and miniatures, comprising the property of Mrs. Raymond Lister ... the Devon and Exeter Institution and other properties. – Spine title: Oriental manuscripts and miniatures
Subject(s): Manuscripts, Burmese - Catalogs
GBP:SAD(1805)Kart.Z 17660 Potsdamer Str.)
GB:BMH(GN 41.5 1973)

Catalogue of ornamental and flowering trees, shrubs, climbing plants, bulbous and tuberous plants, corms, fruit plants and orchids obtainable at the Government Botanical Gardens, Maymyo, Burma
→ Government Botanical Gardens < Maymyo >

C 27
Catalogue of Pāli and Burmese books and manuscripts belonging to the library of the late king of Burma and found in the palace at Mandalay in 1886 ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for G. T.), 1910. 113 p. – Added title in Burmese. – 1000 titles
Subject(s): Burmese : Pali imprints - Bibliography ; Manuscripts, Pali - Bibliography ; Bibliography - Manuscripts, Bibliography - Burmese imprints
AU:ANU(Menzies microform Z3220.C35 1910)
NLA(Luce 113)
D: B-SBB(Ao 12840 NiLS ; OLS Bb SOA bur 205 Hs. 2)
GB:BL(14096 cc 8(2))
OU<?, 171 Catechism and view of the Christian religion / publ. by the American Tract Society, 1858. 11 p. – At head of title: Bghai Karen
GB:BL(11103 a 12)*
US: CU(Kroch BX6336 .C38 1883)
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos. 1286.51)
Ref.: OCLC 51246813

Catalogue of the Burney parabaiks in the India Office Library
→India Office Library < London >

Catalogue of the coins in the Indian Museum, Calcutta
→Indian Museum < Calcutta >

Catalogue of the entire and interesting collection of Hindoo and Burmese antiquities, the property of a well-known collector ... which will be sold by auction, by Mr. S. Leigh Sotheby ... – [London :] Davy, pr. 1838. 20 p.
Subject(s): Burmese Antiquities ; Collection and preservation
US:C(Sutro 913 S)

The catalogue of the Hlutdaw records ...
→Burma / Hlutdaw


Subject(s): Thibaw < King, fl. 1875-1885> : Library - Catalogs,
Burmese : Buddhist literature - Bibliography - Catalogs ; Bibliography - Buddhist literature - Catalogs ; Buddha literature
US:HU(Widener IndL 12.170.12)

Catalogue sommaire des manuscrits indiens, indo-chinois et malayo-polyneésiens
→Bibliothèque Nationale < Paris > / Departement des Manuscrits

NL: KITLV(M 3h 328)

Cateaux, L.
Rapport sur le développement économique des Indes Anglaises, de la Birmanie et du Siam / présenté par L. Cateaux ... et G. E. Héon ... – Saigon: Portail, 1921. 309 p., map, tables, incl. bibliogr. – At head of title: Chambre de Commerce de Saigon, Mission Économique à l’Etranger
Subject(s): India : Economic conditions.
Burma : Economic conditions.
Thailand : Economic conditions.
GB:BL-APAC(V 7041)  SOAS(G 330/157.207)*
US:CU(Annex HC435 .S13)
YU(SML HC412 S37 1921 (LC))
Ref.: OCLC 26330569

The catechism : transl. from the Burmese by a Bghai ; and rev. by Francis Mason ... 2nd ed. – Maulmain: American Mission Pr. Publ. by the American Tract Society, 1858. 11 p. – At head of title: Bghai Karen
GB:BL(11103 a 12)*

Subject(s): Shan language ; Texts
US:HU(Widener Harv.Depos. 1286.51)
US:CU(Kroch BX6336 .C38 1883)
Ref.: OCLC 51246813

Catechism and view : transl. from Burmese. 2nd ed. – Rangoon. 1873. – Added title and text in Peguan
GB:BL-APAC(Mon B.7)

Subject(s): Baptists – Doctrines ; Burmese literature.
GB:BL-APAC(Bur B 449)
ditto. – ibd., 1876. [30] p
Ref.: OCLC 37641492

Catechism and view of the Christian religion ... / publ. by the Burmah Bible and Tract Society. 21st ed. – Rangoon : American Mission Pr., 1877. 35 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL(14300 a 5(7* and 15)) BL-APAC(Bur B 437)
Bibliographical description

A catechism for young classes in sabbath schools (Karen). – Tavoy: Karen Mission Pr., 1850. – In the Karen language
US: YU

Catechism in Lisu translated from the Kachin with some additions / by Sara Ba Thaw. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1915.
GB: BL(11103 baa 24)*
BL-APAC(Shan B.13)

Catechism in Lisu translated from the Thaw. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1915
GB: BL(11103 aaa 24)*

Catechism of Christian doctrine / by a Catholic priest. – Rangoon, [1917].
GB: BL-APAC(Shan B.13)

Subject(s): Religious Tract Society < Great Britain >
Burmese language : Texts
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos. 1286.53.15 ; Andover-Harv. Theol Harv.Depos. 314 C739c 1842)

Catechism of the Catholic faith in Sgw-Karen. – Bassein:
Fair-play Pr., 1929. 67 p.
GB: BL(11103 aab 24)*

F: BNF(D.29325)
GB: BL(849 l 20(2); 14300 b 6)*
US: CU(Look.Pr.Wason BX1966 B9 1785)
ditto. – ibd., 1786. 76 p. – Latin text
F: BNF(D.29325(2))
GB: BL(14300 b 5)

Cathedral Immaculate Conception < Rangoon >
→ An account of the Catholic Mission of Southern Burma ...

Flucht durch den Dschungel : dramatische Verfolgungsjagd in Birma. – München: Goldmann, 1974. 151 S. – (Goldmann Jugend-Taschenbücher ; 118)
ISBN 3-442-20118-7
D: A-UB(72/DX 4450 C458 F6)
The river of burning sand. 1st ed. – London : Glasgow: Collins, 1947. 240 p., frontis. – Children's adventure novel set in Burma, and written by ex soldier from the Burma front
GB: BL(12830 bb 38)
ditto. – ibd., 1953. – (Collins schoolboys' library ; 5)
GB: BL(12846 h 22)
US: CU(Kroch PR6053.H24 R7)

Subject(s): Burma : Fiction ; Elephants - Fiction
US: LC(PZ7.C269Ro 3) OCLC
SIUC(Storage-CMC-Ask at Circ IMCF C36RO)

Catholic Bishops’ Conference of Myanmar
→ The official ... Catholic directory of Myanmar

Catholic Burmese Mission
An outline of the history of the Catholic Burmese Mission from the year 1720 to 1887
→ Bigandet, Paul Ambrose

Catholic Church
→ Christian prayer : the Liturgy of the hours
→ The liturgy of the hours : according to the Roman rite
→ The official ... Catholic directory of Myanmar
→ People's hymn book in Kayan-Ghekhu …
→ Story of a pilgrim church

Catholic directory of Burma for the year ... – Rangoon : The Catholic Bishops' Conference of Burma ; Toungoo: Catholic Pr. ; Rangoon : The Amali Pr.
I: BCMP: 1963 (AS 07/02/0006)
1964 (AS 07/02/0007)
1975 (AS 07/02/0008)
1983 (AS 07/02/0009)
1988 (AS 07/02/0035)

Catholic directory of India for the year of our Lord... : containing the official ecclesiastical directory for India and the list of the hierarchy in Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon / publ. at Archbishop's House, New Delhi. – Madras: The Madras Catholic Supply Society ; Allahabad ; Bombay: St. Paul Publ.
Subject(s): Burma : Catholic Church - Directories ; Missions - Directories
GB: BL-APAC: 1969- (ST 1187)
I: BCMP: 1916 (AS 17/02/0066)
1917 (AS 17/02/0067)
1920-1923 (AS 17/02/0068 - 0071)
1925 (AS 17/02/0072) 1928 (AS 17/02/0075)
1930 (AS 17/02/0076)
US: LC(BX1644.A3C36)

Catholic directory of India, Burma and Ceylon. – Madras: The Good Shepherd Pr. – Title varies slightly: Catholic directory of India, Ceylon and Burma ; Catholic directory of India, Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon
> Catholic directory of India
Subject(s): Burma : Catholic Church - Directories ; Missions - Directories
GB: Birmingham: 1948 (Stack ; 266.00954, Reference)
- Directories
BL-APAC: 67.1917-1932 1934-1936 91.1941
I: BCMP: 1926-1927 (AS 17/02/0073-0074)
1931-1934 (AS 17/02/0077-0080)
1936 (AS 17/02/0081) 1939 (AS 17/02/0082)
US: YU: 72.1922-80.1930 82.1932 (Divinity MT42 C286)

Catholic directory of India, Pakistan Burma and Ceylon. – Madras: The Good Shepherd Pr.
Subject(s): Burma : Catholic Church - Directories ; Missions - Directories
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I: BCMP: 1948 (AS 17/02/0083) 1950 (AS 17/02/0084))
US: YU-D: 1948

2nd ed. / rev. and enl. by a missionary and two Karen priests.
GB: BL(11103 a 111)*

Catholic educational review:
India, Burma and Ceylon. 1.1.
Subject(s): Burma : Education - Periodicals ; Catholic Church - Education - Periodicals ; Missions - Periodicals.
US: YU(Divinity, Stacks Film S596)
Ref.: OCLC 17632134 ; 31580050

The catholic epistles
→ Bible, N.T.: Catholic epistles

Catholic hymn book ...
– Thonze: Universal Pr., 1910. VI, 182 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 d 20)*
BL-APAC(Bur D 416)
ditto.
– Toungoo: Catholic Pr., 1968. 418 p. – Added title and text in Burmese. – Con musica
I: BCMP(AS 07/02/0010)

Catholic Institute for International Relations (CIIR)
< London >
Burma's excluded majority: women, dictatorship and the democracy movement
→ O'Shannassy, Teresa

Humanising peace
→ Collinson, Helen

Catholic Karen hymn and prayer book ...
– Bassein: Fairplay Pr., 1926. 175, 62 p.
GB: BL(11103 a 22)*
BL-APAC(Karen B.24)
ditto.
GB: BL(11103 a 25(3))*
BL-APAC(Karen B.84)

Catholic Karen prayers ...
/ by a Catholic missionary. [1st ed.]
GB: BL(11103 a 25(3))*
BL-APAC(Karen B.84)

Catholic Mission of Southern Burma
→ An account of the Catholic Mission of Southern Burma...

Catholic University of America < Washington, D.C.>
Comparison of plant and animal life in the dry zone of Burma
→ Moats, Sheila Amà

Cato Institute < Washington, D.C.> / Center for Trade Policy Studies
State and local sanctions fail constitutional test
→ Schmehmann, David R.

Cattanach, John
The jeep track: the story of the 81st West African Division fighting on the Arakan front in Burma / by John Cattanach.
Note: Burma campaign Army operations by Great Britain

Cattani, Roberto
Sud-est asiatico: Myanmar (Birmania), Thailandia, Vietnam, Cambogia, Laos, Hong Kong, Macao, Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia / Roberto Cattani.
→ Carnate: Livingston, 1998. 303, XXXII p., illus. – (Guide Livingston)
ISBN 88-87629-09-9
I: Biblioteca civica - Cuneo - CN
GMFR(SG_915.9_ASI*CAT)

ditto.
I: Biblioteca comunale Ariostea - Ferrara - FE

The cattle-trespass act, 1871, as amended by act 1 of 1891, with notifications and rules thereunder ... Corrected up to 30th September, 1897 ...
GB: BL(14300 g 11(1))*
BL-APAC(Bur D 1323)

The cattle-trespass act manual:
Subject(s): Burma : Agriculture - Livestock ; Law and Legislation - Acts ; Cattle-trespass - Law and legislation ; Cattle - Manuals ; Livestock - Manuals ; Domestic animals - Law and legislation ; Trespass ; Animals

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.124/7)*
ditto.: corr. up to 30th June 1904. – 1905. I, IV, 50 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 ggg 4)*
ditto.: corr. up to the 31st August 1910. – ibd., 1910. 32 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.124/7)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/540/16)
ditto.: corr. up to 1st April, 1911. – 1911. IV, I, III, 53 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 ggg 34)*
GB: BL(14300 fff 16)*
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.124/7)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/540/18)
ditto.: – ibd., (for F. C.), 1927. 2, 3, 76 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 fff 36)*
BL-APAC(Bur D 1317)
ditto.: containing the Cattle-trespass act, 1871, as amended by Act I of 1891, and act XVII of 1921, with notifications

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Arakan ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, British - West African Division, 81st
Great Britain : World War <1939-1945> - Burma - Military operations - West African Division, 81st
D: M-BSB(91.42723) BZG(Bc 9600)
GB: BL(YC 1990 a 5222) OUL(BOD Nuneham M90.G04518) SOAS(E Coll 3 D/4)*
IRL:TCD(PB-85-597)
SG: CL+NRL(940.5425 CAT)
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos.)

Note: Burma campaign Army operations by Great Britain
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"Caught between a crocodile and a snake" – Ras, Peter


D: HD-SAI(200 nat 95/2473)*

ditto. Repr. for Burma Studies

ditto. Repr. for ... officers engaged in the forthcoming census ... in February 1891. – ibd. 1890, IV, 96, I, 66 p.

US: NYPL(Research *SDG+)

ditto. Repr. ... engaged in the forthcoming census ... in February 1891. – ibd. 1890, IV, 96, I, 66 p.
Subject(s): Burma - Census - 1891 ; Population - Statistics
GB: London Libr
US: UoC(Regenstein RR HA1711 1891)
Ref.: OCLC 55593771

Census <1910>

Burma / by C. C. Lowis. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. O.) – (Census of India 1901 ; 12)
1. Report. – 1902. 150, LXXXIII, V p., app., index. – (Census ... ; 12 C)
2. Imperial tables. – 1902. 431 p. – (Census ... ; 12 A)
3. Provincial tables : Lower Burma. – 1905. 508 p. – (Census ... ; 12 B)
4. Provincial tables : Upper Burma. – 1905. p. 510 to 1215. – (Census ... ; 12 C)
Subject(s): Burma - Census - 1901 ; Population - Statistics
D: GÖ-SUB(4° H As II,1903)
HD-SAI (M 225,125.2253-2257)
Ref.: OCLC 1574675 ; ocm1574647

Census <1911>

Burma / by C. Morgan Webb. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Census Operations). – (Census of India, 1921 ; 10)
2. Pegu Division. – 194 p., tables.
3. Irrawaddy Division. – 92 p., tab.
4. Tenasserim Division. – 70 p., tab.
5. Magwe Division. – 100 p., tables.
7. Sagaing Division. – 78 p., tables.
Subject(s): Burma - Census - 1911 ; Population - Statistics
D: GÖ-SUB(4° H As II,1904)
HD-SAI: 1-3 (M 225,60.2660-2685)
Ref.: OCLC 45856528 ; ocm30704716

Census <1921>

Provincial tables 1-8.
Subject(s): Burma - Census - 1921 ; Population - Statistics
D: GÖ-SUB: 1-2 (R R * ; W 7877/18-19 ; IOR/V/15/94)
Ref.: OCLC 1574675 ; ocm1574647
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

→ Extracts from the Burma census report and tables of 1921 relating to languages and races

Census <1931>
Subject(s): Burma : Census - 1931 ; Population - Statistics
D: HD-SAI: 2-3 (inf S 552)
1-3 (M 225,71,3124-3143)
F: BN Impr.(4-02w-838(3)) BIULO: 1 (C.d.P.16)
GB: BL-APAC: 1-3 (RR* ; IOR/V/15/146-148)
OUL/IND Ind.H.11 (v.11))
SOAS/S IV.L/26.545)
MY: RUED: 1-2
SG: ISEAS(Sta abr HA1950 B9B95 ; Microfiche 19 ; Microfiche Mc f A2449)
US: CU: 1-2 (Kroch HA1728.B8 I39+ 1931 ; Film 551)
HU(Tozzer L.SOC.60.1 (1931:11:1) ; Film Toz C4355
Microfilm) LC UC(SRL D0008010704)
YU(Mudd Nak30 A931 +B)
[Burma linguistic map]
Census of India, 1931 : appendix A with Burma linguistic map. – [Rangoon :] Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma, 1933. 5 p., map. – Cover-title.
Subject(s): Tibeto-Burman languages : Map
Burma : Languages - Map
[Burma racial map]
Census of India, 1931 : appendix B ; with Burma racial map. – [Rangoon :] Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma, 1933. 5 p., map.
Subject(s): Burma : Indigenous peoples - Map
SG: ISEAS(SC I DS528 C39)
US: CU(Annex+ GN635.B8 I39)
Census <1941>
Resolution : extract from the proceedings of the Government of Burma, in the Judicial Department, No. 322 E 41, dated the 17th June 1941 / Government of Burma, Finance Department, Judicial Department (General Branch). – 1942. 3 p. – Contains provisional tables
Subject(s): Burma : Census - 1941 ; Population - Statistics
GB:BL-APAC(IOR/V/15/226)*

Census <1953>
Advance publications : 1953 census stage / Census Department, Government of the Union of Burma. – [Rangoon]. – (Advance release ; ...)
Series A.
Industry and Cottage industry. – [1954.] 54 l. – (Advance release ; 7)
Kachin State population and households. – 1956. 2, 2 p., 14 tables. – (Advance release ; 3)
Nuptiality, fertility, literacy, labor-force status. – 1957. 6, 3, 112 p. – (Advance release ; 8)
Tables I to IV. – [1954.] 21 l. – (Advance release ; 16)
Tables V to VIII. – [1954.] 53 l. – (Advance release ; 17)
Series B.
Population. – [1954.] 142 l. – (Advance release ; 25)
Subject(s): Burma : Census - 1951 ; Population - Statistics
GB:BL: 7 16-17 25 (I.S.Bu.231/2)*
US:LC(HA1728.B813 1953) NNUN: 3
First and second stage census : 1953 and 1954 / Government of the Union of Burma, Central Statistical and Economic Department, Census Division. – [Rangoon] 1957. – [Cyclostyled]
Subject(s): Burma : Census - 1953 ; Population - Statistics
GB:SOAS(L.GB 312/156.783)
Subject(s): Burma : Census - 1953 ; Population - Statistics ; Agriculture - Economic aspects
AU:ANU: 1-3 (Menzies OD HA1693 1953)
4 (Menzies OD microform HA1693.A2)
D: KB-ZBW: 1-3 (V 1090)
F: BIULO: 1-3 (GEN I 57 ; GEN I 44)
GB:BL: 1-3 (I.S.Bu.220/4)*
LSE: 1-3 (BLPES, Stats Back-Up. 591 (HA161), Govt ; Microforms M (Statistics 228), Microform)
SOAS: 1-4 (L.GB 312/156.783)*
SG: ISEAS(Sta abr HA4570.7.A41953)
Microfilm 703) 1-3 (Microfiche (o)96/63550)
NUS(HA1950 Bur.b v.1-3)
US: CRL: 1-3 (S. Asian FICHE (o) 96/63550 (H) SAMP)
CU: 1 (Kroch HA1728 B8A32+ 1953)
1-3 (Kroch Fiche 887 (o) 96 63550)
4 (Annex Film 2276)
HU: 1-3 (Documents (Lamont): Ind Doc 3507.353)
LC: 1-3 (HA1728.B814 1953) ; Microfiche (o)96/63550)
Mnu(TC Wilson Annex Sub-Bas.Folio 319.59 9 B297
NIU: 1-3 (SEA HA4570.7.A41953)
NYPL: 1-2 (NYPL/SIBL SGD) YU: 1-2
NRLF NUN: 1-4
YU: 1-2 (SMH HA1728 B814 1953 (LC)+)
Ref.: OCLC 34851173; 23788576 v.4 ; 11887252

ditto. Microform. – New Haven, Conn.: Research Publ., [197?]. 1 microfilm reel : 35 mm. – (International population census publications : Series I ; 1945-1967 ; Asia, Burma) – Subseries numbering and title from publisher's flier.
US:FTaSU WU(Memorial Lib. Microforms Media Ctr Room 443 Micro Film 10728 Reel 258)
Ref.: OCLC 38698195 ; 23788576

Series A. General data on age, sex, race, marital status, number of industries and farmers. – 1955. X, 351 p., 3 maps. – Cover title: 1953 Union of Burma : census of population, union urban, 252 towns
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Subject(s): *Burma*: Census - 1953; Population - Statistics
SG: ISEAS(Microfilm Mfm 703)
US: NNUN NYPL(Research SDG) UCB(Main HA1693 A2 1953) WU(Memorial Lib. Microforms Media Ctr Room 443 Micro Film 10728 Reel 258)
Ref.: OCLC 38704190; 54958005

Subject(s): *Burma*: Census - 53; Agriculture - Statistics
US: DS(HA1950.B9A3)

Subject(s): *Burma*: Census - 1953; Population - Statistics; Cities and towns - Growth
GB: LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591(167))
SG: ISEAS(Microfilm 703)
US: LC(HA1693.A46 1954) NNUN NYPL(Research JBX F-391)
Ref.: OCLC 42905500; ocm20456997
US: WU(Memorial Lib. Microforms Media Ctr Micro Film 10728 Reel 258)
Ref.: OCLC 38704170

Census <1954>

Subject(s): *Burma*: Census - 1954; Population - Statistics
US: LC(HA4570.7.A7 1956 <fol>)

International population census publications
Region: Asia
Country: Burma
Census year(s): 1953, 1954
Microform. – New Haven, Conn.: Research Publications, [197-?]. 1 microfilm reel; 35 mm. – (International population census publications: Series I; 1945-1967) – Subseries numbering and title from publisher's fler.
Subject(s): *Burma*: Census - 1953; Population - Statistics
US: FTaSU

1954 census stage: Kachin State population. – Rangoon: Govt. Print. and Staty., 1957. 98 p. – (Advanced release; 3)
Subject(s): *Burma*: Census - 1954; Population - Statistics
SG: ISEAS(Microfilm 703)
US: WU(Memorial Lib. Microforms Media Ctr Room 443 Micro Film 10728 Reel 258)
Ref.: OCLC 45706300; ocm38704152

1. Population and housing.

Subject(s): *Burma*: Census - 1954; Population - Statistics
GB: SOAS(L.GB 312/156.783)
SG: ISEAS(Sta abr fHA1950 B9B96)
US: CU(Kroch HA1728.B8A32 1957a++)

Census <1957>

Subject(s): *Burma*: Census - 1957; Population - Statistics; Cottage industries – Statistics; Housing - Statistics
GB: LSE(BLPES, Stats Back-Up; 591 (HA161), Govt)
J: SRF
SG: ISEAS(Sta abr fHA1950 B9B96)
US: CU(Kroch HA1728.B8A32 1957a++)

Census <1973>

[1.] Populations census
Union of Burma. – 259 p., maps.
Rangoon City
Rangoon Division. – 287 p.
[2.] Occupation classification: major groups
[3.] Industrial classifications: major groups
Subject(s): *Burma*: Census - 1973; Population - Statistics; Demographic surveys; Household surveys; Industrie - Statistics
AU: NLA. 1-3 (Sf 315.91 BUR) GB: LSE: Union Vol.(BLPES, Stats Reading Room 591 (HA161) Govt)
SG: ISEAS(Sta abr fHA1950 B9B96)
US: CU(Kroch HA1728.B8A32 1957a++)

Census <1983>

Subject(s): *Burma*: Census - 1983; Population - Statistics
GB: SAS((591):312)
US: LC(A4570.7B87 1986) NIU(SEA HA4570.7.A41983)
UCB(Main) & UCSD(SSH): YU(LSF-Request for HA37.5 1983. B87 1986)

1983 census, publication tables. – 1986. 38 l. – November 1982 - Chiefly tables
Subject(s): *Burma*: Census - 1983; Population - Statistics
Burma: Census, 1983
Burma: Population – Statistics
US: US Bur of the Census

pt. 1 Report; pt. 2 Tables
ISBN x-19-426776-7
Burma Bibliographical Project
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Subject(s): Burma : Census - 1983 ; Population - Statistics

GB: BL-APAC: 1,1 7-8 12 13 (ORW 1990 a 2351/1-)

Census of Burma

Census of India

Census of population

Centenario delle missioni in Birmania delle Suore della Riparazione. – 1995. 150 p., illus. – Added title and text in Burmese

Centenarian celebration of the founding of the American Baptist Mission Press, Rangoon, Burma

US: US Bur of the Census
Ref.: OCLC 48880307

Census <1993>

Centenary souvenir, (1885-1996) - Celebrazioni

Centennial celebration of the founding of the American Baptist Mission Press, Rangoon, Burma

US: NNUT (Burke MRL Pamphlet 1076)

Crop tidings from pagoda land / issued by the Centenary Commission of the Burma Mission Conference. – Madras: Methodist Publishing House, [192-?]. 44 p., illus., map p. 41-44: Methodist Missionaries in Burma

Centennial celebration of the founding of the American Baptist Mission Press, Rangoon, Burma

US: NNUT (Burke MRL Pamphlet 1076)
Bibliographical description

Center for Asian and Pacific Studies < Honolulu, Hawaii >
- University of Hawai`i < Honolulu, Hawaii > / Center for Asian and Pacific Studies

Center for Burma Studies (C.B.S.) < DeKalb, Ill. >
- Northern Illinois University < DeKalb, Ill. > / Center for Burma Studies

Center for Christian Response to Asian Issues (CCRAI) < Tokyo >
- Voices in the jungle : Burmese youth in transition

Center for Comparative Studies on Rural Development < National and University Institute of Agriculture, Rehovot, Israel >
- Studies on wheat growing problems in Namsang-Burma
  - Amir, Jacob

Center for International Studies < Athens, Ohio >
- Ohio University < Athens, Ohio > / Center for International Studies

Center for International Studies < Cambridge, Mass. >
- Massachusetts Institute of Technology < Cambridge, Mass. > / Center for International Studies

Center for Research Libraries < Chicago > / Southeast Asia Microform Project
- Microform holdings list and guide to other Southeast Asian material at the Center for Research Libraries / Southeast Asia Microform Project, Center for Research Libraries. 4th ed. – Chicago, Ill., 1980. 34 p. – [Mimeogr.]
  D: HD-SAI(300 inf 84/2115 SD)*

Center for South and Southeast Asia Studies < Berkeley, Calif. >
- University of California < Berkeley, Calif. > / Center for South and Southeast Asia Studies

Center for South and Southeast Asian Studies < Ann Arbor >
- University of Michigan < Ann Arbor > / Center for South and Southeast Asian Studies

Centre of Southeast Asian Studies < Clayton, Vic. >
- Monash Asia Institute < Clayton, Vic. > / Centre of Southeast Asian Studies

Center for Southeast Asian Studies < DeKalb >
- Northern Illinois University < DeKalb > / Center for Southeast Asian Studies

Center for Southeast Asian Studies < Hawai`i >
- Blood bond
  - Ma Ma Lay

Center for Southeast Asian Studies < Hull >
- University < Hull > / Center for Southeast Asian Studies

Center for Southeast Asian Studies < Kyoto >
- University < Kyoto > / Center for Southeast Asian Studies

Center for Southeast Asian Studies < Rangoon >
- Rangoon-Hopkins Center for South-East Asian Studies

Center for Southeast Asian Studies and Biennial Burma Studies Group Conference < 25th, 1988, Northern Illinois University >
- The context of the new Kayah script
  - Rastorfer, Jean-Marc

- Northern Illinois University < DeKalb > / Center for Southeast Asian Studies

Center for Strategic and International Studies < Washington D.C. >
- Feeling good or doing good with sanctions : unilateral economic sanctions and the U.S. national interest
  - Freg, Ernest H.

Center for Trade Policy Studies < Washington, D.C. >
- Cato Institute < Washington, D.C. > / Center for Trade Policy Studies

Center of Military History
- United States / Army / Center of Military History

Central Asia Rivers Steam Navigation Company
- A queer story

Central Asian Society < London >
- Tribes on the frontier of Burma
  - Fryer, Frederic William Richards

Central Bank of Myanmar
- The Central Bank of Myanmar law

- The Central Bank of Myanmar rules

- Regulations for financial institutions

  Subject(s): Burma : Banks and banking, Central - Law and legislation
  D: HD-SAI(325 jur 98/1096)*
  HH-MPI
  US: LC(KNL886.A3199 A7 1990a)
  NIU SEA KNL886 .A3 1990)

  Subject(s): Burma : Banks and banking, Central - Law and legislation
  D: HD-SAI(325 jur 98/681 Kp)*
  SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 89/63519)
  US: CU(Kroch HG1615 .B87 1991)
  LC(Microfiche 89/63519 (K))
  NIU SEA KNL886 .A33 1991)

Central banking legislation : a collection of Central Bank, monetary and banking laws ; statutes and related materials /
Burma Bibliographical Project

p. 261-283: Burma
Subject(s): Burma : Banks and banking, Central - Law and legislation
D: KL-ZBW(II 46,820)
GB: BL(OPL RR 340.5087)*

Central Board of Irrigation

Report of the sub-committee of the Central Board of Irrigation convened to examine the Nyaung-Gyat Dam Project, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., (Board for P. W. S.), 1927. 4 p., fold. map, diagr.
Subject(s): Nyaunggyat Dam
D: HD-SAI(322 agr 79/2063 Kp)*
SG: ISEAS(DOC 2498)
US: CST (Kroch Pamphlet S Burma 17 +)

Central Committee for Development of Border Areas and National Races / Public Relations Sub-Committee

– Measures taken for border areas and national races development

Central Committee for Drug Abuse Control (CCDAC) < Union of Burma >

– Country report on narcotic drugs control in the Union of Myanmar
– Drug abuse control in Burma
– Final report on findings of nation-wide student drug use survey
– Joint Executing Committee (Myanmar / Thailand / UNDCP) : 7th meeting
– Myanmar narcotics report
– Myanmar/China alternative development cooperation meeting
– Myanmar’s endeavour against narcotic drugs
– Myanmar’s endeavours towards elimination of narcotic drugs
– Narcotic news bulletin
– Narcotics report 1988
– Opium survey
– Supply and demand reduction in the Union of Myanmar
– Supply reduction activity in Northern Shan State
– Surveying Myanmar schools: building confidence, obtaining results
– The war on drugs: Myanmar’s efforts for the eradication of narcotic drugs

Central Committee for the Management of Culturable Land, Fallow Land, and Waste Land

Duties and rights of the Central Committee for the Management of Culturable Land, Fallow Land, and Waste Land; and
– Added title in Burmese, Burmese and English on opposite pages
Subject(s): Burma : Waste lands - Government policy, Fallow lands - Government policy, Land use - Law and legislation, Land reform

Central Co-operative Society < Union of Burma >

– On co-operative training policy and standards

Central Farm < Kanbula >

Report of the Kanbula Central Farm. – Rangoon
– Agricultural Station < Kanbula > : Report
GB: CUL: 1928/29 (OP.3200.630.08)

Central (Jail) Revisory Board

– Hand book of instructions for the guidance of superintendents of jails and district magistrates

Central Land Committee

– Explanation of the tenancy and the rights of the agriculturists acts

Central Literacy Committee

– Burma Central Literacy Committee

Central Office of Information < Great Britain >

– Great Britain / Central Office of Information

Central Settlement Library < Rangoon >

GB: BL(011900 d 32)*
dito. – ibd., 1928. 70 p.
Ref.: OCLC 48747129
US: NNC(Offsite O27.5 B98)

Star charts and how to use them
– Clancy, John Charles

Central Statistical Organization < Union of Burma >

– Bulletin of import trade
– Foreign trade statistics of Myanmar
– Statistical abstract
– Statistical paper
– Vital statistics of the towns of Burma
– Vital statistics report

Centre de documentation du Centre international des droits de la personne et du développement démocratique < Montréal, Québec >

– International Centre for Human Rights and Democratic Development

Centre de Documentation et de Recherches sur l’Asie du Sud-Est et le Monde Insulindien < Paris > (CeDRASEMI)

Bibliographie burmane : années 1950 – 1960
– Bernot, Denise
Les Cak
– Bernot, Lucien

Le Centre de Documentation et de Recherches sur l’Asie du Sud-est et le Monde Insulindien : CeDRASEMI. – Paris: Laboratoire du Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique et
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de l’École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales, [1979].
ISBN 2-85881-001-x
D: HD-SA(inf 1 J 137)*
GB: SOAS(Ref G 300.7/437.787)*
US: CU(Kroch +DS524.8.F8 C39 1979)

Dictionnaire birman-français
→Bernot, Denise
Les Lautu
→Bareigts, André
Le prédicat en birman parlé
→Bernot, Denise

Centre de Documentation sus l’Asie du Sud-Est <Paris>
→Atlas ethno-linguistique

Centre d’Étude des Relations Nationales <Paris>
Les relations entre la France et la Birmanie au XVIIIe et au XIXe siècle
→Preschez, Philippe

Centre d’Étude du Sud-Est Asiatique et de l’Extrême-Orient <Bruxelles>
→Éléments bibliographiques du sud-est asiatique et de l’extrême-orient

Military rule in Burma
→Becka, Jan

→Premiers éléments bibliographiques relatifs aux problèmes actuels du sud-est de l’Asie

Centre d’Étude et de Documentation sur le Karenni (Cédok) <Lausanne>
Ambassade au roi d’Ava
→Crawfurd, John

Ambassade de Crawfurd au roi d’Ava en 1826
→Crawfurd, John

Bulletin du Cédok / Centre d’Étude et de Documentation sur le Karenni, 1.1984–. – Lausanne: Ed. Dao Badao ; Cédok. – Annual. – Abbreviated title: Bull. Cédok. – Chiefly in French with some text in English. – ISSN 0258-7467
No. 1 has title: Bulletin du Centre ... – Herbert 805
Subject(s): Karenni : Periodicals
Burma : Ethnology - Karen (State) - Periodicals
Karen State : Social life and customs - Periodicals

Ambassade de Crawfurd au roi d’Ava en 1826
→Crawfurd, John

Burmese review before Burma’s independence 1946-1947
→Rastorfer, Jean-Marc

The context of the new Kayah script
→Rastorfer, Jean-Marc

Fugit irreparabile tempus
→Rastorfer, Jean-Marc

→Itinerario bibliografico per illustrare l’esposizione fotografica ”Karenni - una guerra dimenticata in Birmania”

→Karenni : a short history

Kayah, Kayan, Karenni et Yang Daeng
→Rastorfer, Jean-Marc

Les peuples de Birmanie : bibliographie
→Rastorfer, Jean-Marc

Quand le Myanmar va-t-il cultiver son jardin?
→Léopold, Pierre

Centre d’Études de Géographie Tropicale <Talence>
L’introduction d’une nouvelle culture dans un état socialiste : le cas du jute en Birmanie
→Luebgiit, Guy

Centre d’Information Touristique de l’Asie du Sud-Est <Paris>
Birmanie
→Klein, Jacques

Centre for Developing-Area Studies <Montreal>
→McGill University <Montreal>

Centre for East Asian Cultural Studies <Tokyo>
→[Burmese historical documents on microfilms]

The catalogue of materials on Myanmar history in microfilms deposited in the Centre for East Asian Cultural Studies / Thu Nandar. – [Tokyo]: Centre for Documentation and Area-Transcultural Studies, Tokyo University of Foreign Studies, 2004-.
English ; text in Burmese
ISBN 4-925243-04-7
Subject(s): Tokyo Gaikokugo Daigaku : Microform catalogs. Burma : History - Bibliography - Microform catalogs

List of microfilms deposited in the Centre for East Asian Cultural Studies. – Tokyo: Centre for East Asian Cultural Studies
Burma Bibliographical Project

the Historical Research Group of Kagoshima Univ. ... from Nov. 1973 to March 1974

Subject(s): Burma: Inscriptions - Bibliography - Catalogs; Bibliography - Inscriptions - Catalogs; History - Sources - Bibliography

AU: ANU (Menz ref. – Asian ref.: Z3216.Y85)
   NLA (Y 016.9591 Y95)
   GB: BL (S.T. 6477)
   BL-APAC (V 24041 ; V 22120)
   SOAS (Ref. GB 016/352.379)*

US: CU (Kroch Asia Ref. & Z3001.Y95 L7)
   LC (Z3216.Y85 1976)
   NIU (SEA Ref. DS527.4 .M5261980Z)
   YU (SML, SEA Ref., R. 315 Z3220 Y85 (LC))

Ref.: OCLC 22386182

→ A survey of bibliographies in Western languages concerning East and Southeast Asian studies

Centre for Human Rights < Dhaka >
A tale of refugees: Rohingyas in Bangladesh
→ Razzaq, Abdul

Centre for Policy Dialogue < Bangladesh >
Transforming Eastern South Asia: building growth zones for economic cooperation
→ Sobhan, Rehman

Centre for South and Southeast Asian Studies < Calcutta >
→ University < Calcutta > / Centre for South and Southeast Asian Studies

Centre for South Asian Studies < Lahore >
→ University of the Punjab < Lahore > / Centre for South Asian Studies

Centre for Southeast Asian Studies < Calcutta >
→ University < Calcutta > / Centre for Southeast Asian Studies

Centre for Southeast Asian Studies < Casuarina, NT, Australia >
→ Northern Territory University / Centre for Southeast Asian Studies < Casuarina, NT, Australia >

Centre for South East Asian Studies < Gaya, India >
The fourth Anglo-Burmese war: Britain and the independence of Burma
→ Tarling, Nicholas

Centre for South-East Asian Studies < Hull >
→ University < Hull > / Centre for South-East Asian Studies

Centre for Southeast Asian Studies < Townsville >
→ James Cook University of North Queensland < Townsville > / Centre for Southeast Asian Studies

Centre for the Study of Australian-Asian Relations < Nathan, Qld. >
Death of a hero: the U Thant disturbances in Burma, December 1974
→ Selth, Andrew

Centre Français du Commerce Exterieur < Paris >
→ Birmanie – Union de Myanmar

→ Myanmar (Birmanie): post d’expansion économique à Yangon
→ Les procédures douanières au Myanmar

Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique < Paris >
→ Atlas ethno-linguistique

Dictionnaire birman-français
→ Bernot, Denise

L’introduction d’une nouvelle culture dans un état socialiste: le cas du jute en Birmanie
→ Lubeigt, Guy

Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique < Paris > / Centre d’Études de Géographie Tropicale / Centre d’Études de Géographie Tropicale < Talençe >

Centre National du Commerce Extérieur (C.N.C.E.)
Cahier de documentation du Centre National du Commerce Extérieur. – Paris: C. N. C. E.
→ Sud-est asiatique

Centre of Asian Studies < Hong Kong >
→ University < Hong Kong > / Centre of Asian Studies

Centre of Oriental Studies < Canberra >
→ Australian National University < Canberra > / Centre of Oriental Studies

Centre of South Asian Studies < Cambridge >
→ University < Cambridge > / Centre of South Asian Studies

Centre of Southeast Asian Studies < Monash University, Clayton, Vic. >
Aung San Sun Kyi and Burma’s unfinished renaissance
→ Lintner, Bertil

Australia’s relations with colonial Burma
→ Selth, Andrew

Fighting for democracy on a heap of jewels
→ Keeler, Ward

A guide to Mon studies
→ Bauer, Christian

The Hsaya San rebellion, 1930 – 1932, reappraised
→ Herbert, Patricia M.

An undeveloped state
→ Taylor, Robert Henry

Centre on Integrated Rural Development for Asia and the Pacific (CIRDAP) < Dhaka >
→ Towards empowering women: microcredit and social mobilization

Centro de Estudos de Cartografia Antiga < Lisboa >
A viagem de António Correia a Pegu em 1519
→ Thomaz, Luís Filipe Ferreira Reis

Centro Missionario "P. Paolo Manna" Pontificio < Napoli >
→ Istituto Missioni Estere (PIME) < Napoli > / Centro Missionario "P. Paolo Manna"

Siegfried M. Schwertner
Ceramic Society of Indonesia
BurmeSE ceramics
→Adhyatman, Sumarah

Cercle du Chat Sacré de Birmanie < Boulogne-Billancourt, Hauts-de-Seine >
→Rêve et réalité

The ceremonial of the ordination of a Burmese priest of Buddha
→Knox, George

Cerre, Pierre-Henri
Subject(s): Burma : History <1824> ; Kings and rulers

Certain provisions of the Government of India act, 1935 and the Government of Burma act, 1935, showing amendments proposed to be made by the India and Burma (miscellaneous amendments) bill / presented by the Secretary of State for India to Parliament by command of His Majesty, April, 1939. – London : H. M. S. O., 1939. 16 p. – (Papers by Command / Great Britain, Parliament ; Cmd. 5990) – At head of title: India and Burma (Miscellaneous amendments) bill. – Parl. pap. 1938/39, XX, 1323
Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government - 1919-1947

Subject(s): Burma : Forests and forestry - Statistics

Českoslavenská akademie věd (Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences) / Orientální ústav
→Orientální ústav < Praha >

Ceylon
Treaty <1959.9.25>
→Trade agreement between the Government of Ceylon and the Government of the Union of Burma

CFOB
→Canadian Friends of Burma

Chaléons d’Argé, Augustine Philibert
Voyage du capitaine Hiram Cox dans des Birmans
→Cox, Hiram

Chabrand, Émile
Subject(s): Burma : Voyages and travels
F: BNF(8° G.6766)
GB: BL(10026 c 4)* BMH(F 1213 C42) MNHN
OUL(BOD Camera UB 2033 e.504 590214329)
US: CU(Annex) & LC : F1215 C42
HU(Widener Harv. Depos. SA 3638.91.10)
YU(MUDD, Stacks WA 28880)

Chadwick-Brown, Georgina
Honour for time for India and Burma. "Symbols are sacred." A new banner with a wreath of honour of the sacred Peepul or Bo tree; an Eastern emblem that appeals to 72 per cent of the population of the world ... – [Rangoon : The author, 1924] 30 p. – Cover title. - Signed: Georgina Chadwick-Brown
Subject(s): Burma : Flags
GB: BL(08023 a 122)
US: NYPL(Humanities-History & Genealogy AWI)
Ref.: OCLC 39269086

Chadwyck-Healey Ltd. <Cambridge>

Chaichun Khamdaengyottai
Subjects: Thai languages : Dictionaries - English ; Shan language : Dictionaries – English ; Transliteration into Thai.
AU:NL:TH 495.91007 C523t

Chaikin, Rosalind Bryan <b. 1922>
Subject(s): Chaikin, Sol C.
Chaikin, Rosalind Bryan, 1922-
D: GO-SUB(97 A 12119)
GB: SOAS(E Coll 25 Salle L 959.1 Cerr p)
US: CU(Kroch +DS529.2 C41)

Chaikin, Sol Chick
To my memory sing : a memoir based on letters and poems from Sol Chick Chaikin
→Chaikin, Rosalind Bryan
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Subject(s): East Indians : Burma

Burma : East Indians - History ; Minorities - Social conditions

GB: BL(Thesis 654/246.063)   ULL

US: CU(Kroch +N6797.C476 A2 1994z)

Chakravarti, Saroj

India’s overland trade with China through Ladakh, Assam and Burma, 1772-1873. – 1976. XIV, 296 p. – Panjabi Univ., Ph.D. (history) thesis. – Shulum 310

Chakravarty, Sukha Ranjan


Chakravarty, Birendra Chandra

British relations with the hill tribes of Assam since 1858 / by Birendra Chandra Chakravarty. – Calcutta : Mukhopadhyay, 1964. V, 222 p., map, index, app., bibliogr. p. 196-207. GB: BL(X 709/1460)*

Chalatchai Ramitanont

Impact of deforestation and reforestation program on household survival strategies and women's work : the case of the Karen and Lisu in a village of northern Thailand / by Shalardchai Ramitanonth and Virada Somsawasdi. – Chiang Mai: Women's Studies Center, Faculty of Social Sciences, Chiang Mai Univ., 1992. 221 p., maps, bibliogr. p. 221. Subject(s): Karen : Economic conditions - Case studies

Thailad, Northern : Deforestation - Pangkhum (Chiang Mai) - Case studies ; Rural women - Pangkhum (Chiang Mai) – Case studies

AU: NLA(NYq 940.547252092 ; Nq 940.547252092 C436)

US: UC(84-PS3505 H195N5)

Chalker, Jack Bridger <b. 1918>


Subject(s): Chalker, Jack Bridger <b. 1918>

Burma-Siam Railroad : Pictorial works

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Art and the war ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Pictorial works ; World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese

AU: NLA(NYq 940.547252092 ; Nq 940.547252092 C436)

US: B-BBB(1 B 40 040 Potsdamer Str.)

Chalons d’Argé

→ Chaalons d’Argé

A challenge for the international community

→ Myanmar : a challenge for the international community

Chamales, Tom T.


US: CU(Kroch +N6797.C476 A2 1994z)

LC(N6797.C476 A2 1994)
Burma Bibliographical Project

D: B-SBB(804 735 Potsdamer Str.)
US: IU

Oorlog in het oerwoud / Tom T. Chamales ; Nederlands bewerking Maurits Mok. – Amsterdam: Nederlandsche Keurboekeri, 1957. 447 p. – Transl. of: Never so few
Subject(s): Burma ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Fiction
NL: KITLV(M ss 190 N)

Chambre d'Agriculture de la Cochinchine
Rapport de mission sur la Birmanie
→Causin, M. G.

Chamber of Commerce < Rangoon >
→Rangoon / Chamber of Commerce

Chamberlin, Joan
A Burmese scene
→Nicholson, Edgar

Chambers, Osborn Augustin
Handbook of the Lushai country, with map / comp. in the Intelligence Branch by O. A. Chambers. – Calcutta : Govt. Pr., 1889. 94 p., tables.
US: UC

Subject(s): Chin-Lushai Expedition <1889-1890>
Lushai Hills : Description and travel
GB: CUL(Lib.3.89.41) BL-APAC(W 7148)

Chambre de Commerce < Lyon >
Rapport adressé à monsieur le président de la Chambre de Commerce de Lyon, relatif à la possibilité d’amener des relations commerciales entre la France et la Birmanie
→Vossion, Louis-Pierre

Chambre de Commerce < Saigon >/ Mission Économique à l’Étranger
Rapport sur la développement économique des Indes Anglaises, de la Birmanie et du Siam.
→Cateaux, L.

Chamier, Frederick <1796-1870>
An account of the Burmese war and the battle of Navarino ...
→James, William
The naval history of Great Britain

Chamlâong Thàongdi <b. 1940>
The three pagodas pass ... / Chamlâong Thàongdi. – Krung Thep, 2540 [1997]. X, 116 p., illus. – Added title and text in Thai
Subject(s): Mon ; Burma - Politics and government
Burma : Ethnology ; Minorities ; History
US: CU(Kroch DS528.2 M6 C35 1997)
WU(Memorial Lib. DS528.2 M6 C48 1997)
Ref.: OCLC 41916850

Champion, Harry George < Sir, b. 1891 >
The forests of India ; 4
→Stebbing, Edward Percy

A preliminary survey of the forest types of India and Burma / by H. G. Champion. – Delhi: Govt. Print., India, 1936. X, 286, VIII p., index, map, bibliogr. p. 281-284. – (Indian forest records ; new series ; silviculture ; 1.1)
Subject(s): Burma ; Forest ecology ; Forests and forestry
D: GO-SUB(8° Z.Nat 2791)
HD-SAI(216 agr 82/669)*
GB: BL(I.S.252/9) BL-APAC(TOR/V/25/560/34-40)
Ref.: OCLC 3756305
US: HU(Botany Arnold (Cambr.): QK938.F6 C48 1961x)

A revised survey of the forest types of India / by Harry G. Champion and Ş. K. Seth. – Delhi: Manager of Publ., 1968.
XXVII, 404 p., col. illus., maps (part col., part fold.) 26, bibliogr. p. 389-397. – 1st publ. under title: A preliminary survey of the forest types of India and Burma
Subject(s): Burma ; Forest ecology ; Forests and forestry
AU: NLA(581.5264 C452)
US: CRL(72-900431) CU(Mann QK938.F6C45 1978)
LC & NLI(Main Stacks-FML) & WU(Steenbock) : QK938.F6 C48 1968
YU(F&ES QK938 F6 C425 (LC))
Ref.: OCLC00549213

Chan, David Kheng Gwan
Subject(s): Burma ; Foreign relations ; Neutrality

Chan, Kah Mei
Subject(s): Burma ; Civil society ; Non-governmental organizations ; International agencies ; Politics and government. 1988- : Economic policy <1988->
SG: ISEAS(LO JQ751 A91C45 ; CD T111)

Chan, Susan <b. 1963>
Subject(s): Burma ; Cookery, Burmese ; Social life and customs ; Food preparation ; Traditional culture ; Tourist areas; Manual; recipes
D: B-SBB(1 A 512861 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: BL(YK.2004.a.5567)
NL: KITLV(M 2004 A 3853)
US: CRL(72-900431) & LC & NLI(SEA) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) : TX724.5.S93 C38 2003

Chan, Thye-Seng
Southeast Asia : history and politics, with emphasis on Burma, Indonesia, Malaya and Vietnam ; a selected, annotated bibliography / comp. by Chan Thye Seng. – Wellington, N.Z.: Library School, 1962. V, 27 l.,
Subject(s): Burma ; History - Bibliography ; Politics - Bibliography ; Bibliography - History ; Bibliography - Politics

Siegfried M. Schwertner
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Chan Aye

Chan, Won-loy <b>.1914</b>


Subject(s): Chan. Won-loy <b>.1914</b>

Burma: World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, American

AU:ANU(Chifley D767.6.C42 1986)

D: M-BSB(Orient. 88.1858)

Chan Htoon

Chan, Won-loy <b>.1914</b>

Burma: World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, American

AU:ANU(Chifley D767.6.C42 1986)

D: M-BSB(Orient. 88.1858)

Chan Htoon

Bibliographical description


Subject(s): Chan, Won-loy <b>.1914</b>

Address on Buddhism, the religion of the age of science.

DDOA 16,1993, no.1846

Hakushi, thesis 1988


Address on "Buddhism, the religion of the age of science" to the sixteenth congress of the International Association for Religious Freedom, Chicago, U.S.A.

US: NIU(SEA 4th FL-FML BQ4055 .C4751958)

Subject(s): Burmese history (c. AD 1200 - 1600) ; World War II.

Great battles of the British Army as commemorated in the Sandhurst Companies

Chand, Attar

Address to the sixteenth congress of the International Association for Religious Freedom, Chicago, U.S.A.


Subject(s): Burma : Buddhism ; Buddhism - Congress

US: NIU(SEA BL1451.2 .C47)


Subject(s): Burma : Buddhism ; Buddhism - Congress

US: NIU(SEA 4th FL-FML BQ4055. C4751958)


US: NIU(SEA BQ4570.S3 C474)

Chan Htoon

Chan, Won-loy <b>.1914</b>

Burma: World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, American

AU:ANU(Chifley D767.6.C42 1986)

D: M-BSB(Orient. 88.1858)

Chan Htoon

Bibliographical description
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Hakushi, thesis 1988
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Subject(s): Burma : Buddhism ; Buddhism - Congress

US: NIU(SEA BL1451.2 .C47)
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US: NIU(SEA 4th FL-FML BQ4055. C4751958)


US: NIU(SEA BQ4570.S3 C474)
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Bibliographical description
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Hakushi, thesis 1988
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Chand, Attar
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Subject(s): Burma : Buddhism ; Buddhism - Congress

US: NIU(SEA BL1451.2 .C47)


Subject(s): Burma : Buddhism ; Buddhism - Congress

US: NIU(SEA 4th FL-FML BQ4055. C4751958)


US: NIU(SEA BQ4570.S3 C474)

Chandra, Lokesh
Amarakosa in Burmese
→ Amarasimha

Indian scientific nomenclature of the mammals of India, Burma and Ceylon
→ Raghv Vira

Chandran Jeshurun
Amarakosa in Burmese
Chandra,
Burma Bibliographical Project

Karen Work, Maubin, Burma, British India. – [1909.]
35 p., illus.

US: UCB(EERC 415.3 C42A & B 1989)
Subjects:
Port : EQ 89-23) – November 1989
Ogr. ref. – (Earthquake engineering studies ; EQ 89 -25)  (Re-
Univ. of Roorkee, 1989. 1 v. (various pagings), inc l. bibli-
Josodhir Das. – Roorkee: Dept. of Earthquake Engine ering, earthquake of 6 Aug., 1988 / by A. R. Chandrasekara n,
Analysis of strong motion accelerograms of N.E. Ind ia

US: CU(Kroch Film 8087 ; Annex Film N8087)

The Burma-Yunnan railway : Anglo-French rivalry in mainland Southeast Asia and South China, 1895-1902 / by J. Chandran. – Athens, Ohio: Ohio Univ., Center for Interna-
tional Studies, Southeast Asia Program, 1971, VIII, 111 p.,
map. – (Papers in international studies : Southeast Asia se-
ries / Ohio Univ., Center for International Studies ; 21)
Subject(s): Burma : Railroads ; Foreign relations - Great Britain ; Foreign relations - France
France : Foreign relations - Burma

Great Britain : Foreign relations - Burma
D: B-SBB(4° Ser. 13 688-21 Potsdamer Str.)

GB: B-SBB(144954 Potsdamer Str.)

LSE(BLPES DS515 C45) BL-APAC(V 18424)

SAS(M 30 N+)

NL: KITLV(M ss 30 N)

HD-SAI(322 mil 68/1343)*

US: NRU(Swasey Div Graduate Thesis CRDS B.D. 1909)
Subject(s):
B.D. thesis

Chandrasekaran, A. R.
Analysis of strong motion accelerograms of N.E. India earthquake of 6 Aug., 1988 / by A. R. Chandrasekaran,
Josodhir Das. – Roorkee: Dept. of Earthquake Engineering, Univ. of Roorkee, 1989. 1 v. (various pagings), incl. bibli-
og. ref. – (Earthquake engineering studies ; EQ 89-25) (Re-
port : EQ 89-23) – November 1989
Subjects: Burma : Earthquakes - August 6, 1988 ; Acceler-o-
grams - August 6, 1988
US: UCB(EERC 415.3 C42A & B 1989)

Chaney, Clarence Edward <b. 1878>
A survey of the American Baptist mission station : Pwo
Karen Work, Maubin, Burma, British India. – [1909.] 35 p.,
illus. – Rochester, N.Y., Clogate Rochester Divinity School,
B.D. thesis
Subject(s): Burma : Missions ; Baptists - Missions
US: NRU(Swasey Div Graduate Thesis CRDS B.D. 1909)

Chandran Jeshurun
Amarakosa in Burmese
Chandra,
Burma Bibliographical Project
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B.D. thesis
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Chaney, Clarence Edward <b. 1878>
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illus. – Rochester, N.Y., Clogate Rochester Divinity School,
B.D. thesis
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US: NRU(Swasey Div Graduate Thesis CRDS B.D. 1909)
Burma Bibliographical Project

GB: SOAS(A 345.91/63.509)*
SG: NUS-LW(ASEAN Coll KE3849 Cha)

Chan-Toon, Mabel Mary Agnes Cosgrove <b. 1872>  For love of the king : a Burmese masque  →Wilde, Oscar
Subject(s): Burma : Interfaith marriage ; Intermarriage
GB: BL(012631 bb 41)*

D: HD-SA(60 O 2)
GB: BL(012625 aaa 21)*
BL-APAC(T 43584)

D: B-SBB(Up 4915/296-4 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: SOAS(GB830/47296)*
NL: KITLV(M ss 210 N)
SG: RUBC(823 CHA)

GB: BL(012604 a 2/19)*

Subject(s): Burma : Tales ; Folklore, Burmese
D: B-SBB(392 465 Potsdamer Str.)
HD-SA(60 O 13)*
GB: BL(012629 gg 29)  BL-APAC(T 38793)
MY: NL
SG: RUBC(940.5425 CHA)

GB: BL(012632 d 14)*

Ref.: Khin Thet Htar 613

Note: A book comprising one letter of correspondence [from Aye Saung to Naing Naing] and two original type C prints [of Aye Saung and Myint Zaw]
Subject(s): Aye Saung : Portrait photographs ; Correspondence
Naing Naing: Correspondence
Burma : Portrait photography ; History <1948-> – Pictorial works
US: CU(Olin x) & OAU(Alden 3rd Fl Arts Spec x)
UCSB(Arts Lib Cage) & UCSC(McHenry): TR655.C45 2001
UCY(Art and Arch. TR647 C424 2001 (LC))
Ref.: OCLC49733931

Chao, Chen-yu
US: CU(Kroch D767.6.C45)

Chao Tzang Yawnghwe  →Tzang Yawnghwe < Chao >

Chapala’s Anglo-Khasi language dictionary →Blah, U. Edinson

Chaphekar, Shankarrao Gangadharrao
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns
GB: BL(9103 p 30 ; 9317 ee 5)*  BL-APAC(T 16628)
SG: ISEAS(D767.6 C46)
RUBC(940.5425 CHA)
UC: CU(Kroch D767.6.C46)  HU-EWC
LC(D767.6.C47)  YU(LSF-Request D767.6 C43)

ditto. 2nd ed. – ibd., [1955]. 1, 2, 101 p., fold. map, 2 ports.
AU:ANU(Hope Store D767.6.C47)
US: MiU

Chaplin, J. B. <b. 1912>

Burma : Portrait photography - Exhibitions ; History <1948-> - Pictorial works
US: CU(Kroch Oversize) & OAU(Alden 3rd Fl Arts Spec x)
UCSB(Arts Lib Cage) & UCSC(McHenry): TR655.C45 2001
UCY(Art and Arch. TR647 C424 2001 (LC))
Ref.: OCLC49733931

Siegfried M. Schwertner

C 48
Note: Account of 21 Mountain Regiment in action against the Japanese

Subject(s): India : World war <1939-1945> – Operations - Mountain Regiment, 21


GB: CUL(539:1.l.173.39)

BL-APAC(T 46532)

SOAS(GB 949/509.204* ; E Coll 3 K /23

Chaplin, Jeremiah <1776-1841>

A sermon preached at North Yarmouth, February 16, 1825 : at the ordination of the Rev. George D. Boardman, as a missionary to the heathen. – Waterville: W. Hastings, 1825. 41 p.

Subject(s): Boardman, George Dana <1801-1831>

Burma : Missions Sermons

Chapman, Cecil Maurice <1852-1938>

→The Indian evidence act, no. I of 1872 ... – 1894

Chapman, Clement H.


Subject(s): Burma : Missionary stories ; Missions

GB: MANCHESTER(Deansgate - Methodist Archives)

US: CU(Annex BV2087.C46 G5)

Ref.: OCLC 6846640

Chapman, Dean <b. 1965>


Subject(s): Chapman, Dean <b. 1965> : Photography

Karenni : Social life and customs - Pictorial works

Burma : Karen : Pictorial works ; Guerrillas : Pictorial works ; Kayah - History <1948-> ; Documentary photography ; War photography

D: B-SBB(1 A 397028 Potsdamer Str.)

F: BNF BDIC(F 7792)

Ref.: OCLC 45404593


Note: Sottotitolo sulla sopraccopertina: La guerra dimenticata di una nazione assediata

Subject(s): Chapman, Dean <b. 1965> : Photography

Karenni : Social life and customs - Pictorial works

Burma : Karen : Pictorial works ; Guerrillas : Pictorial works ; Kayah - History <1948-> ; Documentary photography ; War photography

I: BCMP(AS /07/01/0073)


Subject(s): Chapman, Dean <b. 1965> : Photography

Kayah : Pictorial works

Karen : Pictorial works

Kayah : Social life and customs - Pictorial works

Burma : Karen : Pictorial works ; Guerrillas : Pictorial works ; Kayah - History <1948-> ; Documentary photography ; War photography

AU: NL(AYYq305.895 C466)

D: KA-BLB(100 B 803) – S-WLB(48a/81284)

US: HU(Fine Arts FA10359.274.1)

NYPL(Humanities-Art MFx+(Chapman) 99-6281)

UCLA(YR) & YU(SML) : DS528.2 K35 C47 1998+

Ref.: OCLC 40934072 ; 41612617

Chapman, E. C.

→Farmers in the forest

Chapman, Godfrey Percival <b. 1899>

The Lampi : the story about some gunners. – Calcutta : Thacker, Spink, 1944. XII, 85 p., plates, map. – On the building of a road between Bishenpur and Lakhipur in Burma by 82 Anti-Tank Regiment, Royal Artillery, in 1942.

GB: BL(09057 aa 70) – BL-APAC(T 3283)

SOAS(E Coll 3 M /12)

Ref.: OCLC 20999093

Chapman, Josephine


GB: BL(50957 aa 70) – BL-APAC(T 1785)

SOAS(E Coll 3 M /12)

Ref.: OCLC 20999093

Charan, Isa


Subject(s): Burma : Hospitals ; Medical care - Handbooks, manuals, etc.

GB: BL/IS.Bu.141/10* – BL-APAC(V 3935)*

US: DNLM(WY 100 I73w 1915)
Burma Bibliographical Project

**ditto.** – ibid., (for Secy.), 1916. 62 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL(14300 fff 17(2))*

**Charan Chakandang**<b. 1950>
Subject(s): *Burma*: History <1824-1948> ; Boundaries - Thailand
*Thailand*: Boundaries - Burma
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos.)
GB: BL(YK.1989 b 4808)

**Charge, Desmond**
Subject(s): *Charge, Des*
*Burma*: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; *World War* <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British ; *World War* <1939-1945> - Medical care ; *World War* <1939-1945> - Health services ; Soldiers, British - Biography
OUL(BOD L Floor M96.E02433)
SOAS(GB595.10452/808381 ; E Coll 3 G /13)
IRL:TCD(PL-244-985)
US:HU(Widener Harv.Depos.)

**Charlier, S. K.**
→The law of insolvency & bankruptcy, being a ... treatise on the insolvency laws ... in the Presidency-towns and Rangoon, & in the mofussil of India, and also in England ...

**Charignon, Antoine Joseph Henri**<b. 1872-1930>?
A propos des voyages aventureux de Fernand Mendez Pinto
→Pinto, Fernão Mendes

**Charity Ball Programme** held on 1st Nov. 1958 at Strand Hotel, Rangoon Ballroom under the distinguished patronage of Sao Shwe Thaik. – Rangoon : Rotary Club of Rangoon, 1958.118 p. – Under the distinguished patronage of Agga Maha Thiri Thudhamma, Agga Maha Thray Sithu, the Hon'ble Sao Shwe Thaike and the Mahadevi of Yawnghwe, M.P.
US: CU(Kroch HV385.729 R37 1958)
Ref.: OCLC 51593332

**Charlebois, Carol A. R.**
An application of Rosenau’s pretheory to the Sino-Indian and Sino-Burmese boundary disputes. – 1969. – Vancouver, Univ. of British Columbia, M.A. thesis 1969
Ref.: Bernot

**Charles, G. P.**
Subject(s): *Burma*: Buddhism ; Buddhism - Relations - Christianity ; Christianity and other religions - Buddhism

**Charities Ball Programme**

**Siegfried M. Schwertner**

**Charles, Howard Robert**
Last man out / by H. Robert Charles. 1st ed. – Austin, Tex.: Eakin Pr., 1988. IX, 223 p., illus., index, bibliogr. p. 203.
ISBN 8-09015-647-6 – Herbert 402
Subject(s): *Charles, Howard Robert*
*Burma*: World War <1939-1945> - Concentration camps ; *World War* <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese ; *World War* <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, American ; Prisoners of war – Biography ; Prisoners of war, American – Biography ; Biography - Prisoners of war, American
D: M-BSB(Orient. 88.1924)
GB:Durham(PLJ3329 CHA)
SOAS(GB 949.092/561.738)
US: CL: CU(Kroch D805.B9C47)
IU(Undergrad Stacks 940.547252 C38L)
LC(D805.B9C47 1988) UCB
UY(SML D805 B9 C47 1988)

AU: NLA(YY 940.5472520924 C475)
D: PA-UB(00/RR 51977 C476)
GB:BL(YK 1989 b 4808)
BL-APAC(ORW 1989 a 1181)
SG: NUS/D805 *Tha.Ch)

**Charlesworth, Allan**
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.52/7)*

**Charlett, R.**
Bakhkhol i Burma / R. Charlett ; til norsk ved : Ulf Gleditsch. – [Oslo]: Magasinet for alle, 1967. 142 s. – (V-bøkene ; 97) N: NBO(NA/A q 8280 (h.))
Subject(s): World war <1939-1945> - Fiction
AU: NLA(823.914 A CHA ; N 823.914 A CHA)
US:CU(Kroch PR9599.C47)

Subject(s): World War,1939-1945 - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, American ; Prisoners of war – Biography ; Prisoners of war, American – Biography ; Biography - Prisoners of war, American
US: CL: CU(Kroch D805.B9C47)

**Charlier, Jean-Michel**<b. 1924-1989>
Aanval in Birma – 1e dr. Nederlandse uitg. – Antwerpen ; Eindhoven: Dupuis, 1952.
NL: KB(RE 1996/1976 Depotexp.)

**ditto.** [Herdr.] – ibid., [1984] c.1977
NL: KB(SE 1985/219 Depotexp.)


Attaque en Birmanie. – Paris [etc.]: Dupuis, 1952

NL: KB(BPN D0002504 Depotexp.) KITLV(M ss 114 N+)

ISBN 3-551-02986-5
Ref.: DB

Charlton, James <b. 1894–

The buffer action of some Burma soils / by J. Charlton. Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa. Printed and publ. for the Imperial Dept. of Agriculture in India. – Calcutta : Thacker, Spink, 1924. p. 101-121. – (Memoirs of the Department of Agriculture in India : chemical series ; 7.5)

Subject(s): *Burma* : Soils
D: HD-SAI(322 agr 88/1201)*
GB: BL(IS.356(3))*
US: UCR(Science S584.I5 A4 v.7 no.5 1924)
Ref.: OCLC 26281786

The determination of prussic acid in Burma beans (Phaseolus lunatus) : preliminary note / by J. Charlton .... – Calcutta, 1922. 1, 7 p. – (Bulletin / Agricultural Research Institute and Collgee, Pusa ; 140)

Subject(s): *Burma* : Beans ; Hydrocyanic acid
GB: BL-APAC(SW 41 ; IOR/V/25/500/129)
US: UCB(Main S539.I4 P83 no.140)
Ref.: OCLC 29017029


Subject(s): *Burma* : Alcohol, Denatured ; Methanol industry ; Alcohol as fuel ; Alcohol fuel industry
D: HD-SAI(322 agr 88/780 Kp)*
GB: BL(IS.Bu.114/5)*
BL-APAC(SW 41 ; IOR/V/25/500/265)
SOAS(GB 631.47/496.64)
US: DNAL(Research VPW+)
Ref.: OCLC 21891701

The selection of Burma beans (Phaseolus lunatus) for low prussic acid content / by J. Charlton. Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa. – Calcutta : Govt. of India, Central Publ. Branch, 1926. p. 1-36, tables. – (Memoirs of Department of Agriculture in India : chemical series ; 9.1)

Subject(s): *Burma* : Hydrocyanic acid
GB: BL(IS.356(3))*
US: HU(Botany Econ. Botany: 66.5)
Ref.: OCLC 26281817


Subject(s): *Burma* : Pumping machinery
GB: BL(IS.Bu.118)*
US: LC(TC927.C5)

Soil survey, Mandalay canal area, Burma / by J. Charlton. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. A.), 1932. 52 p., tables, maps, app. – (Agricultural surveys / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 15 of 1932)

Subject(s): *Burma* : Soil surveys - Mandalay Canal Area
Mandalay Canal Area : Soil surveys
GB: BL(IS.Bu.114/5)*
BL-APAC(SW 41 ; IOR/V/25/500/264)
SOAS(GB 631.47/496.64)
US: DNAL(LC(S280.B9A4) NYPL(Research VPW+)
Ref.: OCLC 21891674


Subject(s): *Burma* : Soil surveys - Pegu District
Pegu District : Soil surveys
GB: BL(IS.Bu.114/5)*
BL-APAC(SW 41 ; IOR/V/25/500/264)
SOAS(GB 631.47/496.64)
US: DNAL(LC(S280.B9A4) NYPL(Research VPW+)
Ref.: OCLC 21891674

Charlton, Morton


Subject(s): *Burma* : Human rights ; Politics and government
GB: BL(YK 1996 a 23012)
US: LC(TC927.C5)

Attaque en Birmanie.

C 51
Charney, Michael W.
Subject(s): Arakanese
Portuguese - Burma
Burma: History <to 1824>
Arakan: History
Min Yazagyi

Powerful learning: Buddhist literati and the throne in Burma’s last dynasty, 1752-1885 / Michael W. Charney. Ann Arbor, MI: Centers for South and Southeast Asian Studies, University of Michigan, 2006. Index, incl. bibliogr ref.
Subject(s): Burma : History - Konbaung dynasty, 1752-1885.
Buddhists - Burma - Intellectual life - 19th century
Buddhism and state - Burma - History - 19th century
US: InND

Subject(s): Burma : Buddhism - Arakan - History ; Islam - Arakan - History ; Muslims - Arakan - History
Arakan: Religion - History.
GB: SOAS(L GB959.102/990308)*
SG: ISEAS(LO DS530.8 A65C48)
US: UM(Graduate Lib. Diss 28187)

Charras, Muriel
Subject(s): Burma : Bibliography
France : Dissertations, Academic - Bibliography - Burma ; Bibliography - Dissertations, Academic - Burma
F: BIULO(BR.8.903(22))
US: CU(Kroch +Z3221 C48)

Chartered Bank
Royal charter : bye-laws and rules of the Chartered Bank

The Charterhouse program of religious education / ed. by E. L. King ... ; in coll. with A. G. Atkins ... [et al.] 2nd ed. – Mussoorie: The Oxworth Book Service, 1931. 224 p., port. (front.)
Subject(s): Methodist Episcopal Church in Southern Asia / Council of Christian Education
Burma : Religious education
GB: Birmingham(Main Library, 268, Ref.)

Chase, Dormer Augustus
Subject(s): Burmese language : Grammar
F: BNF(X8.166)
GB: BL(B12907 a 2) BL-DSS(X8/2599)
BL-APAC(T 6885)*
SOAS(EA 85.33/11.690)
US: MiU

Chartered Bank
Royal charter : bye-laws and rules of the Chartered Bank

Chatterjee, Bijan Raj
Southeast Asia in transition

Chatterjee, Debabrata
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 P 4)
F: BNF(X8.4933)
GB: BL(B12907 a 2) BL-DSS(X8/2599)
BL-APAC(T 6885)*
SOAS(EA 85.33/11.690)
US: MiU

CHART
Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization / Regional Centre for History and Tradition < Yangon >

Chatterjee, Somchok Sawatdirak
Thai-Burmese-Karen relations

Charpentier, Carl-Johan <b. 1948>

Charpentier, Charles
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 P 4)
F: BNF(X8.166)
GB: BL(B12907 a 2) BL-DSS(X8/2599)
BL-APAC(T 6885)*
SOAS(EA 85.33/11.690)
US: MiU

CHART
Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization / Regional Centre for History and Tradition < Yangon >

Chatterjee, G. N.
The ready reckoner of piece rates / by G. N. Chatterjee; Office of the Superintendent, Government Printing, Burma. –

Ref.: OCLC 30753820

US: CU(Kroch Thesis DS503.C81 2003 C43)

NIU(SEA NA6012 .C472 2003)

Ref.: OCLC 30410406 ; 53107754

Chaturvedi, Gopal S.
Field's commentary on law of evidence in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Burma, Ceylon, Malaysia, and Singapore: the Indian Evidence Act, 1872 (Act no. 1 of 1872) as amended by the Information Technology Act, 2000 (Act no. 21 of 2000)

→Field, Charles Dickenson

Chauke, Shibi Kinkar Ch.< 1936>

→Field, Charles Dickenson

Chaudhuri, S. D.
→Indian cases

Chaudhuri, Bibhui Bhusan
Chapala’s Anglo-Khasi language dictionary

→Blah, U. Edingson

Chaudhuri, H.

Subject(s): Burma : Fisheries ; Fish-culture SG: ISEAS(DOC B38)


Subject(s): Burma : Fisheries ; Fish-culture Ref.: FAO: TA final reports

Chaudhuri, Sashi Bhusan <b. 1904>
The chaun saung dwe ... / publ. under the authority of the Text Book Committee. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1895. 227 p. – Added title and text in Burmese GB:BL(14908 CCC 11(4))


Civil Rebellion in the Indian Mutinies, 1857-1859. – 1957. US: YU(Bj45J 957C)

C 53
Chauvelot, Robert <1879-1937>
Subject(s): Burma ; Description and travel

D: HD-SAI(300 ldk 83/1045)

GB: BL-APAC(V 10165)
SG: ISEAS(Microform 89/63417)

Chawla

– Southeast Asia under the new balance of power

Chay ‘Mon
Civil cases in people’s court ... / U Chay Mon. – Ran’ kun’, 1985. 214 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

Subject(s): Burma ; Law

GB: SOAS(A345.910643/787256)
SG: ISEAS(SCR DS508 C49)

Chayan Vaddhanaphuti
High-risk drug use in the UNDCP region of Cambodia, China, Myanmar, Thailand, and Vietnam

– Renard, Ronald Duane

Cheah, Joseph

Subject(s): Burma ; Procedure (Law) ; Civil procedure

GB: OUL(BOD A Floor Bodl. Burm. d.65)
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 95/68891)

Chayan Vaddhanaphuti

Working plan for the Allanmyo Forest Division for the period 1937-38 to 1951-52

– Working plan < Allanmyo >

Chee Soon Juan <b. 1962>
To be free : stories from Asia's struggle against oppression / Chee Soon Juan. – Clayton, Vic.: Monash Asia Institute, Monash University, c1998. VIII, 390 p., 8 p. of plates, illus.
Contents: Taiwan - Burma - Indonesia - Philippines - South Korea - Singapore

Subject(s): Burma ; Human rights ; Human rights workers ; Political rights ; Politics and government

TH: CU(C54 2003)   MnU(TC Magrath)   NYPL(Research JFF 52866594)

Chein Hoe, T.
Working plan for the Allanmyo Forest Division for the period 1937-38 to 1951-52

– Working plan < Allanmyo >

Ref.: OCLC 52164987

Ref.: OCLC 52164988

Chen, Fu Hua
Between East and West : life on the Burma Road, the Tibetan Highway, the Ho Chi Minh Trail, and in the United States / Fu Hua Chen. – Niwot, Colo.: Univ. Pr. of Colorado, 1996. XV, 191 p., illus., maps, index.
ISBN 0-87081-434-6 ; 0585004315 (electronic bk.)
p.79-87: The Burma Road
p.88-92: Crossing the Salween

Checklist of Southeast Asian serials

→ Yale University < New Haven, Conn. > / Library / Southeast Asia Collection


Subject(s): Burma ; Woody plants - Classification ; Climbing plants - Classification ; Botany - Classification ; Trees ; Shrubs ; Plant names, Popular

GB: BL- OUL

I: Fl-BNC TO-Bibl. del Museo regionale di scienze naturali

Ref.: OCLC 52499991 ; 52866594

Checklist of periodicals in Southeast Asian studies and Asian studies in general currently received by Yale University Libraries

→ Yale University < New Haven, Conn. > / Library / Southeast Asia Collection

Checklist of fishes of Burma / Ministry of Livestock, Breeding and Fisheries, Department of Fisheries. 1986 to 87. – [Rangoon, 1987?] 45 p.

GB: SOAS(L.GB 597/595.517)*

Checklist of periodicals in Southeast Asian studies and Asian studies in general currently received by Yale University Libraries

→ Yale University < New Haven, Conn. > / Library / Southeast Asia Collection

C 54
Bibliographical description

Subject(s): Chen, Fu Hua  
Burma Road (sw)

D: HD-SAI(185 biog 99/722)*
SG: NUS(TA140 C551) NUS(TA140 Che) US: CU(Kroch TA140.C47 1996) HU(Widener WID-LC) & LC & Mn(TC Walter Sci/Eng) & NU(SEA) & UCSD(SHSS) & UCS(Sciences Eng. Lib.) & UCSC(S & E Lib) & YU(SML X) : TA140.C47 1996

Ch’en, Han-sheng <b. 1897>
Subject(s): Shan : Tibetans  
Yunnan Province : Land tenure ; Social conditions  
Sikang : Land tenure ; Social conditions

AU: NLA(330.951 CHE)  
F: BMH(DS 793 Y8 C51)  
US: CU(Kroch HD869.Y9  1996)  
SG: ISEAS(TA140 C51)  
D: HD-SAI(185 biog 99/722)*

Ch’en, Yi-Sein

Cheng, Siok-Hwa

Cheng, Charles

Chen, Yi-Sein  

Chenevix Trench, Charles <b. 1914>

Cheng, Charlest
Burma-Yunan victory in China's 8th war year / by Cheng Tung-Kuo. – New York : Chinese News Service, 1945 46, illus., map. – Caption title: Success of a mission
Burma Bibliographical Project


Siegfried M. Schwertner

Chennault, Anna

Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Burma.


Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Burma.

Cheverny, Julien

Subjects(s): World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Burma.

Chevreton, François
World through the valley with 6 (West African) Brigade in Arakan 1943-1945 ; a personal memoir / by J. J. Cherrns.

Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Burma.

Chevrillon, André Louis <1864-1957>
Sanctuaires et paysages d’Asie : Ceylan bouddhique ; le matin à Bénarès ; la sagesse d’un Brahme ; la mort à Bénarès ; le bouddha birman / André Chevrillon. – Paris : Hachette, 1905. 361 p.

Contents: Ceylan bouddhique. - Le matin à Bénarès. - La sagesse d’un Brahme. - La mort à Bénarès. - Le Bouddha birman

p. 215-361: Le bouddha birman

Subjects(s): World War <1939-1945> – Burma – Personal narratives.

Chhibber, Harbans Lal
The geology of Burma / by H. L. Chhibber ... ; with contributions by R. Ramamirtham ... and a forew. by L. Dudley Stamp ... – London : Macmillan, 1934. XXVIII, 538 p., illus., XXVI plates, diagrs., ref. at end of each chapter. Herbert 99

Subject(s): Burma : Geology

Cheyne, Frederick Alexander
Regulation of rivers without embankments

Subjects(s): Regulation of rivers without embankments

Chew, Anna May
La Birmanie : fage d'or de Pagan

Subjects(s): Burma : Mines and mineral resources.

Chew, Anne-May
La Birmanie : fage d'or de Pagan

Subjects(s): Burma : Mines and mineral resources.


Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Burma.

Cheynne, G. C.

Ref.: TH: CU

Chennault, Anna

Ref.: OCLC 23429872

Cherns, J. J.
Walk through the valley with 6 (West African) Brigade in Arakan 1943-1945; a personal memoir / by J. J. Cherns.

Subjects(s): World War <1939-1945> – Burma – Personal narratives.
The physiography of Burma / by H. L. Chhibber ; with 40 maps and diagrams. – Calcutta ; Bombay ; Madras ; London ; New York ; Toronto: Longmans, Green, 1933. X. 148 p., illus., index, ref. at end of each chapter except one.

Subject(s): Burma : Physical geography ; Physical geographical features


SG: SNB L1981

Bibliographical description

US: UCB(Main GB304 .C)


D: B-SBB(575 590 Potsdamer Str.)

HBSUB(a ggr 654 kl/887)

Subject(s): Children's stories ; Tales - Juvenile literature

US: PPULC   PWcT

ditto. – New York : Transatlantic Arts, 1942. VII, 88 p., col. front., illus., plates. – Title in Chinese also: Lo T’ieh-min Herbert 634

US: NYPL(Research *OV p.v.8)

Chiang, Chün-chang

US: NYPL(Research *OVK)   PPL   PPULC

Chunga, Biak

Subject(s): Burma, Upper : Methodist Church ; Methodist Church - Ordination of women ; Women in church work.


Chia, Hearn Chek
The white elephant ; a Burmese folktale / written by Chia Hearn Chek ; artwork by Kwan Shan Mei. – [Singapore:] Alpha Pr., [1972]. (32) p., col. illus. – (Folktales from the Orient) (Moongate collection)

Ref.: OCLC 35306461

US: SRL(Aldwych(B) NX 059(B)/220466)


D: B-SBB(575 590 Potsdamer Str.)

HBSUB(a ggr 654 kl/887)

Subject(s): Children's stories ; Tales - Juvenile literature

US: PPULC   PWcT


GB: OUL(BOD Nuneham 25614 e.1363 502530563)   LC & WU(Memorial Lib.): *PZ3.C43183Me


US: HU MIU OU PPULC PWcT

ditto. 2nd ed. – London : Methuen, 1942. VII, 88 p., illus., plates, maps. – First publ., July 23rd, 1942

GB: BL-APAC(T 2393)*   SOAS(E Coll 3 F /9)   UCL(SEL/Geology TN104 B8 C4)

ditto. 3rd ed. – ibid., 1942. VII, 88 p., illus., plates.

D: B-SBB(374805 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)

GB: BL(09059 aa 17)   BL-DSS(W21/6300)   BL-APAC(T 2393)*   SOAS(E Coll 3 F /9)


SG: ISEAS(SCR fPZ C53)
Burma Bibliographical Project

US: HU(Harvard-Yenching: (W) PL2844.Y4 M4 1943x)
LC(PZ3.C43198Me) MIU
NIU(NDPL 2844.Y4 M41943)
UC(NRLF PR9430.9.C5 M4 1943 B 3 378 150 ; 961.532.58.s $B 299 816 ; SRLF A0004951729)
Ref.: OCLC 4087267

GB: BL-DSS(W17/0420)
SG: NUS(Pr9900 Chi.C) NUS-SC(Closed Stacks FC43.m)
D: HD-SAI(322 mil 69/1614)*
Ref.: OCLC 3633052

Chicarelli, Charles F.
Contents: Life and teachings of Sakyamuni Buddha - Buddhist art and Buddhism : Theravada, Mahayana, Vajrayana, and Zen ; India ; China and Central Asia ; Korea ; Japan ; Nepal ; Tibet ; Sri Lanka ; Burma (Myanmar) ; Indonesia ; Cambodia ; Thailand ; Vietnam - Mudra, Asana, and Bhanga terminology - Five transcendent Buddhas of the Mahayana and Vajrayana faiths.
TH:CU(704.948943 C532.B)

Chihara, Daigoro
p. 165-182: The architecture of the Pagan Dynasty
D: HD-SAI(300 arc 97/569)*
US: LC(DS503.S77 v.19)
Ref.: OCLC 52458764 52038844

Child Evangelism Fellowship

The child law : rules related to the child law / The Union of Myanmar, Ministry of Social Welfare, Relief and Resettlement. – [Tatabad: Mary Martin, 1900s. 1 v. (various pagings)
– Contains Burmese and English text
Subject(s): Burma : Law ; Children - Legal status, laws, etc.
Ref.: OCLC 2342304

Childe, Donald Braithwaite
Subject(s): Burma : Missions ; Church history
AU:ALNA(P 287.095 CHI)
GB: BL(4769 bbb 3)*
OUL(BOD Camera UB 1339 e.122)
SOAS(MMSL MG193)
US:CU(Kroch DS508.2.C53)
LC(MLCS 2001/03404 (B) FT Meade)
NNUT(Burke MRL Day Rare Ky C536)
Ref.: OCLC 47212065

Subject(s): Childe, Donald B.
Ladlay, Ralph < Mrs. >
Methodist Missionary Society : Secretarial Visit to Burma ; Missions - Burma
US: UY(in: Divinity, Special Collections HR1515)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Karen language : Texts
US: NIU(SEA 4th FL FML BS576 .C4831990)

Children’s Book Trust < New Delhi >
The return home
→Sinha, Sarojini

Subject(s): Burma : Play ; Games
US: CU(Kroch Film 10951 no.6)
ditto. Microfilm. – Urbana-Champaign, Ill.: Univ. of Illinois Library, 1987. On part of 1 microfilm reel : 35 mm. – (Burmese cultural microfilm collection ; reel 43, no. 6)
US: IU(Main Stacks Microfilm Rm Film 959.1 B929 reel 43)

Children’s rights and the question of their application / Yangon Seminar 2002 : Jean Zermatten, Paola Riva Gapany (eds.) – Sion: Institut universitaire Kurt Bös ch, 2002. 91 Bl. – (Working report / Institut universitaire Kurt Bös ch ; 7-2002) (Ages, santé, société) – This working report presents the various conferences of the Yangon Seminar, held in Myanmar from July 8th to 12th 2002
CH: SLB(Pq 27478/2002-07)

Children’s rights from theory to practice / Yangon Seminar 2001 : Jean Zermatten, Paola Riva Gapany (eds.) – Sion: Institut universitaire Kurt Bös ch, 2001. 50 Bl. – (Working report / Institut universitaire Kurt Bös ch ; 4-2001) (Ages, santé, société) – This working report presents the various conferences of the Yangon Seminar, held in Myanmar from November 12th to 15th 2001
CH: SLB(Pq 27478/2001-04)

GB:BL-APAC(Karen B.12)
GB:BL(11103 a 16)*

Chin, Kin Wah
→Defence spending in Southeast Asia

Chin catechism in the Lai dialect / transl. by Arthur E. Carson. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1909. 34 p. – Title-page in English only
GB:BL(11103 a 35(1))*
BL-APAC(Chin B.22)

Chin dictionary and grammar
→Jordan, Marc

Chin folktales. – [s.l., s.n., 1966.]
GB:BL-APAC(1986 b 101)

Chin Hills District
→Burma gazetteer

GB:BL(IS.Bu.119/16*; 119/43)
BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/244/7)
ditto. : corr. up to the 1st May 1927. – ibd., 1927. 4, 56 p.
GB:BL(IS.Bu.119/16*; 119/43)
BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/244/8)
US:LC-P4(4K 9392)

The Chin Hills regulation, 1896 : with rules framed there-under and notifications. – Rangoon, 1897.
GB:BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/244/6)

Chin Human Rights Organization (CHRO)
Note: A bimonthly news bulletin with full back files on the human rights situation of the Chin people of Burma. Electronic version of the print periodical called Rhododendron news bulletin.
Subject(s): Chin : Periodicals
Burma : Human rights - Chin State - Periodicals
Chin State : Politics and government - Periodicals
Burma : Politics and government - 1988 - Periodicals
http://resolver.library.cornell.edu/misc/4226998
US:CU(*Networked Resource Online D5528.2.C45 R48)

Chin Htin <Saw>
The junior Burmese grammar [: for the primary department / by Saw Chin Htin] ... – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1932. 115 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Burmese language : Grammar
US:NIU(SEA PL3933 .S284 1932)

Subject(s): Burmese language : Grammar
GB:BL-APAC(Bur B 545)
GB:BL-APAC(Bur D 281)
ditto. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1929. 115 p. – For standards III and IV of the vernacular and Anglo-vernacular schools, Burma
US:NIU(SEA PL3933 .C484 1929)

Chin hymn book / Kamhau dialect / [comp. by J. H. Cope], Transl. by Mg. Po Ku ; Mg. Tun En ; Mg. Vial Nang and others. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1918. 119 p. – Index in English also
GB:BL(11103 aaa 12)*
BL-APAC(Chin B.14)

GB:BL(11103 a 114)*
GB: BL(11103 a 72)* BL-APAC(Chin B.2)

GB: BL(11103 a 56)* BL-APAC(Chin B.11)

GB: BL(11103 a 36)*

3. – 1927. 77 p.
GB: SOAS: 3-4 (GPE Chin 418/37.219 ; 56.992)*

ditto. 2nd ed. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. P. I.)
GB: SOAS(GPE Chin 418/232.703)*

ditto. 3rd ed. rev. – ibd., (for D. P. I.)
GB: SOAS(GPE Chin 418/37.220 ; 56.991)*

ditto. Repr. – ibd., (for D. P. I.)
GB: SOAS(GPE Chin 418/232.702)*

1. – 1910. 68 p.
GB: BL(11103 a 40)*

GB: BL(11103 a 36)*

GB: BL(11103 a 58)* BL-APAC(Chin B.13)

GB: BL(11103 a 36)*

1. – 1910. 68 p.
GB: BL(11103 a 40)*

Ref.: Bernot

2. – 1934. 52 p.
GB: SOAS(GPE Chin 418/37.214 ; 56.998)*

ditto. – ibd., (for D. P. I.)
2. – 1949. 52 p.
GB: SOAS(GPE Chin 418/232.704)

4. – 1939. 73 p.
GB: SOAS(GPE Chin 418/37.218 ; 56.994)*

ditto. Repr. – ibd., (for D. P. I.)
3. – 1949. 73 p.
GB: SOAS(GPE Chin 418/232.705)*

2. – 1926. 55 p.
GB: SOAS(GPE Chin 418/37.215 ; 56.996)*

ditto. 2nd ed. rev. – Rangoon : Govt., Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. P. I.)
4. – 1939. 73 p.
GB: SOAS(GPE Chin 418/37.218 ; 56.994)*

ditto. Repr. – ibd., (for D. P. I.)
3. – 1949. 73 p.
GB: SOAS(GPE Chin 418/232.705)*

2. – 1926. 55 p.
GB: SOAS(GPE Chin 418/37.215 ; 56.996)*
China [Government]

→ Communiqué on talks between Chinese and Burmese premiers and other documents

→ Exchanges of notes between His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom and the Government of India and the Chinese Government regarding the establishment of a commission to determine the Southern section of the boundary between Burma and Yunnan

→ Treaties and agreements with and concerning China: 1894-1919

[Treaty <1886.7.24>]

→ Convention between Her Majesty and His Majesty the Emperor of China relative to Burma and Thibet

[Treaty <1886.7.24>]

→ Dispatch from her Majesty’s Minister in China transmitting a convention between Her Majesty and His Majesty the Emperor of China relating to Burmah

[Treaty <1894.9.6>]

→ Convention between the United Kingdom and China respecting the junction of the Chinese and Burmese telegraph lines

[Treaty <1897.2.4>]

→ Agreement between Great Britain and China, modifying the convention of March 1, 1894, relative to Burma and Thibet

[Treaty <1905.5.23>]

→ Convention between the United Kingdom and China respecting the junction of the Chinese and Burmese telegraph lines

[Treaty <1929.12.20>]

→ Treaty between His Majesty and the President of the Chinese Republic together other documents relating to the Chinese customs tariff etc.

[Treaty <1939.1.24>]

→ Exchange of notes between the government of the United Kingdom and the Chinese government regarding the air service between south-west China and British ports

[Treaty <1941>]

→ Exchange of notes on the demarcation of the Southern section of the Yunnan-Burma boundary and the joint exploitation of the Lufang mines

China < People’s Republic > / Embassy < India >

Premier Chou En-Lai’s visits to Burma, India and Nepal ➔ Chou, En-Lai

China

1864.5

→ Memorials, etc., on the subject of opening up a direct commerce with the West of China, from the Port of Rangoon

1865.2

→ Correspondence respecting direct commerce with the West of China from Rangoon

1876.4

→ Further correspondence respecting the attack on the Indian expedition to Western China ...

1877.2

→ Davenport, Arthur

Report by Mr. Davenport upon the trading capabilities of the country traversed by the Yunnan Mission

1878.3

→ Baber, Edward Colborne

Report by Mr. Baber on the route followed by Mr. Grosvenor’s mission between Tali-Fu and Molmein

1887.3

→ Convention between her Majesty and His Majesty the Emperor of China relative to Burma and Thibet

China. – 1900

→ Report for the year 1899 on the trade of Ssumao and Mengtse

China : pictorial, descriptive, and historical ➔ Corner, Julia


GB:SOAS: 4 (E Coll 3 U/34)


LC: 1-2 (D790.C47) 3: ref.: OCLC 26321291)


China, Burma, India ➔ Moser, Don

C 62
China Civil Engineering Construction Corporation
→ Rangoon-Syriam Bridge: general notes of the preliminary design

China Information Committee
→ News release

China Inland Mission
Among the tribes in South-West China
→ Clarke, Samuel R.

Children of the Burma road
→ Embery, Winnifred

King of the Lisu...
→ Thompson, Phyllis

China Myanmar goodwill visits of great historic significance ... – Rangoon, 1991. 323 p., illus. – Title of English section: Burmese and English
Note: Comprises articles, speeches, and news items.
Subject(s): Burma: Foreign relations - China; Visits of state - China
China: Foreign relations - Burma; Visits of state Burma
GB: BL-APAC(SEA.1997.a.127)
OUL(BOD Nuneham Bodl. Burm. d.296)
US LC(Microfiche 93/63437 D8528.8.C6
Ref.: OCLC 29184044

China National Aviation Corporation.
→ Wings over Asia: memories of C.N.A.C.: China, Burma, India

China Society < London>
The Burma Road
→ Samson, Gerald

Courts of the Shan princes
→ Collis, Maurice

Some walks along the China-Burma frontier
→ Gillett, Michael Cavenagh

The China-Burma-India campaign, 1931-1945: historiography and annotated bibliography
→ Rasor, Eugene L.

China-Burma-India Hump Pilots Association
→ China airlift: the hump

Subject(s): China-Burma-India Hump Pilots Association: Periodicals
US: WU: 1990, spring (Hist. Soc. Lib. Pamphlet Coll. 00-158)
Ref.: OCLC 28287509

Subject(s): China-Burma-India Hump Pilots Association
Ref.: OCLC 42803515

China-Burma-India theater
→ Romanus, Charles F.

Stilwell’s command problems
Stillwell’s mission to China
Time runs out in CBI

China-Burma-India Veterans Association
→ Ex-CBI roundup
Annual reunion <13, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Thirteenth annual reunion China - Burma - India Veterans Association Cedar Rapids, Iowa: reunion program and directory of members. – [Cedar Rapids, Iowa: India Veterans Association], 1960. 44 p., illus.
Subject(s): China-Burma-India Veterans Association
World War <1939-1945>: Veterans
US: US Mil Acad
Ref.: OCLC 51282486

Subject(s): China-Burma-India Veterans Association: Directories
United States: World War <1939-1945>: Registers
China: World War <1939-1945>: Societies, etc.
US: Allen County Public Libr.(Genealogy 940.541 AA1 CHM)
Ref.: OCLC 48589404

Note: A condensation of the discussion of the Chindit Operations in Burma, part of RAND symposium on “The role of airpower in counterinsurgency and unconventional warfare,” January 14-18, 1963. The material consists of personal recollections of men active in the campaign, and is presented in reportorial style. This information was collected to suggest uses in current air operations.
Subject(s): Burma: Guerrilla warfare - Air operations; World War <1939-1945>: Campaigns; World War <1939-1945>: Air operations, American
SG: ISEAS(JC328.5 R18M RM-3654) NLB
US: WU: 8509.63.10
UC(SRLF D 188367)

The Chindits. – Calculata: Frank Owen for Supreme Allied Commander South East Asia , [1944]. 35 p., illus., maps.
Subject(s): Burma: Guerrilla warfare - Air operations; World War <1939-1945>: Campaigns; World War <1939-1945>: Air operations, American
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 G /44)
Chinese equivalents for names of places, etc., mostly in the neighbourhood of the Burmo-Chinese frontier. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1894. 70 p. GB: BL-APAC(Tr 727(14))*

The Chinese in Southeast Asia

→ Nevadomsky, Joseph-John

Chinese language materials relating to Burma, 1931 to 1953 : a bibliography

Chinese Materials and Research Aids Service Center < San Francisco, Calif. >

Burmese and Thai newspapers

→ Nunn, Raymond Nunn

Chinese Materials Center < San Francisco >

Legal and moral systems in Asian customary law : the legacy of the Buddhist social ethic and Buddhist law/ → Lee, Orlan


SG: US(CU(Kroch DS523.4.C45C55x 1996))

Chinese People's Institute of Foreign Affairs < Peking >

→ Une victoire des cinq principes de la coexistence pacifique → A victory for the five principles of peaceful coexistence

Chinese Students' Association < Rangoon University >

→ Rangoon University Chinese Students' Association

Chin-Lushai Expedition < 1889-90 >

Report on the Chittagong Column, Chin-Lushai Expedition of 1889-90

→ Chambers, Osborn Augustin

Chinnery, Philip D.


Contains: Ch. 2. 2nd Air Commando Group for Burma Subject(s): United States : Air Force Special Operations Command ; Army Air Forces / Air Commando Group ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations - Burma

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Aerial operations, American

GB: SOAS(GB959.10452 /850009 ; E Coll 3 U /10)


ISBN 1853107174
Subject(s): Wingate, Orde Charles <1903-1944>

Great Britain : Army - Indian Infantry Brigade, 77th - World War <1939-1945> - Military operations - Burma - Biography

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

World War <1939-1945> - Guerrilla warfare

GB: BL/YC:2000.a.9622; CUL(906e.c.605)

OU(L)(BOD L Floor M98 E02936)

SOAS(GB959.10452 /850017 ; E Coll 3 G /15)

IRL: TCD(HL-208-643)

US: CU(Kroch D767.6.C455 1997)

ISBN 1840372893

US: UCR(Rivera D767.6.C53 2001)


Subject(s): Canada: Royal Canadian Air Force Squadron, 435 - World War <1939-1945> - Military operations - Burma

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Description and travel

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 720 GF)*

GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 /40)

US: NYPL(Research BGT+)

Ref.: OCLC 41766303

Chinthe


Subject(s): Canada: Royal Canadian Air Force Squadron, 435 - World War <1939-1945> - Military operations - Burma

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Description and travel

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 720 GF)*

GB: SOAS( E Coll 3 /40)

US: NYPL(Research BGT+)

Ref.: OCLC 41766303

Chinthe : the Burma British Association quarterly bulletin. – Rangoon

Burma British Association quarterly

GB: SOAS: 17 18 20-24, 1940-1941 (Per.21/452.400)

Chinthe


US: LC: 1.1,1951

Chiraphôn Worasen

Chiraphôn Worasen


→ Amônthip 'Amaraphîbân

Chirattikon, Ampon

Thailand-Burma : do & don’t … / Ampon Chirattikon. – Krung Thaep: Krângkâlan Anaboriwensuksa 5 Phâmï-phâk, 2544 [2001]. 183 p., illus., maps. – (5 areas studies project ; 2) – Added title and text in Thai.

ISBN 9748833526

Subject(s): Thailand - Foreign relations - Burma

Burma : Foreign relations - Thailand

US: OAU(Alden SE Asia) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : DS575.5 B93 T43 2001

Ref.: OCLC 49601791

Chit Hpo, Sandra

WPD-Guardian quarterly index

→ Working people’s daily-Guardian

Chit Ko Ko

→ List of trees, shrubs, herbs and principal climbers … – 3rd ed.

Chit Kyi Than

The aphorisms of the venerable Asin Janakkabivamsa

→ Janakkâbhivaṭṭa, Ashib

Chit Lwin


Subject(s): Burma : Rice


Ref.: OCLC 29189903

Chit Maung

Chit Maung <1914-1965>

Chit Maung


Subject(s): Burma : Peasantry - Political activity - Agriculture and state

US: U(HI(Widener Harv.Depos.))

UC(NRLF HD1537.B93 C44 1948 B 3 178 550)

UCB(Main XL.9 20807)

YU(SML HD1537 B8 C44 1948 (LC))

Ref.: OCLC 54162261

Chit Maung, Yi Yi

Chit Maung, Yi Yi

The role of economic planning in the development of Southeast Asia : with special reference to Burma / by Yi Yi Chit Maung. – 1965. II, 146 l., bibliogr. l. 139-146. – St. John’s, Memorial Univ. of Newfoundland, Dept. of Economics, M.A. thesis 1966. – (Canadian theses on microfilm ; no. 14084)

Subject(s): Burma : Economic policy

CAN: CanNISMM(Thesis-Request by author’s name & title)

Chit Pe

Chit Pe

Chit Pe

Chit Pe


→ Divers, S. T.

Chit Pe

Chit Pe

Chit Pe

Chit Pe


Subject(s): Burma : Peasantry - Political activity - Agriculture and state

US: U(HI(Widener Harv.Depos.))

UC(NRLF HD1537.B93 C44 1948 B 3 178 550)

UCB(Main XL.9 20807)

YU(SML HD1537 B8 C44 1948 (LC))

Ref.: OCLC 54162261

Chit Pe

Chit Pe

Chit Pe

Chit Pe


→ Divers, S. T.

Chit Pe

Chit Pe

Chit Pe

Chit Pe


Subject(s): Burma : Peasantry - Political activity - Agriculture and state

US: U(HI(Widener Harv.Depos.))

UC(NRLF HD1537.B93 C44 1948 B 3 178 550)

UCB(Main XL.9 20807)

YU(SML HD1537 B8 C44 1948 (LC))

Ref.: OCLC 54162261

Chit Pe

Chit Pe

Chit Pe

Chit Pe


→ Divers, S. T.

Chit Pe

Chit Pe

Chit Pe

Chit Pe


Subject(s): Burma : Peasantry - Political activity - Agriculture and state

US: U(HI(Widener Harv.Depos.))

UC(NRLF HD1537.B93 C44 1948 B 3 178 550)

UCB(Main XL.9 20807)

YU(SML HD1537 B8 C44 1948 (LC))

Ref.: OCLC 54162261

Chit Pe

Chit Pe

Chit Pe

Chit Pe


→ Divers, S. T.
Chit Tin < Saya U >

→ The anecdotes of Sayagyi U Ba Khin

GB: BL(YK 1994 a 820)

ditto. 2nd. rev. ed. – Kandy: Buddhist Publication Society, 1992. VI, 65 p., illus. – (The wheel publication ; 381/382)  
ISBN 955-24-0098-8

D: TU-UB(10 E 4331)

Dhamma Yaungchi Ceti : the pagoda of the light of the Dhamma / by Saya U Chit Tin ; assisted by William Pruitt. – [s.l. :] International Meditation Centre, 1994. – (Dhamma-dana series ; 12)  
GB: BL(YK 1994 a 1548)

Knowing anicca and the way to nibbā. – Hedington, Calne: Sayagyi U Ba Khin Memorial Trust, 1989. 20 p.  
GB: BL(YK 1994 a 1213)

Mahā satipatthāna vipassanā-insight meditation  
→ Nandiya Mather

The perfection of generosity (Dāna pāramī)  
→ Ngarkhon Sayadaw

The perfection of loving kindness (Mettā-pāramī)  
→ Ngarkhon Sayadaw

The perfection of renunciation (Nekkhamma-pāramī)  
→ Ngarkhon Sayadaw

The perfection of resolution  
→ The perfection of truth

The perfection of truth (Sacca pāramī) ; The perfection of resolution (Adhi : sāhāna pāramī) / by Saya U Chit Tin ; assistants U San Myint Aung ; William Pruitt. – Hedington, Calne: Sayagyi U Ba Khin Memorial Trust, 1985. 57 p. – (Dhamma dana series ; 2)  
Subject(s): Burma : Theravāda Buddhism  
GB: BL(YC.1989.a.3445)  
SOAS(SOAS/GB293/494.796)

F: BIULO(GEN.III.52900)  
SOAS(GB293/S53937)

The perfection of virtue (Silā pāramī)  
→ Ngarkhon Sayadaw

Chitale, V. V.  
→ The Indian digest

Chitlay < Bu Ta Lan’ >

The dancing girl and other poems ... / Bu’ta lin Chitlay ; with English translation by Kenneth Ba Sein. – Mandalay: Printed and publ. by Tet Naylin Pr., [1964.] 19, 167 p. – Added title and text also in Burmese  
US: LC(PL3988.B8K313)  
NIU(SEA PL3988.K484 K31964)

Chiu, Hungdah <b. 1936>

Agreements of the People’s Republic of China : 1949 to 1967  
→ Johnston, Douglas Miller

ISBN 0-03-059443-X

Subject(s): China : Foreign relations - 1949-1976 - Treaties  
D: B-SBB(596680 Potsdamer Str.)

US: CU(Kroch JX926 1981 .C54)

Chiu, Imelda Margaret Lim

Subject(s): Anawrahta < King of Burma <fl. 1044-1077> ; Contributions toBuddhism  
Burma : Buddhism - History ; Buddhist renewal – History ; History <to 1824>  
US: CU(Kroch + Thesis DS503 C81 1990 C543 ; Rare  
Thesis 1990 C543)  
NIU(SEA BQ428 .C4481990)

Cho, Byung-Tack <b. 1923>


Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions  
AU: ANU(Menzies Bliss microform TAT C545e)  
D: HD-SAI(345 wis 82/1954)*  
SG: ISEAS(HC497 B9C54)

US: CU(Kroch HC437 .B8 C54 1965)  
KU(KSU(2nd FL-FML Microfilm AC801 .C5279) OrU  
UC(SRLF M000132136)  
UCSD(SSH HC422 .C48 1963a Stacks)

YU(SML, Microform Film B606 4)  
Ref.: OCLC 34417031 ; 11651026

Cho, Lee-Jay  

→ Introduction to censuses of Asia and the Pacific : 1970-74

Cho Cho Latt

Subject(s): India : Foreign relations - Burma  
Burma : Foreign relations - India.  
SG: ISEAS(LO DS528.8 I4C54)

Cho Cho Myint

ISBN 0-03-059443-X

Subject(s): China : Foreign relations - 1949-1976 - Treaties  
D: B-SBB(596680 Potsdamer Str.)

US: CU(Kroch JX926 1981 .C54)

Cho Cho Lwin

Annotated bibliography of Htin Lin (pen-name of U Thein Maung)  
→ Soe Soe Aung

Cho Cho Myint

→ Agricultural Research Conference <2nd, 2001, Yezin, Pyinmana> : Proceedings
Bibliographical description

Cholmeley, F. N.
Moken : sea-gypsies of the Andaman Sea ; post-war chronicles
→Ivanoff, Jacques

Cholmeley, N. G.
→Rules for the prevention of cattle disease under section 5(l) of the Upper Burma village regulation
→Rules for the registration of deaths of cattle by village headman

Cho-Min-Naing
Subject(s): Burma : Malaria diagnosis ; Malaria disease control
TH: CU(Econ thesis Thesis EC.327)

Chong, Li Choy
Subject(s): Burma : Social policy
SG: ISEAS(HN770 A9C54)
NUS(Theses Coll+Microform Arch HM15 *1975.2)

Chong, Young-Lai

Choo, Wai Yee
Subject(s): ASEAN countries : Foreign relations - Burma
Burma : Foreign relations - ASEAN countries
SG: ISEAS(LO DS528.8 A9C54)

Choochart Tengsuwan
Subject(s): Thai : Glossaires, vocabulaires, etc
Burmese : Glossaires, vocabulaires, etc
F: BIULO(SIA.III.1680)
US: LC(PL4189.C58 1995 Thai)
ditto. – ibid., 2540 [1997]. 298 p., illus.

Chopard, Lucien <b, 1885>
Orthoptera / by L. Chopard. Issued by the Zoological Survey of India. – Delhi: Manager of Publ., Govt. of India, 1969. IX, 421 p., figs., bibliogr. p. 411-414. – (The fauna of India and the adjacent countries) – Another vol. on Orthoptera
→Kirby, William Forsell
Subject(s): Burma : Orthoptera ; Grylloidea
D: B-SBB(Lv 12910 Potsdam Str. NILS)
GB: BL((B)FQ 555/501813000)*
CUL(384.5.c.85.46)
US: YU(Kline QL507.5 14 C46 1969)

Chopra, Prabha <b, 1935>
Monuments of the Raj : British buildings in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Srilanka and Myanmar
→Chopra, Pran Nath

Chopra, Pran Nath <b, 1924>
Subject(s): Burma : Architecture - British influences ; History - British occupation
D: FR-UB(TX 99/2054) HD-SAI(200 arc 99/3560)
TU-UB(40 B 162)
GB: CUL(401.75.b.95.105) BL-APAC(OIH720.941)
OU(L)BOD : SAC [EAL] IWA Choy
SOAS(FOE.L /761361)
US: CU(Fine Arts (Sibley Hall) NA1500 .C56 1999)
OUQ(720.954 C455) NNC(Avery AA1500 C45)

Chou, En-Lai <1898-1976>
Subject(s): Burma : Visits of state - China ; Boundaries - China
China : Visits of state - Burma ; Boundaries - Burma
D: HD-SAI(172 bez 83/602 Kp)*
US: UCB(CenChiStu DS740.5.I5 P7)

Chou En-Lai’s setback in India overshadows remainder of his tour in South and Southeast Asia. – [Washington, D.C.,] May 20, 1960. 8 p. – Intelligence report / U.S. Department of State, Bureau of Intelligence and Research ; 8265
in: O. S. S., State Department : Intelligence and research reports ; Pt. XI, reel 3(243)
p. 2-3; Visit to Burma
D: GO-SUB(MA 82-112:81)*
GB: SOAS(M 5494)
US: LC(UB250.U33 no.8265)

Choudhary, Anshu N.
Limitation Act (Act no. 36 of 1963)
→Agarwal, Govind Parsad

Chouvy, Pierre-Arnaud <b,1971>
Les territoires de l’opium : géopolitique dans les espaces du Triangle d’Or et du Croissant d’Or / Pierre-Arnaud Chouvy.
Birmanie, Laos, Thaïlande et Afghanistan, Iran, Pakistan


Abstract : Le Triangle d’Or et le Croissant d’Or sont, depuis la Seconde Guerre mondiale, les deux plus importants espaces de production illicite d’opiacés au monde. Les cultures du pavot à opium, Papaver somniferum L., à partir desquelles sont produits l’opium, la morphine et l’héroïne, sont réparties dans les espaces frontaliers contigus de la Birmanie, du Laos et de la Thaïlande pour le premier, et dans ceux de l’Afghanistan, de l’Iran et du Pakistan pour le second. Lorsque l’on connaît l’origine géographique du pavot à opium, il est légitime de s’interroger quant à la nature des facteurs qui ont contribué à l’émergence de tels espaces de production illicite au cœur de l’Asie. Si la grande souplesse écologique du pavot somnifère a certes autorisé sa diffusion, et que sa large utilisation en tant que panacée l’a favorisée, les causes fondamentales de l’ancrage territorial et de la pérennisation des économies de l’opium dans le Triangle d’Or et le Croissant d’Or demeurent toutefois problématisantes. C’est d’une géopolitique des territoires de l’opium dont il est ici question, à travers l’observation et l’analyse comparative de la distribution spatiale des productions illicites d’opiacés en Asie du Sud-Est et en Asie du Sud-Ouest. Le Triangle d’Or et le Croissant d’Or font preuve d’une étonnante permanence, mais ils sont également marqués par les mutations qui influencent tant sur la localisation de leurs aires de culture du pavot, qui tendent désormais à la concentration, que sur l’existence et la direction des axes du narcotrafic, lesquels ont récemment été multipliés de façon importante. Quant à la consommation des opiacés, elle évolue aussi, notamment le long des axes du trafic, augmentant dans les espaces de production dits "traditionnels" et apparaissant récemment depuis la Russie jusqu’à la Chine, en passant par l’Asie centrale. La genèse du Triangle d’Or et du Croissant d’Or s’inscrit dans l’histoire du pavot à opium et dans celle des relations que les sociétés humaines ont développées avec les opiacés, notamment à travers l’exploitation commerciale que les empires coloniaux européens ont pu faire de ces substances.

Subject : Golden Triangle : Opium - Industry and commerce ; Geopolitics ; Drugs ; Economics ; Terrorism


Ch: BS UB(Ez 6137) SLB(N 258796)

F : BIULO(GEN.III.76499)

BSG(8 G SUP 15298)

Sorbonne(Inst.Géographie G 17-2330)

US : YU(SML LC Class.)


ISBN 2-2475-2397-7 ; 2-2475-2367-4

Subject(s) : South East Asia : Drugs production ; Drugs habituals

F : BIULO(GEN.III.77048)

US : YU(SML LC Class.)


Subject(s) : Burma : Timber

GB : BL(I.S.252/9(3))


Ref.: OCLC 52177315


Subject(s) : Burma : Wood - Anatomy

US : CRL(GenerCollec 79-923829)

IU(Main Stacks 582.16044 C459W)

UCB(ForestPd QK647.C45)

WU(Science Lib QK641.C48 (2-C-1))

Ref.: OCLC 0479797


Subject(s) : Bengal : Relations - Arakan State

Arakan State : Relations - Bengal

Ref.: OCLC 60419418.


Subject(s) : Burma : Pteridophyta

AU : NLA(587.0954 C552)

D : HD-SAI(200 nat 88/1102)*

R-UB(88/WL 7347 C552)

F : MNHN

GB : CUL(9370.c.134) BL-APAC(T 26349)

OUL(RSL Stack 19123 e. 14)

IRL(TCD(Stack 587 L1))

US : CU(Alex QK529.C55)

HU(Botany Gray Herbarium: Fl 55 C457r)

LC & OA(U(Alden SE Asia) & UCD(Shields)) & UCI(Sci Lib Bar) & UCR(Science) & UCSB(Main Lib Sci. Eng. Lib.) : QBK529.C48 1971 UC(SRLF A0008453789) UCB(BioSci QK529.C481)

UCLA(Biomed QK529 S7 C459r 1971)

Chr. Michelsen Institute / Development Studies and Human Rights

Hvorfor har militæret fortsatt makten i Burma?

→ Danevad, Andreas

Chrestien, Edith Corinne

Our friends the Little Sisters of the Poor : a brief sketch of their work in the Orient / by Edith Corinne Chrestien. − Cal-
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
AU:ANU(Hope Store Bliss ON 2555)
MY: RU
J: NSK
Ref.: Trager 2000

Subject(s): Burma
AU:ANU
SG: ISEAS
Ref.: OCLC 44400891

Burma under British administration, 1900-40. – Berkeley, Calif., Univ. of Calif., Ph.D. thesis 1941
Ref.: Trager 2000

Subject(s): Denmark
Ref.: OCLC 20461718

Note: This book, written for the International research series of the Institute of Pacific Relations, had just been printed in Shanghai when Japan went to war with the United States and the British and Dutch empires. It has therefore been necessary to reprint the book in the United States and the author has thus had the opportunity to add an epilogue on recent events in Burma up to the end of January, 1942. – Pref.

C 69
Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Burma : Constitutional history ; Description and travel ; Economic conditions — History ; Geography ; Politics and government ; Social conditions


NL:A(Annex DS485.B81 ; Microfiche 887 AP1 , HRAF(AP 1-22)

CH: ILO(959.1 C55 / 8839)

AU: ANU(Menzies DS485.B81.C48)


GB: BL(Mic.A 10390(11))  BL-APAC(ORW.1986.a.4456)

Christian church and rural India

— Lapp, George Jay

Christian citizenship in Burma today


Subject(s): National Conference of Christian Youth <1939-1940, Rangoon>

Burma: Church work with youth : History - 20th century - Congresses ; Christianity and politics - History - 20th century - Congresses

GB: SOAS(MMSSL IN-BU31)


< Methodist education

Subject(s): Methodist Church in Southern Asia : Education - Periodicals

Burma: Christian education - Periodicals ; Christian education - Periodicals ; Methodist Church - Education - Periodicals.


Ref.: OCLC 10580737 ; 12893826


Subject(s): Burma : Missions

GB: BL(11103 a 25(1)) *


Subject(s): Burma : Missions

US: YU(LSF-Request for Use at Any Yale Library Film Microform ; ATLA serials preservation program ; ATLA film 2001-S170)

Ref.: OCLC 54259225


Subject(s): Burma : Missionary stories ; Converts ; Theology - Christian missions - General

GB: BL(Mic.A 10390(11))  BL-APAC(ORW.1986.a.4456)

OU/L(BOD Camera UB 133 e.511)

C 70
Bibliographical description

SG: RUBC(266.09 CHR)
US: YU(MU/DD Myr30 So13)

Ref.: Bernot

Subject(s): Burma : Family - Religious life ; Home - Religious aspects - Christianity ; Family festivals - Outlines, syllabi, etc.
US: NNU(TBurke MRL Pamphlet 0949)

The Christian hymnal ... – Jubbulpore: Burma C. L. S. Pr., 1944. 167 p. – Added title and text in Burmese ; index in English also
Subject(s): Burma : Hymns, Burmese
GB: BL(14300 a 64)*

Christian hymns. – Rangoon : Print. at Burma Union Pr., 1948. GB:Manchester(Deansgate – Methodist Archives Ref.)

Christian Leprosy and Reconstructive Surgery Hospital and Training Centre < Moulmein >
Christian Leprosy and Reconstructive Surgery Hospital & Training Centre, Mawlamyine centennial magazine, 1898-1998 ... – [Moulmein], 1998. 200 p., illus. – Commemorative volume. – Added title and text also in Burmese
Subject(s): Christian Leprosy and Reconstructive Surgery Hospital and Training Centre < Moulmein >
Burma : Leprosy - Patients - Mental health services

Subject(s): Indian Literature Fund
United States : Mission, Foreign
Burma : Literature, Christian
US: Duke Univ Lib, NC
KyLoS(SBGEN BKS01 266.0954 .F761c)
NNU(TBurke MRL Pamphlet 0976B & Union Stacks Pamphlets MT62)
Ref.: OCLC 27027188

Christian Literature Society < Madras >
Church Union in South India

→Joint Committee of the Church of India, Burma and Ceylon, the South India United Church and the South India Provincial Synod of the Wesleyan Methodist Church

→Church union news and views

Eastward ho
→Asirvatham, Ignatius Deivanayagam

Proposed scheme of union

→Joint Committee of the Church of India, Burma and Ceylon, the South India United Church and the South India Provincial Synod of the Wesleyan Methodist Church

→The great temples of India, Ceylon, and Burma

→The Yearbook of missions in India, Burma and Ceylon, 1912

Christian Literature Society / Burma Branch
Ann Judson
→Hunt, Helen K.

The boy who asked questions ...
→Jones, B.

The life of Booker T. Washington
→Jones, B.

→Modern Buddhism in Burma

The new and living way ...
→Phillips, T. G.

An outline study of comparative religion based on the Rev. William Paton
→Paton, William

The practice of the presence of god ...
→Laurent, R.

→Seven famous women

→Sketch of the life of Livingstone

→Story of Boy Ah Tut

Christian Literature Society for India

→A Ja The Wise Man : Akha reader
→Burma and Burmese

The native states of India, and Burma

→Reading book ...

→The story of the Book of Genesis in Angami Naga

Christian Literature Society for India / Burma Branch
Annual report / Christian Literature Society for India, Burma Branch. – [n.p.] 1800s-?
US: Union theol Seminar
Ref.: OCLC 55697570

→Christ mystical

Life of our Lord Jesus Christ
→Whitehead, George

Sign of the cross
→Hmya

The Christian manual ... : a collection of hymn stories, anecdotes ... and texts, subjects, outlines and scriptural readings / comp. and arranged in seven parts by Maung Po Hla. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr. – Added title and text in Burmese
Pt. 1. – 1907. XIV, 137 p.
GB: BL(14300 b 15)*

ditto. 1st ed. – ibd, 1908. XIV, 657 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 b 16)* BL-APAC(Bur D 444)
SOAS(GPC 243/73.389)*

C 71
Christian Medical Association of India (CMAI)
Subject(s): India : Medicine - Periodicals ; Missions, Medical - Periodicals
→ Medical missions in India
> Christian Medical Association of India, Burma and Ceylon : Journal
GB: Wellcome: 1926- (Onsite store Spec.Coll. ; W1)
US: NNUT: 1.1,1926-11.3,1936 (Burke Per. 85-S100)

→ The ministry of healing in India : handbook

Christian Medical Association of India / Committee on Survey, Efficiency and Co-operation
→ A survey of medical missions in India

Christian Medical Association of India, Burma and Ceylon

→ Leadership in Christian medical work

> Forman, Douglas N.

→ Summary: Reports, publications, journals
Subject(s): Burma : Missions, Medical ; Missions Societies, etc.
US: YU(Divinity, Special Coll. HR351)

→ Statistics relating to mission hospitals, tuberculosis sanatoria dispensaries, and leper homes in India, Burma, and Ceylon

→ Survey of nursing and nursing education in mission hospitals and schools of nursing in India

→ Tales from the inns of healing of Christian medical service in India, Burma and Ceylon

Christian Medical Association of India, Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon (CMAI)
Journal of the Christian Medical Association of India, Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon. 24.6, Nov. 1949-28.6, Nov. 1953. – Mysore: Wesley Pr. – Bimonthly

→ Christian Medical Association of India, Burma and Ceylon : Journal
Subject(s): Burma : Medicine - Periodicals

Christian Medical Association of India


→ A Burmese appeal to the UN and US

→ Christian Participation in the Development of Shan, Kayah and Karen State Communities

→ Burma Human Rights Information and Documentation Centre

→ Burma : Christianity - Periodicals

→ Medicine - Religious aspects - Christianity - Periodicals ; Missions - Periodicals

D: HD-SAI: 26,1951 35,1960 (inf Zs 494)
US: HU(Countway Medicine: Serial)
LC: 1949-1953 (R97.C54)
NNUT: 24.6,1949-28.6,1953 (Burke Per. 85-S102)
YU(Divinity, Stacks Film S622)
Ref.: OCLC 31580356

Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram <1788-1850> Burmah : Missions

GB: CUL
US: Atlanta Sch of Theol Libr, NS
Moody Bible Inst Libr, IL
Presbyterian Hist Soc, PA
Ref.: OCLC 14877432
US: CU(Kroch BV3271.J93 C55)

Christian missions in the East and West

→ Underhill, Edward Bean

Christian Participation in the Development of Shan, Kayah and Karen State Communities

BURHIDOC / C.P.D.S.K. Development

→ Burma Human Rights Information and Documentation Centre

A Burmese appeal to the UN and US

→Win, Kanbawza

Comparative study of the two military juntas: Thailand and Burma ; a Burmese perspective

→Win, Kanbawza

Constructive engagement in the Burmese context

→Win, Kanbawza

Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, the nobel laureate : a Burmese perspective

→Win, Kanbawza

→ An experience of the Institute of Christian Participation in the Development of Shan and Kayah States communities in the test period 1985

News letter. 1. 1985-. . – Bangkok : C.P.D.S.K.
Bimonthly
(Annex HV640.5.A78 C55)

The Christian patriot: a journal of social and religious progress. 1890 [-38.13/14, Mar. 30/Apr. 6, 1929]. – Madras : Albinon Pr. – Weekly (irregular)
Note: The leading organ of the Christian community in India, Burma, Ceylon, Straits and South Africa (varies), <1916>.
Subject(s): Burma : Christianity - Periodicals
Ref.: OCLC 7726157
Christian prayer : the Liturgy of the hours : Morning prayer, Daytime prayer (selections), Evening prayer, Night prayer / Catholic Church. – Manila, Philippines: Catholic Trade, 1977. XXVI, 1849 p., indexes. – At head of title: The Divine office, revised by decree of the Second Vatican Ecumenical Council and published by authority of Pope Paul VI. – English translation prepared by the International Commission on English in the Liturgy. – Approved for use in the dioceses of the Philippines, by the Catholic Bishops’ conference of the Philippines, and confirmed by the Apostolic See. – "This edition is also approved by the episcopal conferences of the Antilles, Bangladesh, Burma, Canada, of the Pacific PECAP (Fiji Islands, Ratotonga, Samoa and Tokelau, Tonga), Ghana, India, Malaysia-Singapore, the Solomons, Rhodesia, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Tanzania, Uganda, and the United States of America" – T. p. verso.

Subject(s): Burmese : Prayer – Liturgy - Texts

Ref.: OCLC 145839377

Christian progress in Burma. 1927 : American Baptist mis-
sions in Burma / Maude D. Witt, ed. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1928. 55 p., front., illus., ports.

Subject(s): Burma : Baptist - Missions ; Baptists - Missions

Ref.: OCLC 20815062

Christianity in Burma [ : a collection of pamphlets]. [Micro-
form.] – New Delhi : Library of Congress Office ; Washing-

Subject(s): Burma : Church history

Ref.: OCLC 9963409 (B) So Asia

Christianity in Southeast Asia

– Anderson, Gerald H.

Christians in development

– An experience of the Institute of Christian Participation in the Development of Shan and Kayah States communities in the test period 1985

Christie, Alec

Foreign direct investment in Myanmar / Alec Christie & Suzanne Smith. – Hong Kong: Sweet & Maxwell Asia, 1997. XLI, 290 p., tables, index, bibliogr. ref. – (Foreign direct investment series) – ISBN 0-421-58540-4

Subject(s): Burma : Investments, Foreign - Law and legisla-
tion ; Commercial law

D: HHI-MPI


SG: NUS-HL(KS3850 Chr)

NIU(Ben Stacks (Main Collection) 244.393 C555)

US: CU(Kroch DS526.6.C44 2001)

The Christian tower : set for the defence truth and remedy of error. – Rangoon : d’Vauz

GB: BL: 9.4,Aug.1877-10.3,Mar 1878 (PP 910 bb)*

Christian Vernacular Education Society

– First reading book : for Burmese schools

Christianity in Burma

– Titcomb, Jonathan Holt

The Christian religion : a message sent to the Buddhists of Burma

– Titcomb, Jonathan Holt

The Christian religion : or, thoughts for the Buddhists of Burma

– Titcomb, Jonathan Holt


GB: BL(11103 a 87)*

Christian Solidarity Worldwide

A land without evil : stopping the genocide of Burma's Karen people

– Rogers, Benedict.

Christian songs : selected from Christ in song. Rev. and enl. ed. ... – Rangoon : Seventh-day Adventist Book Depot, 1938. 272 p., index English and Burmese. – Added title and text in Burmese. Preface in English also

GB: BL(14300 b 52)*
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Christie, Manson and Woods
US: YU(Mudd, Auction Catalogs X348 C46 I.1978/7/5)

Christmann, Brunhild
→Burma. – 1996

Christophe, Francis.
ISBN 2-87730-373-X
Subject(s): Burma : Opium trade ; Drugs Politics ; Politics and government <1988->, Relations - France
France: Relations:
D: B-SBB(1 A 368702 Potsdamer Str.)
F: BNF BIULO(GEN.III.7268) BGS(8 M SUP 18401)
Cujas (PD (591) CHR)
Panterre-BU Paris10(Ja3.9 CHR)
US: CU(Kroch x) & HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC :
DSS530.65.C4 1998
Ref.: OCLC 39447236

Christopher, Sydney Albert
Big game shooting in Lower Burma / by Sydney A. Christopher ... – Rangoon : Burma Pictorial Pr., 1916. VIII, 372 p., illus., plates, ports.
Subject(s): Burma : Big game hunting ; Hunting
GB: BL(7904 e 6) BL-APAC(V 6690)
SOAS(GB799/3.825*)
SG: ISEAS(SCR SK247 B9C55)
US: HU(Widener Ind 8207.19)
LC(SK236B8 C5)
YU(LSF Um36 I36 916c)

Christophers, Samuel Rickard <1873-1978>
Family Caliciciæ. Tribe Anophellini
→Diptera; [4]
Malaria in the Andamans / by Major S. R. Christophers. – Calcutta : Govt. Print., India, 1912. 3, 48 p., [2]l. of plates, illus., map – (Scientific memoirs by officers of the Medical and Sanitary Departments of the Government of India ; N.S. 56). – Issued by the Director-General, Indian Medical Service
Subject(s): Andaman and Nicobar Islands : Malaria ; Mosquitoes
GB: BL-APAC(W 6862)
US: YU(Medical RC164 +I4A 912C)

Christy, Lawrence C.
FAO MFN 34111
Subject(s): Burma : Animal health ; Legislation ; Livestock ; Import controls ; Slaughtering ; Animal welfare
US: WU(Steenbock Documents FAO fiche 34111)

CHRO
→Chin Human Rights Organization

A preliminary survey of British literature on South-East Asia in the era of colonial decline and decolonisation / by Clive J. Christie. – [Hull:] Centre for South-East Asian Studies, Univ. of Hull, 1986. III, 52 p., bibliogr. p. 49-52. – (Bibliography- and government <1988-> Relations - France)

Christie, George Francis Stephen
Reports on the Cocos Islands
→Butterfield, Edward

Christie, Kenneth
ISBN 0-7453-1419-8 ; 0-7453-1414-7 (pbk.)
Contains: 3. Myanmar and Vietnam / Kenneth Christie
Subject(s): Burma : Human rights ; Politics ; Genocide ; Massacres ; Ethnic minorities ; Freedom of speech ; Child prostitution
N: UBIT(DRAGVOLL 323.095 Chr) UB(BSV 323.095 Chr) UJUR(MR ASIA 7101 Chr)
US: MnU(TC Wilson Library JC599.E18 C48 2001)

Subject(s): Burma : Refugees - Government policy
SG: ISEAS(Doc B111)

p. [52]-80: Anatomy of a betrayal : the Karens and Burma
p.214-220: App.2. The Karen memorial

ISBN 0-85958-552-2 – Herbert 701
SG: ISEAS(Doc B111)
Church of India, Burma, and Ceylon

Church of India, Burma and Ceylon / Episcopal Synod

The constitution, canons and rules of the Church of India, Burma and Ceylon. (Fourth draft.) – Calcutta, 1928. X, 243 p.
Subject(s): Church of India, Burma and Ceylon : Government

Episcopal Church : Canon law

Burma : Anglican communion

GB:BL(20017.d.35) BL-APAC(V 18814)

GB:BL-APAC(IOR/V/27930/10)*

ditto. Rev. – Calcutta, 1941.
GB:OUL(BOD G Floor L.E.W. Eng.-Ref. (India) 23 d.1)

GB:OUL(BOD Bookstack L.E.W. Ind.-Ref. 23 e. 1)

US: CRL  HU(Law School: Harv.Depos. IN 978.1 CHU)

NNC(Butler BX5680.5 .C48)


Subject(s): Church of India, Burma and Ceylon : Government

Episcopal Church : Canon law

Burma : Anglican communion

GB:BL-APAC(V 18813)

US: CU(Annex BX5680.5 .ZS 1926)

The South India scheme of Union, and the Church of India, Burma and Ceylon

Church of India, Burma, and Ceylon / General Council

General Council of the Church of India, Burma, and Ceylon : ordinary session … proceedings and record of decisions / Church of India, Burma, and Ceylon. – [Calcutta,] 1800s-1900s

Subject(s): Church of India, Burma and Ceylon : Government - Congresses

US: Virginia Theol Seminary
Ref.: OCLC 44105525§

Church of India, Burma and Ceylon / Episcopal Synod

The minutes of the episcopal synod held at Calcutta from 1910 to 1936. – Calcutta : Metropolitan's Chaplain, [193?-]. XII, 238 p., index.
US: UCLA(YRL BX 5680.5 A2 1910)

Church of India, Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon

The constitution, canons and rules of the Church of India, Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon. 4th draft. – Calcutta : Publ. by D. S. McKenzie for the Metropolitan of India, Sept. 1928. 243 p., app.

Subject(s): Church of India, Pakistan, Burma, and Ceylon : Government ; Canon law

GB:BL-APAC(V 18813)


Rangoon diocesan magazine

The book of the jubilee of the Rangoon Diocese, 1877-1927

Indian church directory for the province of India and Ceylon (1896: including Burma)

Rangoon diocesan magazine


Subject(s): Burma : Catholic Church in East Asia

Catholic Church in Siam, British Malaya, Burma and French Indochina

The constitution of the Church of the Province of India, Burma and Ceylon. 3rd draft. – Calcutta : Metropolitan's Chaplain, 1926. VII, 210 p., suppl. 39 p.

Church of India, Burma and Ceylon


Subject(s): Burma : Catholic Church in East Asia

Catholic Church in Siam, British Malaya, Burma and French Indochina

Church of India / General Synod

Partners in Mission Consultation, Burma

Thompson, Peter

Church of India / Diocesan Church Conference

< 1, 1878, Rangoon >
Proceedings of the first Diocesan Church Conference held in Rangoon, December 4th and 5th, 1878. – [Rangoon :] Times Pr., [1879]. 42 p.
GB:BL(4766 ccc 16)*

<3.>
Report and accounts. – [Rangoon]
US: Union Theol Seminary
Ref.: OCLC 55751885

Church of India / Diocese of Rangoon

Reports and accounts : session of Diocesan Council / Diocese of Rangoon. – [Rangoon :] Rangoon Times Pr., 1918-1940. 3 v. – Reports and accounts of the Diocesan Boards
Subject(s): Church of England < India > / Diocese of Rangoon : Finance ; Government

Church of India, Burma, and Ceylon / Diocese of Rangoon : Finance ; Government

Burma : Anglican Communion - Government ; Church history

Siegfried M. Schwertner
**Bibliographical description**

**Burma** : Episcopal Church - Canon law ; Anglican communion  
GB: BL(20017 d 35)* BL-APAC(V 18814)  

D: B-SBB(307325 Potsdamer Str.)  
HD-SAI(200 rel 83/830)*  
GB: GL(X 200/8073) BL-APAC(T 26286)  
OLU(BOD L Floor L.E.W. Ind.-Ref. 23 e.1)  
US: LC(Law) MuU-L UC(NRLF B150 919)  
IU(Main Stacks 262.9 C473C)  

Ref.: OCLC 6885590 ; 1554678 ; 42340714  

---

**An order for women of the church**  
Church of India, Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon / Episcopal Synod  
**A proposed prayer book** : containing forms of worship, supplementary and alternative to the Book of Common Prayer, authorized by the Episcopal Synod of the Church of India, Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon in 1951  

---

**An order for the administration of the Holy Communion** commonly known as The Indian Liturgy  

---

**The order for the administration of the Lord's supper** : the order of 1951  
Church of India, Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon / Select Committee on the Principles of Prayer Book Revision  
**Principles of prayer book revision**  

---

**Church of Scientific Buddhism**  
**A political analysis of barbarous brutal murders of democratic monks, students, native aces by unnative fascist gunstars of a nation sinfully called Burma**  

---

**Church of the Province of Myanmar**  
**The Holy Communion** / the Church of the Province of Myanmar  

---

**Church of the Province of Myanmar / Diocese of Yangon / Holy Cross Rarish**  
A history of Holy Cross Parish  

---

**Church union news and views** / Joint Committee of the Church of India, Burma and Ceylon, the South India United Church and the South India Provincial Synod of the Methodist Church. Continuation Committee. 1.1. July 1930 [18.1.1947]. – [Madras: Christian Literature Society for India]. – Quarterly (irregular)  
Note: Organ of the Continuation Committee of the South India Joint Committee on Union  
Subject(s): Christian union - Periodicals  
*India* : Church history - Periodicals  
1947,Nov. (C-5355)  
8.3,1938,Mar.-10.1,1939, Sep.(B-2940)  

---

**Church work in India** : the S.P.G. in India, Burma and Ceylon. – Westminster. [1910]. [9 pt.]  
Subject(s): Theology – Christian missions – Asia pre20  
GB: OUL(BOD Bookstack 1333 e.171)  

---

**Churchward, James** <1852-1936>  
The lost continent of Mu / by Colonel James Churchward. – New York : I. Washburn, 1931. 335 p., illus. – All matters of science in this work are based on the translations of certain ancient Naacal tablets which I discovered in India many years ago. These tablets were written either in Burma or in Mu.  
Note: The lost continent was "in the middle of the Pacific Ocean where now "we find only water and the sky," and groups of small islands, which today are called the South Sea Islands.  
Subject(s): Mu : Archaeology ; Civilization, Ancient  
GB: OUL(BOD St Cross 247115 d.148)  
LU(Mudd Nk27 926cb)  
Ref.: OCLC691206  

---

**ditto**. 3rd print. – ibd., 1932. 335 p. front., illus. (incl. maps), plates.  
US: NYPL(Research QOI)  

---

**ditto**. – ibd., 1938. 335 p., front., illus., incl. maps.  
US: LC(GN751.C5 1938)  

---

US: Florida Atlantic Univ  
Ref.: OCLC 50878810  

---

ISBN 0854352937 ; 0914732196 (pbk.)  
OLU(BOD Nuneham M88.F00346)  

---

GB: BL(10010.b.49)  

---

GB: BL(X.419/3111)  

Subject(s): Mu : Archaeology ; Civilization, Ancient  
GB: BL(07704 eee 29)  
US: LC NYPL(Research QOI)  
SIUC(3rd fl-Soc St stacks 572.4 C5631 1926)  

---

GB: BL(07703.L53 ; 07704.h.27)  

---

GB: BL-APAC(T 18745)
views and data analysis show that the leadership perceptions and practices among church leaders in Myanmar have been adopted from the monarchical values, British colonial values, western missionaries' values, biblical values, and Buddhist / socio-cultural values.

The most significant factors which influence church leadership in Myanmar are socio-cultural values, which reflect inherited dictatorial leadership styles from generation to generation. In Burmese society, leadership is seen as a position of power, authority, and control. Cultural expectations and practices reinforce such concepts in the society, which, in turn influence church leadership. Authoritarian leadership style is evident in the society. Although Christian leaders conceptually understand biblical servant leadership, they find themselves compelled to meet cultural expectations.

Circular boards, groups and village-tracts under the Burma rural self-government act, 1921

The Burma hand-book of rural self-government : Appendix

Circulars of the local administration : issued during the years 1888 to 1896. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.). 1897. XLVIII, 459, XII p., index.

Burma / Burma Secretariat

Secretariat circulars, 1888-1901

Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government <1824-1948>

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.119/4)* BL-APAC(V 10033)

CIRDAP

Centre on Integrated Rural Development for Asia and the Pacific < Dhaka >

City Civil Court < Rangoon >

The City of Rangoon Mass Education Project

[Four-year plan]. – [Rangoon,] 1957. 25 l. – Typescript (duplicated copy)

Subject(s): Burma : Education and state - Rangoon

Rangoon : Social policy

GB: SOAS(Pam.S.E.Asia 4 Municipal)


Subject(s): Burma : Law

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.124/2)*

ditto. – Ran’ kun’, 1964. 362 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

US: CU(Kroch KNL9 .A52 1964)

LC(LAW <Burma (Union) 4 Municipal>)

ditto. Microfiche ed. – Zug: Inter Documentation Co.

IDC SE-62-1.27-30

D: HD-SAI(M 58,1.27-30 ; M 1126,1.27-30)*

US: CU(Kroch Microfiche 14)
Bibliographical description

The city of the dagger and other tales from Burma
→Keely, H. H.

Subject(s): Rangoon : Urban renewal ; Cities and towns ; Description and travel ; Pictorial works
F: BIULO(GEN.III.52904)
GB: LSE: 1-2 (BLPES, Off.Publ. 591 (185-186))
BL-APAC(ORW.1990.a.1934)
SOAS: 1 (GB959.1/786.757)*
SG: ISEAS(DS530.9 R3C58)
US: CU(Kroch DS530.9 R3 C58)
YU(SML DS530.9 R3 C58X 1990)

Civico, Amos J.
Subject(s): Burma : Beads
GB:UCL(Inst Arch Microfiche Reference)

Subject(s): Burma : Finance, Public - Law and legislation ; Officials and employees
US: LC(Law Burma (Union) 4 "Finance")

ditto. 8th ed. – ibd., 1959- .
US: LC(Law)

ditto. 8th ed. – ibd., 1993.

 Sect. 18. Japanese administration over occupied areas 18A. Burma.
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Occupation ; Japanese ; Military government, Japanese
US:CU(Law KNX914.31899.C8 1945)
HU(Harvard-Yenching: (W) DS888.5.U58 1944x)
NCC(East Asian DS806 Un3)
WU(Memorial Lib. Microforms Ctr Room 443 Micro Film 5318 Reel 2 no.6)

Civil Affairs Services
Compilation of orders and administrative instruction. – Simla
1. – 1945.
GB:BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/244/43)

Note: Concerns an attack on members and supporters of the National League for Democracy in Myanmar, 30 May 2003.
Subject(s): National League for Democracy < Burma >
Burma : Extralegal Executions ; Human rights violations
US: UNDHL(E/CN.4/2004/NGO/38)

p. 2: Myanmar
Note: Concerns restrictions on freedom of expression in Asian countries
Subject(s): Burma : Freedom of Expression ; Internet ; National Security ; Journalists ; Freedom of Information ; Freedom of the Press ; Administration of Justice
US: UNDHL(E/CN.4/2003/NGO/91)

Note: Concerns use of the judiciary in Asian countries to curb freedom of expression.

Note: Concerns use of torture in the Asian region, with particular reference to Nepal, Myanmar and China.
Subject(s): Burma : Prisoner Treatment ; Torture and other cruel treatment
US: UNDHL(E/CN.4/2004/NGO/33)

Note: Concerns an attack on members and supporters of the National League for Democracy in Myanmar, 30 May 2003.
Subject(s): National League for Democracy < Burma >
Burma : Extralegal Executions ; Human rights violations
US: UNDHL(E/CN.4/2004/NGO/38)

p. 2: Myanmar
Note: Concerns restrictions on freedom of expression in Asian countries
Subject(s): Burma : Freedom of Expression ; Internet ; National Security ; Journalists ; Freedom of Information ; Freedom of the Press ; Administration of Justice
US: UNDHL(E/CN.4/2003/NGO/91)

Note: Concerns use of the judiciary in Asian countries to curb freedom of expression.

Note: Concerns use of torture in the Asian region, with particular reference to Nepal, Myanmar and China.
Subject(s): Burma : Prisoner Treatment ; Torture and other cruel treatment
US: UNDHL(E/CN.4/2004/NGO/33)

Note: Concerns killings of migrant workers in Thailand.

Subject(s): Burmese : Migrant workers

Burma : Migrant workers :

Extralegal executions :

Human rights violations : Impunity

US: UNDHL(E/CN.4/2003/NGO/149)

Civil appointments in India and Burma ... Recruitment regulations and conditions of service for war service candidates. – [London, 1945.] 36 p.

GB: BL-APAC(P/T 4206)*

Civil appropriation accounts for ... and the audit report / Government of Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty.

Subject(s): Burma : Civil service ; Appropriations and expenditures

GB: BL-APAC: 1940-1941 (IOR/V/16)

SG: ISEAS: 1947/48 (H68 B9B96)

Civil code of procedure

→Translation of act no. VIII of 1859

Civil code of the Province of Pegu. – Rangoon, 1860. Var. pags.

US: HU(Law School Harv. Depos.)

Civil Court < Rangoon >

→Rangoon City Civil Court

Civil digest of Burma rulings in Burmese / by Pe Ba and Tun Pe. – Meiktila: Dammawady. – Added title and text in Burmese

1. – 1930. 6, 600 p.

GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 1697/1)

Civil General Hospital (C.G.H.) < Rangoon >

Clinical lectures on abdominal gynaecological operations

→Barry, Cecil Charles Stewart

→Lecture on menstruation

→Lectures on the early symptoms of cancer of the uterus

Nursing lectures on note taking after abdominal operations

→Barry, Cecil Charles Stewart

Nursing lectures on surgical cleanliness

→Barry, Cecil Charles Stewart

Pharmacopoeia of the Civil General Hospital

→Fink, L. G.

→Pharmacopoeia of the civil hospitals and dispensaries, Burma

The treatment of gonorrhoea and its complications in women

→Barry, Cecil Charles Stewart

When and how to perform a few minor gynaecological operations

→Barry, Cecil Charles Stewart


→Report on civil justice

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.139/2)*

The civil justice report of British Burma for the year ... [1884]. – Rangoon : Govt. Pr.

> The civil justice report of Lower Burma

GB: BL: 1877-1884 (I.S.Bu.12/6)*

BL-APAC: 1877-1884 (IOR/V/22234)

US: LC(JQ455.A54)

The civil justice report of Lower Burma for the year 1885 [-1889]. – Rangoon : Govt. Pr.

→ The civil justice report of British Burma

> Report on the administration of civil justice in Burma

GB: BL: 1885-1889 (I.S.Bu.12/6)*

BL-APAC(IOR/V/24/2234)

US: LC(JQ455.A54)

Civil list for Burma. – Simla: Govt. of India Pr.

< Quarterly civil list for Burma

GB: BL-APAC: 1942-1945 (IOR/V/13)

Civil Service Commission

→Pamphlet containing the question papers and tables of results of the competitions held in 1937 for the recruitment of services of the Administrative Group

Civil society in Burma : possibilities and dilemmas for international NGOs < 1997, Dec.>

→Strengthening civil society in Burma

Clague, John

Bassein District

→Burma gazetteer


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.100/21)*

Report on the first regular settlement operations in the Sandoway District, season 1914-16

→Settlement < Sandoway > 1914-16

Report on the settlement operations in Kyaukpyu District, season 1914-16

→Settlement < Kyaukpyu > 1914-16

Clair, Colin

The Spread of printing : Eastern hemisphere ; India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Burma and Thailand

→Rhodes, Dennis Everard

Clan Mackay Society < Edinburgh >

Narrative of the shipwreck of the Juno

→Mackay, William

Clancey, John Charles


GB: BL(Cup 651.e 1(34))*
Bibliographical description

Aid to land-surveying : containing complete sets of logarithmic, traverse, levelling and other tables, and accompanied with 542 illustrations on the subject / by J. C. Clancey. Larger edition ; in English only. – Calculata : Calculta Orphan Pr., 1882. II, VII, 276, XXI, IX p. – Adopted by the Government as a text book for British Burma. – Title page for illus.: Illustrations to the Aid to land-surveying. – 1882. 44 tables.

Subject(s): Burma : Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc.
GB: BL(1804 a 10)* BL-APAC(W 6878)
GB: BL(14300 i 1)* BL-APAC(W 6882)
ditto. 4th ed. rev. and enl. – ibd., (for D. L. R. and A.), 1902. 2, 2, 5, 121, 5 p., 17 plates. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 i 2)* BL-APAC(G 5)
GB: SOAS(L.GPC 526/4.474)*
ditto. : embracing chain, compass, and plane-tables surveying, etc. 5th ed., rev. and enl. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty, 1959. 20, 133, 8 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: CUL(S839.a.95.201)

GB: BL(1804 a 13)* BL-APAC(IOV/V/27/420/54)
GB: OUL(RSL Stack 18384 c. 66 (v.1))

GB: BL(1806 a 13)* BL-APAC: 1 (IOR/V/27/420/56)

GB: BL(8766 g 28)*

→ also List of technical terms in surveying with the Burmese equivalents
GB: BL(8775 h 31)*

Aids to land surveying. – Rangoon : Burma Translation Society, 1953. 251 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 ggg 70)*
US: UCB


Subject(s): Burma : Surveying - Tables, etc.
GB: BL(1806 a 14)* BL-APAC(IOV/V/27/420/57)


Subject(s): Burma : Weights and measures, Burmese
GB: BL: 1 (8565 f 9)*
BL-APAC(G 2 ; W 6875 ; IOR/V/27/420/55)

Calculating tables in English and Burmese : embracing parts I (survey section) and II (revenue section) and containing full explanations, examples and illustrations / J. C. Clancey. 4th ed., rev. and enl. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for D., L. R. and A.), 1902. 2 pts. in 1.

1. – LVI, 157 p., tables. 2. – 37, 132 p. tables.

Subject(s): Burma : Weights and measures, Burmese
GB: BL(8565 f 10)* BL-APAC: 1 (IOR/V/27/420/55)

GB: BL(8565 f 8)* BL-DSS(Wq7/2766)
BL-APAC(W 2019*; G 3)

Conspicuous of insect pests which affect crops in Burma / comp. under the orders of the Director of Land Records and Agriculture by J. C. Clancey. 2nd ed. ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for D. L. R. of A.), 1896. 19, 31 p. – Added title and text also in Burmese
GB: BL(IS.Bu.103/3)*
BL-APAC(Bur D 1801)
SOAS(GB 595.7/526.769* : EB 89.28/379.074)
Ref.: OCLC 33475258

Examination questions in surveying (up to the Thugship, Clerkship, and Myookship standards for Burma) / comp. by
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J. C. Clancey and issued with the approbation of Government. 2nd ed. rev. and enl. ... – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for F. C.), 1892. 2, 41, 63 p., 60 plates. – Text in English and Burmese

Subject(s): Burma: Surveying - Examinations, questions, etc.
GB: BL(8766 g 29)*
BL-DSS(Wf3/1237)
BL-APAC(W 6881 ; Bur G 6)

Illustrations to the Aid to land-surveying
→ Aid to land-surveying / by J. C. Clancey


Subject(s): Burma: Astronomy - Charts, Diagrams, etc.
GB: BL(8563 d 23)*
US: LC(QB63.C57 1926)


GB: BL-APAC(Bur G 17)
SOAS(L.GPC 520/4.476)*
US: LC(QB.C6 1928)

Claremont Graduate University < Claremont, Calif. >

School of Educational Studies
→ Papers between Dr. William B. Pettus and Gen. Joseph W. Stilwell and the Stilwell family

Clark, A.


Subject(s): Burma: Shorthand, Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(P/V 94)

Clark, Carol <b. 1956>


ISBN 9748434672 (pbk.)

Subject(s): ISBN 9748434672 (pbk.)

ditto. – 4 ed.

→ Martin, Steven

Siegfried M. Schwertner

ISBN 3-922025-91-9 (kart.)
Subject(s): Burma: Guidebooks
D: B-SBB(1 A 459774 Potsdamer Str.)

ISBN 88-7063-464-7
I: BCUD(SBU G 915.91 CLA) SGNA(915.91 CLA)

ditto. – 4 ed.

→ Martin, Steven

Subject(s): Burma: Guidebooks
F: BNF Aix-Marseille1-Inst.Médit.tech.(915.91 CLA)


→ Martin, Steven


→ Martin, Steven

ISBN 0864427034

Subject(s): Burma: Guidebooks
F: BNF Aix-Marseille1-Inst.Médit.tech.(915.91 CLA)

→ Martin, Steven


→ Martin, Steven

Subject(s): Burma: Guidebooks
F: BNF Aix-Marseille1-Inst.Médit.tech.(915.91 CLA)

→ Martin, Steven


→ Martin, Steven
Clarke, Albert E. (b. 1913)

Return to Singapore / A. E. Clarke. — Swindon: Newton, c1995. XX, 46 p., illus., maps, ports. — ISBN 1872308759

Subject(s): Burma ; Rice and rice culture

US: BL(1S.Bu.114/5)*

GB: BL-APAC(SW 41 ; IOR/V/25/500/265)

SG: ISEAS(SCR SB229 B9B96)

AU: ANU(Chifley D805.J3C63)

US: LC(S667.R5C6)


Subject(s):

Clarke, Fred

The road to spiderpore / by Fred Clarke.

C

Clarke, Hugh Vincent (b. 1919)


ISBN 0-04-909023-2 ; 0-04-378009-1 (pbk.)

GB: BL(BK).1S.02037*

SG: NLA(NL 940.547252 C598)

US: CU(Kroch)   DNAL   LC(S280.B9A4)

US: LC(BR128.A77 C55)

GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 M /15)

OO(CBC(TF113.A19))

WB(Western Reserve Hist. Lib. 1884.1)

AU:NLA(NL 940.547252 C598)

US: LC(S280.B9A4)

GB: BL-DSS(87/21677)

SG: NUS(D805 Tha.C)

OUL(BOD Bookstack M97.F04548)

SOAS(E Coll 3 D /5)

C

Clarke, Michael S.

Kaladan mortars a walk on a knife edge / Michael S. Clarke. — Sussex: Woodfield, 1994. 93 p., illus., maps. — ISBN 1873203276

SG: NLA(NL 940.547252 C598)

US: CU(Kroch DS793 K8C61)

US: OUL(BOD Nuneham M90.E05407)

Clarke, Samuel R.


HRAF(DE 5-7)

Subject(s): Missions - China - Guizhou Sheng ; Ethnology - China - Guizhou Sheng

Clarke


ISBN 1873203276

US: CU(Kroch DS793 K8C61)

Clarke, W. N.

Commentary on the Gospel of Mark...

— Bible, N.T. : Mark < B u r m e s e : Eveleth >
Burma : Bible. N.T. - Epistles of Paul - Theology
US: NNUT(Burke MRL Day Rare Ra C614)
YU(MUDD Divinity FX60 C567a)

GB: BL-APAC(MYAN.A.818)
Subject(s): Burma : Missions ; Missions
US: CU(Annex BV3325.B8 C61)
NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1720)
ditto. – ibd., 1962. 66 p., incl. bibliogr. ref.
GB: OUL(IND Burma 11 d 31
SG: ISEAS(SCR BV3270 C61)
US: CU(Annex BV3325.B8 C61)

29 p.
Contents:
p. 3-16: The Buddhist-Christian encounter in Burma
p. 17-22: Christianity and other religions
p. 23-29: The Dhammapada : favorite Bhuddhist devotional book
Subject(s): Tipitaka : Suttapitaka - Khuddakanikaya - Dhammapada ; Christianity and other religions : Buddhism
Burma : Buddhism
D: HD-SAI(320 rel 98/1077 Kp)*
US: CU(Kroch Film 1050,#18 ; M175.5 .R46+ ; Film 10336 reel 159 no.5)
NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 2096)
TyFTC UC(GTU)
ditto. Microfilm. – Ithaca, N.Y.: Photo Science Studies, Cornell Univ., 1966. 35mm. – (Western language publications on Burma on microfilm : 18)
US: CU(Kroch Film 1050,#18 ; Annex Film N1050,#18)

Classical Burmese music / prep. for piano by Frederick W. A. Lustig, after the piano presentation by Saya Myaing under the supervision of U Po Lat, secretary, Ministry of Union Culture. – Rangoon : Govt. of the Union of Burma, 1952. 19 p. of music. – At head of title: Standardized classical Burmese music. – Title and preface in Burmese and English.
Contents: Thanpo phyawbwe - Wattawyone kyo bwe - Man-juthaka natpan bwe.
Subject(s): Burma : Foresters - Directories ; Forests and forestry ; Piano music ; Music - Scores
US: LC(SD97.B9A5)

Classical Burmese music. – Rangoon : Ministry of Union Culture, 1969. – Added title in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(SEA 1986 a 1639(1-3))

The classified list of forest officers in provinces other than Madras and Bombay ... including the general list of Imperial forest officers in provinces other than Madras and Bombay. – Calcutta : Govt. Print.
Subject(s): Burma : Forests and forestry ; Forest Services and of the Forest Engineering Service in India and Burma
US: LC: 1902-1914 (JQ447)

US: LC: 1902-1914 (JQ447)

The classified list of forest officers in the imperial and provincial services in India and Burma ... including the general list of Imperial forest officers in provinces other than Madras and Bombay ... – Calcutta : Govt. Print.
Subject(s): Burma : Foresters - Directories ; Forests and forestry
GB: BL-APAC: 1912-1922 (IOR/V/13)
US: UC: 1916 (NRLF SD87 .A26 $C 85 701)

The classified list of officers of the Imperial and Provincial Forest Services and of the Forest Engineering Service in India and Burma. – Delhi: Manager of Publ.
GB: BL-APAC: 1922-1936 (IOR/V/13)
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Clauser, Edward Ward
Subject(s): Burma : Military policy
US: TxArU(Central Lib. LD5315 1982.C53)

Clauser, Suzanne
Subject(s): Burma
US: HU(Baker Business: Film Bak 21037 ; Master Microforms: Film Mas 21037)
Ref.: OCLC 23694815

Clay, Arthur Lloyd <1842?-1903>
Leaves from a diary in Lower Bengal / by C. S., retired [pseud.]. With maps and illustrations from sketches by the author, including etchings by Robert Farren. – London ; New York : Macmillan and Co, 1896. XII, 282 p., 44 illus., 2 maps (1 col.).
Contents: Intro.; voyage out 1862 - Calcutta 1862/3 - 2 maps (1 col.).
US: HU(Baker Business: HD Z99 v. 1)

Clayton, Anthony <b. 1928>
Subject(s): Great Britain : Army - Intelligence Corps
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Intelligence operations, British
US: CU(Olin x) & HU(WID-LC) & LC & NNC(Offsite) & OCLC &UCLA(YRL) & YU(SML x) : UB251.G7 C58
1993 MiU(Hatcher UB251 .G7 C581 1993)
NYPL(Research JFE 93-13666)

Clayton, H.
MY: NL

Clayton, Harold <b. 1874>
16 p.
Subject(s): Burma : Cooperation ; History <1824-1948>
US: HU(Baker Business: HD Z99 v. 1)

Cleaver, Florence
The long way home : an account of Florence Cleaver's journey out of Burma in 1942 / ed. by Janet Roberts. – Matlock, Derbyshire: Aubrex, 1993. 60 p., illus., map.
ISBN 1-873299-03-6
Subject(s): Cleaver, Florence : Journeys.
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British ; Missionaries - Biography; Description and travel
D: BZG(Bc 03512)
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos.)

Cleeve, M. R. A. van
Pre-review tuberculosis control programme of Myanmar / M. R. A van Cleeve. – Amsterdam: Royal Tropical Institute, 1995. 52 p.
GB:Leeds(Nuffield Institute Library HRT Tropical)

Clegg, Edward Leslie Gilbert <b. 1894>

Report on indebtedness in the Irrawaddy Division
Report on the settlement operations in the Katha District, season 1903 to 1906

Settlement<br>Katha <br>1903-06<br><br>Rural development in Burma / by Harold Clayton. – Rangoon : British Burma Pr., 1911. IV, 114 p., bibliogr. p. [I].
Subject(s): Burma : Rural development ; Agriculture
GB:BL(07077 ee 27* ; 07077 ee 29) CUL(9220.d.578)
BL-APAC(T 38827 ; IOR/V/27/340/19**) OUL(IN Retind)

MY: NL
US: DNAL(2802 C57)
Ref.: OCLC 23150975

Cleary, Jon Stephen
D: HD-SA(reg 60 O 3)*
US: OCL ViBlbV

GB:BL(Nov.723)*
US:CU(PR9599 C62F7) WU

ditto. – ibd., 1965. 253 p. – (Fontana books ; 1101)
Herbert 675
GB:BL(X 907/3076)

North from Thursday. – Glasgow: Collins, 1962. 316 p. – (Fontana books ; 680)
GB:BL(X 907/3324)

ditto. – London : Collins, 1966. 254 p. – (Modern authors series)
GB:BL(X 908/8161)

Tijgers jagen in de nacht / Jon Cleary ; vert. [uit het Engels] door J. Huijts. – Zaltbommel [etc.]: Jan van Tuyl, c1963. 282 p. – Transl. of: Forests of the night
NL: KITLV(M ss 245 N)

Cleary, Jon Stephen
D: HD-SA(reg 60 O 3)*
US: OCL ViBlbV

GB:BL(Nov.723)*
US:CU(PR9599 C62F7) WU

ditto. – ibd., 1965. 253 p. – (Fontana books ; 1101)
Herbert 675
GB:BL(X 907/3076)

North from Thursday. – Glasgow: Collins, 1962. 316 p. – (Fontana books ; 680)
GB:BL(X 907/3324)

ditto. – London : Collins, 1966. 254 p. – (Modern authors series)
GB:BL(X 908/8161)

Tijgers jagen in de nacht / Jon Cleary ; vert. [uit het Engels] door J. Huijts. – Zaltbommel [etc.]: Jan van Tuyl, c1963. 282 p. – Transl. of: Forests of the night
NL: KITLV(M ss 245 N)
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Subject(s): Burma: Geology, Stratigraphic - Cretaceous; Geology

D: B-SBB(Ser.698-74.1 Potsdamer Str. NiLS)
HD-SAI(inf Zs 552,74.1)
GB: BL((P) NX 055-E(2)) BL-APAC(IOR/V/20/65)
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 54 (148/74.1))
US: LC(QE295 .A4 v.72 pt.2) NYPL(Research PTB)
YU(QE295 A13)

A geological survey in parts of Karenni and the Southern Shan States

→ Hobson, G. Vernon

303-306: App. I. Summary of Stamp and Lord's paper on the ecology of part of the Riverine tract of Burma
307-317: App. II. Bibliography

Subject(s):

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.102/2* ; (B) NX 059(B))
US: LC(QE295 .A4 v.74,1) NYPL(Research PTB)
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/20/65)
HD-SAI(inf Zs 552,74.1)
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Cleife, H. H. T.


→ Clément, Claude

Contes de Birmanie

→ Htin Aung

Clément, Jesse <b. 1815>

The life of Rev. Adoniram Judson, the heroic pioneer missionary to the tropics of the Orient: including a history of his remarkable missionary labors and adventures at the capital of Burmah proper, his interesting narratives of jungle tours and errands of mercy along the shores of the Indian seas, etc., etc. Embracing a period of nearly forty years in idolatrous Burmah / by J. Clement. With a portrait on steel. – Philadelphia, Pa.: Keystone, [1851]. XV, 336 p.

Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram <1788-1850>
Burma: Missions

D: B-SBB(386 672 Potsdamer Str.)
US: ICMcC Southern Baptist Hist libr & Arch
Vancouver Sch of Theol, BC

Ref.: OCLC 27329942

US: New York Univ
Ref.: OCLC 10493718

US: CLamB ViU ViRef

Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram <1788-1850> Missionaries - Biography ; Baptists - Missions – History ; Missions

GB: BL(4985 c 27)* CUL(LO.7.4)
US: CUL(CASE Special Coll. 922.673 J923cL)
UoC MeWC ViU YU

ditto. – ibd., 1852. 336 p., port.
US: MsSM MiPT OrP UC(SRLF)
USCB(MainLib BV3271.J7 C53 Special Coll)

ditto. – ibd., 1853. 336 p., port.
GB: SOAS(EB 85.187/47.298)
US: IaDuU-S MiU NiD
NIU(SpeCol BV3271.J7 C5561853A)
OEac OO PPULS PWcS

ditto. – Auburn: Miller, Orton and Mulligan, 1854. 336 p., port.
US: MiAlbc YU(Divinity MU14 J921 Xc59)

Clément, Claude

Contes de Birmanie

→ Htin Aung

Clément, Jesse <b. 1815>

The life of Rev. Adoniram Judson, the heroic pioneer missionary to the tropics of the Orient: including a history of his remarkable missionary labors and adventures at the capital of Burmah proper, his interesting narratives of jungle tours and errands of mercy along the shores of the Indian seas, etc., etc. Embracing a period of nearly forty years in idolatrous Burmah / by J. Clement. With a portrait on steel. – Philadelphia, Pa.: Keystone, [1851]. XV, 336 p.

Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram <1788-1850>
Burma: Missions

D: B-SBB(386 672 Potsdamer Str.)
US: ICMcC Southern Baptist Hist libr & Arch
Vancouver Sch of Theol, BC

Ref.: OCLC 27329942

US: New York Univ
Ref.: OCLC 10493718

US: CLamB ViU ViRef

Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram <1788-1850> Missionaries - Biography ; Baptists - Missions – History ; Missions

GB: BL(4985 c 27)* CUL(LO.7.4)
US: CUL(CASE Special Coll. 922.673 J923cL)
UoC MeWC ViU YU

ditto. – ibd., 1852. 336 p., port.
US: MsSM MiPT OrP UC(SRLF)
USCB(MainLib BV3271.J7 C53 Special Coll)

ditto. – ibd., 1853. 336 p., port.
GB: SOAS(EB 85.187/47.298)
US: IaDuU-S MiU NiD
NIU(SpeCol BV3271.J7 C5561853A)
OEac OO PPULS PWcS

ditto. – Auburn: Miller, Orton and Mulligan, 1854. 336 p., port.
US: MiAlbc YU(Divinity MU14 J921 Xc59)
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Note: Il volume offre una raccolta di 40 suoi articoli sui bambini e ragazzi, che mettono in risalto il suo metodo educativo: per educare bisogna amare il bambino, rispettarlo nelle sue libere scelte, nella sua maturazione psicologica e nel cammino di fede. Bisogna dargli buoni esempi e grandi ideali di vita, ma poi lasciarlo libero di realizzarli a modo suo.

Subject(s): Vismara, Clemente <1897-1988>
Assistanti ai fanciulli - Birmania - Diari e memorie
I: BCM/P (AS 07/02/0101)

Bibliographical description


Burma: the next killing fields? / Alan Clements ; with a foreword by Hans Hellin; et al. – Oslo: I kommissjon: Solum forlag, 1993. 97 p., illus., maps, index.

Subject(s): Burma : Human rights ; Political atrocities - Pictorial works ; Politics and government <1988- > - Pictorial works ; History <1948- > - Pictorial works

History - Autonomy and independence movements ; History - Struggle for democracy, 1988
Karen

AU:ANU(Menzies large book DS530.4.C54 1994)
D: B-SBB(1 B 43202 Potsdamer Str.)
GO: BZG
BDIC(F 6347)
GB: OUL(IND Burma 7 d 76) SOAS(L.GB 950/709.933)
NF: KITLV(M ss 328 N+)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 C621)

CL & NRL : "959.1050222 CLE"
US: CU(Kroch +DS530.4.C54 B9 1994)

HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & NNC(Lehman g) & UC(Shields) & UCLA(YRL *) & UCSD(SH) &UCSC(McHenry) & YU(SML X): DS530.4.C55 1994

NLI(USEA(DS530.4 .C55)

ditto. – Bangkok: White Orchid Pr., 1995. 112 p., chiefly illus., incl. bibliogr. ref. – ISBN 974-89218-8-3

AU: ANU(YYq 959.105 C626)

F: BIULO(GEN.II.7660)

GB: BL(LB.31.b.26250)

SG: NUS(DS530.64 Cle)

TH: CU(CL 320.9591 C626)

US: LC & UCB(Main) : DS530.4.C55 1995

→Dossier noir Birmanie : autour d’une enquête d’Alan Clements


Subject(s): Burma : Buddhism and politics ; Liberty - Religious aspects - Buddhism ; Spiritual life - Buddhism ; Human rights - Religious aspects - Buddhism

US: HU(Widener) & LC & UC(Shields) & YU(SML X): BQ4570.F7 C54 2002

NYPL(Humanities-Asian&M *OLWL 02-8972)

Stem van verzet

→Aung San Suu Kyi

The voice of hope

→Aung San Suu Kyi

La voix du défi : conversations avec Alan Clements

Note: Opuscolo rilegato con altri
Subject(s): Burma : Mission : Missionaries
I: BCMP(AS 01/02/0092 op)
Subject(s): Burma Bibliographical Project
Subject(s): Clifford
D: HD-SAI(325 med 95/2302 Kp)*
Herbert 370
US: LC(PZ4.T4666Bat)   MiU   MnU   UC
US: LC(PZ4.T4666Bat2)   NYPL   PP   WU
GB: BL(NNN 17027)*
Subject(s):
US: CU(Kroch PR6039.H75 B3 1967)
GB: BL(X 807/44941)* CUL(9538.c.491)
BL-APAC(T 34560)
SOAS(E Coll 3 M /16)
IRL:TCD(HL- 30-934)
US: BU(Widener WID-LC) & LC & UCLA(YR) : D767.6.C66 HU(Main Stocks 940.54250924 C612D)
NYPL(Research JFD 84-7709)
Ref.: OCLC 5622545
GB: BL(X 808/34277)* CUL(Ud.7.3518)
SOAS(GB959.10452092/849989)*
IRL:TCD(PB- 31-285)

Gevecht aan twee fronten / Francis Clifford [; vert. door M. Gerritsen]. – Bussum: Kroonder, [1964]. 159 p. – (Corona ; 104) – Transl. of: A battle is fought to be won
Subject(s): Clifford, Francis
Great Britain : Army - 1st Battalion Burma Rifles - Biography

NLT: KITLV(M ss 214 N)
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Fiction
GB: BL(NNN 4154)*
OUL(BOD Nuneham 25615 e.3661)
US: CU(Kroch PR 6039.H75 H7) – NYPL(Research NCW)
Ref.: OCLC 2200585
ditto. – Slightly abridged ed.– London : Transworld Publ., 1957. 219 p. – (Corgi books ; S 450)
GB: BL(WP 12745/409)   SOAS(E Coll 3 V /27)
NLT: KITLV(M 3n 1369 N)
ditto. – Re-issued. – ibd., 1960. 219 p. – (Corgi books ; SB930)
GB: BL(WP 1275/914)*

Clifford, Hugh Charles <Sir, 1866-1941>
Further India : being the story of exploration from the earliest times in Burma, Malaya, Siam and Indo-China / by Hugh Clifford ; with illustrations from drawings, photographs, and maps, and with map in colours by J. G. Bartholomew. – London : Lawrence and Bullen, 1904. XI, 378 p., [48] l. of plates, app. index, bibliogr. p. 347 to 367. – (The story of exploration ; [3])
p. 220-254: The Shan States and Yunnan
p. 255-298: Journeys of exploration in Burma
p. 347-367: List of the principal publications relative to further India
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel ; Discovery and exploration ; Colonialism ; Culture ; Imperialism
D: B-SBB(Ps 1185-3 Potsdamier Str.)
HD-SAI(300 rei 66986)*
F: BNF(O2.1292)
GB: BL(1832 g 8/2)   LSE(BLPES DS523 C63)
BL-APAC(V 10084) – OUL(BOD G Floor 20652 d.11)
SOAS(G909/165.530)
J: TYB(XI-1-D-13)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Burma : Newspapers - Thailand - Clippings
US: CU(Kroch Film 111 ; Annex Film N111)

Subject(s): Burma : Newspapers - Thailand - Clippings
US: CU(Annex + DS561 .C64)

Clintoon, Bill <b. 1946 ; United States, President 1993 to 2001>
Subject(s): Burma : Economic sanctions, American ; Investments, American ; Burma ; Politics and government <1988->
US: HU(Documents (Lamont)) & IU(Main Stacks Govt Docs DOC.) & NIU(GovPub-2nd FL-FML) & NNC(US Govt Docs) & NYPL(SIBL Readex Microfiche) & OAU(Alden 5th Fl GovtDoc Mi Fiche) & UCD(Shields DOC) & UCR(GovPub US & GovPub Mfiche) & UCB(Shields DOC) & UCSB(Main Lib Govt Inf. Ctr., U.S., Microform Area) & WU(Law Lib U.S. Docs & Microforms Coll.) ; Hist. Soc. Lib. US Gov't. Pubs & Microfiche) : Y 11/7/105-253 UCSC(McHenry J66 14485)
Ref.: OCLC 39349711

May 20, 1997
Subject(s): United States : Foreign relations - Burma
Burma : Foreign relations - United States
Ref.: OCLC37925264

US: HU(Documents (Lamont)) & IU(Main Stacks Govt Docs DOC.) & NIU(GovPub-2nd FL-FML) & NNC(US Govt Docs) & NYPL(SIBL Readex Microfiche) & OAU(Alden5th Fl GovtDocs) & UCD(Shields DOC) & UCR(GovPub US & GovPub Mfiche) & UCSB(Main Lib Govt Inf. Ctr., U.S., Microform Area) & WU(Law Lib U.S. Docs & Microforms Coll.) ; Hist. Soc. Lib. US Gov't. Pubs & Microfiche) : Y 11/7/105-260 UCSC(McHenry)
Ref.: OCLC39460683

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Subject(s): Burma : Economic sanctions, American ; Investments, American ; Politics and government <1988->
US: HU(Documents (Lamont)) & IU(Main Stacks Govt Docs DOC.) & NIU(GovPub-2nd FL-FML) & NNC(US Govt Docs) & NYPL(SIBL Readex Microfiche) & OAU(Alden 5th Fl GovtDoc Mi Fiche) & UCD(Shields DOC) & UCR(GovPub US & GovPub Mfiche) & UCB(Main Lib Govt. Inf. Ctr., U.S., Microform Area) & WU(Law Lib U.S. Docs & Microforms Coll.) ; Hist. Soc. Lib. US Gov't. Pubs & Microfiche) : Y 11/7/105-334 Ref.: OCLC 40700488

Subject(s): Burma : Economic sanctions, American ; Investments, American ; Politics and government <1988->
US: HU(Documents (Lamont)) & IU(Main Stacks Govt Docs DOC.) & NIU(GovPub-2nd FL-FML) & NNC(US Govt Docs) & NYPL(SIBL Readex Microfiche) & OAU(Alden 5th Fl GovtDocs Mi Fiche) & UCD(Shields DOC) & UCR(GovPub US & GovPub Mfiche) & UCSB(Main Lib Govt Inf. Ctr., U.S., Microform Area) & WU(Law Lib U.S. Docs & Microforms Coll.) ; Hist. Soc. Lib. US Gov't. Pubs & Microfiche) : Y 11/7/105-175 UCSC(McHenry)
Ref.: OCLC 38523965
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Subject(s): Burma : Economic sanctions, American ; In- vestments, American ; Politics and government <1988->

US: CU(Law Library (Myron Taylor Hall) Microfiche 196 CIS 00 H460-23)

Ref.: OCLC 44463808

Subject(s): Burma : Economic sanctions, American ; Foreign economic relations - United States

United States : Foreign economic relations - Burma

US: CU(Law Library (Myron Taylor Hall) Microfiche 196 CIS 00 H460-22)

Ref.: OCLC 41882181

Subject(s): Burma : Economic sanctions, American ; Investments, American ; Politics and government <1988->

Subject(s): Burma : Economic sanctions, American ; Foreign economic relations - United States

United States : Foreign economic relations - Burma
http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS10144
http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LP10145


Ref.: OCLC 46451958

Subject(s): Burma : Economic sanctions, American ; Investments, American ; Politics and government <1988->


Ref.: OCLC 41882181

Subject(s): Burma : Economic sanctions, American ; Foreign economic relations - United States

United States : Foreign economic relations - Burma

US: CU(Law Library (Myron Taylor Hall) Microfiche 196 CIS 00 H460-23)

Ref.: OCLC 44463808

Subject(s): Burma : Economic sanctions, American ; Foreign economic relations - United States

United States : Foreign economic relations - Burma
Burma Bibliographical Project


Ref.: OCLC 43572296

Clinton, Colin <b. 1924>
From Bradford to Burma and back / Colin Clinton. – Bradford: C. Clinton, 2005. 116 p., illus., 1 map, ports., incl. bibliogr. ref.
Note: Author flew in B24 Liberators in 99 and 159 squadrons RAF
Subject(s): Clinton, Colin <b. 1924>
GB: BL(YK.2005.a.12388)
SOAS (GB:959.10542/952147 ; E Coll 3 U/109)
The clock tower guide to Mandalay
→ Morgan, A. C.

Close, H. M.
Subject(s): Attlee, Clement Richard <1883-1967>
Wavell, Archibald Percival Wavell, Earl of <1883-1950>
Mountbatten of Burma, Louis Mountbatten, Earl <1900-1979>
India : History - Partition, 1947 ; Decolonization
GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1997.a.2244) OUL(IND 27 B 519)
SOAS (JA954.04/784007) US: HC(DS480.8.C56)

Subject(s): Wavell, Archibald Percival Wavell, Earl of <1883-1950>
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
US: IU(940.5423 C624e) LC & NNC (Butler) & UCB (Main) & UCLA (YRL) & WU (Memorial Lib.) : DS518.8.C57
→ D766 .C65 1999

Ref.: OCLC 48706729

Clubb, Oliver Edmund <b. 1901>
Subject(s): Chinese : Burma
Burma : Guerrillas : Foreign relations – China ; Politics and government ; China : Foreign relations - Burma
HD-SÂI(reg 60 E 105)
GB: FOL(LD 327/34.934) LSE(BLPES, Pamphlets ; Folio FD(5)/F12, Special)

Ref.: OCLC 4319740

Clubb, Oliver Edmund <b. 1929>
Shulman 350
Subject(s): Burma : History - Autonomy and independence movements ; History <1824-1948> ; Politics and government <1824-1948> ; National liberation movements ; Nationalism - History ; World War <1939-1945> ; History - Peasant Uprising, 1931 ; History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945>
GB: SOAS (L.954/450.349)
US: CU(Kroch +DS530 .C64)
OAU (Aliden SEA DS530 .C583 1961a FILM)
US: CU(Kroch+Uris DS518.8.C64)
LC (DS518.8.C57)
GB: BL(X 700/1873)

Clune, Frank
Song of India / Frank Clune. – Sydney [etc.]: Invincible Pr., 1946. 350 p., illus., map. p. 268-284: To the Burma battle zone
GB: BL(X 809/19672)*

CMAI
→ Christian Medical Association of India
→ Christian Medical Association of India, Burma and Ceylon
→ Christian Medical Association of India, Pakistan, Burma, and Ceylon

CMH
→ United States / Army / Center of Military History

CNRS
→ Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique

Coast, John <1.1942-1952>
Herbert 399. – Watts 323
Subject(s): Burma-Siam Railroad
Burma : World war <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese ; World war <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, English
D: HD-SAI(322 mil 83/1543)*
GB: BL(09059 h 35)
US: LC(D805.J357)
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GB: BL-Apac(T 44101)  
US: HU LC(D805.J357 1947) YU

IRL: TCD(OLS 1-5-675)

GB: BL(WP 9655/6)*

ditto. [Repr.] – ibd., 1958. 315 p. – (Digit books)  
GB: BL(WP 9655/70)*

Subject(s): Burma : Military geography - Arakan State ; Military geography - Bassein < District > ; Coasts - Arakan State ; Coasts - Bassein < District > ; World War <1939-1945> - Arakan State ; World War <1939-1945> - Bassein > District > ; Arakan State : Strategic aspects ; Bassein < District > : Strategic aspects  
US: US Army, Mil Hist Inst, PA Ref.: OCLC 33468647

Subject(s): Burma : Tides - Maps ; Maps - Tides  
GB: BL-APAC(T 44101)

Coastal development in the Bay of Bengal. – Göteborg: SWEDMAR, 1994. 46 s. – (Fjärran vatten (Print), ISSN 1100-5785 ; 1994:2)  
Subject(s): Burma : Fish ; Fishery ; Aquaculture  
S: Dhi(DH: Qg) Ti(TJIO)

Coates, Austin <b. 1922>  
Invitation to an Eastern feast / Austin Coates. – London [etc.]: Hutchinson, 1953. 269 p., illus. – Herbert 61 p. 154-193: Burma  
AU: NLA(915.4 COA)  
GB: BL(10055 tt 17)  
BL-APAC(V 12711)

NL: KITLV(M 3c 8 N)

AU:NLA(915.4 COA)  
NL: KITLV(M rr 18 N)

Personal and oriental / Austin Coates. 1st publ. – London : Hutchinson, 1957. 259 p., illus.  
Burma: p. 157-190  
AU: NLA(915 COA)  
D: HD-SA(I(180 Idk 90/1296)*

GB: BL-Apac(T 44101)  
US: HU LC(D805.J357 1947) YU

IRL: TCD(OLS 1-5-675)

GB: BL(WP 9655/6)*

ditto. [Repr.] – ibd., 1958. 315 p. – (Digit books)  
GB: BL(WP 9655/70)*

Subject(s): Burma : Military geography - Arakan State ; Military geography - Bassein < District > ; Coasts - Arakan State ; Coasts - Bassein < District > ; World War <1939-1945> - Arakan State ; World War <1939-1945> - Bassein > District > ; Arakan State : Strategic aspects ; Bassein < District > : Strategic aspects  
US: US Army, Mil Hist Inst, PA Ref.: OCLC 33468647

Subject(s): Burma : Tides - Maps ; Maps - Tides  
GB: BL-APAC(T 44101)

Coastal development in the Bay of Bengal. – Göteborg: SWEDMAR, 1994. 46 s. – (Fjärran vatten (Print), ISSN 1100-5785 ; 1994:2)  
Subject(s): Burma : Fish ; Fishery ; Aquaculture  
S: Dhi(DH: Qg) Ti(TJIO)

Coates, Austin <b. 1922>  
Invitation to an Eastern feast / Austin Coates. – London [etc.]: Hutchinson, 1953. 269 p., illus. – Herbert 61 p. 154-193: Burma  
AU: NLA(915.4 COA)  
GB: BL(10055 tt 17)  
BL-APAC(V 12711)

NL: KITLV(M 3c 8 N)

AU:NLA(915.4 COA)  
NL: KITLV(M rr 18 N)

Personal and oriental / Austin Coates. 1st publ. – London : Hutchinson, 1957. 259 p., illus.  
Burma: p. 157-190  
AU: NLA(915 COA)  
D: HD-SA(I(180 Idk 90/1296)*

GB:BL(100058 tt 9)  
BL-APAC(V 13566)  
SG: ISEAS(DS10 C65 2224)  
NUS(DS10 Coa)

Cobb, J.  
Diary of a holiday spent in India, Burma and Ceylon in the winter of 1901-2. – [Pollokshields: J. Coats, 1902?]. 200 p. [26] l. of plates, illus. – Cover title: A trip to India.  
Subject(s): Coats, J. : Diaries  
Burma : Description and travel  
GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1994.a.1656)

Cobb, Nathan Augustus, 1859-1932  
Contents: 18. Ungella secta n. gen. n. sp., a nemic parasite of the Burmese oligochaete (earthworms)  
Subject(s): Nematoda  
GB: Edinburgh(Darwin Libr. 595.132 Cob)  
Southampton(Bromed.-Sciences Libr - QL 391.N4

Cobb, Richard Thomas  
Monsoon lands. – London : Univ. Tutorial Pr. – (Advanced level geography series ; 6)  
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel ; Physical geography ; Human geography  
GB: BL(WP 16686/6)*  
OUL(BOD Camera UB 206 e.330)  
SOAS(J915/258302)  
US: CU(Kroch DS10 .C62)  
LC(DS10.C62)  
OU  
TxU  
IU(Main Stacks 915.4 C63M)

Cobban, Helena  
Contains: 3. The Individual and the Totalitarian State: Aung San Suu Kyi and the Question of Human Rights in Burma  
Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi  
Burma : Pacifists -Biography ; Nobel Prizes ; Political violence - Prevention.  
US: MnU(TC Wilson) & NNC(Lehman) & UCB(Main) & UCD(Shields) & UCL(Main) & UCL(YRL) & UCR(Rivera) & UCSD(SH) & UCB(Main) & UCSC(McHenry) : JZ5538 .C63 2000

Cobbold, Richard  
Fifty years after the war in Asia  
→ The world reshaped

Cobden, Richard <1804-1865>  
How wars are got up in India, the origin of the Burmese war / by Richard Cobden. – London : Cash, 1853. IV, 58 p. – In-
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

The origin of the Burmese War


ditto. 2nd ed. – London : Ridgway ; New York : Appleton, 1868. 2 v.
1. England, Ireland and America, 1835. Russia, 1836. 1793 & 1853 [in three letters]


Coborn, John


Note: Housing, feeding, hygiene, handling, breeding, fully illustrated
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Subject(s): Burmese pythons as pets; Burmese python

Burma: Pythons; Snakes

Ref.: OCLC 46681360

Cochrane, Francis <1843-1914>
The Hampshire men (37th regiment) in Upper Burma in 1889 / by F. Cochrane. – London: Allen, Scott, 1890. 64 p.

Subject(s): Great Britain. Army - 37th Hampshire Regiment
- 1st Battalion; Burma: History

GB: BL-APAC(T 2421)*

MY: BRS

US: CU(Annex DS485.B89 C65)

Cochrane, Henry Park <1856-1943>
Among the Burmans: a record of fifteen years of work and its fruitage / by Henry Park Cochrane. Illus. – New York; Chicago; Toronto; London; Edinburgh: Revell, 1904. 281 p., [16] leaves of plates, front. – Herbert 342


Subject(s): Cochrane, Henry Park <1856-1943>

Burma: Missions; Missionaries; Social life and customs

AU: ANU (Menzies microform DS527.9.C6 1975)

GB: BL(010055 g 30) BL-APAC(T 8300) SAS((591): 266)

D: B-SBB(Ur 4915/82 Potsdamer Str.)

SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 C662)

US: CU(Annex DS485 B84 C66) IaU

LC & UC(NRLF) & UCSB(Main) & YU(SML LC Class.)

NIU(SpeCol DS528.2.S5 C621981)

CL(A) 415


US: UC(NRLF Microfilm.70804 JR 67 987; DS485.B84 C6 SB 52 099; SRLF AA0009008855)

UCLA(YRL DS485.B84 C6)

YU(SML DS485 B84 C6; Divinity MU11 C643a)


– Microfilm of 1904 ed. by Revell, New York.

ISBN: 0790542587 (microfiche)

US: CBGU(T Mfiche cab) & HU(Andover-Harv. Theol Mfiche; Tozzier, C. 64) & NNU(Burke Microfiche 84-B1) & YU(Divinity, Fiche B4000) : ATLA fiche 1988-0258)

Commentary on the epistle to the Hebrews

→Bible, N.T.: Epistles of Paul: Hebrews < Burmese >

→What hath God wrought: Burma 1921

Cochrane, Robert Greenhill


Subject(s): Burma: Missions to leprosy patients - Burma

GB: Birmingham(Main Library, Stockroom 2 Ref.)

Cochrane, Stewart <b. 1953>
Chindit: Special force Burma 1944

→Cochrane, William

Cochrane, Wilbur Willis


Subject(s): Shan

AU: ANU (Menzies microform DS530.8.S45.C6 1977)

NLA(Luce 174)

D: B-SBB(Up 4612/105 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)

FG: BMH(DS 513.55 .Shan C66)

GB: BL(010055 f 41)*

UCLA(YRL DS485.B84 C6)


NNC YU(SML, AOS, Room 329)


US: UC(NRLF Microfilm.70804 JR 67 987; DS485.B84 C6 SB 52 099; SRLF AA0009008855)

UCLA(YRL DS485.B84 C6)

YU(SML DS485 B84 C6; Divinity MU11 C643a)


– Microfilm of 1904 ed. by Revell, New York.

ISBN: 0790542587 (microfiche)

US: CBGU(T Mfiche cab) & HU(Andover-Harv. Theol Mfiche; Tozzier, C. 64) & NNU(Burke Microfiche 84-B1) & YU(Divinity, Fiche B4000) : ATLA fiche 1988-0258)

Commentary on the epistle to the Hebrews

→Bible, N.T.: Epistles of Paul: Hebrews < Burmese >

→What hath God wrought: Burma 1921

Cochrane, William


Subject(s): Cochrane, William

Great Britain: Army - Black Watch (Royal Highland Regiment) - Biography

Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns; World War <1939-1945> - Jungle warfare; World War <1939-1945> - Operations, British - Personal narratives, British

GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 G 47)

US: LC(D7676 .C58 2000)

Cockburn, Alexander

Burma Bibliographical Project

ISBN 1859848974 (hbk) : 1859841392 (pbk.)
Contains: 9. The US Opium Wars : China, Burma and the CIA
Subject(s): United States. Drug traffic ; Freedom of the press
Burma : Drugs
US: UCB(Main) & UCD(Shields) & UCI(Main) & UC(Rivera) & UCSB(Main) : HV5825.C59 1998
UC(NRLF: HV5825. C59 1998 W 169 066)
UCSD(SSH HV5825.C582 1998)

Cocks, Samuel William <b. 1868>
Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government <1824-1948>
GB: BL(9056 aa 50* ; ORW 1986 a 2374)
BL-APAC(T 38810)
GS: ISEAS(SCR DS530.63 C66)
Ref.: OCLC 33398982

ditto. – London : Macmillan ; Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1911. II, 460, II p., 2 plates, map. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14302 a 37)* BL-APAC(Bur B 103)

ditto. – ibd., 1918. X, 229 p., illus., map.
SG: ISEAS(DS530.6 C66)

J: TGD
US: CU(Kroch GR 309.C625z 1952)
US: YU(LSF-Request DS485.B86.C64 1919)
Ref.: OCLC 13283605

ditto. – London : Macmillan, 1932. 460 p., map, illus. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14302 aaa 27)*

Tales and legends of ancient Burma / by S. W. Cocks. New ed. – Bombay: Cooper, [1917]. 112 p., illus.
Subject(s): Burma : Tales ; Folklore
F: BIUL(GEN,IV,11793)
GB: BL(12430 e 37)*

D: B-SBB(Up 4915/260 Potsdamer Str. NFLS)
GB: BL(12431 pp 22)*
US: HU(Widener Ind 8019.10) LC(DS485.B86C6)
NYPL(Research BGD) OCI PULPC PU UC(NRLF DS485.B86C6 SB 294 631 ; Microfilm.70885 JR 58 040) UCB(S-S/EA&Main : DS485.B86C6)
YU(LSF-Request B)35 20)
Ref.: OCLC 30305774 ; ocm4723573

Cockton, Peter <b. 1946>
Subject catalogue of the House of Commons parliamentary papers : 1801-1900
→Great Britain / House of Common

Coconut Farm <Kyaukpyu>
Combined report of the Akyab Agricultural Station and Kyaukpyu Coconut Farm
→Agricultural Station <Akyab>

The code of civil procedure : translation of Act no. X of 1877...
– Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1877. 510 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Burma : Civil law ; Civil procedure ; Court rules
GB: BL(14300 g 2)
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GB: SOAS (A 345.9107/4.501)*

ditto. : being act V of 1908, with explanatory notes, rulings ... / by U Tha Din and Maung Kyaw Din ... – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr. – Added title and text in Burmese.

1. – 1912. 616 p.

GB: BL (14300 ggg 18)*

ditto. : Act V of 1908, including letters patent for the High courts of Calcutta, Bombay, Madras, Allahabad, Patna, Lahore & Rangoon / rules framed under section 122, C. P. C. by all the High courts in British India; the High courts act, 1861; and the Government of India act, part IX. With exhaustive, explanatory & critical commentary, in which Privy council authorities and all important rulings, reported, in all official law reports and important non-official law journals and periodicals in British India, have been incorporated, by Dr. Nand Lal. – Lahore: Lahore Law Journal, 1926. 3 v. (Paged continuously)

US: HU (Law School: Harv.Depos. BUR 391 F62)
Ref.: OCLC 19449097

The code of criminal procedure
→ also Translation of acts no. XXV of 1861 and XV of 1862

The code of criminal procedure with commentaries
→ Khyac Mon**

Code of directions for the Superintendent, Civil Veterinary Department, Burma
– Burma / Civil Veterinary Department

Code of instructions for the conduct of office business and for the regulation of accounts in the Forest Department: with forms and appendices, also the Indian Forest Act, 1878, and the Burma Forest Act, 1902 / Government of India. – Calcutta : Govt. Print., 1906. XVI, 275, 222, 45 p.

US: HU (Law School: Harv.Depos. BUR 391 L62)
Ref.: OCLC 19449097


D: HD-SAI (reg 60 I 13)
SG: ISEAS (K7062 B7B96)
LC (KNL 4604.31898.A52 1961)


US: HU (Law School Bur 391 F62)

ditto. ... – ibid., 1997. XXXIV, 34, 318, 318 p. – English and Burmese on opposite pages, numbered in duplicate

US: BL (Br-E-98-906463; 22)
YU (SML, Stacks)

Code of criminal procedure
– also Translation of acts no. XXV of 1861 and XV of 1862

The code of criminal procedure with commentaries
→ Khyac Mon**

Code of directions for the Superintendent, Civil Veterinary Department, Burma
– Burma / Civil Veterinary Department

Code of instructions for the conduct of office business and for the regulation of accounts in the Forest Department: with forms and appendices, also the Indian Forest Act, 1878, and the Burma Forest Act, 1902 / Government of India. – Calcutta : Govt. Print., 1906. XVI, 275, 222, 45 p.

US: HU (Law School: Harv.Depos. BUR 391 L62)
Ref.: OCLC 19449097


GB: BL-APAC (IOR/V/27/861/16)*

GB: SOAS (A 345.9107/4.501)*


GB: BL-APAC (IOR/V/27/861/10)*
US: DHEW

Coe, Debbie
ISBN 076431968X (hardcover : lg. print)


Subject(s): Fenton Art Glass Company < New Bedford, Mass. > - Catalogs
Burmese glass : Collectors and collecting - < New Bedford, Mass. > - Catalogs


Coe, Douglas
Burma Bibliographical Project

Watts 233

Subject(s): East Indians
Burma : History
AU:ANU(Menzies DS512.C613)
US:LC(DS511.C7713 1968)

ditto. – Canberra: Australian National Univ. Pr., 1968. XXI, 403 p., maps, geneal. tables, index.
AU:ANU(Menzies DS514,C613a)
US:LC(DS511.C7713 1968b)

Ref.: Publisher

ditto. – Canberra: Australian National Univ. Pr., 1975. XXI, 403 p., maps, geneal. tables, index.
AU:ANU(Menzies DS514,C613a 1975)
US:LC(DS514,C613 1975)

Watts 234

Burma p. 110-117, 181-192
Subject(s): Burma : History
AU:ANU(Menzies DS512.C6)
US:LC(DS514,C613)

US:LC(DS527,C613)

ditto. – Berkeley, Calif.: Univ. of California Pr., 1966. XVI, 268 p., 16 plates, map, index.
US:LC(DS527,C613)

ditto. – 4th print. – Berkeley, Calif.: Univ. of California Pr., 1972. XVI, 268 p., 16 plats, map, index. – (Collection Sigma ; 2)
ISBN 0-520-01420-0
GB:SAS(59):(091)*

Les peuples de la péninsule indochoinoise : histoire, civilisations / par G. Coedès. – Paris: Dunod, 1962. 228 p., 16 plats, index. – (Collection Sigma ; 2)
Birmanie p. 108-115 ; 171-180
Subject(s): Burma : History
AU:ANU(Menzies DS527,C6 & DS511,C69 ; Hope Store OHD C672p)

Coedès, George

Subject(s): East Indians
Burma

Coedès, George
Les peuples de la péninsule indochinoise : histoire , civilisa-
tions / par G. Coedès.

By Siegfried M. Schwertner

C 98
Colbeck, George H.
Letters from Mandalay
→Colbeck, James Alfred

US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 0316)
Ref.: OCLC 52448192

Colbeck, James Alfred
Letters from Mandalay: a series of letters for the most part written from the royal city of Mandalay during the troublous years of 1878-79 ; together with letters written during the last Burmese campaign of 1885-88 / by James Alfred Colbeck ; ed. by George H. Colbeck. – Knaresborough: Lowe, 1892. II, V, 113, II p. – Herbert 307
Subject(s): Burma: Biography ; History ; Politics and government <1824-1948>
GB:BL(9056 aaa 30)
US:CU(Kroch HJ5162 B8C67) & UCLA(YR):
Ref.: OCLC 34427857

Colbex, Edwin Harris <b. 1905>
Subject(s): Burma: Amphipithecus mogaungensis ; Paleontology - Eocene ; Paleontology
CH:BS UB(Zs.Mag NatG 1083:74:6)
D: B-SBB(Lg 16291-74.6 NfLS)
US:CU(Annex QH1. AS B9 74.6)
Ref.: OCLC 35894973

Colbert, Edwin Harris <b. 1905>
Subject(s): Burma: Amphipithecus mogaungensis ; Paleontology - Eocene ; Paleontology
CH:BS UB(Zs.Mag NatG 1083:74:6)
D: B-SBB(Lg 16291-74.6 NfLS)
US:CU(Annex QH1. AS B9 74.6)
Ref.: OCLC 35894973

Colbert, Evelyn Speyer <b. 1918>
ISBN 0-8014-0971-3
Subject(s): Burma : Foreign relations
Burma Bibliographical Project

AU: ANU(MenziesDS518.1.C587)
D: GO-SUB(LS1-PZK/41 SOAs=22;m)
HH-SUB(A 1977/4729) HD-SAI(300 pol 78/47)
PA-UB(55/RR 50983 C684)
GB: BL(X 809/42790)
US: CU(Kroch DS518.1.C68) LC(DS518.1.C587)

Subject(s): Burma : Agrovoc ; Geographical distribution agrovoc ; Freshwater fishes agrovoc ; Fish culture agrovoc ; Inland fisheries agrovoc
S. Ju(per: Food, 431 ; Uppståll p¯ : FAO Ju030822)

Cole, B. J.
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram <1788-1850>
Burma : Missionaries – Biography : Missions
US: YU(LSF-Request A309.16)

Cole, David Bras
Subject(s): Tenasserim
US: US Air Force ACD, CO
Ref: : OCLC 19963113)

Cole, Frank <b, 1927>
Burma campaign memorial library : a collection of books and papers about the war in Burma 1942-1945
→ Graham, William Gordon

Cole, William George
GB:BL(5318 a 10)
GB:BL-APAC(Tr 1095(d))

Coleby, Leslie James Moger
Monsoon lands
→ Cobb, Richard Thomas

Coleman, John
→ The anecdotes of Sayagyi U Ba Khin

Coleman, John E. <b, 1930>
GB:BL(X200/4573)
US: CU(Kroch BL627.C62 1971)

Colenbrander, Joanna

Colin, Christophe
Reconstruction du regime de l'erosion des chaines himalayenne et birmanes au cours des deux derniers cycles climatiques (300 derniers ka), etudes mineralogiques, magneti ques, et geochemiques des sediments de la mer d'Andaman et du Golfe du Bengale / Christophe Colin ; sous la direction de Laurent Turpin. – 1997. 268 p., 220 ref. – Paris 11, these doct. (terre, ocean, espace), 1997. – Other variant titles: Himalayan and Burman ranges weathering reconstruction during the last two glacial-interglacial cycles (300 kyr). mineralogy, magnetic and geochemistry investigation of the andaman sea and bay of bengal sediments.
Subject(s): terre, ocean, espace : formations superficie les/geochimie himalaya cha/erosion/birmanie/alteration chimique/association mine rale/paleoclimat/mousson/qua ternaire/geochimie/sediment marin/mer d'andaman/golfe du bengale himalayas/ng/erosion/burma/ng/chemical weathering/mineral asselages/paleoclimate/monsoons/ quatern ary/nx/geochemistrymarine sediments/andaman sea/ng/bay of bengal/ng
F: Orsay-Paris 11-BU Sciences

D: HDTG(6 A 184)

Collaer, Paul
Südostasien / Paul Collaer ; unter Mitarbeit von Emmy Ber natzik ... – Leipzig: Deutscher Verlag für Musik, 1979. 180 S., illus., Bibliogr. S. 168-175. – (Musikgeschichte in Bildern : I. Musikethnologie ; 3)
F: BNF(Mus Vma 1572 ; Cons.Fol. B 202)

Collected articles
→ The working people's daily

Collection Karenni. – Lausanne: Dao Badao; Cedok
Au sujet du Karenni
→ Efmmadji

→ Kayah : deux livres scolaires du Karenni

→ Kayah State

Subject(s): Burma : Letters, Burmese
US: CU(Kroch PN6135 .K45+) LC(PL3986.K5)
YU(SML Yale Class. Fxa7 +K528)

Collection of commonly used herbal plants ... – [Yangon,] 2003. 6 v. in 1, col. illus. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Burma : Medicinal plants ; Materia medica, Vegetable

ISBN 0-233-97572-1 – Herbert 684
D: M-BSB(86.19714) A-UB(01/HN 4850 J58 C69)
GB:BL(X950/35761)

Siegfried M. Schwertner

C 100
Collection of laws and regulations on the importation of foreign capital... – [Seoul], 1966. 3 p., 490 p. forms, tables. – Authors: Korea (South), Oemubu, Tongsangguk.
Subject(s): Burma: Investments
US: HU(Law School: 137a 4192.7.7)

A collection of reports on the Kadonbaw forest reserve during the years 1912 to 1919. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma, 1920. 87 p., maps.

A collection of reports on the Yandoon Island colonization scheme in the Ma-ubin District, during the three years 1916 to 1918. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for R. C. C. S.), 1920. 99 p., maps, tables.

A collection of rules, notifications and orders under the Lower Burma municipal act, 1884, as amended by acts XIX of 1888 and XXI of 1891; corr. up to March 19, 1892. – Rangoon, 1892. 134 p., tab.

Collection of songs


Collection of the acts passed by the Lieutenant-Governor of Burma in Council in the year 1898 [-1915 to 1919]. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma 1900 [-1921].

A collection of the acts passed by the local legislature of Burma.

A collection of the acts passed by the Burma legislature. – Rangoon: Govt. Pr.


A collection of prayers and spiritual exercises... – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma 1900 [-1921].

A collection of reports on settlement questions in Upper Burma.

Collection of the acts passed by the Lieutenant-Governor of Burma in Council in the year 1898 [-1915 to 1919]. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma 1900 [-1921].

A collection of songs for the Mahori orchestra (from the Burmese F: BNF(Pièce Ya 561)

Collection of the acts passed by the local legislature of Burma.

Collection of the acts passed by the Burma legislature.

Collection of the arts of music in the Union of Burma.

Collection of the arts of music in the Union of Burma.

Collection of the acts passed by the local legislature of Burma.

Collection of the acts passed by the local legislature of Burma.

Collection of the acts passed by the local legislature of Burma.

Collection of the acts passed by the local legislature of Burma.

Collection of the acts passed by the Lieutenant-Governor of Burma in Council in the year 1898 [-1915 to 1919]. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma 1900 [-1921].
dito. [2nd ed.,] rev. and continued up to the present time by A. C. Talbot. 8 vols. – Calcutta: Repr. at Foreign Off. Pr., 1876-1878.
1. The treaties, etc. relating to Bengal, Assam, Burma and the Eastern Archipelago. – 1876. XIII, 426, V p., maps, app.
p. 251-284: Treaties and engagements with Burmah
F: BNF(4° Ni.200)
GB: BL(8023 k 8)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/271/15)
US: CU(Kroch +JX916 1876) HU(Widener Ind 325.12) UoC

[Collection of treaties]
A collection of treaties, engagements, and sanads relating to India and neighbouring countries / comp. by C. U. Aitchison. [3rd ed.] rev. and continued up to the present time ... 11 vols. – Calcutta: Govt. Print., 1892.
1. The treaties etc., relating to the Bengal Presidency, Assam, Burma and the Eastern Archipelago. – XVI, 533, XXIII, LXV p., app., index.
p.325-379: Treaties, engagements, and sanads relating to the territories comprised within, or in political relation with the chief commissionership of Burma
Subject(s): India : Foreign relations - Treaties Great Britain : Foreign relations - Treaties Burma : Foreign relations - Treaties ; Politics and government : State governments
D: B-SBB(Uo 223-1 Potsdamers Str. NLs) F: BNF(Nt.2480)
GB: BL(1.S.374)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/271/23) US: LC(JX916 1892) NcD
GB: BL(1.S.374) BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/271/35) US: ICN(J969.43)
dito. [5th ed.] rev. and continued up to 1929 by the authority of the Foreign and Political Department. 14 vols. – Calcutta : Govt. of India Central Publ. Branch, 1929 to 1933.
12. Containing the treaties, etc., relating to Jammu and Kashmir, Sikkim, Assam and Burma. – 1931. XII, 283, XII, XXIII p., index, app.
p.199-283: Treaties, engagements and sanads relating to the territories comprised within the province of Burma and to the states in political relations with the Government of India through the Government of Burma
CH: BS UB(Indb Ill 12:12) D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 1,12 ; M 886)* GB: BL(1.S.374/2) COL(JX916) US: CRL(S. Asian FICHE SAMP) HU(Law School 51 83 & Mic JX64.157x 1984 a [1-327]) LC(JX916 1931) UC(SRLF AA0009657645) YU Ref.: OCLC 10048209

Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner
D: HD-SAI/12 (163 kre 94/340)*
GB: SOAS(JBF 954.03/288.195)*
SG: NUS-LW: *12 (JX916 1983 v.12)
US: CU(Kroch XJ916 1929a)
NIU(Main Stacks-FML XJ916 1973 v.12)
Ref.: OCLC 1071661

SG: NUS-LW: *12 (JX916 1983 v.12)

Collection of treaties: Index
An index to Aitchison’s Collection of treaties, engagements, and
and sundrels, relating to India and neighbouring countries / comp.
and arranged by M. Belletty. – Calcutta: Military Or-
phan Pr., 1866. – CCLII, CX p.
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/271/14)
GB: SOAS(A 345.91084/93.190)*
US: HU(Law School: Mic JX64.I57x 1984a 2929 [ILM
Mid-1984a])

Collection of Upade
Ratanã pum khet’ upade myã’” =
Collection of Upade : laws and regulations of Myanmar last
two kings, A.D. 1853-1885 / collected & ed. by Htun Yee. –
Collection of Upade : laws and regulations of Myan-
mar last
Ratanã pum khet’ upade myã’” =

Collier, Basil
A short history of the Second World War / Basil Collier.
p. 589-596.
D: BL(X 709/4981)*
US: LC(D743.C533) UCB(Main D743.C69s)
UCD(SSDH D743.C53 1967)

The war in the Far East, 1941-1945 : a military history / by
Basil Collier. – London : Heinemann, 1969. XII, 530 p., 50
maps, 18 tables, 4 app., index, bibliogr. p. 495-497.
ISBN 0-434-14060-0
p. 398-435: Burma changes hands
D: B-SBB(212 446 Potsdamer Str.) HD-SAI(70 C 242)*
GB: BL(X 631/778)
US: CU(Kroch D767.C69) LC(D767.C57)
UCB(Main) & UCSB(MainLib) & UCSD(SSH D757.C58
UCALA(YRL D767 C685w)

Collier, Harold John
Frontiers of Asia and Southeast Asia
→ Prescott, John Robert Victor

Collignon, Stefan <b. 1951>
→ Burma: political economy under military rule

The Burmese economy and the withdrawal of European
trade preferences / Stefan Collignon. – Brussels: European
→ (EIAS briefing paper ; 97/02) – ISBN 90-74104-28-2
Subject(s): Burma : Tariff preferences ; Economic policy
1988-> : Foreign economic relations - European Union
countries
European Union countries : Foreign economic relations -
Burma
D: HD-SAI(325 wiw 99/5843 SD)*
NL: KITLV(M 1998 B 801)
US: CU(Kroch +) & WU(Memorial Lib. Oversize) : HC422
Prescott

Collett, Henry <1836-1901>
Collection of plants from Upper Burma and the Shan States /

pp. 150. 21 plates, fold. map. – Extracted from: The journal of
the Linnean Society : Botany 28, 1889
Subject(s): Burma : Botany - Catalogs and collections ;
Plants - Catalogs and collections
Ref.: OCLC 47087963

Collett, Harold John
Frontiers of Asia and Southeast Asia
→ Prescott, John Robert Victor

Collignon, Stefan <b. 1951>
→ Burma: political economy under military rule

The Burmese economy and the withdrawal of European
trade preferences / Stefan Collignon. – Brussels: European
→ (EIAS briefing paper ; 97/02) – ISBN 90-74104-28-2
Subject(s): Burma : Tariff preferences ; Economic policy
1988-> : Foreign economic relations - European Union
countries
European Union countries : Foreign economic relations -
Burma
D: HD-SAI(325 wiw 99/5843 SD)*
NL: KITLV(M 1998 B 801)
US: CU(Kroch +) & WU(Memorial Lib. Oversize) : HC422
Prescott

Collett, Henry <1836-1901>
Collection of plants from Upper Burma and the Shan States /

pp. 150. 21 plates, fold. map. – Extracted from: The journal of
the Linnean Society : Botany 28, 1889
Subject(s): Burma : Botany - Catalogs and collections ;
Plants - Catalogs and collections
Ref.: OCLC 47087963

Collett, Harold John
Frontiers of Asia and Southeast Asia
→ Prescott, John Robert Victor

Collignon, Stefan <b. 1951>
→ Burma: political economy under military rule

The Burmese economy and the withdrawal of European
trade preferences / Stefan Collignon. – Brussels: European
→ (EIAS briefing paper ; 97/02) – ISBN 90-74104-28-2
Subject(s): Burma : Tariff preferences ; Economic policy
1988-> : Foreign economic relations - European Union
countries
European Union countries : Foreign economic relations -
Burma
D: HD-SAI(325 wiw 99/5843 SD)*
NL: KITLV(M 1998 B 801)
US: CU(Kroch +) & WU(Memorial Lib. Oversize) : HC422
Prescott

Collett, Henry <1836-1901>
Collection of plants from Upper Burma and the Shan States /
Burma Bibliographical Project


Ref.: OCLC36863337

Collings, F. W.
Scheme for the tending of teak plantations (established during the period 1899-1911) in the North Pegu forest division / F. W. Collings. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. F., Sittaging C.), 1921. 16 p., tables, map.

GB: BL (I.S. BU.21/43)*

Working plan for Shwegyin Forest Division for the period 1922-23 to 1931-33

→ Working plan < Shwegyin >

Collingwood, Cuthbert
On a remarkable phenomenon observed at Rangoon. – [1868] 2 p. – From the Philosophical magazine

GB: BL (1820 h 8(10))

Collins, Carlton

US: WU (Steenbock Documents FAO fiche 337479)

Collins, D. J. E.


GB: BL (I.S. 446/2(7)) OUL (IND 28 D 50 (15)) SOAS (E Coll 3 A 10)

US: CU (Annex D779,171) LC (D779,I4 C6) MiU (Buhr D779,I4 C72) OU (OSU Book Depos DS732, H7 v.1) UCM (SRLF) UCB (Main Lib C761 1964)

YU (LSF D767,6 =33 16)

Ref.: OCLC 04079794

Collins, Freda

GB: BL (11783 aaa 87)

IRL: TCD (PAM PLAYS 130.14)

Ref.: OCLC 36545337

Collins, N. Mark
→ The conservation atlas of tropical forests

Collins, Robert John <b. 1880>

Subject(s): Wavell, Archibald Percival Wavell < Earl, 1883-1950 > Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; Military operations, British Great Britain : History, Military ; Army – History - Biography GB: SOAS (E Coll 3 L 3) US: CU (DA69.3,W35 C71) HU (Widener Br 2273,45.3) MiU (Buhr DA69.3,W37 C72) OCI (B W3662C) UCLA (SRLF) YU (SML By94 265L)

Ref.: OCLC 24100914

The Collins field guide to the birds of South-East Asia

→ King, Ben F.

Collins illustrated guide to Burma

→ Courtauld, Caroline

Collinson, Helen

Subject(s): Harry S. Truman Center for the Advancement of Peace Burma : Human rights

GB: BL-DSS (m00/12133 ; m03/25053) LSE (BLPES, Pamphlets ; COLL. P 12017, Special) OUL (BOD M04.C05724)


Collins, Louise
Diaries, 1949-1969

→ Collins, Maurice

Collins, Maurice Stewart <1889-1973>

D: WÜUB (57.1689) HBSUB (af 568) BSÖB
ditto. – Luzern: Schweizer-Volks-Buchgemeinde, 1953. 410 S. – (Eigenwerk / Schweizer-Volks-Buchgemeinde ; 147)

D: SB-UB (54-859)
ditto. – München: Rex, 1956. 410 S.

D: HBSUB (he 1655)
ditto. – ibd., 1957. 410 S.

D: WUB (IJSC1225(11))

The Burmese scene : political, historical, pictorial [; including the amazing adventures of Wingate’s circus] / by Mau-
Bibliographical description

rice Collis. – London : Crowther, 1943. 60 p., 8 p. of plates, illus. – A John Crowther publication.


Subject(s): History ; Social conditions ; Politics and government

AU:ANU(Menzies DS485.B86.C6 + pamphlet)

SG: ISEAS(DS508.C69)

NL: KITLV(M sd 27 N)

MY: RUL

OUL(IND Burma 5 d 41)   SOAS(GB 398/53.667)*

GB: BL(NN 38582 Potsdamer Str.)

D: B-SBB(385 582 Potsdamer Str.)

AU:ANU(Menzies DS485.B86.C6 + pamphlet)

SG: ISEAS(DS508.C69)

US: CU(Kroch DS485.B86.C64)

Subject(s): History ; Social conditions ; Politics and government

AU:ANU(Menzies DS485.B86.C64 $B 294 633)

SG: ISEAS(DS508.C69)

OAU(Alden SE Asia DS485 .B86 C646)

US: CU(Kroch Rare & Mss DS506 .C71)

Subject(s): Social life and customs ; Biography, British

AU:ANU(Menzies DS527.9.C65)

NL: KITLV(Msd 27 N)

MY: RUL

OUL(IND Burma 5 d 41)   SOAS(GB 398/53.667)*

GB: BL(10864 aa 2)   COL(DS 485.B84)

D: B-SBB(9 V 18 U.d.L. ; 25913 Potsdamer Str. NfLS )

AU:NLA(BRA 1493 915 COL)

SG: ISEAS(SCR DS508 C71)

US: CU(Kroch Rare & Mss DS506 .C71)

LC(DS506.C6 1949)   YU(LSF-Request Iq C697 953J)

ditto. – ibd., 1951. 313 p.

US: FtaSU MB TXU


US: LNHT

Into hidden Burma : an autobiography / by Maurice Collis. 1st publ. – London : Faber and Faber, 1953. 268 p., illus., map, index, app. – Herbert 308

Subject(s): Collis, Maurice <1889-1973> : Biography

Burma : Social life and customs ; Biography, British

AU:ANU(Menzies DS527.9.C65)

NL: KITLV(Msd 27 N)

MY: RUL

OUL(IND Burma 5 d 41)   SOAS(GB 398/53.667)*

GB: BL(10864 aa 2)   COL(DS 485.B84)

D: B-SBB(9 V 18 U.d.L. ; 25913 Potsdamer Str. NfLS )

AU:NLA(BRA 1493 915 COL)

SG: ISEAS(SCR DS508 C71)

US: CU(Kroch Rare & Mss DS506 .C71)

LC(DS506.C6 1949)   YU(LSF-Request Iq C697 953J)

ditto. – ibd., 1954. 268 p., illus.

D: B-SBB(9 V 18 U.d.L. ; 25913 Potsdamer Str. NfLS )

US: UC(RS485.B84.C64)

Ref.: OCLC 12568544

ditto. – ibd., [1963]. 268 p., illus.

US: NYPL(Research BGD)


D: B-SBB(385 582 Potsdamer Str.)

GB: BL(X 981/20207)*

US: CU(Kroch Pr6005 .O49 Z52)

The grand peregrination : being the life and adventures of Fernão Mendes Pinto / by Maurice Collis. – London : Faber and Faber, 1949. 313 p., bibliogr. p. 303-308. – Herbert 37

Subject(s): Pinto, Fernão Mendes <ed. 1583> : Journeys

Burma : Description and travel

AU:ANU(Menzies BL2030.B84C71)

SG: ISEAS(DS508.C69)

US: CU(Kroch Rare & Mss DS506 .C71)

ditto. – ibd., 1951. 313 p.

US: FtaSU MB TXU


US: LNHT

into hidden Burma : an autobiography / by Maurice Collis. 1st publ. – London : Faber and Faber, 1953. 268 p., illus., map, index, app. – Herbert 308

Subject(s): Collis, Maurice <1889-1973> : Biography

Burma : Social life and customs ; Biography, British

AU:ANU(Menzies DS527.9.C65)

NL: KITLV(Msd 27 N)

MY: RUL

OUL(IND Burma 5 d 41)   SOAS(GB 398/53.667)*

GB: BL(10864 aa 2)   COL(DS 485.B84)

D: B-SBB(9 V 18 U.d.L. ; 25913 Potsdamer Str. NfLS )

AU:NLA(BRA 1493 915 COL)

SG: ISEAS(SCR DS508 C71)

US: CU(Kroch Rare & Mss DS506 .C71)

LC(DS506.C6 1949)   YU(LSF-Request Iq C697 953J)

ditto. – ibd., 1954. 268 p., illus.

D: B-SBB(9 V 18 U.d.L. ; 25913 Potsdamer Str. NfLS )

US: UC(RS485.B84.C64)

Ref.: OCLC 12568544

ditto. – ibd., [1963]. 268 p., illus.

US: NYPL(Research BGD)


D: B-SBB(385 582 Potsdamer Str.)

GB: BL(X 981/20207)*

US: CU(Kroch Pr6005 .O49 Z52)

The grand peregrination : being the life and adventures of Fernão Mendes Pinto / by Maurice Collis. – London : Faber and Faber, 1949. 313 p., bibliogr. p. 303-308. – Herbert 37

Subject(s): Pinto, Fernão Mendes <ed. 1583> : Journeys

Burma : Description and travel

AU:ANU(Menzies BL2030.B84C71)

SG: ISEAS(DS508.C69)

US: CU(Kroch Rare & Mss DS506 .C71)

ditto. – ibd., 1951. 313 p.

US: FtaSU MB TXU


US: LNHT

Into hidden Burma : an autobiography / by Maurice Collis. 1st publ. – London : Faber and Faber, 1953. 268 p., illus., map, index, app. – Herbert 308

Subject(s): Collis, Maurice <1889-1973> : Biography

Burma : Social life and customs ; Biography, British

AU:ANU(Menzies DS527.9.C65)

NL: KITLV(Msd 27 N)

MY: RUL

OUL(IND Burma 5 d 41)   SOAS(GB 398/53.667)*

GB: BL(10864 aa 2)   COL(DS 485.B84)

D: B-SBB(9 V 18 U.d.L. ; 25913 Potsdamer Str. NfLS )

AU:NLA(BRA 1493 915 COL)

SG: ISEAS(SCR DS508 C71)

US: CU(Kroch Rare & Mss DS506 .C71)

LC(DS506.C6 1949)   YU(LSF-Request Iq C697 953J)
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The journey outward : an autobiography / by Maurice Collis. – London : Faber and Faber, 1952. 299 p., frontispiece, map, index. – Herbert 308

Note: Covers authors life to 1917-18.

Subject(s): Burma : Collis, Maurice

Burma : World War, 1914-1918 - Military operations, British - Personal narratives, British ; Biography, British

D: HD-SAI(322 biog 99/811)*

GB: BL(09555 ee 21)* CUL(718.d.95.3)

D: HD-SAI(323 biog 99/811)*

US: C(Circulation Room 915.92 C713)

Note: Covers authors life to 1917-18.

Subject(s):

Burma

Church

Arakan

History - 17th century

Arakan - History - 17th century

Burma : Missions ; Description and travel ; Missions - Catholic Church

Personal narratives, British - Biography, British - World War, 1914-1918 - Military operations, British - Missions ; Description and travel ; Missions - Catholic

Maurice Collis

Siegfried M. Schwertner

ditto. 3rd impr. – London : Faber and Faber, 1954.

US: C NcD NIU(SEA DS485.B81 C581943)

UC(SRLF) UCB UCD UCSC

ditto. Repr. – London : Readers Union ; Faber and Faber, 1946. 259 p., illus., map, index.

D: HD-SAI(323 rei 67/758a)*

GB: BL-DSS(W599855)

SG: NUS(DS530.61 Col)

US: FMU IU LC(DS485.B81CS8 1946) NBuU

NIU(SEA) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : DS485.B81 C58

1946 OCJIC UCSC(Main Lib DS485.B81 C6 1946) YU(Divinity, Stacks MU14 M317 Xc69)

ditto. – New York : New Directions, 1958. 317 p., maps, plans. – (New Directions paperbook ; 76)

US: HU(Widener Ind 8035.10.2) MiU(Flint DS485.B81 C58) NRU UCSC(McHenry) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : DS485.B81 C58 1958

Note: Added title and text in Burmese

GB: BL-APAC(MYAN.A.716)

ditto. – New York : New Directions, 1959. 317 p. – (A New Directions paperbook ; 76)

SG: ISEAS(DS530.61 C691)

US: LC(DS485.B81C58 1959)

NIU(SEA) & UCB(Anthropol) & UCSC(McHenry) : DS485.B81 C58 1959 NNC(Butler 959.1 C691)

UC(SRLF AA000612031) YU(Beinecke New Directions 169)


GB: BL-APAC(MYAN.A.716)


US: HU(Rubel (Fine Arts) : A7082 C713)

Note: Last and first in Burma, 1941-1948 / by Maurice Collis. 1st publ. – London : Faber and Faber, 1956. 303 p., illus., fold. map, index. – Herbert 262

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> ; Politics and government ; Nationalism ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, British - Personal narratives, British ; World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns ; History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945>


D: B-SBB(8 V 47 U.d.L.) GÖ-SUB(A 2000 A 35545)

GB: BL(09555 ee 21)* CUL(718.d.95.3)

D: BL-APAC(T 15343) SOAS(GB909/476.895)

SG: ISEAS(DS530.61 C69) NUS(DS530.61 Col)

US: MiU(Flint DS485.B81 C58) UCB

UC(NRLF DS485.B81 C58 B 4 304 925)

UC(Langson DS495.B81 C58 1953)

US: FMU IU LC(DS485.B81 C58) NBuU

NIU(SEA) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : DS485.B81 C58

1946 OCJIC UCSC(Main Lib DS485.B81 C6 1946) YU(Divinity, Stacks MU14 M317 Xc69)

Note: Covers authors life to 1917-18.

Subject(s): Burma

Church

Arakan

History - 17th century

Arakan - History - 17th century

Burma : Missions ; Description and travel ; Missions - Catholic Church

Personal narratives, British - Biography, British - World War, 1914-1918 - Military operations, British - Missions ; Description and travel ; Missions - Catholic

Maurice Collis

Siegfried M. Schwertner
Bibliographical description

for the stage by Feliks Topolski.

Lord of the three worlds / by Maurice Collis ; with designs plates, fold. map.
ditto.


AU:NLALYY 959.104 C712

Lord of the sunset : a tour in the Shan States / Maurice Collis.

ditto. – ibd., 1959. X, 190 p., index. – (Faber paper covered editions)

D: A-UB(01/01/01 0900 C713)


US: HU(Widener Ind 8050.45) LC&NNC(Barnard) & A-UB(01/PH 879 C699)

The mystery of dead lovers / by Maurice Collis ; with drawings by Cawthra Mulock. – London : Faber and Faber, 1951. 160 p. – Herbert 677

GB: BL(11783 d 1)* BL-APAC(V 1765)


US: LC(DS530.32.C64 A3415 1938 Third Reich Coll)


US: LC(DS530.32.C64 A3415 1938 Third Reich Coll)

Sanda Mala / by Maurice Collis.

US: LC(DS530.32.C64 A3415 1938 Third Reich Coll)

Note: Founded upon certain episodes related in a Burmese history called the Hmannan yazawin or Glass palace chronicle ... The fifth volume contains an account of the fall of the Pagan dynasty ... in and about the year 1287 ... Working on the translation ... made in 1923 by Professors Pe Maung Tin and G. H. Luce ... I have attempted to recreate a drama which has been considered the strangest and most memorable in Burmese history, – Pref.

Note: Founded upon certain episodes related in a Burmese history called the Hmannan yazawin or Glass palace chronicle ... The fifth volume contains an account of the fall of the Pagan dynasty ... in and about the year 1287 ... Working on the translation ... made in 1923 by Professors Pe Maung Tin and G. H. Luce ... I have attempted to recreate a drama which has been considered the strangest and most memorable in Burmese history, – Pref.
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Subject(s): Saw <Queen, fl. 1287> - Fiction
Burma : History <to 1824> - Fiction ; Fiction, Biographical

GB: BL(010822 ee 16) BL-APAC(T 303)
MY: RH
F: BIULO(GEN.III.2847)
GB: BL(20029 bb 36) BL-DSS(W7/8782)

SOAS(GB 920/33.110)*
IRL:TCD(93.p.62)
NL: KITLV(M ss 25 N)
SG: NUS(DS530.61 Col)
US: HU(Widener Ind 8035.5)

LC & NIU(SEA) : DS485.B87 C6
1937
NYPL(Research BGD)   UCSD(SSH PR6005.O366 S5 XX)   YU(LSF-Request Iq C697 937S)
Ref.: OCLC 4740906*

ditto. – Leipzig: Albatross, c1938. 214 p. – (The Albatross modern continental library ; 352)
Ref.: OCLC 24944226
US: California State Univ, Long Beach

AU:NLA(RB OVE 443)
GB: BL(12208 a 1/443)*

GB: SOAS(GB 920/476.894)*

AU: NALA(RB OVE 443)
GB: BL(12208 a 1/443)*

ditto. New ed. – ibd., 1952. 248 p., illus., map.
D: B-SBB(Potsdamer Str.)  HD-SAI(321 biog 64/1932)*
GB: BL(012643 p 87)  CUL(718.d.95.2)
FOL(LD 930/34.120)  OUL(IND Burma 8 d 8 ; BOD Nuneham 2542 e.2617 )

NL: KITLV(M ss 25 N)
SG: SASEAS(PR6005.C71)
US: IEN  LC(DS577.C6  1936)

Ref.: OCLC 9272483

US: VIU   GU   UCLA(YRL DS577.C69s)

ditto. – ibd.: Albatross, 1947. 240 p. – (The Albatros continental library ; 573)
US: UCLA(YRL Ds 577C69s  1947)

GB: BL(10862 h 5)*
US: CSSt  IaU   UCB(Main DS577.C6 1951)

ditto. – ibd., 1965. 312 p., maps, app., index.
D: HD-SAI(321 biog 83/598)*
GB: BL(X 808/2285)
DS577 C71)
US: CU   NJP  NJR  UC(SRLF AA1505262)
NIU(ISU Floor 3 Shelves DS577.C61965A)

D: PA-UB(RR 52977 C712)
NL: KITLV(M tt 1117 N)
### Bibliographical Description

| Ditto. | New ed. – London : Faber and Faber, 1953. 239 p. AU:ANU(Menzies DS485.B89 C65 1953) F: BIULO(GEN.III.46060) GB: FOL(LD 320/34.119) BL-APAC(T 15484) SOAS(GB920/299795 ; 299800*) IRL: TCD(ZNP 32.15) NL: KITLV(M r 1389) SG: NUS(DS530.63 Col) US: HU(Widener Ind 8043.20) LC(DS530.32.C64 A34 1945b) UC(SRLF A000843533) WU(Memorial Lib. DS485 B89 C65) Ref.: OCLC 11616154 |
| Ditto. | New ed. – London : Faber and Faber, 1953. 239 p. AU:ANU(Menzies DS485.B89 C65 1953) F: BIULO(GEN.III.46060) GB: FOL(LD 320/34.119) BL-APAC(T 15484) SOAS(GB920/299795 ; 299800*) IRL: TCD(ZNP 32.15) NL: KITLV(M r 1389) SG: NUS(DS530.63 Col) US: HU(Widener Ind 8043.20) LC(DS530.32.C64 A34 1945b) UC(SRLF A000843533) WU(Memorial Lib. DS485 B89 C65) Ref.: OCLC 11616154 |
| Ditto. | 2nd ed. – ibd., 1939. 217 p. – Added title and text in Burmese GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 690) |

### Subject(s):

Ref.: OCLC 21017621

- Trials in Burma / by Maurice Collis. 1st publ. – London : Faber and Faber, 1938. 294 p. – Herbert 309 Subject(s): Collis, Maurice Stewart <1889-1973> Burma : Description and travel ; Missions GB:Manchester(Main library 275.91)

- Serbia and text in Burmese

Ref.: OCLC 10063638

- Sie war eine Königin : Erzählung / Übers.: Fritz Fiedler. – Zürich: Scientia-Verlag ; Wien: Gallus-Verlag, [1949], VIII, 267 S. – Übers: von: She was a queen Ref.: DB

Trials in Burma (Myanmar) / Maurice Collis ; Lu thu Doˈ A ma Mranˈ ma pranˈ sañiˌ. 2 a krimˌ. – Ranˈ kunˈ: Kha Ramˈ Ronˈ Ca Cañˈ. 1999. 2 v. in 1. - Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government <1824-1948>
Ref.: OCLC 46890990

White of Mergen / Maurice Collis. – London : Faber and Faber, 1945. 99 p., port. – Dramatization of Siamese White
Herbert 308
AU:BL(Luce 756 822.91 COL)
GB:BL(11783 cc 10)*
SG:ISEAS(SCR D530.63 C71)
US: IEN LC(PR6005.O36W5)
OU YU

Collins, Maurice Stewart
→Collis, Maurice

Collison, Wilson
→Moon over Burma

Collister, Peter
Subject(s): Collister, Peter
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Opertaions, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British
Great Britain : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations – Burma - Biography
GB:SOAS(E Coll 3 M /18)
US: CU(Kroch D767.6.C71)
LC(D760.G5)
Ref.: OCLC 17917137.

Colloque les refugies d’Asie du Sud-Est et leur insertion en France <1989, Paris >
US: CU(Kroch HV640.5.1SC65x 1991)

Subject(s): Colman, James <b. 1794>
Wheelock, Edward Willard <b. 1796>
Burma : Missionaries ; Missions
Ref.: OCLC 23106623

Colman, James <b. 1794>
→Colman and Wheelock, or, The early called of the Burman mission

Colombo Plan
The Colombo Plan for Co-operative Economic Development in South and South-East Asia : commemorative volume. – Colombo: [Colombo Plan Bureau, 1967?]. 63 p., illus. (part col.). – This booklet is issued to mark the eighteenth meeting of the Colombo Plan Consultative Committee in Rangoon, Burma, November 21-8 December 1967.
Subject(s): Colombo Plan Consultative Committee, Colombo, Burma
Ref.: BL(Colombo Plan Bureau, 1967?)[1967?]
US: CU(Kroch Pamphlet HC 164) IU(C7172C)
WU(Memorial Lib. HC412 C589 1967)
Ref.: OCLC05338121

The Colombo Plan in action
→Progress in Asia

Colombo Plan / Consultative Committee
Contents: Report on economic conditions, economic and technical assistance (including United States assistance) to Burma, Cambodia, Ceylon, India, Indonesia, Laos, Malaya, Nepal, North Borneo, Pakistan, Philippines, Sarawak, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam.
Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions ; Economic development
Ref.: OCLC 4961991

Subject(s): Burma : Economic assistance ; Produce trade
US: YU(SSL EGCC 9 HD1411 C6)

Colombo Plan / Consultative Committee Meeting
<34. 1992, Yangon >
→Population growth and population movement in developing member countries

ISBN 997188223X
Subject(s): Andaman Sea : Fishes
US: CU(Kroch QL623.56 .C64x 1989+)
NIU(SEA 4th FL FML QL623.56 .C641989)

Coloured illustrations of the war in Rangoon in 1824. – 1826. 24 plates
Ref: BL(Subiect index)

Colquhoun, Archibald Ross <1848-1914>
Across Chrysê : being the narrative of a journey of exploration through the South China border lands from Canton to Mandalay / by Archibald R. Colquhoun. With 3 specially prep. maps, 30 facsimiles of native drawings, and 300 illus. In 2 vols. – London : Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington, 1883. – Herbert 416
1. – XXX, 420 p.
2. – XVI, 408 p., app. index.
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel
AU:NLA(Luce 603 ; McN 1057/101)
AU:ANU(Menzies DS560.C72 1970)
D: PA-UB(55/RR 51959 C722.970)
HD-SAI(328 7th 20156)*
SG: ISEAS(DS530.8 S5C72)
US: CU(Wason DS560 C72 1970) DC(DS560.C72)
NII(SEA DS560.C721970)
ditto. 1985 ed. by Manas Publ., Delhi, with title: Ethnic history of the Shans

Autour du Tonkin : voyage d'Archibald Colquhoun dans la
Yunnan / traduit de l'anglais avec l'autorisation de l'auteur.
– Paris, H. Lecène et H. Oudin 1884. 296 p. illus. – (Chine
méridionale ; 2) – Half title: Les frontières du Tonkín.–
Transl. of v. 2 of Across Chryse?.
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel
Ref.: OCLC 28537826

Autour du Tonkin : la Chine méridionale de Canton à
 Mandalay / traduit de l'anglais avec l'autorisation de l'auteur par
Charles Simond. – Paris: Oudin, 1884. 2 toms. – Transl. of:
Across Chryse?
1. Le Kwang-tung et le Kwang-si
2. Le Yunnan

Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel
F: BNF(O2 1.186)
GB: BL: 1 (10024 c 3)*
US: HU NYPL  BU(Memorial Lib. DS709 C72 1884
Ref.: OCLC 08967351

Burma and the Burmans : or "The best unopened market in the world" / by Archibald Ross Colquhoun. With map of the
country. – London : Field and Tuer [etc.], 1885. XII, 58 p.,
[1] l. of plates, map. – Herbert 416

Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel.
D: B-SBB(Up 4915/38 Potsdamer Str.)
HD-SAI(M 924, Pos.18)
F: BIULO(LA IX 16)
GB: BL(10057 aa 5) OUL(BOD L Floor 20652 f.1)
SOAS(GB 031/18.335)*
J: TYB(P-XII-a-242) TNR
MY: NL
US: CU(Wason LCk. PR DS485.B81 C6 $B 264 827 ; Micro-
film.66028 JR 67 917)
Ref.: OCLC 30045122

Dan to Beersheba : work and travel in four continents / by
Archibald R. Colquhoun. With frontispiece from a painting by
Herman G. Herkomer and a facsimile letter of Cecilia Rhode
p. 99-115: In Lower Burma
p. 218-247: In Upper Burma
F: BNF(8° Xs.3305)
GB: BL(100026 h 25)*
US: LC(G463.C71)

Ethnic history of the Shans / by Archibald R. Colquhoun.
ilus. – 1st publ. 1885 with title: Amongst the Shans

Subject(s): Shan
Burma : Ethnology ; Description and travel
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Burma : Students
GB: BL-APAC(Pam 928 ; * ORW. 1986.a.126)

Subject(s): Burma : Leather industry and trade
GB: BL(LS.Bu.120/8)*
BL-APAC(V 2512 ; IOR/V/27/627/4)
OUL(BOD G Floor 17891 d.109)
IRL: TCD(66.e.42)
US: NNC(Offsite TS959.B93 C64 1903g)
YU(LSF-Request Usj36 I36 903c)
US: NIU(SEA TS959.B8 C65 1904)
UC(NRLF TS959.B93 C64 1904 B 3 909 651)
UBC(Documents TS959.B93 C64 1904)

Coltrane, William Lee
Subject(s): Wingate, Orde Charles <1903-1944>
Great Britain : Army - Indian Infantry Brigade, 77th
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Guerrilla warfare
US: TxLT(AC805 .T3 1987 No.69)

Columbia University < New York >
Columbia University seminar on Southeast Asia in world affairs, March 13, 1997
→ Aung-Thwin, Maureen

Columbia University < New York > / East Asiatic Library
→ Masters’ essays and doctoral dissertations on Asia, 1875-1956

Columbia University < New York > / International Legal Research
→ Report on the preliminary investigation into the joint business ventures and other forms of business associations with foreign interests in Burma

Columbia University < New York > / Joint International Business Ventures
Subject(s): Burma Oil Company (1954) ltd.
Burma : International business enterprises
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 G 38) * Kl-ZBW(Fi 469)
US: HU(Law School: 137 724.7.7.3.1)
LC(HD69.l7C6) MiU NNC(Lehman HD69.l7 C6 ; Offsite HG4538.C72)

Columbia University < New York > / School of Law
→ Country studies

Colvin, John <b. 1922>

Colston, E.
GB: SOAS(GB293/64.648)*

Colston, Edward John
Subject(s): Burmese students : Great Britain
Great Britain : Burmese students

The Colquhoun expedition through Southern China into Burma : opinions of the press on the value of the expedition [r collected by Edward Wahab]. – London : Greenaway. 1882. 50 p., map. – Inner title: Extracts from the press about the Colquhoun expedition from Canton through the Shan States into Burma
GB: BL-APAC(Tr 606 ; Tr 716)*

Coltrane, John <b. 1922>
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Comite Birma-Siam Spoorweg
→ Foto-verlag van de dodenherdenkingen

Commentaries on the bankruptcy & insolvency laws: containing the Provincial insolvency act, III of 1907; the commentary provincial rules; the Presidency insolvency act, III of 1909 and rules; the English bankruptcy acts, 1883-1890 and the repealed acts, viz., act of 1848, the Civil procedure code 1882, the Punjab laws acts 1872, and the Lower Burma courts act, 1900, with index. – Lahore: R. S. M. Gulab Singh, 1915. 7 pts., var. pags. – Chand, Diwan; Sethi, Jai Gopal

Subject(s): Burma: Bankruptcy; Insolvency

GB: BL(5310 dd 4) BL-APAC(V 9365)

US: HU(Law School: Harv.Depos. IN 342.1C F15)


Subject(s): Burma: Contracts

US: CRL LC(Microfiche (o) 95/63423 (K))


Subject(s): Burma: Karen; Periodicals; Human rights - Periodicals; Politics and government

Ref.: OCLC 35282864

Commentary on law of evidence in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Burma, Ceylon, Malaysia, and Singapore
→ Field, Charles Dickenson

Commentary on the epistle to ...
→ Bible, N.T.

Commentary on the gospel of ...
→ Bible, N.T.

The commentator. – Rangoon: U Ba Gale.

Subject(s): Burma: Newspapers – Rangoon

Rangoon: Newspapers


US: UCB(NewsMicro Newsfilm-1)

UC(SRLF Archiv Neg 98-153)

Ref.: OCLC 40847477


US: LC(Newspaper 458)

Commerce
→ doing business with Burma / Am.-Embassy, Rangoon. – Rangoon, 1972. 7 p. – (Airgram / Dept. of State)

D: HD-SA(reg 60 G 233 SD)


Subject(s): Burma: Commerce

US: LC(Microfiche 98/63407 (H))

WU(CTR FICHE 98/63407 (H))

Ref.: OCLC 40632604

Commerce with the Shan States and West of China, by railway direct from Rangoon to Kiang-Hung on the Upper Kamboja River on the South-West frontier of China: memorial 50 theron / from the Huddersfield Chamber of Commerce to the Lords of Her Majesty’s Treasury, Apris, 1869. – Huddersfield: Chamber of Commerce, 1869. 32 p.

Subject(s): Burma: Railroads; Commerce - China

Great Britain: Commerce - China:

Colonies - Burma

GB: BL(8245 dd 13)

OU(L Worcester C. WOR Store XVB.5.3(1))

MY: NL

Ref.: OCLC 51359878


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.108/9)*

BL-APAC(SB/IV/274 ; IOR/V/27/271/62)*

US: HU(Law School 51.84.2)

LC(JX920.5.B8A32 no.1)

The commercial annual; or, tabular comparative statements of the internal and external commerce of British Burmah for the years 1862 and 1863, and official years 1861-2, 1862-3 and 1863-4 / by Culloden and Abraham. Publ. by permission of the Collector of Customs. – Rangoon: American Mission Pr., 1864.

D: KI-ZBW(Y 4510)

GB:BL(PP 1423 y)*


Subject(s): Burma: Commercial law; Corporation law

US: CU: 1963- (Kroch HF1370 B9A3+) FU

GB: BL(8245 dd 13)


< Commercial laws of Burma

Subject(s): Burma: Commercial law

US: CLL

ditto. Rev. – ibd., 1989-… 1 v. (loose-leaf)

US: CU(Law (Myron Taylor Hall) K1004.15.C73 Bk.4)

UCB WU(Law Library Ref. Coll., Grand RR Ref K1001.4 F67 B78)

Ref.: OCLC03177255

The commercial magazine. – Yankonmyo: Zwe Pr. – Addet title and text in Burmese

US: LC(HF41 .S64)
Commission of Inquiry to Examine the Question of Indian Immigration into Burma
Report
→ Baxter, James
Report on Indian migration

Commission on Christian Higher Education in India and Burma
Contains: Judson College, Rangoon
Subject(s): Burma : Education, Higher ; Educational surveys
US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 0843)

GB: BL-DSS(X21/2009)

Commission on Ecumenical Mission and Relations
→ United Presbyterian Church < U.S.A. > / Commission on Ecumenical Mission and Relations

Commission on Human Rights < United Nations >
Civil and political rights, including the questions of : torture and detention ; torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment
→ Boven, Theo van

→ Dossier noir Birmanie : autour d’une enquête d’Alan Clements


→ Memorandum concerning the situation of human rights in Myanmar

→ Memorandum of observations and comments concerning document E/CN.4/1996/65 of 5 February 1996 pertaining to the Union of Myanmar
Report on the situation of human rights in Myanmar
→ Yokota, Yozo

Situation of human rights in Burma: memorandum to the annual consultations of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Trade … 
→ Broadbent, Ed

Situation of human rights in Myanmar
→ Lallah, Rajsoomer

Study of situations which appear to reveal a consistent pattern of gross violations of human rights
→ Ogata, Sadako N.

Commission on Labour in India
→ Royal Commission on Labour in India

Commission on University Equivalences
→ Southeast Asia Treaty Organization
Committee

Coordinated Mekong Ministerial Initiative against Trafficking

Committee [heading]

Ad Hoc Oilfields Enquiry Committee
Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs
Age of Consent Committee
Agricultural Committee
Agricultural Finance Committee
Ajmere Irrigation Committee of 1879-80
Asia Watch Committee
Asian African Legal Consultative Committee
Basic Education Curriculum and Textbook Committee
Bhamo Municipal Committee
Bible Society Committee
Bribery and Corruption Enquiry Committee
Burma Administration Committee
Burma Allowance Committee
Burma Central Literacy Committee
Burma Committee

Unesco Regional Seminar on the Production of Reading Material for New Literatures
Burma Communist Party / Central Committee
Burma Economic Aid Committee
Burma Forest Committee
Burma Medical Research Institute

Regional Seminar on the Production of Reading Material for New Literatures
Burma Provincial Banking Enquiry Committee
Burma Public Health Department Reorganization Committee
Burma Public Works Department (Building and Roads Branch) Enquiry Committee
Burma Recruiting Committee
Burma Reformers Committee
Burma Retrenchment Committee
Burma Rubber Licensing Committee
Burma Socialist Programme Party / Central Organising Committee
Burma Sugar Industry Enquiry Committee
Burma Sugar Industry Protection Enquiry Committee
Burma Text-book Enquiry Committee
Burma University Committee
Burmese Language Study Committee
Capitation and Thathameda Taxes Enquiry Committee
Central Committee for Development of Border Areas and National Races
Central Committee for Drug Abuse Control
Central Committee for the Management of Culturable Land, Fallow Land, and Waste Land
Central Land Committee
Central Organising Committee

Burma Socialist Programme Party
Commercial Taxes Advisory Committee
Committee Appointed...
Committee for...
Committee of...
Committee on...

Committee to...
Continuation Committee
Joint Committee of the Church of India, Burma and Ceylon, the South India United Church and the South India Provincial Synod of the Methodist Church
Constitution Revision Committee
Government Advisory Committee on the Amendment of the Constitution
Customs Administration Enquiry Committee
District Administration (Reconstruction) Committee
Economic and Social Committee
European Communities
Education and Research Committee
Trade Union Congress
Education Enquiry Committee
Education Policy Enquiry Committee
Education Reconstruction Committee
Enquiry Committee on the Control over Public Expenditure
Finance Committee
Fiscal Committee
Floods Enquiry Committee
Forest Enquiry Committee
Frontier Areas Committee of Enquiry
General Committee for Union Welfare Conference
General Hospital
Departmental Enquiry Committee

Government Advisory Committee on the Amendment of the Constitution
Government Employees’ Co-operative (Education) Publication Committee
Indian Central Committee
Indian Cinematograph Committee
Indian Jails Committee
Indian Taxation Enquiry Committee
Industrial Development Committee
Insein Jail Shooting Incident Enquiry Committee
Interdepartmental Committee on Nutrition for National Defense
Interim University Committee
International Red Cross Committee
Interruption of Communications Enquiry Committee
Interuniversity Southeast Asia Committee
Joint Committee on Indian Constitutional Reform
Labour Legislative Committee
Land and Agriculture Committee
Land Legislation Committee
Language and Orientation Committee
Language Examination Committee
Burma Christian Council
Law Students’ International Relations Committee
Laws Translation and Laws Revision Committee
Library Committee
University
Literature Committee
Burma Council of Missions
Local Bodies Enquiry Committee
Mahasi Translation Committee
Mak-aw-Lam Enquiry Committee
Mandalay City Development Committee
Maymyo / Town Committee
Meiktila / Town Committee
Mingaladon Aerodrome Construction Committee
National Committee for Man and the Biosphere
United States
→ National Education in Buddhist Monasteries Enquiry Committee
→ National Health Committee
→ Nutrition Committee for South and East Asia
→ Oil-Fields Enquiry Committee
→ Oil-Fields Labour Enquiry Committee
→ Opium Investigation Committee
→ Pali University Enquiry Committee
→ People's Literature Committee and House
→ Permanent Committee on Geographical Names
→ Police Committee
→ Prison Administration Committee
→ Provincial Committee for the Organisation and Control of the Interim University
→ Provincial Enquiry Committee on Vernacular and Vocational Education
→ Provincial Malaria Committee
→ Provincial Resources Advisory Committee / Shipbuilding
→ Provisional Committee for the Organisation and Control of the Interim University
→ Public Works Department Reorganization Committee for India
→ Railway Enquiry Committee
→ Rangoon Development Committee
→ Rangoon Development Trust Enquiry Committee
→ Rangoon Foreshore Committee
→ Rangoon General Hospital Departmental Enquiry Committee
→ Rangoon Health Committee
→ Rangoon Playgrounds Committee
→ Rangoon Sewage Disposal Committee
→ Rangoon Traffic Enquiry Committee
→ Research Development and Coordination Committee
→ Rice Export-Trade Enquiry Committee
→ Riot Inquiry Committee
→ Road Transport Enquiry Committee
→ Secretariat Incident Enquiry Committee
→ Sedition Committee
→ Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Control
→ Standing Committee on the Imperial Idea
→ Standing Joint Committee on Indian Affairs
→ Stock Breeding Committee
→ Suburban Development Committee
→ Tantabin Incident Enquiry Committee
→ Technical, Agricultural and Vocational Education Committee
→ Technical Committee
→ Burma Medical Research Institute
→ Communications Enquiry Committee
→ Tenancy Act Enquiry Committee, 1940
→ Text-Book Committee
→ Text-Book Enquiry Committee
→ Town Committee
→ Maymyo Town Committee
→ Meiktila Town Committee
→ U.S. National Committee for Man and the Biosphere
→ Unesco Regional Seminar on the Production of Reading Material for New Literatures / Burma Committee
→ University of Rangoon / Library Committee
→ University Act Enquiry Committee
→ University Organization Committee
→ Vernacular and Vocational Education Reorganization Committee
→ Vernacular Education Committee
→ Village Administration Committee

→ Work Committee for Development of Border Areas and National Races

Committee Appointed by Government to Consider the Syllabus in Buddhist Religious Instruction for Vernacular and Anglo-vernacular Schools
Report of the Committee Appointed by Government to Consider the Syllabus in Buddhist Religious Instruction for Vernacular and Anglo-Vernacular Schools, 1934 ...

Subject: Burma: Education; Buddhism and education

GB: BL(14300 ff 17(18))*
US: UC(NRLF)

→ ditta. – ibid., (for L. G. D.), 1934, 8 p. – Text also in Burmese

GB: BL-APAC(IOV/N/26/866/4)*
US: CU(Kroch LC951.B8 A53) - LC(LC951.B9A53)
Ref.: OCLC 21705053

Committee Appointed by the Philippine Commission to Investigate the Use of Opium and the Traffic therein
→ Philippine Commission <1900-1916> / Opium Investigation Committee

Committee Appointed by the Secretary of State for India to Advise on the Question of the Financial Relations between the Central and Provincial Governments in India

GB: BL(OPL:RR)

Committee Appointed by the Secretary of State for India to Make Recommendations on the Questions of Franchise and Electorates

→ Burma Reforms Committee

Committee Appointed to Advise on Measures which Should be Taken to Improve the Salween River South of Moulmein for Navigation Purposes
Report of the Committee Appointed to Advise on Measures which Should be Taken to Improve the Salween River South of Moulmein for Navigation Purposes dated the 10th December 1906. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for P. W. Secy.), 1907. 6 p., 2 plates.

GB: BL(1.S.Bu.53/17)*

Committee Appointed to Ascertain and Advise how the Imperial Idea May be Inculcated and Fostered in Schools and Colleges in Burma

Subject(s): Burma: Education

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 L 26 GF)
Committee Appointed to Consider and Report upon Buddhist Religious Instruction for Buddhist Pupils in Vernacular Lay Schools under Buddhist Management <1928/29>

Subject(s): Burma : Education : Buddha (The concept) - Education ; Buddha and Buddhism - Education ; Buddhist education of children

D: HD-SAIf (reg 50 L 27 Kp)

GB: BL-APAC(V 24410)


UC(NRLF)

Committee Appointed to Consider and Re-port upon the Extension of Scoutcraft and Physical Training as a Means toward the Prevention of Crime in Burma

GB: BL(I.S.BU.105/72)*

US: LC(HS3313.B9B92)

Committee Appointed to Consider the Treatment of Juvenile Delinquency in Burma

Subject(s): Burma : Juvenile delinquency ; Criminals, Juvenile

D: HD-SAIf (322 jur 88/1098)*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.115/6)*

BL-APAC(V 14009 ; IOR/V/26/172/1)


NYPL(Research E-22 3731) UCB

Committee Appointed to Enquire into the Allegations of Inconvenience and Hardship Suffered by Deck Passengers Travelling between Burma and India
Report of the Committee Appointed to Enquire into the Allegations of Inconvenience and Hardship Suffered by Deck Passengers Travelling between Burma and India / minute of dissent by J. W. A. Bell and P. J. Mehta. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), 1918. 71 p., plans. – Short title: Deck Passengers Committee

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.100/20)*

BL-APAC(V/26/750/12)

MY: DMRL

Committee Appointed to Enquire into the Effects of the Removal of Rent Control in Rangoon

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.169/3)*

US: LC(HD7361.R8A55)

Committee Appointed to Enquire into the Rice and Paddy Trade

Subject(s): Burma : Rice trade ; Rice

D: HD-SAIf (reg 60 G 19 Kp)*

GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/26/513/3)

US: YU(SML HD9066 B92 B87 1932 (LC))

Ref.: OCLC 54163907

Committee Appointed to Examine the Land Revenue System of Burma

Subject(s): Burma : Land value taxation ; Land -Taxation

D: HD-SAIf (reg 60 G 28,1-2)*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.129/16)*

LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(35))

BL-APAC(V 4977) OUL(IND IB. Burma K 4)

Committee Appointed to Examine the Question of Instituting a New System of Awarding Titles and Decorations

Subject(s): Burma : Titles of honor and nobility ; Decorations of honor – Burma

GB: BL-APAC(V 24311)

US: LC(UC465.B9A53)

Committee Appointed to Investigate the Alleged Hardships Caused by the Compulsory Vaccination, under the Provisions of Section 9 of the Burma Vaccination Law Amendment Act, 1909, of Labourers Arriving in Rangoon by Sea

Subject(s): Burma : Smallpox - Vaccination ; Alien labor - Medical care ; East Indians - Vaccination - Law and legislation

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.57/2)*

BL-APAC(IOR/V/26/857/2)*

MY: DMRL


Committee for the Comparative Study of New Nations
→University < Chicago >
Committee for Coordination of Investigations of the Lower Mekong Basin
→United Nations / Committee for Coordination of Investigations of the Lower Mekong Basin

Committee for Coordination of Services to Displaced Persons in Thailand (CCSDPT)
[CCSDPT Karen Displaced Persons Workshop <1984, Bangkok>]
Subject(s): Karen : Thailand - Congresses ; Burma

Committee for Man and the Biosphere
→National Committee for Man and the Biosphere
United States Committee for Propaganda and Agitation to Intensify Patriotism
→Cruel and vicious repression of Myanmar peoples by imperialists and fascists and the true story about the plunder of the royal jewels

The Minami organ
→Izumiya, Tatsurō

Myanmar peoples by imperialists and fascists and the true story about the plunder of the royal jewels
→Sakhong, Lian Hmung

Nga Ba
→Htin Fatt

Committee for Refugees
United States Committee for Refugees

Committee for the Restoration of Democracy in Burma (CRDB)

CRDB : the first 5 years / Committee for Restoration of Democracy in Burma. – [S.L.,] CRDB, [1992?]. 60 p., illus., ports. – Selections in Burmese
Subject(s): Burma : Democracy ; Politics and government <1988->
Ref.: OCLC 27421082

From dictatorship to democracy
→Sharp, Gene

Message to burma's expatriates
US: WU(Memorial Lib. In process)

Committee for Restoration of Democracy in Burma (CRDB)


Committee for the Application of the Recommendations of the Indo-Burma Financial Settlement Tribunal

First and second interim reports of the Committee for the Application of the Recommendations of the Indo-Burma Financial Settlement Tribunal. – [Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma] (for F. D.), 1938. 5 p. – Pr. communiqué

Committee for the Consideration of the Financial and other Needs of the Rangoon University
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 L 28 GF)*

Committee for the Re-organization of the Administration
Subject(s): Burma : Executive departments - Local government – Burma

Subject(s): Burma : Executive departments - Local government

From dictatorship to democracy
→Sharp, Gene

Message to burma's expatriates
US: WU(Memorial Lib. In process)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.85/2)*

US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC : [1990]

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.71)*

US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos.)   NYPL
Committee for the Restoration of Democracy in Burma
→ Committee for Restoration of Democracy in Burma

Committee for Union Welfare Conference
→ General Committee for Union Welfare Conference

Committee of Enquiry into the Indigenous System of Medicine
Subject(s): Burma : Folk medicine - History ; Traditional medicine - History ; Medicine, Ayurvedic ; Burmese medicine
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.141/8) BL-APAC(IOR/V/26/850/12)
Wellcome(HMC BW.229)
MY: DMRL
US: NIU(SEA GR880 .R47 1951 (LC))
RC: SOAS(Pam Indo-Chinese Lang C/90.106)

Committee of the Indian Literature Fund
→ Christian literature in India, Burma, and Ceylon : a revised program of advance

Committee of the Military Tournament for the Year B.E. 2465 < Thailand >
→ Explanatory notice on the display of ancient warfare

Committee of the Rangoon Trades Association

Committee on Appropriations
→ United States / Congress / Senate

Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs
→ United States / Congress / Senate

Committee on Co-operation in Burma < 1928-29, Burma >
Subject(s): Burma : Agricultural credit ; Agriculture, Cooperative ; Cooperation ; Banks and banking, Cooperative ; Cooperative societies
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.170/4)*
BL-APAC(W 14132 ; IOR/V/26/340/4)
US: CU(Annex HG2039.B9 A2 ; Film N5968)
LC-P4 UCLA WaU YU(Mudd Nd66 I36 929B

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.170/10)*
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/63550)
US: CU(Kroch Fiche 887 94 63550)
LC(Microfiche 94/63550 (H))
Ref.: OCLC 31011027

Committee on Cooperation of Men and Women in Home, Church and Society < East Asia Christian Conference >
→ Men and Women in Home, Church and Community in Asia

Committee on Church and Society
→ East Asia Christian Conference / Committee on Church and Society

Committee on Expenditure on the Public Services < Bu-ma >
2. – 1941. p. 117-299.
Subject(s): Burma : Finance, Public ; Civil service - Salaries, etc. : Officials and employees - Salaries, etc.
D: HD-SAI(322 adm 88/1075)*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.61109(1-2))
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.182/5 ; 206/2)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/26/210/31-32)
OUUL(INR Burma Nd 17)
SOAS(GB 336/378.937)*
US: CU(1-2: Kroch HJ64.8 .A52 ; 1: Wason Film 539)
LC(HJ66.B72A52)
NYPL(Research E12 4096)
NIU(SEA 4th FL FML JQ452.Z2 B8751940)
Ref.: 1: OCLC 40440529 ; 2 : OCLC 40440457

Committee on Foreign Affairs
→ United States / Congress / House

Committee on Inter-Church Aid
→ East Asia Christian Conference / Committee on Inter-Church Aid

Committee on International Relations
→ United States / Congress / House

Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
→ United States / Senate

Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce < US >
Report ... concerning narcotic enforcement efforts in Hong Kong, Thailand, Burma, India, Lebanon, Greece, Turkey, France, and the Netherlands
→ Frey, Lou

Committee on Missionary Education < United Church of Canada >
Tales from the Burma Road
→ McClure, Robert Baird
→ Tales from the inns of healing of Christian medical service in India, Burma and Ceylon

Siegfried M. Schwertner
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Committee on Municipal Taxation
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.41/3)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/26/321/10)

Committee on Policy and Program < American Baptist Foreign Mission Society / Burma Mission >
Subject(s): Burma : Indigenous church administration
US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1075)
Ref.: OCLC 54800389

Committee on Public Accounts <Burma Legislative Council>
Proceedings of the ... meeting / Committee on Public Accounts, Burma Legislative Council. – [Rangoon :] Govt. Print., Burma (for F. R. S.), 1st meeting held on the 26th March 1924, to consider the audit report on the accounts of the Province of Burma for the year 1922-23 (Part 1. Provincial subjects). – 1924. 13 p., app.
3rd meeting held on the 29th September 1925 to consider (1) the action taken on the recommendations on the audit report on the accounts of Burma for the year 1922-23, and (2) the appropriation report on the accounts of Burma for the year 1922-23. – 1925. 17 p., app.
GB: BL: 1, 3 (I.S.Bu.124/5)*
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 H 22 Kp)

Report on the accounts of Burma for ... (from 1926/27:) and the report of the Accounts-General thereon. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for F. D. ; F. R. Secy.)
GB: BL-APAC:1923/24-1927/28 (IOR/V/16/663)*
1928/29-1929/30 (IOR/V/16/664)
1930/31-1931/32 (IOR/V/16/665)
1932/33 (IOR/V/16/666)
1933/34 (IOR/V/16/667)
1934/35 (IOR/V/16/668)


Committee on State Agricultural Bank < 1948, Burma >
Subject(s): Burma : Banks and banking ; Agricultural credit
D: HD-SA(Reg 60 H 22 Kp)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.209)*
OU(LQEH Main Libr G21/BUR BU)
J: AJK
SG: ISEAS(SCR HG2051 B96)
US: CU(Krotch HG2051.B8 A5 1948)
DNAI DS
LC(HG2051.B95.A5 1949)
Ref.: OCLC 40146619 ; 329324

Committee on Survey, Efficiency and Co-operation
Christian Medical Association of India / Committee on Survey, Efficiency and Co-operation

Committee on Technical and Vocational Education < Burma >
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.116/18)*
US: LC(LC1047.B9A52)

Committee on Technical Departmental Instructions < Burma >
1. Pt. 1 and 2. – V, 144 p., index.
2. Pt. 3. – V, 118 p., index.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.116/5)*
ditto. : corr. up to 31st August 1928. – ibd.
1. – 1929. XI, 295, XVIII p., index.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.116/5)
US: CU LC(L578.B9A52)

Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women < United Nations >
→ Alternative perspectives, other voices : assessing gender equality in Burma

Committee on the Grant of Honours, Decorations, and Medals in Time of War < Great Britain >
→ Campaign stars and the defence medal

Committee on the Judiciary
United States / Congress / Senate

Committee on the Reorganisation of the Engineering School and Local Government’s Orders thereon < Burma >
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.116/16)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/26/700/3)

Committee on the Rights of the Child <United Nations>
→ Consideration of reports submitted by states parties under article 44 of the Convention
→ Myanmar’s 2nd [second ] periodic report to the Committee on the Rights of the Child

Committee on Town Planning < Burma >
[Report]
→ Suburban Development Committee

Committee Representing the People’s Parliament (CRPP)
→ Burma special report

Committee to Advise on Measures which Should be Taken to Improve the Salween River South of Moulmein for Navigation Purposes < Burma >
→ Committee Appointed to Advise on Measures ...

Committee to Advise on Murders and Dacoities < Burma >
Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Burma : Murder ; Dacoits
GB: SOAS(L.GB 351.75/542.363)*
MY: RH
US: CU(Annex HV7371.B8 A5+ 1926)
LC(HV7371.B8A5 1926)

Committee to Advise on the Question of the Financial Relations between the Central and Provincial Governments in India
→ Committee Appointed by the Secretary of State for India to Advise ...

Committee to Ascertain and Advise how the Imperial Idea May be Inculcated and Fostered in Schools and Colleges in Burma
→ Committee Appointed to Ascertain and Advise ...

Committee to Consider and Report upon Buddhist Religious Instruction for Buddhist Pupils in Vernacular Lay Schools under Buddhist Management
→ Committee Appointed to Consider and Report upon Buddhism ...

Committee to Consider and Report upon the Extension of Scoutcraft and Physical Training as a Means toward the Prevention of Crime in Burma
→ Committee Appointed to Consider and Report upon the Extension ...

Committee to Consider the Religious Instruction for Vernacular and Anglo-vernacular Schools
→ Committee Appointed by Government to Consider Syllabus ...

Committee to Consider the Treatment of Juvenile Delinquency in Burma
→ Committee Appointed to Consider the Treatment of Juvenile Delinquency ...

Committee to Enquire into the Allegations of Inconvenience and Hardship Suffered by Deck Passengers Traveling between Burma and India
→ Committee Appointed to Enquire into the Allegations ...

Committee to Enquire into the Causes of the Recent Epidemics and the General Conditions Affecting the Public Health of Rangoon
→ Report on the public health of Rangoon

Committee to Enquire into the Effects of the Removal of Rent Control in Rangoon
→ Committee Appointed to Enquire into the Effects ...

Committee to Enquire into the Rice and Paddy Trade
→ Committee Appointed to Enquire into the Rice ...

Committee to Examine the Land Revenue System of Burma
→ Committee Appointed to Examine the Land Revenue System of Burma

Committee to Examine the Question of Instituting a New System of Awarding Titles and Decorations
→ Committee Appointed to Examine the Question of Instituting ...

Committee to hold Yangon Division Mass Meeting Expressing Sentiments of the People
→ Sentiments of Myanmar people

Committee to Investigate the Alleged Hardships Caused by the Compulsory Vaccination, under the Provisions of Section 9 of the Burma Vaccination Law Amendment Act, 1909, of Labourers Arriving in Rangoon by Sea
→ Committee Appointed to Investigate the Alleged Hardships ...

Committee to Make Recommendations on the Questions of Franchise and Electorates
→ Committee Appointed by the to Make Recommendations ...

Subject(s): Burma : Commodities ; Industrial production ; Trade statistics ; Commodity Trade
US: UNDHL(ST/ESA/STAT/SER.D/75-46)
US: UNDHL(ST/ESA/STAT/SER.D/77-20)
US: UNDHL(ST/ESA/STAT/SER.D/79-22)
US: UNDHL(ST/ESA/STAT/SER.D/81-24)

Common errors in Burmese
→ Lha Samin

Subject(s): Burma : Missions ; Christians
US: LC NNU(T Burke Union Stacks MR1 E13 C1957)
YU(Divinity, Stacks MR1 E47 1957)

Subject(s): Burma : Pediatrics - Congresses

The common programme … → [Ran’ kun’ Mrui Ran’ On’ ] Mangal’a Pum nhip tuik’, 194-.: 20, 12 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government
US: CU(Annex DS777.55.C55 T2)

Commonly used herbal plants ... – Ran` kun`, 1997 to <1998 >. v. <1, 3 >, col. illus. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Burma : Medicinal plants
US: LC(Overs. Acq. No.: Br-Bur-99-950951; 20)

Commonwealth Bureau of Soils <Harpenden, England>
Soils of Burma, 1930 – 1974

Commonwealth War Graves Commission
Names of all United Kingdom, Dutch, and Malayan soldiers who died while P.O.W. on the Burma death railway and who are buried in the Chungkai cemetery, Thailand

The war dead of the British Commonwealth
The war dead of the British Commonwealth and Empire
The war dead of the Commonwealth

US: LC(MLC5 94/1469 (H))
WU(Memorial Lib. Oversize DS520.6 C66 1962)
Ref.: OCLC31771624

Communication research bulletin
Burma Translation Society

Communiqué on talks between Chinese and Burmese premiers and other documents. – Peking: People’s China Pr., 1955. 7 p. – Supplement to People’s China, January 1, 1955
Subject(s): Burma : Prime ministers ; Politics and government ; Foreign relations - China
China : Prime ministers ; Foreign relations - Burma
US: LC(DS740.5.B8C6)
Ref.: OCLC 56213755

p. 24-28: Burma
D: GO-SUB(MA 82-112:80)*
GB:SOAS(M 5494)
US:LC(UB250.U33 no.4175) WU(Memorial Lib. Microforms Media Ctr Room 443 Micro Film 5305 Reel 1 no.6)
Ref.: OCLC 24593595


ditto. Microfiche ed. – Zug: Inter Documentation Company
IDC SE-62-2.65
D: HD-SAI(M 58.2,65 ; M 1126,2.65)
US:CU(Wason Microfiche 14)

Company Law Institute of India < Madras >
The annual digest of income tax cases
Income tax and excess profits tax digest
The income tax digest

A comparative dictionary of the languages of India and High Asia
Hunter, William Wilson

A comparative dictionary of the Pwo-Karen dialect
Purser, William Charles Bertrand

Comparative studies of Education in Bulgaria, Burma, Chile, Eastern Europe, The Congo, Indonesia, and Israel.
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Subject(s): Burma : Literature and history ; Literature, Comparative - Burmese and Thai ; History <to 1824> ; Relations - Thailand

Thailand : Relations - Burma
AU:ANU(Menzies) : NLA(Yq 959.302 C736)
F: BIULO(GEN.II.8752 ; GEN.II.9145)
GB: SOAS(L.G.C959.302 /764248)
NL: KITLV(M 1998 B 1079)
SG: ISEAS(DS571 C73) NUS(DS528.5 Com)
TH: CU(959.1 J 373)
US: CRL(GenCollec E-11466)

The Forest act (Burma act IV, 1902).
[8.] The Village act (Burma act VI, 1907).
[2.] The Agriculturists' loans act (India act XII, 1884).

A comparative vocabulary of the Barma, Maláyu and Thái languages
→Leyden, John

A comparative word-list of old Burmese, Chinese and Tibetan
→Luce, Gordon Hannington

Comparison of courses in the University of Rangoon
→University <Rangoon>


Burma : Human rights ; Repatriation
SG: ISEAS(DS528.2 M6C76)


Subject(s): Burma : Buddhist literature, Pali - Translations into English
OAU(Alden SEA BQ1029.B87 C66 2000x)
Ref.: OCLC50730711

[3.] The Land improvement loans act ; (India act XIX, 1883), - 5 p.
[6.] The Forest act (Burma act IV, 1902), - IV, 32 p.
[8.] The Village act (Burma act VI, 1907). → 18 p.

Subject(s): Burma : Law
D: HD-SA(reg 60 JS)*
SG: ISEAS(SCR K7062 B7B96)
US: CU(Annex K.B963) →(Kroch Film 12193 reel 15 no.7


Subject(s): Burma : HIV infections - Prevention ; AIDS (Disease) - Prevention ; Advertising, Public service
Ref.: OCLC 52364742

Compensation for the services
→Burma : compensation for the services

Compilation of the fundamental rules made by the Secretary of State in Council under section 96B of the Government of India Act, including orders, etc., issued by the Secretary of State, Government of India, Auditor-General, etc., and the subsidiary rules made by the Governor in Council acting with ministers, including orders, etc., issued by the Government of Burma / issued by the Accountant-General, Burma. → Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Stuty., Burma (for A. G.), 1931. IV, 329 p.

[1.] 1st list of corrections. → 1932, 11 p.
[5.] 5th list of corrections. → 1933, 5 p.
[7.] 8th list of corrections. → 1933, 7 p.
[8.] 9th list of corrections. → 1934, 6 p.

Subject(s): Burma : Civil service ; Law
GB: BL(IS.Bu.119/18)*
BC: APAC(ORW 1988 a 1776)
Ref.: OCLC 29549093


Subject(s): Burma : HIV infections - Prevention ; AIDS (Disease) - Prevention ; Advertising, Public service
Ref.: OCLC 52364742

Compensation for the services
→Burma : compensation for the services

Compilation of the fundamental rules made by the Secretary of State in Council under section 96B of the Government of India Act, including orders, etc., issued by the Secretary of State, Government of India, Auditor-General, etc., and the subsidiary rules made by the Governor in Council acting with ministers, including orders, etc., issued by the Government of Burma / issued by the Accountant-General, Burma. → Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Stuty., Burma (for A. G.), 1931. IV, 329 p.

[1.] 1st list of corrections. → 1932, 11 p.
[5.] 5th list of corrections. → 1933, 5 p.
[7.] 8th list of corrections. → 1933, 7 p.
[8.] 9th list of corrections. → 1934, 6 p.

Subject(s): Burma : Civil service ; Law
GB: BL(IS.Bu.119/18)*
BC: APAC(ORW 1988 a 1776)
Ref.: OCLC 29549093

Bibliographical description

1. – III. 342 p., index.
2. – Appendices. – 211 p., index.
J: AJK: 2
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.119/18(2))*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/212/146-D-E)

ditto. : and the supplementary rules ... corr. up to the 31st March 1937. 2d ed. – ibd., 1948-1949. 2 v.
US: LC(Law Burma 8 Rules 1949)

ditto. – ibd.
SG: ISEAS(JQ450 B961) – NRL(342.591068 BUR)
HU: 1 (Law School: Harv.Depos. BUR 368 F60)
NIU(SEA KK1254 .B8561960)
NYPL(Research E 11-7520

Complaint by the Union of Burma regarding aggression against her by the Government of the Republic of China: supporting exhibit documents. – [1953?] Var. pags., illus., maps, incl. 31 exhibit photographs.
Subject(s): Burma : Foreign relations - China
SG: ISEAS(IDSS30.64 B96)

D: HD-SA(reg 60 K 58 Kp)
S: R(UN Ser General, Sess. 8, Plenary documents. 4)


Complete Manual of Rules, Regulations, etc. in Force in the Province of Pegu
→Browne, Horace Albert

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.158/3)*
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.158/3)*
ditto. : 1921 and 1924. – [Rangoon,] 1925.
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/211/37)

GB: BL(14300 a 5(9))*
BL-APAC(Bur B 456)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Heaven and hell. 5th ed. ... – Rangoon : American Tract So- ciety, 1867. 24 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
US: NYPL(Research *OY p.v.1.no.7)

The way to heaven ... / by G. S. Comstock. 4th ed. – Rangoon : American Tract Society, 1866. 23 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
US: NYPL(Research *OY p.v.1.no.4)

ditto. 6th ed. / publ. by The Burmah Bible and Tract Society. – Rangoon : American Mission Pr., 1874. 23 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 a 5(6))* BL-APAC(Bur B 459)

GB: BL(14300 a 5(8))*

Conant, D. C. <Mrs.>
The life of Dr. Adoniram Judson, pioneer missionary to Burma : being a copious abridgment of the Life by Mrs. D. C. Conant. – Cincinnati, Ohio: Revivalist Pr., 1915. 298 p., port. – (The world wide missionary library)
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram <1788-1850>
Burma : Missions
US: FU(West Book 266.008 W927)
Indiana Wesleyan Univ
KyLoS(BV3705.J8 C66 266.6159 .J921co)

Conant, Hannah O’Brien Chaplin <1809-1865>
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram <1788-1850>
American Baptist Missionary Union : Missions - Burma
Burma : Missions ; Missionaries
D: HD-SA(int 60 M 111)* GB: BL(4986 d 16)
US: HC(Widener Ind 2130.1.3)
LC(BV3271.J9C7) NYPL(Research AN)
NIU(SEA DS530.4 .C6531991)

The earnest man : a memoir of Adoniram Judson, first missionary to Burma / by H. C. Conant ; ed. by Joseph Angus. – London : Heaton, 1861. XXXI, 328 p. – (The Bunyan library : 3)
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram <1788-1850>
American Baptist Missionary Union : Missions - Burma
Burma : Missions ; Missionaries
AU: NLA(YY 266.6102 J93C)
GB: BL(3622 df 1)* SOAS(CWML M39)
US: CU(Annex BV3271 J93C74) ICN
UC(NRLF B 3 956 188)

Conant, Melvin A.
Burma: p. 1-3 40-47
Ref.: Bernot; Trager

Subject(s): Burma : Concentration camps - Tenasserim Divi- sion ; Political prisoners - Tenasserim Division ; Human rights - Tenasserim Division ; Atrocities - Tenasserim Division
Tenasserim Division : Concentration camps
US: CU(Kroch Asia Rare +JC599.B87 C74)
LC(Microfiche 8011978688 (D))
Ref.: OCLC 49609602

A concise geography of Burma [/ by Pao Lu Chiu Feng and Ling-min. – s.l., s.n.], 1968. 2, 4, 99 p., 2 maps. – Colophon: Added title and text in Chinese

A concise geography of Burma for middle schools
→Kyi

1. – 153 p., illus.
2. – 73 p.
Subject(s): Tap’ ma to’ : Political activity
Burma : History <1948-> ; Politics and government <1948-> ; Armed Forces - Political activity ; Politics and government <1962-1988>
D: HD-SA(I 325 pol 98/636,1/2)*

Subject(s): Tap’ ma to’ : Political activity
Burma : History <1948-> ; Politics and government <1948-> ; Armed Forces - Political activity ; Politics and government <1962-1988>
D: HD-SA(I 325 pol 98/636,1/2)*

Subject(s): Tap’ ma to’ : Political activity
Burma : History <1948-> ; Politics and government <1948-> ; Armed Forces - Political activity ; Politics and government <1962-1988>

Conclusions reached in the conversations between His Majesty’s Government and the Delegation from the Executive Council of the Governor of Burma / presented by
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Subject(s): Burma : politics and government


Ref.: OCLC 22294988

Concordance to the Burmese New Testament

→ Hascall, William Henry Shaler

Conder, Josiah <1789-1855>

Birmah, Siam and Anam. – London : Duncan, 1826. 367 p., illus., fold. map. – (The modern traveller / Josiah Conder ; 11)

Subject(s): Burma : description and travel

Ref.: OCLC 5119693

Condict, E. C.

The New Testament in Asho Southern Chin

→ Bible, N.T. < k h y a n g >

Conditions and prospects of United Kingdom trade in India

→ Ainscough, Thomas Martland


Subject(s): Burma : Espionage, Russian

Ref.: OCLC11874112

Condominas, Georges


Ref.: OCLC11874112

Confalonieri, Pierluigi

The clock of Vipassana has struck : the teachings and writings of Sayagyi U Ba Khin with commentary by S. N. Goenka

→ Ba Khin

Conference Civil Society in Burma: Possibilities and Dilemmas for International NGOs <1997, Netherlands>

→ Strengthening civil society in Burma: possibilities and dilemmas for international NGOs

Conference Dutch Investments in Burma < The Hague 2001 >

→ Dutch investments in Burma: the state of affairs in 2001

Conference "Myanmar, New Frontiers for Investment" < 1995, Singapore >

→ Myanmar new frontiers for investment


→ Burma : art and archaeology

Conference of an institution

→ under the institution

Conference "Myanmar Banking & Finance" → Myanmar Banking & Finance

Conference "Myanmar New Frontiers for Investment" < 1995, Singapore >

→ Myanmar new frontiers for investment

Conference of British Missionary Societies (C.B.M.S.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conference on Myanmar towards the 21st Century: Dynamics of Continuity and Change</th>
<th>June 1-3, 1995, Chiang Rai</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burma and the strategic competition between China and India</td>
<td>Selth, Andrew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Burmese political economy: opportunities and tensions</td>
<td>Steinberg, David I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction drafting in Burma: contractions on legitimacy of the government</td>
<td>Kiatichai Pongpanich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction engagement - past and present: the Thai foreign policy dilemma and Myanmar</td>
<td>Risser, Gary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drugs, insurgency and counterinsurgency in Burma</td>
<td>Lintner, Bertil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic transformation in Mainland Southeast Asia: the case of Myanmar</td>
<td>Mya Than</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography and peoples of Jingtung in the pre-colonial period</td>
<td>Renard, Ronald Duane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The globalization of trafficking in women</td>
<td>Skrobanek, Siriporn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International broadcasting and its impact on Myanmar (Burma)</td>
<td>Robinson, Daniel A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living meaningfully with the wolves: the world and Thailand toward Burma in the next decade</td>
<td>Tanet Charoenmuang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar and ASEAN: obstacles to a regional order</td>
<td>Thitinan Pongsudhirak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perils and prospects of Myanmar’s economic reforms</td>
<td>Medhi Krongkaew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sino-Myanmar relation and its prospects</td>
<td>Wang, Jun-Fu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recurrent trends in Burma's ethnic drug history</td>
<td>Martin Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The drug trade in Burma's political economy</td>
<td>David I. Steinberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium production in Shan State west of the river Salween</td>
<td>[Adrian Cowell]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Burma policy for the Clinton administration / by John Badgley

Building on Brang Seng's KIO antidrug initiative / Josef Silverstein

The politics of the drug trade in Burma / by Bertil Lintner

The political economy of the opium trade / Chao-Tzang Yawghwe

[Eight pamphlets issued by the government of Burma.]

Subject(s): Burma: Narcotics, Control of - Congresses; Drug traffic - Congresses; Drug traffic - Political aspects - Congresses

US: CU(Kroch Asia Rare + HV5840.B8 C74 1993

Conference on New and Renewable Energy Information on Policy, Planning, Technology and Equipment |


Conference on Protest Movements in South and Southeast Asia: Traditional and Modern Idioms of Expression |

Ethnic protest in Burma: its causes and solution

Silverstein, Josef

Conference on Rural Work |


Subject(s): Missions - Rural work - Congresses

US: CU(Kroch Pamphlet B2547)

NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 0737)

Conference on Subregional Economic Cooperation |

Subregional economic cooperation as a stimulant to growth and competitiveness

Conference on Subregional Economic Cooperation among Cambodia, Lao People's Democratic Republic, Myanmar, Thailand, Viet Nam and Yunnan Province of the People's Republic of China |

Economic cooperation in the Greater Mekong Subregion

Conference on Subregional Economic Cooperation among Cambodia, People's Republic of China, Lao People's Democratic Republic, Myanmar, Thailand and Viet Nam |

Economic cooperation in the Greater Mekong Subregion

Conference on Subregional Economic Cooperation in the Greater Mekong |

Subregional Economic Cooperation among Cambodia, People's Republic of China, Lao People's Democratic Republic, Myanmar, Thailand, and Viet Nam

Economic cooperation in the Greater Mekong Subregion
Conference on the Current Situation in Burma : Background, Prospects and Possible Solutions for Civil War <1988, Bonn >
SG: ISEAS(Doc B120)

Conference on the Least Developed Countries →United Nations / Conference on the Least Developed Countries

Conference on Views and Visions in the Literary Heritage of Southeast Asia <2000, Yangon >
Conference on [on] Views and Visions in the Literary Heritage of Southeast Asia, 18-20 December 2000, Yangon, Myanmar ; [papers] / organized by Universities Historical Research Centre. – [2000.], 1 v. (var. pags.)
Contains: "Maung Lu Aye" stories "Theikpan Maung Wa" / Sein Tin and his new Myanmar literature / Yuri Takahashi - Myanmar biographical writings in the twentieth century / U Than Htut and U Thaw Kaung - Early Myanmar myths and history as revisited by the minorities in their oral tradition / Francois Robimne - Changes of the role which the Dhammadhat (Law book) has been playing in Myanmar history / Ryuji Okudaira - Chingmai and Ayuddhaya in Myanmar literature (1548-1614) : the Myanmar attitude towards ancient Thai cities / Saw Tun Heroes and heroines in Bagan-period Myanmar and early classic Java / John N. Miksic A few notes on the traditional Myanmar economic views and values and the implications / Tin Soe The role of Jatakas in Myanmar literature / Khin Aye Lord Curzon, historic preservation and the problem of the Burmese past / Stephen L. Keck A love story from a Shan paper scroll / Sai Aung Tun U Pe Maung Tin : the pioneer educator of Myanmar literary heritage / Daw Tin Tin Myaing Indian culture in South East Asia / V. Balambal The reflection of folk-tales on Chin society / Aye Aye Ngun - The study of Chinese envoyos to Myanmar in the reign of King Bagyidaw (1819-1837) / Daw Win Myanmar and Indonesia : inspirations for Japanese novels and memoirs since World War II / Dorothy Guyot Suriyothai in the context of Thai-Myanmar history and historical perception / Sumait Chutintaranond Subject(s): Burma : Literature - History and criticism - Congresses
SG: ISEAS(PL490 C47)

→Views and visions

Conference papers on current economic problems of Burma, 1951
→Conference on Current Economic Problems of Burma <1951, Rangoon >

Conferences on the Departmental Extraction of Teak in the Prome, Zegon and Tharrawaddy Divisions <1914 ; 1916>
GB:BL(T.S.Bu.21/83) – BL-APAC(IO/R/V/25/560)

Confidential U. S. State Department special files : Southeast Asia, 1944-1958 ; lot filed / ed. by Gregory Murphy. – Frederic, Md. [etc.]: Univ. of América, c1989. 39 microfilm rolls, 1 guide. – ISBN 1-556-55094-4
D: GO-SUB

Conflict and displacement in Karenni : the need for considered approaches
→Bamforth, Vicky

Subject(s): Burma : Forests and forestry ; Environmental pollution ; Deforestation
GB:BL-DSS(m03/40476) – LSE(BLPES SD516.B8 C74) – BL-APAC(YD.2004.b,318) – Univ. of Leeds
I: FAO(RAP, 622.241:634.9 (591))
Ref.: OCLC 54786791

Congdon, Don
Combat : the war with Japan
→Combat

Conger, E. E.
→Chindit operations in Burma

Congregatio de Propaganda Fide
→Ecclesia Catholica / Congregatio de Propaganda Fide

Congregational Churches in Massachusetts / General Association / Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions
At a meeting, in Farmington, September 5th, 1810, of the Commissioners for Foreign Missions, appointed by the General Association of Massachusetts proper, at their session in Bradford, June 27th, 1810. – [n.p.] 1810. 7 p. – Organization meeting of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, which commissioned Adoniram Judson to the mission field.
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram <1788-1850> : the uncertain future of Burma's forests

American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions

Congrès Géologique International / Commission de Stratigraphie
→Commission de Stratigraphie

Congress for Cultural Freedom <1955, Rangoon>
→Cultural freedom in Asia

→Freedom & [and] economic planning

Congress of Southeast Asian Librarians
→Masterlist of Southeast Asian microforms

Congressional Research Service < Washington, D.C. >
→Library of Congress < Washington, D.C. >

Congreve, Richard <1818-1899>
US:LC(DS485.B89C68)

Connell, Brian
Manifest destiny : a study in five profiles of the rise and influence of the Mountbatten family / by Brian Connell. –
Bibliographical description


Subject(s): Mountbatten family.

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

GB: BL(10604 ppp 9)* SOAS(E Coll 3 L/37)
US: HU LC(CS439.M79 1953)

Connell, John [pseud.]

→Roberts, John Henry

Connell, Mark <b. 1951>


Subject(s): Orwell, George <1903-1950> : Criticism and interpretation , Self-realization in literature

US: WU Milwaukee (PE3999 C752x)

On the way to an ambush / Bruce Connew.

Ref.: OCLC: 14099351

Subject(s): Orwell, George <1903-1950> : Criticism and interpretation , Knowledge History

US: HU(WID-LC) &NIU(Main-FML) : PR6029.R8 Z626
1987. WU(Memorial Lib. PR6029 R8 Z626 1987)
Ref.: OCLC: 14099351

Connew, Bruce


Subject(s): Karen : Burma

Connew, Bruce : Journeys - Burma

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - War photography ; inscription and travel : Insurgency

Karen State : Politics and government - Pictorial works

AU: NLA(YY 959.105 C752)
GB: BL(YA.2000.a.3636)
OUL(BOD L Floor M01.F02003)
US: HU(Wider Harv.Depos. Consult for HX2DD8)

Connelly, M. L.


Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaign

GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 K/25)

Connelly, Paul


GB: Imperial College(Geology Library, T.H.Huxley School ; thesis 1993 (Longlo))

Connelly, Sean <b. 1956>

World War II / Sean Connelly. – Chicago, Ill.: Heinemann Libr., c2003. 56 p., illus., col. maps, index, bibliogr. p. 53. – (Witness to history)

ISBN 1403409722 ; 140343641X (pbk.)

Contains: Through Burma

Summary: Discusses World War II and presents primary source material.

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Juvenile literature ; World War <1939-1945> - Capitains

US: IU( Education S Collection S.940.53 C762wo)
LC(D743.8 .C66 2003)
Ref.: OCLC 50869003


Contents: Myanmar: general perspective - The Eradication of smallpox - Leprosy elimination programme in Myanmar - Control of trachoma in Myanmar - Iodine deficiency disorders in Myanmar - Poliomyelitis eradication

Subject(s): Burma : Communicable disease - Prevention and control ; Nutrition disorders - Prevention and control ; Health Policy ; Public Health ; Medical policy

GB: Well(Hist.of Med.Coll FF.229.AA9)
TH: CU(RA643.7 B93C 2002)

Conquista do Pegu pelos portuguezes

→Mousinho, Manuel de Abreu

Breve discurso em que se conta a conquista do reino do Pegü

Conrad, C. L.

Diseases common to most of our Pwo Karen rural villages and how to treat them / arranged by C. L. Conrad. – [Bassein: Pwo Karen Mission], 1940. 21 p.

Ref.: LC

Responsive readings from the Holy Bible

→Bible : Selection < Karen : Pwo >

The twelve apostles / by C. L. Conrad ... – Rangoon: American Baptist Mission Pr., 1933. 134 p. – Added title and text in Pwo Karen

GB: BL(11103 a 85) BL-APAC(Karen B.99)

Conrad, Joseph <1857-1924>

Into the East : notes on Burma and Malaya

→Curle, Richard Henry Parnell

Conrady, August


F: BNF(8 * X.11520)
GB: BL(012901 tit 11)*
J: TYB(XI-1-j-4)
US: CU(Kroch PL3523.C75)
MB Wall YU

Consal

→Congress of Southeast Asian Librarians

Consentius, Werner-Uwe

C. Children deprived of liberty (art. 37) 229-232 56
D. Exploited children 233-237 57
1. Child labour (art. 32) 234-236 57
2. Sexual exploitation and sexual abuse of children (art. 34) 237 57
E. Sale, trafficking and abduction of children (art. 35) 238-239 58
F. Drug abuse (art. 33) 240-244 58
G. Ethnic children (art. 30) 245-246 59
X. Conclusion 247-253 59
List of appendices 61

Ref.: OCLC 34868707

Conspectus of insect pests which affect crops in Burma

Clancy, John Charles

Conspectus of operations for an increase of wolfram output in the Tavoy District

Brander, William Browne


Note: Documents, includes short biographical datas.

Subject(s): Burma : Revolutionaries – Biography ; Politicians – Biography ; Politics and government < 1948> ; Government, Resistance to

NAL(YY 995.105 C755)

D: B-SBB(1 A 173 878 Potsdamier Str.)
F: BIULO(BIR.III.520)
OUL(BOD A Floor Bodl. Burm. d.232 N1 1379275 ; IND Main Libr Burma 7 d 54 500665239)

Consortium for Academic Partnership


Subject(s): Burma : Rights of the child ; Child welfare ; Laws and regulations ; Child care ; Child health ; Education ; Children's rights ; Children - Legal status, laws, etc. ; Children - Social conditions

US: UNDHL(CRC/C/70/Add.21)

Conspectus of operations for an increase of wolfram output in the Tavoy District

Brander, William Browne


Note: Documents, includes short biographical datas.

Subject(s): Burma : Revolutionaries – Biography ; Politicians – Biography ; Politics and government < 1948> ; Government, Resistance to...
Constitutions of nations: the first compilation in the English language of the texts of the constitutions of the various nations of the world, together with summaries, annotations, bibliographies, and comparative tables / by Amos J. Peaslee.

Constitution of Burma and the CGIAR search

Subject(s): South Asia : Economic conditions ; Market s ; Consumption (Economics)
US: LC(HC430.6.C67 1985)

Consumer price index at Rangoon. – Rangoon : Central Statistical and Economics Department, 1960. – Mimeogr.
> Retail prices and consumer price index at Rangoon
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.220/9)*

Consumption of opium in British Burma

Contagious Diseases Hospital < Rangoon >
Annual report of the Medical Officer on the working of the Contagious Diseases Hospital and the Municipal Observation Hospital

Contemporary Burma and Thailand French scholarship, 1974-1984

Contemporary Southeast Asia. 1, May 1979-. – Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies. – Quarterly
Herbert 811
GB: BL: 1979-1996 (P 701/1356)
BL-DSS(3425.305500)
US: CU(Kroch DS501.C76)

Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research
Burma and the CGIAR

US: NNUT(Burke MRL Outline Oversize Dt T367)

Consultative Meeting of Experts in Communicable Disease Control with Special Reference to Malaria and AIDS along the Borders of Thailand and Myanmar

Contents and index of the ... Records of the Geological Survey of India

Contents and index of the ... Records of the Geological Survey of India

Contes de Birmanie

ISBN: 2-902684-46-0
Subject(s): Kachin ; Legends
Burma : Contes, Burmese - Translation into Franch ; Folklore
CH: BS UB(Bg III 5138)

Consultation on the Benefits of Special Reference to Malaria and AIDS along the Borders of Thailand and Myanmar

C 134

C 134

C 134

C 134
Continuation of national emergency declared with respect to Burma
→ Clinton, Bill

Continuation of national emergency with respect to Burma
→ Bush, George Walker

Continuation of notes on the Shans
→ Hannah, S. F.

A continuation to a catalogue of maps of the British possessions in India and other parts of Asia, 1870 : publ. for Her Majesty’s Secretary of State for India in Council. – London : W. H. Allen [etc.], 1872, 14 p.

US: DI-GB LC MB NYPL


Subject(s): Burma : Human rights ; Human rights - Mon State ; Human rights - Karen State
Karen State : Social conditions


WU(CTR D-22701)
Ref.: OCLC 39377063


Subject(s): Burma : Contracts

US: CU(Annex +KNL804.51872A7 1964a)


GB:BL(I.S.Bu.64/2)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/722/25)


Subject(s): Burma : Geology - Periodicals
Ref.: OCLC 28988077


1. Pt. 1. Marine zoology etc. / by P.M. Duncan ... [and others].

2. Crustacea / by J. G. de Man – 1889. 421 p., illus., tables, index.

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.64/2)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/722/25)

Contributions towards the history of Anglo-Burmese words
→ Temple, Richard Carnac
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 90/63457)  
US: CU(Kroch Microfiche 887 SEI 90 63457)  
LC(Microfiche 85/77879 (R) <MicroRR> ; Microfiche 90/63457 (R))

Control of iron and steel, machinery and millwork : restrictions on export from other countries, restriction on import into Burma, and instructions on the supply, priority, and licensing of imports into Burma. Corr. up to 30th September, 1941. Provisional / issued by the Department of War Supplies and Economic Warfare. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for War S. Secy.), 1941. 32 p.  
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.87/2)*

Controversy on Buddhism and Christianity. – [Akyab:] Akyab Pr., 1891. 12 p. – Extracts from Arakan news.  
GB: BL-APAC(Tr 758)*

GB: BL(OPL:RR)* SOAS(EB 92.17/408.655)  
US: LC(JX636 1892 1894 no.19) MnU

GB: BL(OPL:RR)* SOAS(EB 92.17/408.655)

GB: BL(OPL:RR)*  
US: CU(Wason DS740.5 G7A3+ 1874) NYPL

Convention between His Majesty in respect of the United Kingdom and the Emperor of Japan regarding trade and commerce between Burma and Japan, with protocol of signature, London, June 7, 1937. The convention has not been ratified by His Majesty. Presented by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to Parliament by command of Her Majesty. – London : H. M. S. O., 1937. 9 p. – ([Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ;] Cmd. 5504) – At head of title: Japan no.1 (1937). – Parl. pap. 1936/37, XXIX, 517  
Subject(s): Burma : Commerce - Japan  
Japan : Commerce - Burma  

Subject(s): Burma : Commerce - Japan  
Japan : Commerce - Burma  
GB: BL(OPL:RR)* BL-APAC-IOR US: LC(JX636 1892 1938.no.1) YU(Mudd Oza45 G5 A3 1938)

GB: BL(OPL:RR)* SOAS(EB 92.17/408.655)

Subject(s): Hymns, Sgaw Karen : Baptists - Hymns  
GB: BL(11103 b 33)* BL-APAC(Karen D.48)

Convention evangelistic hymnal... – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1923. 127 p. – Added title and text in Burmese; index also in English  
Subject(s): Hymns, Sgaw Karen : Baptists - Hymns  
GB: BL(14300 b 29)* BL-APAC(Bur D 852)

Convention on Co-operation  
→National Convention on Co-operation

Bibliographical description

Conviction porters : the brutal abuse of prisoners on Burma's frontlines. – [Chiangmai:] Karen Human Rights Group, [2000]. 89 p., illus., maps.

Conversations on the Burman mission – Hale, Sarah Josepha Buell


Conway, Celine
Doktor in Birma. – Amsterdam: Nederlandsche Keurboeke-rij, [1958]. 189 blz. – (S.O.S.-serie ; 209) – Transl. of: The rustle of bamboo
Ref.: Brinkman

Dokter in Birma
also Dokter in tweestrijd

GB:BL(NNN 10527)

Conway, Peter [pseud., i.e. George Alexis Milkomanovich Milkomane]
The palindrome / Peter Conway. – London : Andrew Dakers, 1951. 222 p.
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, British - Fiction ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB:BL(NNN:1237) SOAS(D Coll 3 V /29)

Conway, Susan
Subject(s): Thailand, Northern : Court and courtiers - Costume ; Textile design
Shan State : Court and courtiers - Costume
AU:ANU

Cook, Bernard Christopher Allen
Burma : economic and commercial conditions in Burma / B. C. A. Cook. April 1957. Publ. for the Board of Trade, Commercial Relations and Exports Department. – London : H. M. S. O., 1957. VIII, 65 p. – (Overseas economic surveys, ISSN 0434-4378)

< Burma : review of commercial conditions
Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions , Commerce
AU:ANU(Chifley microform HC412.G74)
D: MA-UBIQ(5339) HD-SAI(reg 60 G 211 Kp)*
KI-ZBW(X 11233)
F: BNF(8° G.15298(74))
GB:BL(B.S.42 a/1(56)) BL-APAC(V 19943)
COL(HC 497.B9) FOL(LD 330/15.321)
LSE(BLPES, Off.Publ. 42 (R627))
OUL(BOD C Floor Per. 2325 d.76 (1957))
J: AJK HRD HTK KBK KKT MKK NGD OSK NL: KB
SG: ISEAS(DOC B15)
US: CLSU CU(Kroch DS518.1.C77)

Cook, David
Classic mineral localities of the world : Asia and Australia
– Scarlisi, Philip

Cook, Elizabeth
XIV, 95 p., illus. – Cover title: Books on Buddhism
Subject(s): Buddhism : Bibliography
Bibliography : Buddhism
US: CU(Olin Z7860 .A12)

Cook, Harold R.
Subjects: Burma : Church growth - Case studies.
Karen : Church history
AU:ANLA(270.82 C771 <000399>; <00086983>)

Cook, Paul
Ref.: Economic development of Burma p. 119

Cook, Thomas and Son
– Thomas Cook and Son < London >

Cooke, Crawford Boyd
– The British Burma manual

Cooke, Dwight
US: CU(Kroch DS518.1.C77)

p. 242-270: Socialistic pagoda : Burma
D: HD-SAI(100 ldk 86/1202)*
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Cooke, Joseph Robinson <b, 1926>
Subject(s): Burmese language : Pronoun ; Grammar.
Academic Thesis < Univ. of California >
GB:SOAS(GM 415/370154)*
TH:CU(AC801 .C772)
US:CU(Wason Film 1488) NIU(Microforms Microfilm
AC801 .C772) NYPL UC

ditto. – Berkeley and Los Angeles, Calif.: Univ. of California Pr., 1968. VIII, 162 p., tables, bibliogr. p. 161-162. – (University of California publications in linguistics ; 52)
AU:ANU(Menzies PL4171.C6 1968 ; Chifley serial P1.C2) NLA(495 C772)
D: B-SBB(Potsdamer Str.) GÖ-SUB(ZB 14876:52) HD-SAI(nsp 70 C 193) R-UB 00/EG 7930 C772)
F: BNF(779.b.35.39) BMH(DS 509 C77)
HD-SAI(nsp 70 C 193) R-UB 00/EG 7930 C772)
D: B-SBB(1 B 16930 U.d.L.)
F: BNF(779.b.35.39) BMH(DS 509 C77)

GB:BL(10055 de 8)*
OUL(BOD Camera UB 20652 e.4)

Cook’s guide to Burma, with map and illustrations, including specimen tours by steamer and railway. – London : Thos. Cook, 1896. 56 p.
GB:BL(10055 de 8)*
OUL(BOD Camera UB 20652 e.4)

Cooler, Richard Morrall <b, 1942>
Note: Catalogue of 28 aquaints by Joseph Moore and James Kershaw exhibited at Midwest Conference on Asian Af-
airs at Northern Illinois Univ. – The hand colored aqua-
tints in this exhibition were publ. in two bound portfolios: Lieutenant Joseph Moore, Eighteen views taken at and near Rangoon (London : Thos Clay, [1825]) ... and Capt-
tain James Kershaw, Views in the Burman empire (Lon-
don : Smith, Elder & Co. [1831]) ... p. 11. – Herbert 240
Subject(s): Great Britain : Burmese War, 1824-1826 : Pictorial works - Exhibitions
Burmese War, 1824-1826 : Pictorial works ; Art and the work - Exhibitions
AU:ANU(Chifley NX543.C64)
D: B-SBB(4° 575 648 Potsdamer Str.)
HD-SAI(322 mil 78/655 Kp)

Cooke, Leila R.
Fish four and the Lisu New Testament. – London : China Inland Mission, 1948. 94 p., illus., map. – First publ. in U.S.A., 1947
Subject(s): China : Missions
Lisu : Missions
GB:BL(4768 aa 106)
US:CU(Kroch BV3420.Y9 C77

Cooke, Sarah.
GB: Univ.ofEssex(Short Ioan Essex L.M. 1997)

Cooke-Hurle, Edward Forbes
Report on the Kaukwe police column operations during the cold season of 1892-93, together with appendix, including routes, sketches, etc. / by E. F. Cooke-Hurle. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for I. B., R.), 1893. 15, 4, 2, 3 p., maps. – Includes comp. by the Intelligence Branch, Burma Division.
Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government <1824-1948> ; Roads
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.75(3))*
BL-APAC(W 7149(c)

Cook’s guide to Burma, with map and illustrations, including specimen tours by steamer and railway. – London : Thos. Cook, 1896. 56 p.
Bibliographical description

GÖ-SUB(FMAG:ZB 31101:16)*
HD-SAI(320 kun 95/2244 GF)
F: BNF(RDJ Dépt. Lit. Salle W Art 709.59 Cool k)
BIULO(COL.10470(16))
BMH(DS 520.55 Karen)
GB: BL(X.0423/90(16)) BL-DSS(8489.546 v.16)
CUL(S620:01.b.7.17) BL-APAC(ORW.1996.a.1296)
OUL(East. Art RWk Coo) SOAS(LFNA/698358)
NL: KITVL(M ss 337 N+)
SG: ISEAS(fML1038 B7C77) NUS(DS530.5 Coo)
US: CSt(Green HD1440.B87.C6 1)
SG: ISEAS(Microfilm Mfm 573)
GB: SOAS(GB 332.34/375.451)*
SG: ISEAS(fML1038.B7 C66)
US: WU(Music Library (Mills) : ML1038.B7 C6651995)
WU(Mills) : ML1038.B7 C6651995)
BL-DSS(8489.546 v.16)
COOMaraswamy, Ananda Kentish
Two addresses, – Colombo, 1906.
Subject(s): Burma : Education
GB: OUL(BOD Camera UB 2612 e.1)
Cooper, Brian <b. 1919>
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> – Fiction ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 V/30)
Cooper, Chester Lawrence
Subject(s): Nattukottai Chettiar : History ; Economic conditions
Burma : Loans ; History ; Agricultural credit ; Agriculture - Economic aspects ; Finance - History ; Economic conditions ; Credit
Burma, Lower : Agriculture - Economic aspects ; Agricultural credit ; Economic conditions.
East Indians : Burma
Subject(s): Nattukottai Chettiar : History ; Economic conditions
Burma : Loans - History ; Agricultural credit ; Agriculture - Economic aspects ; Finance - History ; Economic conditions ; Credit
Burma, Lower : Agriculture - Economic aspects ; Agricultural credit ; Economic conditions.
East Indians : Burma
AU:ANU(Chifley reserve 2 HR HG2051.B9.C66)
D: B-SBB(590 765 Potsdamer Str.)
HD-SAI(reg 60 G 10)*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.62671)
GB: SOAS(GB 332.34/375.451)*
SG: ISEAS(Microfilm Mfm 573)
US: CS(Green HD1440.B8 C65 1)
KC(Kroch HG2051.B8 C77)
LC(Microfilm AC-1 no.59-3440)
NIU(Microforms-2nd FL-FML Microfilm HG187.B9 C6661959)
UCCLA(MicroServ Microfilm HG27)
UCSD(SSH HG2051.B8 C65 CIRC Annex)
YU(SML HD1440 B9 C66)
Cooper, Elizabeth
p. 179-199: Burmah
p. 179-199: Burmah
D: HD-SAI(100 soz 84/1150)*
Cooper, Kenneth William
Subject(s): Cooper, Kenneth William
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British ; History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945>
D: B-SBB(337679 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: BL(X 809/17138) CUL(S620:01.b.7.17)
OUL(East. Art RWk Coo) SOAS(LFNA/698358)
HD-SAI(100 soz 84/1150)*
NIU(SEA ML1038.B7 C6651995)
YU(SML DS503 S77 16+)
Cools, J. W. F.
Subject(s): Burma : Temples, Buddhist - Pagan ; Decoration and ornament, Architectural - Pagan
Pagan : Antiquities
US: NIU(Main Stacks-FML LD2411.4 .C7744)
Cooler, Thecla Jane Behrens
Subject(s): Burma : Temples, Buddhist - Pagan ; Decoration and ornament, Architectural - Pagan
Pagan : Antiquities
US: NIU(Main Stacks-FML LD2411.4 .C7744)
Coles, East Indies
FAO(MFN 369825)
Subject(s): Burma : Dry farming ; Farming systems ; Crop management ; Rainfed farming ; Land resources ; Tenure ; Farm size ; Labour ; Livestock management ; Cost analysis ; Profitability ; Arid zones
US: WU(Steenbock Documents FAO FICHE 369825)
Comarawaswamy, Ananda Kentish
Two addresses, – Colombo, 1906.
Subject(s): Burma : Education
GB: OUL(BOD Camera UB 2612 e.1)
Burma Bibliographical Project

HU(Widener WID-LC) & LC: D767.6.C66
NYPL(Research JFD 74-291)
UCLA(YR D767.6.C786)

GB:B.L.(X 708/20014)* BL-APAC(T 28871)
SOAS(DB949/62857)

SOAS(GB959.10452 /808400 ; E Coll 3 M /19)

Subject(s): Cooper, Raymond b. 1912>

Great Britain: Army - Border Regiment. Battalion, 9th. B Company - Biography


AU:ANU(Chifley D759.5.9th C66 1978)
D: B-SBB(489 734 Potsdamer Str.)
HD-SAI(322 mil 83/455)*
IRL:TCD(HL- 24-307)
US:CUKroch D759.5 9th C77)
HU(Widener WID-LC) & LC: D759.5 9th.C66 1978
Ref.: OCLC07577586

Cooper, Robert
Subject(s): Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Arakan
Arakan: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

GB:SOAS(GB959.10452092 /849999 ; E Coll 3 M /19)

Cooper, Robert George
D: HD-SAI(345 soz 87/188)*

ISBN 9971690705; 9971690713
Subject(s): Hmong: Economic conditions; Social conditions

AU:ANU(Menzies DSS5.M5C66)
N: UHS(Mag314 UISa q KQCN)
SG: NUS(GN635 Tha.C)

Cooper, Thomas Thornville <1838-1878>
GB:BL(I.S.300/11)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/69/8)

The Mishmee Hills: an account of a journey made in an attempt to penetrate Thibet from Assam to open new routes for commerce / by T. T. Cooper. – London: King, 1873. VIII, 270 p., col. front., illus., col. plates, fold. map.
D: B-SBB(Up 4681a U.d.L.)
GB:BL(010058 ee 39)*
BL-APAC(T 37203)
SOAS(JMA 915.5.287)

US:CU(Annex DS485.A84C77) LC(DS485.A84C7)
NYPL UC(NRLF) YU

GB:SOAS(CL 915/299.140)
US:UCD(Shields) & UCSD(SSH): DS485.A84 C7


XIII, 507 S., Illus., Kt. – Transl. of: Travels of a pioneer of commerce in pigtail and petticoats.
Ref.: Cordier
ditto. 2. Aufl. – ibd., 1882. XIII, 507 S., Illus., Kt. – Also publ. in the series: (Bibliothek geographischer Reisen und Entdeckungen älterer und neuerer Zeit; 13)
D: HD-SAI(eth 64 C 35)*
US:DNLM LC(DS709.C7715 1882)
UC(NRLF) $ B 52 555

Travels of a pioneer of commerce. – New York: Arno Pr., 1967. XIV, 475 p., illus., fold map. – (The Abercrombie & Fitch library) – Repr. of: Travels of a pioneer of commerce in pigtail and petticoats
US:LC & UC(NRLF) & UCR(Rivera) & UCSD(SSH): DS709.C77 1967

Travels of a pioneer of commerce in pigtail and petticoats: or, an overland journey from China towards India / by T. T. Cooper. With map and illustrations. – London: Murray, 1871. XIV, 475 p., fold. map, index, front. illus.
GB:BL(10058 d 19)* BL-APAC
SOAS(CC 915.1043/81.880)
US:CU(Kroch DS709.C77 1871a) UCLA(YRL)
LC(DS709.C77) UCBS(MainLib) YU

Cooper, William J.
Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Burma

GB:SOAS(GB959.10452092 /849999 ; E Coll 3 M /21)

Coopers and Lybrand Hla Tun Consultants < Singapore >
→ Myanmar: a guide for businessmen and investors

C 140
Subject(s): Burma: Co-operation; Economic conditions <1948–>
GB: LSE(BLPES, Pamphlets; HD2/D181, Special)
US: CU(Kroch HD3532.7.A4 C666x 1957)
NIU(SEA HD3532.7.A4 C6661957)
Ref.: OCLC 38839063

Co-operation in four Indian provinces: the Punjab, the Central Provinces, Bombay and Madras. Report of a tour made in December 1921 and January 1922 / by Maung Maung Bya; Maung Po Sa; Maung Sein; Maung Ba Maung. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for R. Co., S.), 1922. 49 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.170/5)*

Co-operative Cattle Insurance and Provident Society
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.170/6)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/332/9)

Co-operative Credit and Marketing Society
Bye-laws of Co-operative Credit and Marketing Society ... – Rangoon: Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for R. C. S.), 1941. 29 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 hh 20) BL-APAC(Bur D 1795)

Note: ILO pub-UNDP publ. Technical report on strengthening cooperative education and developing teaching and training material in Myanmar - covers training courses, and the training of trainers and counterparts; includes curriculum for modular training.
Subject(s): Burma: Teaching and training material; Cooperative education
CH: ILO(84B09/567 ENGL)

US: CU(Kroch LC1049.8.B87 C66 1979)
Ref.: OCLC 51593031

Co-operative Fishery Society
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.170/6)*

Co-operative Land Mortgage Credit Society
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.170/6)*

GB: SOAS(A 345.9106668/230.953 ; 456.128)*

Subject(s): Burma: Cooperative societies - Law and legislation - Handbooks, manuals, etc.
GB: LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(146)) J: OSK
SG: NUS(HD3555 Bur.B)
US: CU(Kroch HD3227 A2) LC(HD3540.A3B82 ; LAW <Burma (Union) 4 Co-op>)
NIU(SEA KK1255.B8621956)

Co-operative marketing of agricultural produce. – Rangoon: Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. of A.)., 1940. 62 p. – (Markets Section survey / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 5)
Subject(s): Burma: Agrargenossenschaften; Agrarmarkt
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.118/22)*
US: LC(HF5475.B8A32)
ditto. – ibd., 1962. 71 p. – (Markets Section survey / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 5)
D: Kl-ZBW(B63,927)
SG: ISEAS(HD2963 C77)
The co-operative movement in Burma
→ Tin Htun

Co-operative Paddy Storage Society
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.170/6)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/340/20)

Co-operative Societies
→ Burma / Co-operative Societies Department
→ Burma < Union > / Co-operative Societies Department

Subject(s): Burma: Cooperative societies - Law
GB: LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(173))

Co-operative Society for Sale of Paddy
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.170/6)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/340/20)

Co-operative Syndicate / Mandalay Division
→ Mandalay Co-op
Co-operatives with export and/or import potential in Bangladesh, Burma, India, Indonesia, Republic of Korea, Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand / ILO/SID. A Regional Project on Strengthening of Inter-co-operative Trade Relations, International Labour Organization. – Bangkok: Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific, Nov. 1980.

ISBN 92-2-103260-4
p. 16: Burma
D: HD-SAI(190 wiv 95/2317)*


Co-ordination Meeting for Convening of National Convention
Subject(s): Burmese: Constitutional conventions - Congresses : Constitution Amendments - Congresses
GB:BL-APAC(SEA.1993.a.1074)

Co-ordinated Mekong Ministerial Initiative against Trafficking (COMMIT) / Senior Officials and Ministerial Meetings < 2004, Yangon>
Subject(s): Burmese: International relations
TH:CU(TIC 67352)

Coox, Alvin D.
Kōgūn : the Japanese army in the Pacific War
→Hayashi, Saburō

Cope, John Herbert
Arithmetic for use in the government schools of the Tiddem Sub-division of Chin hills / by J. H. Cope. – Rangoon. 5 vols. – In Chin-Tiddem
GB:BL-APAC: 1-4 (Chin B.16) 5-6 (Chin B.19)

→Chin hymn book : Kamhau dialect

→Chin hymn book : Siyin dialect ...

A Chin primer / by J. H. Cope. No. 1. – Rangoon, 1914. – In Si Zang dialect
GB:BL-APAC(Chin B.21)

ditto. No. 2. – Rangoon, 1914. – In Kamhau dialect
GB:BL-APAC(Chin D.1)

Chin primer in the Tiddem dialect / by J. H. Cope. No. 1. – Rangoon, 1913. – In Si Zang dialect
GB:BL-APAC(Chin B.20)

Geography of the Chin Hills and Burma for use in the government schools of the Tiddem Sub-division of the Chin Hills District. – Rangoon, 1927.
GB:BL-APAC(Chin B.18)

The Gospel of John in Chin : Kamhau dialect
→Bible, N.T. : John < Chin
→Bible, N.T. : Matthew < Chin

The Gospel of Matthew in Chin
→Bible, N.T. : Gospels < Chin

Gospel of Matthew in Si Zang dialect
→Bible, N.T. : Matthew < Chin

Matthew, Acts, I Corinthians in Chin, Laizo dialect
→Bible, N.T. : Matthew < Chin

The New Testament in Chin
→Bible, N.T. < Chin

The New Testament in Laizo Chin
→Bible, N.T. < Chin

The New Testament in Tiddim Chin
→Bible, N.T. < Chin

The New Testament & Psalms in Tiddim Chin

Reader for use in the schools of the Chin Hills dialect. No. 3.
→Rangoon, 1927.
GB:BL-APAC(Chin B.17)

Copeland, J.
Subject(s): Burma : Arboriculture - Handbooks, manuals, etc. : Trees
SG:ISEAS(D5530.4 A53 ; Microfiche 95/63427)
US: CRL LC(Microfiche 95/63427 (J So Asia))

Copies of all correspondence by telegram or letter, relating to the late treaty with the Court of Ava, concluded by the Chief Commissioner, British Burma, on the 26th day of October 1867, between the Governor General of India and the Chief Commissioner, and the Governor General and Secretary of State for India, subsequent to the 15th day of January 1861 ... : return to an address of the Honourable The House of Commons, dated 26 April 1869 (Mr. Lambert). – [London, 1869.] III, 98 p. – ([Sessional paper / Great Britain, Parliament : 1869.] 251) – At head of title: East India (British Burma). – Caption title: Papers relating to British Burmah. – Parl. pap. 1868/69, XLVI, 281. – Microfiche 75.388-389
GB:BL(OPL:RR)*
SOAS(L.GB 945/31.893,2)*

Copies of all reports which have been made to the India or Home Government respecting the teak forests in the Tenasserim Provinces. (Mr. Henry Drummond). Ordered, by The House of Commons, to be printed, 15 August 1848. – [London, 1848.] 120 p. – ([Sessional paper / Great Britain, Parliament : 1847/48.] 654) – At head of title: Teak forests (India). – Caption title: Reports respecting the teak forests in the Tenasserim Provinces (India). – Parl. pap. 1847/48, XLVIII, 471. – Microfiche 52.397 to 399
GB:BL(OPL:RR)*
Copies of Captain Richard Sprye’s letters to the Secretary of State for India in Council

→Sprye, Richard

Copies of correspondence that passed between the Secretary of State for India in Council and the Government of India, and also between the Viceroy of India and the Chief Commissioner of Burmah, relating to the issuing of licences for the sale of intoxicating liquors and of opium in Upper Burmah. (Mr. Bryce). Ordered, by The House of Commons, to be printed, 9 August 1888. – London : Hansard, 1888. 18 p. – ([Sessional paper / Great Britain, Parliament ; 1888] 338) – At head of title: East India (Upper Burma, intoxicating liquors). – Caption title: Correspondence: Licences for sale of intoxicating liquors and of opium in Upper Burma. – Parl. pap. 1888, LXXVII, 709. – Microfiche 94.620

GB:BL(OPL:RR)*

Copies of depatches to India, of 29 April 1869 .. (in continuation of Parliamentary paper, C. 1456, of session 1876). (Sir Wilfrid Lawson). Ordered, by The House of Commons, to be printed, 20 April 1877. – [London, 1877.] 5 p. – ([Sessional paper / Great Britain, Parliament ; 1877] 170) – At head of title: East India (trade with Western China) – Caption title: Correspondence relating to the trade with Western China. – Parl. pap. 1877, LXIII, 749

GB:BL(OPL:RR)*

Copies of letter from Captain Williams, Public Works Department, Rangoon, to the Commissioner of British Burmah, dated 8 December 1866 ; and, of Correspondence thereon between the Commissioner, the Government of India, and the Secretary of State for India (in continuation of Parliamentary paper, no. 233, of the present session). (Mr. Graves). Ordered, by The House of Commons, to be printed, 5 July 1867. – [London, 1867.] 7 p. – ([Sessional paper / Great Britain, Parliament ; 1867] 421). – Caption title: Papers relative to proposed communication between Rangoon and Western China. – Parl. pap. 1867, L, 775. – Microfiche 73.438

GB:BL(OPL:RR)*

Copies of the commercial treaty entered into, in the year 1862, between His Majesty the King of Burmah, and Her Majesty’s late Viceroy and Governor General of India : and, of the report, or extracts from the report, forwarded to the Viceroy by the envoy who negotiated the treaty, to the Secretary of State for India, and of the acknowledgment thereof : return to an address of the Honourable The House of Commons, dated 10 May 1864. (Mr. Baines). Ordered, by House of Commons to be printed, 15 May 1864. – [London, 1864.] 18 p. – ([Sessional paper / Great Britain, Parliament ; 1864] 300) – At head of title: Burmah commercial treaty. – Caption title: Papers relating to the Burma commercial treaty. – Parl. pap. 1864, XLII, 377. – Microfiche 70.343-344

GB:BL(OPL:RR)*

J: TYB(XII-25-H-9)

NL:KITLV(M ss 246)

Copies of the replies to the several memorials contained in the return to the address of the House, dated 12th August 1867, on the subject of direct communication with the Shan States and West of China, from the Port of Rangoon ; and of all further memorials thereon subsequent to those contained in that return, and of the replies thereto (in continuation of parliamentary paper, no. 28-I, of session 1867-8). (Mr. Baines). Ordered, by The House of Commons, to be printed, 1 April 1868. – [London, 1868.] 8 p. – ([Sessional paper / Great Britain, Parliament ; 1867/68, ] 192) – At head of title: East India (Rangoon and Western China). – Caption title: Papers relative to proposed communication between Rangoon and China. – Parl. pap. 1867/68, LI, 747. – Microfiche 74.610

GB:BL(OPL:RR)*

Copies of the survey report of Captain Williams and Luard, dated 15 June 1867, and of the journals, maps, section, etc., attached thereto, respecting Rangoon and Western China ... (in continuation of Parliamentary paper, no. 421, of Session 1867) (Mr. Bazley). Ordered, by The House of Commons, to be printed, 3 December 1867. – [London, 1868.] 56 p., map. – ([Sessional paper / Great Britain, Parliament ; 1867/68, ] 28-I) – At head of title: East India (Rangoon and Western China). – Caption title: Papers relative to proposed communication between Rangoon and China. – Parl. pap. 1867/68, LI, 687. – Microfiche 74.610

GB:BL(OPL:RR)*

NL:KITLV(M ss 42)

Coppell, W. G.

Austronesian and other languages of the Pacific and South-East Asia : an annotated catalogue of theses and dissertations / by W. G. Coppell. – Canberra: Department of Linguistics, Research School of Pacific Studies, The Australian National Univ., 1981. XIII, 521 p., index, ref. sources p. IX-XIII. – (Pacific linguistics : series C ; 64)

D: B-SBB(OLS Bc SOA 80 Potsdamer Str.)

HD-SAI(nsp 31.31 B 83/1579)*

US:CU(Wason Ref. Z7049 A93 C78+)*

Coppens, Yves.

Le nom perdu du soleil : sous le vent du monde : roman

→Pelot, Pierre

Copy of a treaty with the King of Burmah, dated 10 November 1862. Presented to Parliament by Her Majesty’s command. Ordered by The House of Commons, to be printed, 8 June 1863. – [London, 1863.] 2 p. – ([Sessional paper / Great Britain, Parliament ; 1863] 327) – At head of title: East India (Burmah). – Caption title: Treaty with the King of Burmah. – Parl. pap. 1863, XL, 533. – Microfiche J: TYB(XII-25-H-9)

GB:BL(OPL:RR)*

Copy of all memorials, and of letters transmitting them, to the First Lord of the Treasury or other minister, subsequent to 7th December 1863, on the subject of opening up a direct commerce with the Shan States and West of China, from the Port of Rangoon ; and of the replies thereto (in continuation of parliamentary paper, no. 5, of session 1864). (Mr. Baines). Ordered, by The House of Commons, to be printed, 3 December 1867. – [London, 1867.] 32 p. – ([Sessional paper / Great Britain, Parliament ; 1867/68, ] 28) – At head of title: East India (Rangoon and Western China). – Caption title: Papers relative to proposed communication between Rangoon and China. – Parl. pap. 1867/68, LI, 653. – Microfiche 74.609-610

GB:BL(OPL:RR)*

NL:KITLV(M ss 41)

C 143
Copy of despatches from India, and other papers relative to the distribution of Burmese prize money: return of an order of the Honourable The House of Commons, dated 12 July 1837. (Sir John Hobhouse). Ordered, by The House of Commons, to be printed, 15 July 1837. – [London, 1837.1] 35 p. – (Sessional paper / Great Britain, Parliament ; 1837., 534) – At head of title: Burmese prize money. – Caption title: Papers relative to distribution of Burmese prize money. – Parl. pap. 1837, XL, 119. – Microfiche 40.305

GB: BL(OPL:RR)*
US: CU(Wason DS475.7 M35+)

Copy of further papers of correspondence between the Government of India and the Secretary of State, on the proposed communication between Rangoon and Western China, etc. (in continuation of Parliamentary paper, no. 373, of session 1865). (Mr. Kinnaird). Ordered, by The House of Commons, to be printed, 12 April 1867. – [London, 1867.] – (Sessional paper / Great Britain, Parliament ; 1867) 233 – At head of title: Rangoon and Western China. – Caption title: Papers relative to proposed communication between Rangoon and Western China. – Parl. pap. 1867, L, 749. – Microfiche 73.437-438

GB: BL(OPL:RR)*

Copy of letter from Captain Richard Sprye to the Secretary of State for India, Sprye, Richard

Copy of Major Sladen’s report on the Bhamo route Sladen, Edward Bosc

Copy of memorandum by Captain Williams Williams, J. M.

Copy of memorial of the Association of the Chambers of Commerce of the United Kingdom to the Right Honourable William Ewart Gladstone ... dated 17 February 1873; and of the appendix and maps attached to the same (in continuation of Parliamentary papers, "Rangoon and Western China" no 28-I of Session 1867-8, and No 192 of Session 1867-8). (Mr. Baines). Ordered, by The House of Commons, to be printed, 19 June 1873. – [London, 1873.] 23 p. – (Sessional paper / Great Britain, Parliament ; 1873.) 258 – At head of title: Rangoon and the West of China. – Caption title: Papers relative to proposed communication between Rangoon and China. – Parl. pap. 1873, LXI, 477. – Microfiche 79.542-543

GB: BL(OPL:RR)*
NL: KITLV(M tt 39)

Copy of papers and correspondence relating to the late rebellion in Upper Burma, and to the measures taken by the Indian Government for protecting the interests of British subjects: return to an address of the Honourable The House of Commons, dated 26 April 1869. (Mr. Kinglake). Ordered, by The House of Commons, to be printed 4th April 1867. – [London, 1867.] 36 p. – (Sessional paper / Great Britain, Parliament ; 1867.), 193 – At head of title: East India (Upper Burma). – Caption title: Papers relating to the late rebellion in Upper Burma. – Parl. pap. 1867, L, 783. – Microfiche 73.438

GB: BL(OPL:RR)*
SOAS(L.GB 945/31.893)*
J: TYB(XII-25-H-9)
NL: KITLV(M ss 244)
Ref.: OCLC 18851978

Copy of papers relating to the route of Captain W. C. McLeod, from Moulmein to the frontiers of China, and to the route of Dr. Richardson on his fourth mission to the Shan Provinces of Burmah, or extracts from the same: return to an address of the Honourable The House of Commons, dated 6 August 1869. (Mr. Somerset Blaumont). Ordered, by The House of Commons, to be printed, 10 August 1869. – [London, 1869.] 147 p., map. – (Sessional paper / Great Britain, Parliament ; 1868/69.) 420 – At head of title: East India (McLeod and Richardson’s journeys). – Parl. pap. 1868/69, XLVI, 617. – Microfiche 75.392-393

Subject(s): McLeod, W. C.
Richardson, D.
Burma : British – History : Description and travel : Commerce - China - History
China : Commerce - History
F: BNF(DD,192)
GB: BL(OPL:RR)*
SOAS(India paper / 118.317,9)*
J: TYB(XII-25-B-32)
MY: NL
NL: KITLV(M tt 23)
US: LC(4G 42)

Copy of report from Lieutenant Colonel Phayre, the Commissioner of Pegu, on the subject of his tour among the Karen mountain tribes, and the efforts of the Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Mason for the spread of education and civilization among them. (Mr. Kinnaird). Ordered, by The House of Commons, to be printed, 13 February 1861. – [London, 1861.] 7 p. – (Sessional paper / Great Britain, Parliament ; 1861.) 25 – At head of title: East India (Karen mountain tribes) – Caption title: Report, etc., relating to the Karen mountain tribes. – Parl. pap. 1861, XLVI, 81. – Microfiche 67.366

GB: BL(OPL: RR)*
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Subject(s): Burma ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB:SOAS(E Coll 3 M /87)

Couchman, G. H. H.
GB:BL-BL-APAC(W 2172)*

Subject(s): Burma ; Description and travel

Bhamo : Description and travel
GB:BL(IS.Bu.74)* BL-BL-APAC(W 892)
J: TYB(XII-25-B-27)
Ref.: OCLC 6913907

Couchman, Harold John <1882-1956>
The pendulum operations in India and Burma, 1908 to 1913 / by H. I. Couchman. Publ. by order of the Government of India. – Dehra Dun: Office of the Trigonometrical Survey, 1915. 6, VI, 190 p., tables, fold. maps, diagr. – (Professional paper / Survey of India ; 15)
Subject(s): Burma ; Pendulum ; Surveying
CH:BS UB(Zs.Mag. NatG 314:15)
GB:BL(IS.170/6)*
BL-BL-APAC(ORW.1986.a.5490 : IOR/V/19/218)
LSE(BLPES GovtPUBL.54(310/15))
OU/L(OM Geolog. Geol.per.)
US: NNC(Prentis 526 In26 no.15)
UCB(Main QB296.14 A28 v.15)
YU(SML QB296 I4 A34 15+)
Ref.: OCLC 36262804 ; ocm27871209

Coué, Jean
L'homme de la rivière Kwai / Jean Coué ... – Paris: Laffont, 1973. 245 p., couv. illus. en coul. – (Collecton Plein vent ; 100)
F: BNF(8° Y2S 91105(100))

Cowanges, Henri
D: BA-UB(40/IH 30320 FI 4870)
KN-UB(frz 959:e855e:k/r49)

Coulson, Cutler J.
World color slides : Coulson catalog of 35 mm. (2 x 2) color slides on 16 Asian countries: Burma, Cambodia - Angkor, China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Laos, Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan, Sikkim, South Vietnam, Taiwan, Thailand. – Rochester, N.Y., 1970. 146 p.

Coulthard, George <b. 1922>
ISBN 1858211484 (pbk.)
Subject(s): Coulthard, George <b. 1922>
Great Britain . World War <1939-1945> - Military operations - Army - Burma
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, British
GB:SOAS(E Coll 3 M /22)

Council of Applied Economic Research
∥National Council of Applied Economic Research

Council of Planning Librarians
∥Exchange bibliography

Council of the Lieutenant-Governor of Burma
∥Burma / Council of the Lieutenant-Governor

Council of the Union of Burma
∥National Council of the Union of Burma

Council of Women of Burma
∥National Council of Women of Burma
Burma Bibliographical Project

Council of Women’s Associations
→ Union of Burma Council of Women’s Associations

Council of World Affairs < India >
→ Indian Council of World Affairs

Council on Foreign Relations
Burma : time for change ; report of an independent task force sponsored by the Council on Foreign Relations
→ Falco, Mathea

Burma today
→ Trager, Frank Newton

The future of the overseas Chinese in Southeast Asia
→ Williams, Lea Everard

Council on International Studies < Buffalo, N.Y. >
→ State University of New York < Buffalo, N.Y. > / Council on International Studies

Subject(s): Burma : Drugs
TH: CU(RM300 .W927C 1999)

ISSN 1561-221X
Subject(s): Burma : Economic assistance – Periodicals ; Economic conditions – Periodicals ; Development aid ; Economic aid
N: CMI : 2000/2002- (q339.96(591) COU)
S: Luan(Inst196)
http://www.adb.org/Work/Country/Assistance%5FPlans/cap s.asp
GB: LSE(BLPES, OffPubl ADB (240/MYAN))
N: CMI : 2000/2002- (q339.96(591) COU)
NIU(SEA HC422.A1 C685) YU(9A HC422.A1 C68)
http://www.adb.org/Work/Country/Assistance%5FPlans/cap s.asp
GB: LSE(BLPES, OffPubl ADB (240/MYAN))
N: CMI : 2000/2002- (q339.96(591) COU)
NIU(SEA HC422.A1 C685) YU(9A HC422.A1 C68)
GB: LSE(BLPES, Intergovt organs. ADB (240/MYAN),
TH: CU(339.910591 A83Mya)
US: CU(Kroch Oversize HC422.A1 C68+)
LC(HC412 .C6678 2000 [14])
UCLA(YRL) YU(9A HC422.A1 C68 [15])
SSL EGCC 9 HC412 C6678 2000)
GB: LSE(BLPES, Intergovt organs. ADB (240/MYAN),
TH: CU(339.910591 A83Mya)
US: CU(Kroch Oversize HC422.A1 C68+)
LC(HC412 .C6678 2000 [14])
UCLA(YRL) YU(9A HC422.A1 C68 [15])
SSL EGCC 9 HC412 C6678 2000)
Ref.: OCLC 34280304 ; 40718060

Ref.: OCLC 37218212

Subject(s): Burma : Economic assistance, American ; Economic conditions <1948->
US: NIU(SEA HC422 .C6871979)

Burma, country program statement. FY-1983
Burma, country development strategy statement, FY 83
Subject(s): Burma : Economic assistance, American ; Economic conditions <1948->
US: NIU(SEA-FML HC422 .C6881981)

Country economic brief : Burma (Myanmar) – Canberra: Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
AU: MU: 1998- (Caulfield Reference Collection 330.9
CEB/Bur)

1: Main report
2: Statistical appendixes.
Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions <1948-> ; Economic conditions <1948-> - Statistics ; Economic policy <1988-> - Economic policy – 1988- - Statistics
GB: LSE(BLPES, IGO; ADB (95/MYA))
SG: ISEAS(HC422 C85)
NRL(RBUS(English q330.9591 COU v 1-2)
US: CU(Kroch Oversize) & UCB & UCD(Shields) : HC422 .C68 2001
NIU(SEA HC422 .C694 2001)
Ref.: OCLC 49682510 49981070

Country Health Programme
Country health programme, Burma : country profile / Ministry of Health, the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma.
– [Rangoon :] Ministry of Health, the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma, [1995]. 222 l., illus., incl. bibliogr. ref. – November-December 1975.
Subject(s): Burmese : Health and hygiene - Statistics
Burma : Public health – Statistics ; Country profile
US: NIU(SEA RA530.5 .B8761975)

→ also Primary Health Care and Basic Health Services Project. Burma, 1977-82

Country Health Programming experience in Burma
→ An analysis of Country Health Programming experience in Burma, 1977
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Siegfried M. Schwertner
United Nations Conference on the Least Developed Countries.

Subject(s): Burma : Economic assistance ; Economic conditions <1948-> ; Economic policy ; Social development ; Manpower development ; Resources mobilization ; Development assistance ; Development strategies ; Aid coordination

GB: Southampton(Hartley Libr. pamphlet HC 422 UNI)
Warwick(HK 858.C6, Store)
S: L(OBF Docum UNCLDC II/CP)
Ref.: OCLC 26870702 22901832 40306407 47087436


Subject(s): Burma : Economic policy <1988-> ; Economic conditions <1948-> ; Economic assistance

GB: LSE(BLPES, Intergovt. Organis. UN (3671/MYAN))

Country profile : Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar. – Issued also online, and in microform and CD-ROM formats.

ISSN 1356-4153

Subject(s): Burma : Economic forecasting - Periodicals ; Economic conditions <1948-> - Periodicals ; Politics and government <1988-> - Periodicals ; Periodicals - Economic conditions <1948-> - Periodicals - Politics and government <1988->

N: HIA: (KRIS Referanse u327.3(5) Cam - 1995/96)

Ref.: OCLC 1364-3533

< Country profile : Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar

Subject(s): Burma : Economic forecasting - Periodicals ; Economic conditions <1948-> - Periodicals ; Politics and government <1988-> - Periodicals ; Periodicals - Economic conditions <1948-> - Periodicals - Politics and government <1988->


D: HD-SAI: 1996/97- (inf Zs 1135)

F: BNF-D2-HDJ(Salle D. 088.52 MYAN)


Ref.: OCLC 33437025 ; 32349839

Country profile : Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar / EIU, the Economist Intelligence Unit. 1996/97- . – London : The Unit. – Annual. – Companion publication to: Country report : Myanmar (Burma). – Issued also online, and in CD-ROM and microfilm formats.

ISSN 1364-3533

Country profile : Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar

Burma Bibliographical Project

ISSN 1352-0946
< Country profile : Thailand, Burma
> Country profile : Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar
> Country profile : Thailand

Subject(s): Burma : Economic forecasting - Periodicals ; Economic conditions <1948- > - Periodicals ; Politics and government <1988- > - Periodicals ; Periodicals - Economic conditions <1948- > ; Periodicals - Politics and government <1988- >

AU: ANU (Chifley serial HC6.T4Q32)
GB: BL: 1994/95- (ZC.9.b.1674 ; (P)AM 50(THA)-E(2)
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.1916 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2081 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2114 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2108 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2114 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2108 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2108 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))
US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))

Country programme for Burma


Subject(s): Country programmes ; Programmes management ; Recommendations ; Financing

Burma : Education

Country programme recommendation


Burma : Basic services ; Children ; Nutrition - Drinking water ; Sanitation ; Primary Education ; Immunization ; Oral rehydration ; Primary health care ; Literacy programmes ; Non-formal education ; Women in development ; Statistical data ; Socio-Economic indicators

Issued under agenda item 3d's of agenda DP/1982/L.4 - Corrects text

US: UNDHL (DP/CP/BUR/4/Corr.1)


Subject(s): UNDP : Country programmes ; Programmes management ; Programme planning ; country and inter-country programmes and projects

Burma : Economic assistance ; Technical assistance ; Economic policy ; Development assistance ; Agricultural development ; Agroindustry ; Transport infrastructure ; Social service


Subject(s): UNICEF : Programme management ; Country programmes - Burma

Burma : Education

US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.1806(REC))


US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.1916)


US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2081 (REC))


US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2114 (REC))


US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125 (REC))


US: UNDHL (E/ICEF/P/L.2125(REC)/Corr.1)


Subject(s): UNICEF : Country programmes - Burma ; Programme management ; Recommendations ; Financing

Burma : Basic services ; Children ; Nutrition - Drinking water ; Sanitation ; Primary Education ; Immunization ; Oral rehydration ; Primary health care ; Literacy programmes ; Non-formal education ; Women in development ; Statistical data ; Socio-Economic indicators
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Siegfried M. Schwertner

Country report : Burma →Abecor Group of Banks

ISSN 1356-4048

< Country report : Indochina, Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia

< Country report : Thailand, Myanmar (Burma)

> Country report : Myanmar (Burma)


Subject(s): Burma : Business and economics ; Economic forecasting - Periodicals ; Economic situation and conditions <1948- > - Periodicals ; Politics and government <1988-> - Periodicals

AU:ANU(Chifley serial HC6.C67)
D: KI-ZBW
GB: BL(ZC.9.a.4306 ; (P) AM 50(KHM) -E(1) Business )
OUL(BOD K Floor P.D00827 1995.1-)
Ref.: OCLC 32349839

US: CU(Kroch +HC422.A1C87)
IU: 1996,1- (Main Stacks 330.9591005)
LC(HC422.A1 C684)
YU: 1996- (SSL EGCC 9A HA37.35 C68)
Ref.: OCLC 35424195

Country report : Myanmar (Burma) →also Dun and Bradstreet Corporation

< Quarterly economic review of Thailand, Burma
> Country report : Thailand, Myanmar (Burma)
Note: Analysis of economic and political trends every quarter.

Subject(s): Burma : Business and economics ; Economic forecasting - Periodicals ; Economic situation and conditions <1948- > - Periodicals ; Politics and government <1988-> - Periodicals

AU:ANU(Chifley serial HC6.C67)
D: KI-ZBW
GB: BL(ZC.9.a.4306 ; (P) AM 50(KHM) -E(1) Business )
OUL(BOD K Floor P.D00827 1995.1-)
Ref.: OCLC 32349839

US: CU(Echols + HC422.C86 ; Kroch +HC422 .A1C87)
IU: 1996,1- (Main Stacks 330.9591005)
LC(HC422.A1 C684)
YU: 1996- (SSL EGCC 9A HA37.35 C68)
Ref.: OCLC 35424195

Country report : Myanmar (Burma) →also Dun and Bradstreet Corporation

< Quarterly economic review of Thailand, Burma
> Country report : Thailand, Myanmar (Burma)
Note: Analysis of economic and political trends every quarter.

Subject(s): Burma : Business and economics ; Economic forecasting - Periodicals ; Economic situation and conditions <1948- > - Periodicals ; Politics and government <1988-> - Periodicals

AU:ANU(Chifley serial HC6.B9C67)
D: KI-ZBW(YY 14640) FS-UB(Zsq 16951b)
Ref.: OCLC 48880578

F: BNF-D2-HDJ: 1.1997- (Salle.D.088.52.MYAN)
Nanterre-BU Paris10: 1.1998- (LP 577)
GB: BL: 1996.1-1998.4 (ZC.9.a.6003 ; (P)AM 50(Bur)- E(2) Business ;R(XP)AM 50(Bur)- E(2))
OUL(BOD K Floor P.D00961 1996.1-)
Ref.: OCLC 48880578

ISSN 1350-7117
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

< Country report : Thailand, Burma
> Country report : Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar
> Country report : Thailand

Subject(s): Burma : Business and economics ; Economic forecasting - Periodicals ; Economic situation and conditions <1948- > ; Periodicals ; Politics and government <1988- > ; Periodicals
D: KI-ZBW(YY 12970) FS-UB(Zsg 16537)
-E(2) Business)
BL-DSS: 1992.4-1994 (3481.900990)
CUL(L220.b.162) LSE(BLPES HC445)
OUL(BOD K Floor P.C07588 1993.1-1994.4)
SG: ISEAS: 1992-1994 (jou HC497 Tha.CRT)
NRL+RUBC(q330.959 EIUER)
NUS-HL: 1993-1994 (Bnd Periodical HC497 Tha.CRT)
TH:CU(Sasin)
H U: 1992-4-1994
( Widener WID-LC HC445.A1 C68)
IU: 1992-4-1994 (Main Stacks Q. 330.959 C832R1)
YU: 1992-4-1994 (SSL EGCC 9B HA37.35 Q82)

Subject(s): Burma : Power resources - Government policy - Congresses : Power resources - Statistics - Congresses Ref.: OCLC 54426659


Country review Myanmar

→ Myanmar, 1998/99

Country risk Myanmar

Country risk Myanmar

Subject(s): Burma : Country risk - Statistics - Periodicals ; Investments, Foreign - Periodicals ; Economic conditions <1948- > - Statistics - Periodicals
GB: BL: 1997.1- (ZC.9.a.5890 ; RR & Business: (P) AM 50(BUR) -E(3))
IRL:TCD: 1997.1 (PER 86-635)
US.: LC(HC422.A1 C685 So Asia Ref)

Couper, Thomas <1878-1954>
Subject(s): Burma : Agricultural laborers
D: HD-SA (reg 60 H 9 Kp)*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.114/22*; 232/13)
US: UC

GB: BL-APAC(V 24312)
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 93/63565)
US: CU(Kroch Microfiche 887 SEI 93 63565)
LC(Microfiche 93/63565 (H))

Report on the second settlement of the Paung, Pa-an and Hlaingbwe townships together with the first settlement of newly surveyed areas in the Thatōn District : season 1908 to 1910

→ Settlement < Thatōn : Paung, Pa-an, Hlaing bwe > 1908-10

Courdy, Jean Claude

Subject(s): Burma : Socio-politics
D: B-SBB(1 A 583243 Potsdamler Str.)
F: BIULO(BIR.D.III.206) BSG.USUEL 959.1 COU
US: CU(Kroch DS552.4 .C68 2004)

Courseen-Neff, Zama

Living in limbo : Burmese Rohingyas in Malaysia / written by Zama Courseen-Neff. – New York, N.Y. ; London : Human Rights Watch, 2000. 77 p., incl. bibliogr. ref. – (Human Rights Watch, 1207-2309 ; 12.4 (C)) – At head of cover: Malaysia/Burma. – This report was written by Zama Courseen-Neff. – Acknowledgments. – Other Titles: Malaysia/Burma : living in limbo : Burmese Rohingyas in Malaysia – August 2000
Subject(s): Rohingya : Malaysia
Burma : Refugees ; Human rights
Malaysia : Refugees - Legal status, laws, etc. ; Human rights
GB: BL(YC.20005.b.153) CUL(2003.10.813)
OUL/RSC Main Libr EBU/EM-30 HRW : LAW Internat 570 H918e 12.4(C) SAdSICS Periodicals

Court of Small Causes < Rangoon >
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.110/7)*
BL-APAC(V 10192 ; IOR/V/27/143/53)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.110/6)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/143/55)
US: LC(Law)

Rules and orders applying to the Chief Court of Lower Burma and the Court of Small Causes, Rangoon

→ Burma < Lower Burma > / Chief Court

Court of the Recorder < Rangoon >
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/7)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/143/51B)
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Courtauld, Caroline

Subject(s): NLB(q MR959.1 Cou)

US: CU(Kroch DS527.3.C68  1988)

NRL(915.9104 COU)

US: CU(Kroch +)   NNC(Lehman g) & LC(+) & NIU(SEA)


GB: BL(LB.31.b.2789 ; RB.31.b.1004)
US: LC(DS527.7.C68 1984)

NBISU NNC

UCLA(YRL DS 527.7 C68 1984)

Ref.: OCLC 12668203

→Myanmar : the golden land

Odyssey illustrated guide to Burma (Myanmar)
→Burma (Myanmar)

Courtenay, Percy Philip <b, 1932>
Migrants form the mountains ; the costume art of the Hmong people of mainland Southeast Asia / Philip Courtenay ; Maria Wronksa-Friend. – [Townsville?]: Centre for East and Southeast Asian Studies, James Cook Univ. of North Queensland, 1995. 40 p., illus., bibliogr. p. 9. – A catalogue to accompany an exhibition of Hmong costume art.
ISBN 0864435533
AU:ANU(ITA Art 391.00959 COU)

The courts manual
→Jagannatha, Aiyar K.

The courts manual / publ. under the authority of High Court of Judicature at Rangoon. – Bombay: Times of India Pr., 1946. XX, 741 p., index, bibliogr. p. 703-709.
GB: SOAS(A 345.9107/295.710)*
US: LC(DS527.7.C68  1984)

US: HLaw(School: Harv.Depos. BUR 014.97 BUR)

The courts manual . . . . . 4. a krim` taññ`´´ phrat` khran`´´. V. 1- . . . [Rangoon,] 1999-. . . . – Added title and text also in Burmese ; Burmese and English on opposite pages
Subject(s): Burma : Courts ; Procedure (Law)
US: LC(KN3407.A28 B87 1999)

Cowan, C. D.
→Southeast Asian history and historiography

Cowan, John
US: HU(Law School: Harv.Depos. BUR 014.97 BUR)

The courts manual
→Jagannatha, Aiyar K.

The courts manual / publ. under the authority of High Court of Judicature at Rangoon. – Bombay: Times of India Pr., 1946. XX, 741 p., index, bibliogr. p. 703-709.
GB: SOAS(A 345.9107/295.710)*
US: LC(DS527.7.C68  1984)

US: HLaw(School: Harv.Depos. BUR 014.97 BUR)

The courts manual . . . . . 4. a krim` taññ`´´ phrat` khran`´´. V. 1- . . . [Rangoon,] 1999-. . . . – Added title and text also in Burmese ; Burmese and English on opposite pages
Subject(s): Burma : Courts ; Procedure (Law)
US: LC(KN3407.A28 B87 1999)

Cowan, John Macqueen
→The journeys and plant introductions of George Forrest

Cowan, Minna Galbraith
The education of the women of India / by Minna G. Cowan ... Illustrated. – Edinburgh ; London : Oliphant, Anderson &
Burma Bibliographical Project

Cox, Charles Donald <b. 1918>
A study of Shigella cultures isolated in India and Burma, with special reference to two previously undescribed serotypes. – 1947. II, 74 p., and 8 p. abstract. – Urbana-Champaign, Univ. of Illinois, Ph.D. (bacteriology) thesis Shulman 269
Subject(s): Burma : Shigella dysenteriae
US: IU(Main Stacks 589.95 C839S)
Ref: (Abstract) – 1947. 5 p.
US: LC(QR201.D9 C6) YU(Mudd, Stacks WG 841)

Cox, Christopher R.
GB: BL(YA.1996.a.22770)
NL: KITLV(M 1997 A 1329)
US: CU(Main Lib QK360.5 .C69 1977)
Ref: OCLC 44693206

Cox, David
ISBN 9211044901
Note: The least developed countries in Asia to be covered in this paper are the following eight: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, Lao People's Democratic Republic, Maldives, Myanmar and Nepal.
Subject(s): Burma : Social planning ; Economic development ; Economic conditions ; Social conditions
AU:NLA(YYq 338.95 C877)

Cox, Euan Hillhouse Methuen <1893-1977>
Farrer's last journey : Upper Burma, 1919-20 / by E. H. M. Cox ; together with a complete list of all rhododendrons, collected by Reginald Farrer, and his field notes, comp. by Miss. Helen T. Maxwell. With 28 illus. from photographs by the author. – London : Duluau, 1926. XIX, 244 p., index, 2 app., map. – Herbert 115
Subject(s): Farrer, Reginald John <1880-1920>
Cox, Euan Hillhouse Methven <1893-1977>

Cox, Euan Hillhouse Methven <1893-1977>
Burma, Upper : Botany : Rhododendrons ; Description and travel ; Plant collectors, British - Biography
D: B-SBB(Up 4915/302 U.d.L. ; Up 4915/302 Potsdamer Str.) – HD-SAI(reg 60 C 14)*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.5674)
GB: BL(010055 aaa 10) – BL-APAC(508.59 *3227*)
US: UC(Mudd, Stacks WG 919C)

Cowdell, A. S.
→The law of insolvency & bankruptcy, being a ... treatise on the insolvency laws ... in the Presidency-towns and Rangoon, & in the mofussil of India, and also in England

Cox, Francis Augustus
GB: BL(1369 f 17)*
US: HU(Botany Arboretum JP: Ve C83.3 1977)
LC(DS485.BS1C7) NYPL(Research QFT) UC(NRLF) UCD UCR YU(MUDD Eefb 919C)

Cowdell, Hiram
→An account of the Burman empire

Cox, Hiram
→An account of the Burman empire

Cox, Siegfried M. Schwertner

Cox, Siegfried M. Schwertner
The journeys and plant introductions of George Forrest

Cox, Siegfried M. Schwertner
The plant introductions of Reginald Farrer
→Farrer, Reginald John

Cox, Siegfried M. Schwertner
The Burmese game of chess
→Jones, William
The Indian game of chess

Cox, Siegfried M. Schwertner
An account of the Petroleum Wells, in the Burmrah Dominions : extracted from the Journal of a voyage from Rangoon up the river Erai-Wuddy to Amarapoorah, etc.
GB: BL(1298 d 20)

The Burmese game of chess
→Jones, William
The Indian game of chess

Cox, Siegfried M. Schwertner
A study of Shigella cultures isolated in India and Burma, with special reference to two previously undescribed serotypes. – 1947. II, 74 p., and 8 p. abstract. – Urbana-Champaign, Univ. of Illinois, Ph.D. (bacteriology) thesis Shulman 269
Subject(s): Burma : Shigella dysenteriae
US: IU(Main Stacks 589.95 C839S)
Ref: (Abstract) – 1947. 5 p.
US: LC(QR201.D9 C6) YU(Mudd, Stacks WG 841)

Cox, Siegfried M. Schwertner
The journeys and plant introductions of George Forrest

Cox, Siegfried M. Schwertner
The plant introductions of Reginald Farrer
→Farrer, Reginald John

Cox, Siegfried M. Schwertner
The Burmese game of chess
→Jones, William
The Indian game of chess

Cox, Siegfried M. Schwertner
An account of the Petroleum Wells, in the Burmrah Dominions : extracted from the Journal of a voyage from Rangoon up the river Erai-Wuddy to Amarapoorah, etc.
GB: BL(1298 d 20)

The Burmese game of chess
→Jones, William
The Indian game of chess

Cox, Siegfried M. Schwertner
A study of Shigella cultures isolated in India and Burma, with special reference to two previously undescribed serotypes. – 1947. II, 74 p., and 8 p. abstract. – Urbana-Champaign, Univ. of Illinois, Ph.D. (bacteriology) thesis Shulman 269
Subject(s): Burma : Shigella dysenteriae
US: IU(Main Stacks 589.95 C839S)
Ref: (Abstract) – 1947. 5 p.
US: LC(QR201.D9 C6) YU(Mudd, Stacks WG 841)

Cox, Siegfried M. Schwertner
The journeys and plant introductions of George Forrest

Cox, Siegfried M. Schwertner
The plant introductions of Reginald Farrer
→Farrer, Reginald John

Cox, Siegfried M. Schwertner
The Burmese game of chess
→Jones, William
The Indian game of chess

Cox, Siegfried M. Schwertner
An account of the Petroleum Wells, in the Burmrah Dominions : extracted from the Journal of a voyage from Rangoon up the river Erai-Wuddy to Amarapoorah, etc.
GB: BL(1298 d 20)

The Burmese game of chess
→Jones, William
The Indian game of chess
**Bibliographical description**
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Subject(s): Cox, Hiram : Diaries

**Burma, British** : History - 18th century - Sources

**Burma** : Description and travel ;

Social life and customs.

D: B-SBB(Up 4832 Potsdamer Str.)
GÔ-SUB(S H As II, 3283 ; H As II, 3285)
HD-SAIF(reg 60 D 108 rara)*
F: BNF(O2 l.18)
J: TYB(0-12-C-15)

**ditto.** 2ème ed., ornée de cartes, figures et costumes coloriés.
– ibd., 1841.
1. – CLVI, 210 p.
2. – 402 p.
D: HD-SAIF(321 rei 63/383 rara)*
US: CU(Kroch Asia Rare DS527.5 .C87 1841)
NYPL(Research BGD)
Ref.: OCLC 34994914

Cox, Sherry Lee


Subject(s): Songs, Burmese :History and criticism

AU:ANU(Chifley ML345.B8C69 1985)
GB: SOAS(GB784/553226)
US: NIU(Microforms-2nd FL-FL Microfiche AC801 .C87841986)
Ref.: OCLC 16053165

Coxe, H. R. H.


Subject(s): Burma : Archaeology

GB:BL(7701 c 1(1))*

Coxon, Stanley William

And that reminds me : being incidents of a life spent at sea, and in the Andaman Islands, Burma, Australia, and India / by Stanley W. Coxon ; with 41 illus. – London ; New York : J. Lane, 1915. XVI, 324 p., front. plates, ports.

Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel

AU:UNA(325.3420924 C879)
GB:BL(010826 k 25)*
BL-DSS(W62/2008)
CUL(456.c.91.669)
OU1(BOD L Floor 24617 d.64) SOAS
SG: RUBC(910.4 COX)

US:CU(Annex DS507 C87) HU(Widener Ind 209.15)
GC:BLAPAC(T 10824)
CUL(456.c.91.669)
OU1(BOD L Floor 24617 d.64) SOAS

US:CU(Annex DS507 C87) HU(Widener Ind 209.15)
LC & MnU(TC Wilson Ames) & UC(NRLF) :
DS507.C86 NYPL(Research AN)
UCLA(YRL DS 507 C839a)

**ditto.** Chiep ed. – London, J. Lane, 1927. XIII, 324 p., plate.
GB:BL-APAC(T 37452)

Coyaud, Maurice

→ **Contes des Kachin** : peuple du nord de la fédération birmane

→ **Contes et mythes de Birmanie et d'autres états du Myanmar**


3.1 au sud, akha, lisu, muang, lao, shan, khün, daim, duiy, sui, thai (siamois) ...
2 au nord-ouest (Xinjiang), ouigour, xazak, uzbek / Maurice Coyaud. – 1994. 263 p., index. ISBN 2-902684-29-0
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Subject(s): Akha (language) : Chine
Chin (language) : Chine
Hmong (language) : Chine
Khün (language) : Chine
Lisu (language) : Chine

China : Langages
F: BNF (GEN.HI.4089(2-3))
BSG(Y SUP-2425 (2-3))
Ref.: OCLC 36207771


Subject(s): Folk literature, Burmese : Translations into French
Burma : Tales
F: BN Impt.(8-Z-51020(2))
NL: KITLV(M3e 254 N)
SG: ISEAS(GR265 C88)

CPDSK

Christian Participation in the Development of Shan, Kayah and Karen State Communities

Subject(s): Burma : Democracy ; Human rights ; Narcotics Control of ; Politics and government <1948->
Burma – Foreign relations – United States
United States – Foreign relations – Burma

AU: NLA(E183390)
US: C (Kroch JC599.B93 US5 1990)
US: LC(KF27 F645 1989k) NNB
UC(SRLF AA0006251037)
UCB(Main J61 JF101 st no.67)

Craddock, Reginald Henry, 1864-1937

Address delivered at the first convocation of the University of Rangoon, 28th Nov., 1921 / by the chancellor, Sir Reginald Henry Craddock. – Rangoon : British Burma Pr., 1922. 10 p.

Subject(s): Burma : Education, higher ; University of Rangoon
Rangoon : Education, higher ; University US: CU(Kroch Asia Rare Fanphil L Burma 26)

Siegfried M. Schwertner

GB: BL(08023 dd 39* ; W8/6511) BL-APAC(T 13463)
US: YU
ditto. 2nd ed. – ibid., 1929. XVIII, 378 p., index, app. D: HD-SAI(his 62 B 16)*
US: LC(DS480.45.C7 1929)
US: GU NCsC OCI PPRCI WaU

Farewell address of Sir Reginal Craddock ... to the Burma Sikhs with comments by the Executive Committee of the Khalsa Diwan Burma. 14th April 1923. – Amritsar: Panthic Pr., 1923. 11 p.
GB: BL(012301 eee 58)* BL-APAC(ORW. 1986.a.5926)

[Note on the threatened extinction of the European services in India ]
Note by Sir Reginald Craddock, Lieutenant-Governor of Burma, on the threatened extinction of the European services in India. – (Maymyo, 1922). 40 p. – Confidential
D: B-SSB(Up 296/170 NILS)

Subject(s): Burma : History <1824-1948> - Sources ; Economic conditions
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.119/24) BL-APAC(T 3313*; IOR/V/27244/31)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.63 C88)
US: MiU

Ref.: OCLC 5064867

Craine, Eric Richard <b. 1946>


Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
D: M-BSB(93.13548) HD-SAI(his 62 B 16)*
US: LC(D769.34 464th .C73 1992)
SI: IOR/V/27244/31
SG: ISEAS(DS530.63 C88)

Crane, Curt<br. 1894-1956>

S: S1.1 S 59 C ; 1.2 S 8:o

Cramer, Gail L.

An economic assessment of the Myanmar rice sector : current developments and prospects
Young, Kenneth B.

Cramer, Robert F.

Cranbrook, Catharine Gathorne-Hardy <Earl of, b.1933> Riches of the wild : land mammals of South-East Asia / Earl of Cranbrook ; with coloured plates by A. M. Hughes. – Singapore ; Oxford ; New York : Oxford Univ. Pr., 1997. XXIV, 280 p., illus. – (Images of Asia) – Herbert 133

GB: BL(YK 1988 a 3505)


GB: BL(YC 1997 a 2315)

Crane, Jay Rainfall in Burma

→ Huke, Robert Edward


Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions

US: CU(Kroch HC425 .C89+)

NYPL(Research TB p.1998)

Ref.: OCLC 52012641

Cranenburgh, D. E. → The arms act

Cravath, Paul Drennan <1861-1940-1940> Letters home from the Far East and Russia, 1931 / Paul D. Cravath ... 1st ed. – [Garden City, N.Y.: The Country Life Pr., 1931.] 97 p., illus. LC(DS508.C786) NYPL OO YU


Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Aerial operations ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

GB: BL(1425 g 19)*

Cravath, John <1783-1868> Ambassade de Crawfurd au roi d’Ava en 1826 / par Jean-Marc Rastorfer ; texte de 1827 tiré de la Bibliothèque universelle, ill., annoté et commenté, accompagné d’une bibliogr. – San Marino (CA) : Hoya Publishing ; Lausanne 22 (case postale 54, 1000) : CédoK, 2005 VI, 126 p., illus., bibliogr.

CH: SLB(Nb 112509 Res)

Ambassade de Crawfurd au roi d’Ava en 1826 / par Jean-Marc Rastorfer ; texte de 1827 tiré de la Bibliothèque universelle, ill., annoté et commenté, accompagné d’une bibliogr. – San Marino (CA) : Hoya Publishing ; Lausanne 22 (case postale 54, 1000) : CédoK, 2005 VI, 126 p., illus., bibliogr.

CH: SLB(Nb 112509 Res)

Brief narrative of an embassy from the Governor-General of India [Earl Amherst] to the Ava in 1826-27 ; with commercial notices of our new provinces on the Eastern coast of the Bay of Bengal. And an appendix, given an account of the new settlement of Amherst / by a member of the embassy. – London : Smith, Elder, 1827. 35 p.

Subject(s): Ava

Burma, British

Burma : Description and travel ; History - Konbaung dynasty, 1752-1885

GB: BL(T 1173(11))*

MY: NL

US: PPL PPULC

Journal of an embassy from the Governor General of India to the court of Ava, in the year 1827 / by John Crawford. ... With an appendix containing a description of fossil remains by Professor Buckley and Mr. Clift. – London : Colburn, 1829. XI, 516, 89 p., [11] l. of plates (1 folded), illus. (some col.), fold. map, app. – Herbert 185. – IDC SE-20,151

Subject(s): Ava

Burma, British

Burma : Geography ; Paleontology ; Description and travel ; History - Konbaung dynasty, 1752-1885

AU:ANU(Menzies rare book +1492519)

D: B-SBB(4° Up 4860)

F: BNF(Ni 165)

GB: BL-APAC(W 178 ; W 7153)* Manchester(Deansgate)

Newcastle(Robinson Libr Spec coll ; 1801-1850 Coll. 915.91 CRA) OUL(BOD G Floor 20653 d.1)

IN: IP(164 B 12)

J: TYB(XII-25-E-17)

MY: BRS NL

NL: KITLV(M rr 428)

US: CU(Kroch Asia Rare DS485 B81 C985+; Kroch +DS565.C89) HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Ind 8118.29F) LC(DS485.B81C9) UC(NRLF DS485.B81 C9 SC 15 889) YU(Beinecke Eefb +827C)

ditto. 2nd ed. In two vols. - ibid., 1834.

1. – IX, 541 p., plates, map.

2. – VIII, 318, 163 p., plan, app.

AU:ANU(Menzies large book DS529.7.C9 1834 ; Microform DS529.7.C9 1975)

D: HD-SA1(reg 60 D 306)*

F: BNF(Ni 165A; Ge.FF.5144-5145)

BIUO(GEN.III.4017(1))

GB: BL(1425 g 19)* BL-APAC(T 43270 ; V 19613)

OU(LIND Retind) SOAS(EB 83.23/11.515 ; EB 83.24/83.145 ; EB 83.60/286.760)

Wellcome(Onsite store SpecColl 19105/B)

IN: IP(164 B 2)

NL: KITLV(M rr 428)

SG: ISSEAS(DS530.2 C989)

US: CU(Annex DS485.B81C89 1834)

HU(Widener Ind 8118.29.2) LC(DS485.B81C9)

NIU(SpeCol DS485.B81 C91834A)
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NYPL (Research BGD) UC(SRLF A0010125227 ; NRLF DS485.B81 C1834) UCSB(Main Lib DS485.B81 C73) UCSD(SpecColl DS485.B81 C9 Rare) YU(SML, American Orient.Soc., Room 329 K C85)


HK: Univ of Hong Kong
Ref.: OCLC 51345062

Note: Political disturbances and subversive activities in post-1988 Burma, allegedly led by Aung San Suu Kyi, leader of National League for Democracy, Burma; collected articles.
Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi
Burma : Subversive activities ; Politics and government <1988–>
US: HU(Widener HV6295.B93 C73 1988)
Ref.: OCLC 54089726

CRDB

→Committee for Restoration of Democracy in Burma

The creation
→Judson, Adoniram

The creation ... 4th ed. – Rangoon : American Tract Society, 1866. 34 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
US: NYPL(Research *OY p.v.1,no.1)

Creegan, Charles Cole <1850-1939>
xvi, 404 p., [8] l. of plates, ports.
Contains: Adoniram Judson, missionary to Burmah
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram
Burma : Missionaries - Biography
US: YU(LSF-Request for Ei C86g)

US: YU(Divinity Fiche B4000 ATLA fiche 1986-0484)

Crewer, Robert R.
Subject(s): Burma : Communism
US: ICNE(2nd Floor Microfilm Cases MICRO. 979 ; End of Areas [Oversize.]) DS99999 C7)

Cremonesi, Alfredo
An abridged prayer book in Red Karen

Cressey, Paul Frederick
Rangoon : a brief social survey / by Paul F. Cressey. – Rangoon : Rangoon Gazette Ltd., [1950?]. 29 p. –The three lectures in this pamphlet were originally delivered under the title of "Rangoon - your city and mine." They were sponsored by the Social Responsibilities Committee of the Rangoon Y.W.C.A. and were given in January and February, 1950.
Subject(s): Rangoon : Description and travel ; Social life and customs
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 R 9 Kp)*
US: CU(Kroch DS486.R2 C92) NcD YU(Divinity MU14 C864r ; SML, Microform Film B1541:6)
Ref.: OCLC 31565599 ; 28779194

Cressy-Marcks, Violet Olivia Rutley
D: HD-SAI(eth 64 C 545)*
GB: BL(010056 d 32)
US: CU(Kroch DS710.C92) HU LC(DS710.C74) NYPL OCI
ditto. / introduction by ... Sir Percy Sykes ... with eighty photographs and four maps. 1st ed. – New York : Dutton, 1942. 324 p.
US: LC(DS710.C74 1942) OCI UC

Crew, Bob
ISBN 1843580926
Subject(s): Great Britain : Army - Brigade of Gurkhas – History
Gurkha soldiers ; Gurkha soldiers : History
GB: OUL(BOD M04.E16006)
Ref.: OCLC 56465246

Crews, Cecil Robert
Subject(s): Burma : Cooperation
GB: BL(B.S.68/33a(9)) BL-APAC(V 13793)
OUL(BOD Bookstack 222831 d.58)
SOAS(E Coll 3 N /6)
US: LC(D807.G7C73) NYPL(Research L-10 616)

Crews, Cecil Robert
The co-operative movement : study outlines : questions and answers

Crick, Bernard
Herbert 695
p. 76-103: An Englishman in Burma, 1922-27
D: PA-UB(65/HM 3855 C928 L7)
Bibliographical description


Criminal circulars: being judgments and rulings in criminal appeals and references to the Court of the Judicial Commissioner and the Special Court of Lower Burma / comp. and ed. with notes by J. Copley Moyle. – Moulmein: Myles Standish [etc.], 1894-1895. 3 vols. in 2, incl. index. v.3 has spine title: Criminal judgments ; v.1 has spine title: Moyle's criminal rulings and judgments ; v.2-3 have spine title: Special Court of Lower Burma Subject(s): Burma: Law reports, digests, etc. Criminal law - Digests US:HU(Law School: Harv.Depos. IN 580 CRI YU: i (School of Law)


Criminal judgments of the Court of the Judicial Commissioner and the Special Court of Lower Burma during 1893 and 1894 / comp. and ed. with notes by J. Copley Moyle. – Rangoon: Standish ; Moulmein: Bulletin Pr., 1895. VII, IV, 162, XX p. GB:BL(05319 eee 1)* BL-APAC(V 5508)


The criminal justice report of Burma for the year 1900 [to 1903]. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.) < Reports on criminal justice in Burma > Reports on the administration of criminal justice GB:BL: 1900-1903 (I.S.Bu.12/9)/* US:HU(Widener Ind 8007.2 F) LC(HV737.BBA3) NYPL: 1900-1903 (LSD+)
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Siegfried M. Schwertner


Crisman, Lawrence W.  Maps of international borders between mainland Southeast Asian countries and background information concerning population movements at these borders


Croker, Bithia Mary (Sheppard) <d. 1920>
The road to Mandalay : a tale of Burma / B. M. Croker. –
Subject(s): Burma ; Fiction, English
GB: BL(NN 4547) BL-APAC(T 41340)
IRL: TCD(SHB-43-159)
J: TYB(XII-25-G-5)

ditto. – London ; New York ; Cassell, 1919. X, 244 p.
US: CU(Annex PR6005.R74 R6 1919)
Ref.: OCLC 37225459

ditto. – Paris; Conard, 1920. – (Standard collection of British and American authors ; 176)
CH: BE SUB(LG 20030)

Ref.: Bookseller

D: HD-SA(nsp 5.3 C 99/812)*
US: CU(Kroch Rare & Mss PR6005.R74T4)

Croley, Henry

Geography of the Eastern Peninsula : comprising a descriptive outline of the whole territory, and a geographical, commercial, social and political account of each of its divisions, with a full and connective history of Burmah, Siam, Anam, Cambodia, French Cochín-China, Yunan, and Malaya / by Henry Croley. – [s.l., s.n.] ; 1878. VII, 354 p.
US: CU(Wason DS507 C94)

Cromer, Evelyn Baring <Earl of, 1841-1917>

Contains: Burma.
Subject(s): Burma ; History ; Colonization , Literature

Great Britain ; Colonies
GB: OUL(NEW K.K.869 ; SAC 3rd Stack 145.3 C.132)
US: HU(Widener Depository H 1129.13) LC & NIU(Main Stacks-FML) & NNC(Butler) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : AC8 .C7
YU(LSF-Request Bf5 393)
Ref.: OCLC02534845 ; OCLC 53351449

Ref.: OCLC 32175784
GB: OUL
US: Southern Univ Libr. LA (LScS)

US: LC & WU(College Library Reserve Book Coll.) : AC8 .C7 1969

Cronin, John Joseph

GB: BL(N.S.Bu.114/18(2))*

2. Russia (fino al 1917), … Birmania e Malacca, Indone-
via. – 1959. 511 p., illus.
Subject(s): Burma ; History
I: BCMP(ENC/0028)

Crook, William <b. 1923>

GB: BL(Nov. 3926 Woolwich)*
US: LC(PZ4.C9483F0)

Ref.: Bernot

GB: BL(H. 81/383 Woolwich)

Crooke, William <1848-1923>

Hobson-Jobson → Yule, Henry

The people of India
→ Risley, Herbert Hope

Crop intensification

<Second>
Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors and appraisal report on a proposed loan to the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma on a second crop intensification program
→ Asian Development Bank

Crop pests and diseases.
→ Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. of A.), 1927. 122 p. – (Agricultural leaflets ; 1)
Subject(s): Burma ; Agriculture
GB: BL(LS.Bu.114/18(1))* BL-APAC(Bur D 1784/1)
US: WU(Steenbock Library Docs RCL B92 AG8 AL2)

Crops and cultivation.
→ Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. of A.), 1927. 122 p. – (Agricultural leaflets ; 1)
Subject(s): Burma ; Agriculture
GB: BL(LS.Bu.114/18(1))* BL-APAC(Bur D 1784/1)
Ref.: OCLC 54217798

ditto. – Rangoon : Central Pr., 1966. 136 p., illus. – (Agricultural leaflets / Burma ; 1)
GB: BL-APAC(V 24313)

Cross, Anne R.

Subject(s): Burma ; Population forecasting ; Demography
US: US Bur of the Census
Johns Hopkins Univ, Welch Med Libr
Ref.: OCLC 48234041

Cross, B. P.

GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.75)
Cross, Earle Bennett

- A Bible dictionary translated into Sgau Karen

- The Book of Psalms

- Bible, O.T.: Psalms < K a r e n : Sgau : Mason >

Commentary on the book of Daniel

- Bible, O.T.: Daniel < K a r e n : Sgau >

A commentary on the epistle of Paul to the Romans in Sgaw Karen

- Bible, N.T.: Epistles of Paul : Romans < K a r e n : Sgau >

A commentary on the epistle to the Hebrews, and on the epistles of James, Peter, John and Jude in Sgaw Karen

- Bible, N.T.: Epistles of Paul : Hebrews < K a r e n : Sgau >

Commentary on the epistles of Paul to the Corinthians in Sgau Karen

- Bible, N.T.: Epistles of Paul : Corinthians < K a r e n : Sgau >

Commentary on the epistles of Paul to the Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, Thessalonians, Timothy, Titus and Philemon in Sgau Karen

- Bible, N.T.: Epistles of Paul: Selection < K a r e n : Sgau >

Commentary on the gospel by John in Sgaw Karen

- Bible, N.T.: John < K a r e n : Sgau >

A dictionary of the Sgau Karen language

- Wade, Jonathan

The epistle to the Ephesians: Sgaw Karen ...

- Bible, N.T.: Epistles of Paul : Ephesians < K a r e n : Sgau >

The Epistle to the Hebrews: Sgau Karen

- Bible, N.T.: Epistles of Paul : Hebrews < K a r e n : Sgau >

The Epistle to the Philippians: Sgau Karen ...

- Bible, N.T.: Epistles of Paul : Philippians < K a r e n : Sgau >

The Gospel by John: Sgau Karen ...

- Bible, N.T.: John < K a r e n : Sgau >


- Bible, N.T.: Luke < K a r e n : Sgau >

The Gospel by Matthew in Sgau Karen ...

- Bible, N.T.: Matthew < K a r e n : Sgau >

History of the church to the introduction of modern church history (Sgaw Karen) / by E. B. Cross. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1903. 424 p. – Title-page and preface in English only

GB:BL(11103 b 11)*

Karen almanac / by E. B. Cross. – Rangoon, 1873. – Added title and text in Sgau-Karen

GB:BL-APAC(Karen B.62)

ditto. : for 1879. – ibd., 1878.

GB:BL-APAC(Karen B.67)

- Karen reading book

Materi media and pathology

- Mason, Francis

A practical astronomy for the use of Karen schools. – Maulmain: American Mission Pr., 1860. 63 p., 4 plates. – Added title and text in Sgau dialect of Karen

GB:BL(11103 g 1(1))

- The Toungoo Baptist Karen Mission, the S.P.G. and the Bishop of Calcutta

Cross, John P. < h. 1925>

Gurkha : the legendary soldier

- Adshead, Robin

Cross, Thomas E.


Burma : Musical instruments – Catalogue- South Dakota, U.S.

D: M-BSB(4 Mus.th. 2045 f-2)

GB:OUL(MUS Bate Coll (Baines bequest)/ref)

US: IU(Music Stacks 781.910954 SH86I)

LC & UCB(Musik Ref) & UCD(Main) & UCR(Rivera) : ML462.V37 S5 1982 SdU(Nat.Music Museum ML462 .S45x C3 v.2)

WU(Music Library (Mills) Ref.Coll. ML462 V33 S5 1982 YU(Music Lib. SML ML462 V526 S5 v.2+)

Musical instruments of Burma, India, Nepal, Thailand, and Tibet in the collections of the Shrine to Music Museum / by Thomas E. Cross. – 1983. 84 l., incl. plates. – Univ. of South Dakota, thesis

Subject(s): Shrine to Music Museum < University of South Dakota >

Burma : Musical instruments – Catalogue- South Dakota, U.S.

US: SdU(Main & NatMusic Museum & USD: LD 5071.3x .C884)

Ref.: OCLC 59911389


Ref.: OCLC 55961335
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Siegfried M. Schwertner
Subject(s): Burmese : Health and hygiene - Thailand

Thailand : Emigration and Immigration ; AIDS (Disease) - Transmission ; Alien labor - Health and hygiene ; HIV Infections - Epidemiology ; Acquired Immunodeficiency ; Syndrome - Epidemiology

Burma : Emigration and Immigration ; AIDS (Disease) - Transmission ; Acquired Immunodeficiency ; Syndrome - Epidemiology ; HIV Infections - Epidemiology ; Risk Assessment

AU:ANU(Menzies DS485.B86.C8 1968)
NL: KITLV(M ss 367)
MY: NL   RUL
J:  TNR   TYB(XII-25-E-15)
GB: BL(09057 d 28)   BL-DSS(W7/8638)
F:  BNF(8° O2 l.335)
D: B-SBB(Up 4770 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
US: CU(Kroch RA644.A25 C76 1968)
SG: ISEAS(RA644.A25 C94 1461)   NUS(DS530.6 Cro)
UCSB(Library DS485.B82 C7)
YU(SML DS485 B89 C76 1968)

Crossett, Barbara.
US: MSU(MS 945 231.276)

Crossette, Laurie A.
Subject(s): Crozier, Laurie A.

Crozier, Brian.
GB:BL(8183 w 15)*

Crossthwaite, Robert Joseph < Sir >
GB:BL(05319.ee.18.(2.))

Crozier, Andrew J.
Imperial retrenchment and adaptation in South-East Asia : Britain's relations with Burma, Malaysia and Thailand 1945-8 / Andrew J. Crozier. – Bangkok: Chulalongkorn University, 1999. 24 l. – International Conference on Europe-Southeast Asia in the contemporary world : mutual influences and reflections : 1940s-1960s < 25-27 August 1999, Bangkok >

Crossthwaite, Robert Joseph < Sir >
Bibliographical description

26 plates, ports., maps, index. – Herbert 186
illus. and maps.


Subject(s):

Great Britain
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

The pacification of Burma / by Sir Charles Crossthwaite, with bibliogr. ref. – ISBN 0-813333261

Subject(s): Crozier, Laurie A.

Karen : Politics and government

Australians : Burma - Mawchi

Burma : Mineral industries – Mawchi ; Insurgency ; Politics and government <1948->
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Mawchi : History
AU:ANU(Menzies DS530.4.C76 1994 )
NLA(N & NL 355.021509591 C954)
D: HD-SAI(320 mil 98/639)*
GB: SOAS(GB590.092/728.035)*
NL: KITVL(M ss 335 N)
SG: NLA(N & NL 355.021509591 C954)
US: CU(Kroch z) & HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & NNC(Lehman) & UCB(Main) & WU(Memorial Lib.) :
DS528.A97 C76 1994
NIU(SEA DS528.A97 C76H 1994)
YU(SML DS528.2 A97 C76 1994)

CRPP
→Committee Representing the People’s Parliament

Cruel and vicious repression of Myanmar peoples by imperialists and fascists and the true story about the plunder of the royal jewels / [Bo Thanmani ; Maung Myanmar.] Media Group of the Committee for Propaganda and Agitation to Intensify Patriotisme. 1st print. – [Yangon:] Publ. for the News and Periodicals Interprise by U Tin Htwe, 1991. 5, 125 p., illus.
Note: Relates to the incidents of 1942 when British and Japanese ruled Burma in turn; includes open letters, newspaper clippings, and interviews with the victims or surviving next of kins of the victims.
Subject(s): Burma : Atrocities ; Pillage ; History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945>
Great Britain : Armed Forces - Burma
Japan : Armed Forces - Burma
World War <1939-1945> - Burma - Atrocities
Birma, britisch / Weltkrieg 2 <<HD-SAI>>
Großbritannien / Weltkrieg 2 <<HD-SAI>>
Japan / Weltkrieg 2 <<HD-SAI>>
Großbritannien / Imperialismus <<HD-SAI>>
Japan / Imperialismus <<HD-SAI>>
Birma, britisch / Massenmord <<HD-SAI>>
Birma, britisch / Unterdrückung <<HD-SAI>>
Birma, britisch / Kunststahl <<HD-SAI>>
Birma, Sozialistische Republik / Gedenkschrift, Weltkrieg 2 <<HD-SAI>>
Birma, Sozialistische Republik / Propaganda, sozialisti sche <<HD-SAI>>
D: HD-SAI(320 mil 98/639)*
GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1993.a.1868)
SOAS(GB949/698.574)*
SG: NNC(Lehman) & UCB(Main) & WU(Memorial Lib.) :
UCB(Main DS530 .S2613 1991)
NIU(SEA DS535.35.R76U61795)
YU(LSF-Request PS535 R785 U5 1975)

Cruickshank, Charles G.
p.163-190: Burma
Subject(s): Great Britain : Army ; World war <1939-1945> - Secret service
East Asia : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
D: BSB(Orient. 86.1741)
GB: SOAS(CF940.54 /483305 ; G959.052 /808057* ; E Coll 3 H 77)

ditto. 1. issued as an Oxford paperback. – ibd., 1986. XV, 285 p., illus., map. – (Oxford paperbacks)
D: A-UB(01/NQ 2780 C955)

Crumpler, Gus H. :b. 1911>
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Fiction
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 V 32)
US: CU(Wason PR6005 R98K5)
LC(PZ4.C938K12 1960)

Cruickshank, Charles G.

Siegfried M. Schwertner

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 E 4)*
US: CU(Wason PR6005 R98K5)
LC(PZ4.C938K12 1960)

Cruickshank, Charles G.

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 E 4)*
US: CU(Wason PR6005 R98K5)
LC(PZ4.C938K12 1960)

Cworthew, Maurice James Patrick
A kind of fighting : a novel / by Patrick Cruttwell. – London ; Dent, 1959. 272 p. – Herbert 679
GB: BL(NNN 13469)*
US: UoC NYPL
NCd OKS SCU TXU YU


Cruickshank, Charles G.
p.163-190: Burma
Subject(s): Great Britain : Army ; World war <1939-1945> - Secret service
East Asia : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
D: BSB(Orient. 86.1741)
GB: SOAS(CF940.54 /483305 ; G959.052 /808057* ; E Coll 3 H 77)

Cruickshank, Charles G.
p.163-190: Burma
Subject(s): Great Britain : Army ; World war <1939-1945> - Secret service
East Asia : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
D: BSB(Orient. 86.1741)
GB: SOAS(CF940.54 /483305 ; G959.052 /808057* ; E Coll 3 H 77)

Cruickshank, Charles G.
p.163-190: Burma
Subject(s): Great Britain : Army ; World war <1939-1945> - Secret service
East Asia : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
D: BSB(Orient. 86.1741)
GB: SOAS(CF940.54 /483305 ; G959.052 /808057* ; E Coll 3 H 77)

Cruickshank, Charles G.
p.163-190: Burma
Subject(s): Great Britain : Army ; World war <1939-1945> - Secret service
East Asia : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
D: BSB(Orient. 86.1741)
GB: SOAS(CF940.54 /483305 ; G959.052 /808057* ; E Coll 3 H 77)

Cruickshank, Charles G.
p.163-190: Burma
Subject(s): Great Britain : Army ; World war <1939-1945> - Secret service
East Asia : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
D: BSB(Orient. 86.1741)
GB: SOAS(CF940.54 /483305 ; G959.052 /808057* ; E Coll 3 H 77)

Cruickshank, Charles G.
p.163-190: Burma
Subject(s): Great Britain : Army ; World war <1939-1945> - Secret service
East Asia : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
D: BSB(Orient. 86.1741)
GB: SOAS(CF940.54 /483305 ; G959.052 /808057* ; E Coll 3 H 77)
Culcheth, W. W.
Mr. Culcheth’s reports on loss of water by evaporation and absorption. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for P. W. S.), 1893. 5, 3, 9, 3 p., tables, app.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.100/3)*

Cull, Brian
Bloody shambles / Christopher Shores
Shores, Christopher

Cullimore, Daniel Henry
The Burmese : what do they know of medicine? / by Daniel Henry Cullimore. – Madras: Higginbotham, 1875. 12 p. – (Medical hints to the people of India)
GB: BL(7306 aa 2(12))
BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/340/45)

Culloden
The commercial annual

Cullum, Earl Owen
US: LC(MLCS 93/02188 (U))

The cultivation and preparation of para rubber in Burma.
Rev. and rewritten. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., 1920. 31 p., illus., bibliogr. p. 23-30. – (Bulletin / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 7, 1911)
1st ed. → Sawyier, Arthur Manuel
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.118)*
US: LC(SB291.14B9 1920) NYPL

Cultivators’ leaflet / Agricultural Department, Burma.
1907. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. – Title varies slightly
Subject(s): Agriculture - Periodicals
GB: BL-DSS(3491.630000)
US: CU: 2 14 16 19 21 24-29 38-42 48
(Entomology SB904.B9 A2)
Ref.: OCLC 43813883

Subject(s): Burma : Agricultural credit ; Credit ratings ; Loans
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.111/2)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/340/43)
J: TYB(532)
Ref.: OCLC 46357953
ditto. : ibd., 1910. 12, 9, 139, 43 p., illus. – Added title and text in Burmese
ditto. : ibd., 1921.
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/340/47)
ditto. : 1923. – ibd., 1924.
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/340/44)
ditto. : 1940 ; corr. up to the 1st July, 1940. – ibd., 1941. 102 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.111/2(2))* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/340/45)
ditto., 1944 : containing the land improvement loans act, the agriculturists’ loans act, and the rules and instructions there-under in force in Burma – New Delhi : The Crescent Print. Works, 1944. 92 p. – The present edition which supersedes that of 1940 incorporates all corrections and amendments issued up to date.
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/340/46)
ditto. : 1944. Repr. – Rangoon : Govt. of Print. and Staty., 1961. 96 p., illus., index.
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 93/63570)
US: CU(Kroch Microfiche 887 SEI 93 63570)
LC(Law <Burma (Union) 4 Loans>; Microfiche 93/63570 (K))

Note: A collection of 10 papers presented at the Workshop on the Cultural Classics of Southeast Asia: Myanmar and Thailand, held on 6-7 Sept. 2001 by SEAMEO Regional Centre for History and Tradition; chiefly on Burma
Subject(s): Burma : Civilization - Congresses ; Antiquities
SG: NRL(English 959.1 Wor)
TH: CU(DS527.9 W926C 2001)
US: CU(Kroch) LC & NIU(SEA) & NNC(Butler) & UCB(Main) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : DS527.9 W67 2001

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 S 35)*
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 S 36)*
US: DS

Cultural freedom in Asia : the proceedings of a conference held at Rangoon, Burma on February 17, 18, 19 and 20, 1955, and convened by the Congress for Cultural Freedom and the Society for the Extension of Democratic Ideals. 1st ed. – Rutland, Vt. ; Tokyo: Tuttle, 1956. VII, 296 p., illus., ports. – Other title: Report of the Rangoon Conference on cultural freedom in Asia
Subject(s): Burma : Intellectual life - Congresses
AU: ANU(Menzies DS12.C63 1955 ; Hope Store Bliss OH C749)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 N 1)
B: SBB(11 V 362 U.d.L.; 29081 Potsdamer Str.) HD-SAI(reg 60 N 1)
F: Metz-BU Lettres((73)915 C)
GB: BL(X 809/23246) BL-APAC(T 16401)
J: LSE(BLPES DS12 C74)
K: OUL(IND Nuneham 34 B)
LSE(BLPES DS12 C74)
NUS(Main & Closed Stacks DS12 Con)
UCB(Main) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : DS527.9 W67 2001
Burma Bibliographical Project

H.U (Widener Asia 42.15)
LC & OAU (Alden SE Asia) : DS12, C63 1955
NIU (SEA & NNC (Lehman & Offsite)) : DS12, C83
1955 NNUT (Burke MRL Day Rare Bfl C749)
UCB (S-S/SEA Asia JC999.7 A56 C76)
UCLA (YRL DS12 C76c)
YU (SML Yale Class. B) JL 956C : AOS K C76)
Cultural patterns and technical change : a manual / ed. by
p. 321-336. – (Tensions and technology series)
US: CU (Mann & Uris GN320.W92)
LC (GN320.W74) : YU

diagr. – (A Mentor book ; MD134)
p. 53-77: Burma
LC (GN320.W74 1955)

Culture shock : Burma
→ Saw Myat Yin

Cultures of the world. – London : Marshall Cavendish Books
Burma
→ Saw Myat Yin

Cuming, Edward William Dirom 1862-1941
In the shadow of the pagoda : sketches of Burmese life and
362 p., front., illus. – Herbert 8
Subject(s): Burma : Pagodas ; Buddhism ; Social life and
customs - History
AU: ANU (Menzies DS527.9.C85)
D: B-SBB(71 151 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: BL(B012627 m 1) BL-APAC(V 10031)
SOAS (GB909/4.449 : GB830/643.339)*
SAS (591:308 (Room 17))
J: TYB(XII-25-C-6)

Cuming, John G.
→ A handbook for travellers in India, Burma and Ceylon.
→ 11th-12th ed.

Cummings, Ephraim Chamberlain 1825-1897
Mission to Burma : a memoir of Miss Sarah Cummings
→ Shway Goon

Cummings, Joe
Burma : a travel survival kit. 4th ed
→ Wheeler, Tony

Myanmar
→ Clark, Michael

Myanmar : Birmania / Joe Cummings, Tony Wheeler. –
Torino : EDT, c1993. XII, 183 p., illus. – (Guide EDT)
Subject(s): Burma : Guidebooks
I: BO-Bibli. comunale dell'Archiginnasio
RE-Biblioteca municipale Antonio Panizzi

Myanmar (Birmania) / Joe Cummings, Tony Wheeler : [tra-
duzione: Paola Belloccchio Chierotti, Carlo Maria Chierotti] ;
edizione italiana a cura di Cesare Dapino. – Torino : EDT,
1996. XII, 438 p., [3] p. di tav., illus., carte geogr. – (Guide
EDT) – Orig. Title: Myanmar (Burma)
ISBN 88-7063-291-1

Subject(s): Burma : Guidebooks ; Description and travel
I: BO-Bibli. comunale dell'Archiginnasio
RM-Vittorio Emanuele II
TO-Biblioteca nazionale universitaria

ditto. – 3 ed.
→ Clark, Michael

ditto. – 4 ed.
→ Martin, Steven

Myanmar (Birmanie) / Joe Cummings, Tony Wheeler ; [tra-
duizione: Paola Belloccchio Chierotti, Carlo Maria Chierotti] ;
edizione italiana a cura di Cesare Dapino. – Torino : EDT,
1996. XII, 438 p., [3] p. di tav., illus., carte geogr. – (Guide
EDT) – Orig. Title: Myanmar (Burma)
ISBN 88-7063-291-1

Subject(s): Burma : Guidebooks ; Description and travel
I: BO-Bibli. comunale dell'Archiginnasio
RM-Vittorio Emanuele II
TO-Biblioteca nazionale universitaria


Subject(s): Burma : Guidebooks ; Description and travel

With the jungle folk : a sketch of Burmese village life / by E.
D. Cuming ; illus. by a Burmese artist. – London : Osgood,
Subject(s): Ethnography ; Social life and customs
AU: ANU (Chifley PR4519.C88W45) NLA (Luce 182)
D: B-SBB(582 956 Potsdamer Str.)
HD-SAI(320 eth 66/2130)*
GB: BL(B012627 m 1) BL-APAC(V 10031)
SOAS (GB909/4.449 : GB830/643.339)*
SAS (591:308 (Room 17))
J: TYB(XII-25-C-6)

MY: NL
NL: KITLV(M nr 943)
SG: ISEAS(SR DS530.4 C96)
US: CU (Wason PR4519 C96)
LC (Tozzer IND.C 911 w ; Widener Harv.Deps. 21435.60)
LC (PZ3.C9109Wi) MIU NYPL (Research BGD)
MIU (SEA P0605 L43 W1897)
OAU (Alden SE Asia Sp PR4519.C7 W585)
WU (Memorial Lib. PZ3 C9109 Wi)
YU (Mudd WC 9229)

Cuming, John G.
→ A handbook for travellers in India, Burma and Ceylon.
→ 11th-12th ed.

Cummings, Ephraim Chamberlain 1825-1897
Mission to Burma : a memoir of Miss Sarah Cummings
→ Shway Goon

Cummings, Joe
Burma : a travel survival kit. 4th ed
→ Wheeler, Tony

Myanmar
→ Clark, Michael

Myanmar : Birmania / Joe Cummings, Tony Wheeler. –
Torino : EDT, c1993. XII, 183 p., illus. – (Guide EDT)
Subject(s): Burma : Guidebooks
I: BO-Bibli. comunale dell'Archiginnasio
RE-Biblioteca municipale Antonio Panizzi

Myanmar (Birmania) / Joe Cummings, Tony Wheeler : [tra-
duzione: Paola Belloccchio Chierotti, Carlo Maria Chierotti] ;
edizione italiana a cura di Cesare Dapino. – Torino : EDT,
1996. XII, 438 p., [3] p. di tav., illus., carte geogr. – (Guide
EDT) – Orig. Title: Myanmar (Burma)
ISBN 88-7063-291-1

Subject(s): Burma : Guidebooks ; Description and travel
I: BO-Bibli. comunale dell'Archiginnasio
RM-Vittorio Emanuele II
TO-Biblioteca nazionale universitaria

With the jungle folk : a sketch of Burmese village life / by E.
D. Cuming ; illus. by a Burmese artist. – London : Osgood,
Subject(s): Ethnography ; Social life and customs
AU: ANU (Chifley PR4519.C88W45) NLA (Luce 182)
D: B-SBB(582 956 Potsdamer Str.)
HD-SAI(320 eth 66/2130)*
GB: BL(B012627 m 1) BL-APAC(V 10031)
SOAS (GB909/4.449 : GB830/643.339)*
SAS (591:308 (Room 17))
J: TYB(XII-25-C-6)
Bibliographical description

AU: NLA (NL & N: 915.91045 C971)
D: KN-UB (inf 814:n/a04) HD-SAI (325 rei 94/7090)*
PA-UB (55/RR 51950 C971(5))
OUL (BOD Nuneam X02.G05634)
IRL: TCD (PB-123-313)
NL: KITLV (M 306 N)
US: CU (Kroch ref. DS527.7 B97 1993)
LC (DS527.3 B87 1993 & So Asia Ref)
Ref.: OCLC 28193550 ; 31185490 ; 30776639

ditto. : a Lonely Planet travel survival kit / Joe Cummings ;
Tony Wheeler. 6th ed. – Hawthorn, Vic. ; Oakland, CA ;
AU: NLA (NL & N: 915.91045 C971-6)
F: BIULO (GEN.IV.10930)
SOAS (GB915/764267)
IRL: TCD (PB-150-175)
NL: KITLV (M 1996 A 2580)
SG: CL (915.9104 M-[TRA] 1996) ISEAS (DS527.7 G81)
US: CU (Kroch ref. DS527.7 .W56 1996)
LC (DS527.3 .C86 1996)
NIU (SEA DS527.3 .M925 1996)
OAU (Alden SEA DS527.3 .M925x 6th, 1996)
Ref.: OCLC 35002041 ; 38734784

ditto. Rep. with update supplement. – ibd., Aug. 1996. 393,
SG: NLB (R 915.91 Cum-Tra)*

ditto. 7th ed. – 1999
→ Clark, Michael

A portrait of Myanmar / photography by Mark Downey ;
text by Joe Cummings. – Bangkok: Asia Books, 1996. [79]
p., chiefly col. illus., map. – Cover title: A golden souvenir
of Myanmar. – ISBN 962-7987-06-8*
Subject(s): Burma : Pictorial works
GB: BL-APAC (ORW.1997.a.169)
LC (DS527.3 B87 1993 & So Asia Ref)
Ref.: OCLC 28193550 ; 31185490 ; 30776639

Cumulative bibliography of Asian Studies
Author bibliography.
Subject bibliography.

D: KN-UB (inf 814:n/a04) HD-SAI (325 rei 94/7090)*
PA-UB (55/RR 51950 C971(5))
OUL (BOD Nuneam X02.G05634)
IRL: TCD (PB-123-313)
NL: KITLV (M 306 N)
US: CU (Kroch ref. DS527.7 B97 1993)
LC (DS527.3 B87 1993 & So Asia Ref)
Ref.: OCLC 28193550 ; 31185490 ; 30776639

Cuningham, Clessie Lyle
Report on tuberculosis in Burma / Lyle Cummins. –
Rangoon, 1939. 36 p., tables, graphs.
Subject(s): Burma : Tuberculosis
US: CU (Kroch)

SG: ISEAS (SCR RRC317 B9L98; Microfiche Mfc A958)

Cummins, Stevenson Lyle <b. 1873>
Report on Tuberculosis in Burma / by S. Lyle Cummins. –
Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., 1939. 36 p., illus.
Subject(s): Burma : Tuberculosis
US: CU (Olin RC317.B8 C86 1939)
Ref.: OCLC 52177364

Cuningham, Henry Stewart <Sir, b. 1832>
The Indian evidence act, no. 1 of 1872 … – 1894

Cuningham, J. M.
A sanitary primer for Burmese schools : adapted for use in
Burma from a sanitary primer for Indian schools / by J. M.
GB: BL-APAC (Tr 518)

Cunningham, Michael R.
→ Masterworks of Asian art [; Cambodia, Vietnam, Thai-
land, Laos, Burma, Java, Bali]

Curie, Eve <b. 1904>
Journey among warriors / by Eve Curie. 1st ed. – London ;
Toronto: Heinemann, 1943. 522 p., map, index.
p. 309-339: The dead city of Rangoon
Subjects: Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Rangoon -
Personal narratives, French ; World War <1939-1945> -
Campaigns - Rangoon
Rangoon : World War <1939-1945>
D: HD-SAI (100 mil 92/389)*
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

GB: BL (021618 cc 38 ; Ashley 529)

US: LC (PZ3.C928S)

Curlewis, Adrian <b. 1901>


Ref: (Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British

Great Britain : Prisoners of war - Biography

World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese

AU: ANU (Chifley DS811.C769 ; Menzies RWV Elliott 274)

D: HD-SAI (911 mil 86/1204)*

Curnow, Miriam

Twenty years of Pacific linguistics

→ Carrington, Lois

Currency Board

→ Burma Currency Board

Current, Dean


Subjects: Burma : Agroforestry

S: Jut. 1.1 Ju 12 mon br 99/706 ; 1.2 Ju Jut00306)

US: Mn (TC Forestry Quarto S494.5,A45 C87x 1988)

UCB (Biosci S494.5,A45 C87 1988)


MY: RH


ISBN 974-582-210-8

p. 1-36: Burma

Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions <1948-> ; Economic policy

D: HD-SAI (301 wiw 96/1017)*

F: EFEO (ASE ECON 31)

GB: SOAS (GD330/650.782)

SG: ISEAS (HC412 C97)

Subjects:

Current periodical holdings of the Southeast Asia Collection of Northern Illinois University Libraries

→ Northern Illinois University < DeKalb, Ill. > / Libraries / Donn V. Hart South-East Asian Collection


C 174


Hu/Widener HB393.21.1.25 : Microform (Lamont) Film A 543.533. L C & NIU (Main) & UC (NRLF) & UC (Langson) ; D811.5 .C85 NYPL (Research BZAS) UCR (Rivera D811.5 .C87) YU (LSF Bia23 C91)

Mijn wereldreis in oorlogstijd. – Amsterdam: Van Ditmar, [1947]. 585 p., map.

Ref.:

GB: BL (010055 gg 37) BL-APAC (T 38860)

US: LC (PZ3.C928S)

Ref.: OCLC 01069677

ditto. – ibid., 1933. 224 p. – (The travellers’ library)

US: NhD

ditto. – ibid., 1933. 224 p. – (The travellers’ library)

GB: BL-DSS (X11/9653) OUL (BOD L Floor 20656 f.3)

NL: KITLV (M 3c 38 N)

US: NIU (SEA 4th FL FML D845.B81 C951933)


Subject(s): Burma : Finance, Public ; Economic policy ; Economic conditions <1948–>
D: BA-UB(00/QG 840 161 C9)
SG: ISEAS(LC422 C96)
US: LC(HC422 .C88 1975) NIU(SEA HC422 .C8761975)
Ref.: OCLC 46364926

Ref.: OCLC 31477380
US: US Army, Mil Hist Inst

Current subscriptions to Southeast Asian periodicals
–University < Syracuse, N.Y. > / College of Forestry

US: LC

Currier, Raymond Pillsbury
–The new Burma

Ref.: OCLC 54800414

Curtis, William Eleroy <1850-1911>

Egypt, Burma and British Malaysia / by William Eleroy Curtis. – Chicago, N.Y.; Toronto, London and Edinburg: Revell, 1905. 399 p., [34] l. of plates, map, index.
Subject(s): Burma : Missions Burma
US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1077)
Ref.: OCLC 54800414

Cushing, Josiah Nelson <1840-1905>

Astronomy and geography / by J. N. Cushing. – Rangoon, 1873. – Added title and text in Shan
GB: BL-APAC(Shan B.6)
ditto. 1st ed. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1933. 41 p., illus. – Added title and text in Karen

GB: BL(11103 a 79)*


Subject(s): Buddhism ; Buddhism - Relations – Christianity ; Christianity and other religions - Buddhism

GB: SOAS(MMSL IN-BU19)

→ The catechism / transl. from the Burmese

Christ and Buddha / by Josiah Nelson Cushing, missionary for forty years in Burma, with an appreciation of the author by Henry Melville King. Publ. by the request and with the generous aid of friends. – Philadelphia [etc.]: American Baptist Publication Society, [1907], 160 p.

Subject(s): Buddhism - Relations - Christianity ; Christianity and other religions - Buddhism

GB: BL-APAC(Shan B.19)


AU: NLA(A 2770)*


Subject(s): Shan language : Grammar ; Study and teaching.

GB: BL:APAC(T 38410)

US: LC MB NjNhS NNUT(Burke MRL C5Cd955)

PHI PP PPC SIUE(Stacks BR128.B8 C87)

YU(MUDD WB 169 D3)


Subject(s): Shan language : Grammar primers

GB: BL(12906 cc 19)* BL-APAC(T 3314 ; T 7009)

OUL(BOD Nuneham Indo-Chin. e94)

US: CU(Kroch Film 1206) LC(Microfilm 4872 PL)

J: TYB(XII-25-G-9)

GB: BL-APAC(Shan B.17)


ISBN 0-576-03393-1

AU: ANU(Menzies PL4251.S6 C7 1971)

NL: KITLV(M 3i 25 N)

GB: CUL(839:54.d.95.2)

OUL(BOD Nuneham Indo-Chin. e29 ; e279)

IRL:TCD(HB- 20-311)


Herbert 457

GB: BL(11103 f 13)* BL-APAC(T 6932)

SOAS(GQE Shan 415/13.073)*

US: HC UC


AU: NLA(COE 239)

D: SBB(Potsdamer Str.)

GB: SOAS(GQE Shan 415/31.558 ; 54.260 ; 229.976)*

US: CU(Kroch PL4251.S6 C981 1971)

LC & NNC(Offsite) & YU(LSF-Request) : PL4251.S6 C7 1971

NNC(Lehman PL4251.S6 C8 1971)

Ref.: OCLC 2750996

Genesis and Exodus (Shan.) ...

→ Bible, O.T. : Exodus < S h a n >

The golden balance. 2nd Shan ed. – Rangoon, 1873.

GB: BL-APAC(Shan B.17)

The Gospel according to John ...

→ Bible, N.T. : John < S h a n >: Cushing

The Gospel according to Luke ...

→ Bible, N.T. : Luke < S h a n >

The Gospel according to Mark : Shan ...

→ Bible, N.T. : Mark < S h a n >

The Gospel according to Matthew : Shan ...

→ Bible, N.T. : Matthew < S h a n >

The Gospel of John ...

→ Bible, N.T. : John < S h a n >: Cushing

The Gospel of Luke

→ Bible, N.T. : Luke < S h a n >


Subject(s): Shan language ; Grammar ; Study and teaching.

AU: NLA(COE 239)

GB: BL(12906 ee 24)* BL-APAC(V 1787 ; V 4405)

MY: RUL

US: HU OCI RPB

YU(LSF-Request Fxk Sh183 C94 ; SML AOS ; SML, Microform Fiche B1244 Fiche N2.1.739)


AU: NLA(COE 239)

D: SBB(Potsdamer Str.)

GB: SOAS(GQE Shan 415/31.558 ; 54.260 ; 229.976)*

US: CU(Kroch Film 1206) LC(Microfilm 4872 PL)

NYPL(Humanities-Asian&ME Div *OXC) UC


Subjects: Karen language ; Grammar.

AU: NLA(Luce 332)

The Holy Bible ... transl. into Shan

→ Bible < S h a n >

Hymns for public and social worship. 14th ed. – Rangoon, 1898.

GB: BL-APAC(Shan B.19)

The New Testament transl. into Shan from the original Greek

→ Bible, N.T. < S h a n >
The Redeemer's vision and its fulfillment: a sermon ... preached ... at the Immanuel Baptist Church, Rangoon, Oct. 11th, 1900 ... – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1901. 17 p.
Ref.: OCLC 34920428

A Shan and English dictionary ... / by J. N. Cushing. – London : Trübner ... : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1881. 16, 600 p. – Added title in Shan. – Herbert 457
Subject(s): Shan language : Dictionaries - English

English language : Dictionaries - Shan
AU: NLA(495.832 CUS)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.14/9 ; 8233 d 31)*
US: CU(Kroch PL4251.S6 C98 1971)   LC & NNC(Lehman)

Bibliographical description

St. Luke in Shan
Ref.: OCLC 17008051

GB: BL(012641 f 55)*
US: CU(Olin Film 2600 1876-1900)

Subject(s): Ahoms : Missions

Burma : Baptists – Missions ; Missions
D: B-SBB(Up 4926 Potsdamer Str.)
US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 0981)  YU

US: LC(PZ3.W854Gr)   NYPL


GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/322/150)

Custom House < Rangoon > / Accounts Audit Department
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.138/8)*

Custom House < Rangoon > / Cash Department
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.138/9)*

The customary law of the Chin tribe
→Tet Pyo

Customs Administration Enquiry Committee
→Questionnaire on tariff policy
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